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Shift operators for discrete representations of O(p,q) are found in product form. Their 
normalization is found and conditions are derived for the weight components of such 
representations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Various noncom pact orthogonal groups have arisen in 
the study of physical problems, such as the De Sitter group, 
conformal group, etc. The unitary representations of such 
groups are all infinite dimensional, and no general theory for 
them exists. The case of O(n, 1) has been considered by 
Schwarz, I Wong,2 and others, using an approach based on 
the properties of the O(n) subgroup. The idea of shift opera
tors for the orthogonal groups was introduced by Pang and 
Heche and further developed by Wong4 and Bincer.5 In this 
paper I extend Bincer's approach to the noncompact otho
gonal groups with discrete representations. 

1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

My notation is essentially that of Bincer,5 and the read
er is referred to this paper for more complete discussion of 
the definitions used here. 

Discrete series representations ofO(p,q) can occur only 
if either p or q is even. Since O(p,q) is isomorphic to (q,p), 
there is no loss of generality in assumingp is always even. 
There are then two cases: 

A. p even, q odd. Then O(p,q) is generated by operators 
G~, v<a,b<v, where v = !(p + q -1), v = - v. 

B.p even, q even. O(p,q) is generated by operators G~, 
v<a,b<v, a,b #0, where v = !(p + q). 

For the noncompact algebras the indices are divided into 
two blocks, symmetric under i_ - i, as follows: 

Block One {ill < Iii <p121 

Block Two {OJufil,012 + 1<lil<vJ. (1.1) 

Notice that the index 0 is present in the second block only if 
the algebra is odd-dimensional. 

The generators are defined by the commutation 
relations 

[G~, G~] = 6~ G~ - 6~G~ + 6~ G~ - 6~ G~ (1.2) 

and have the property 

G~ = -G~. (1.3) 

For a unitary representation the generators must also satisfy 

t {G ! if a and b are in the same block 
(G~) = _ G~ if a and b are in different blocks. 

(1.4) 

Equations (1.3) and (1.4) impose the requirement that the 
blocks of indices be symmetric, and therefore preclude the 

use of this approach for O(p,q) where bothp and q are odd. 

The operators G:, a = 1···vall commute with each oth
er and may all be taken to be diagonal. Their eigenstates will 
be used as the basis for the representation, and their eigenval
ues are called the components of the weight of the state, 

(1.5) 

For the compact algebra O(n), a representation is specified 
completely by the values of the Casimir operators, which are 
functions of the w's. A given representation will have both a 
lowest weight state and a highest weight state, and the entire 
representation may be constructed by the appropriate appli
cation of shift operators, starting from either state. For the 
noncompact algebra O(p,q) the values of the Casimir opera
tors do not uniquely specify the represenation, and the repre
sentations obtained from the highest and lowest weight 
states corresponding to the same Casimir values are inequi
valent. I shall therefore have to treat these two cases sepa
rately. For representations with a highest weight I introduce 
the ordering 

(1.6) 

For representations with a lowest weight state the ordering is 

wi+ I <Wi i = 1···v -1. (1.7) 

Here and elsewhere a tilde indicates a lowest weight state. 
With this ordering I have in both cases that G: is a 

{

raising {a > b 
weight operator, if a = b. 

lowering a < b 

An O(p,q) one tensor-operator Va is defined by the 
commutation relations 

[G ~, Vd ] = - 6~ Vb + 6~ Vii' 

{

raising 

A one-tensor is a weight operator if, 

lowering 

2. SUBGROUP CHAINS 

(1.8) 

The complete labelling of the states in a representation 
requires more than the specification of the state of highest or 
lowest weight. One labelling scheme is to specify the weight 
components for the states of highest or lowest weight of all 
the subgroups in a given subgroup chain, a technique intro
duced by Gel'fand and Tsetlin.6 The chain of subgroups I 
shall consider is 
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O(p,q)-::JO(p,q -1)-::JO(p,q -2»-::J 

···-::JO(p, 1)-::JO(p)-::J '" -::J0(2). (2.1) 

The generators of the subgroups are defined by Eqs. (1.2)
(1.4) as before, except that the range of the indices is restrict
ed. If I is the rank of a noncom pact subgroup, the range of 
indices is given by 

1 odd liIE{0}ull ... p/2}u{p/2 + 1 + v - (/-l)/2, .. ·vJ 
(2.2) 

I even liIEP .. p/2Ju\p/2 + 1 + v -/ /2, ... v}. (2.3) 

Notice that passing down the subgroup chain from an odd 
rank subgroup to an even rank one simply involves deleting 
zero from the range of the indices. Passing from an even rank 
subgroup to an odd rank one requires the range of the indices 
to change from 

liIE{1 ... p/2ju{8, .. ·vj D=p/2+1+v-l/2 (2.4) 

to 

liIE{OjU{ l .. p/2ju{8 + 1, ... vj. (2.5) 

Here both the values ± 8 have been deleted, and zero has 
been added. A suitable definition for those operators involv
ing the new index is 

Eventually, as one proceeds down the subgroup chain, there 
will remain only compact subgroups. These may be treated 
using the results of Bincer,5 with a slight modification. For 
the noncom pact subgroups, the weight components of each 
subgroups label a state of highest (or lowest) weight. For the 
compact subgroups these labels are for the state oflowest (or 
highest) weight, resulting in an inversion ofthe ordering of 
the weight components. To apply Bincer's results I must 
define a new index by 

a' = p/2 - a + 1, 0' = o. (2.7) 

Bincer's results can then be used with the primed indi
ces, and the range of the indices for compact subgroups is 
given by 

or 

or 

I oddliIE{Oju{l...(l-l)/2} 

1i'IE{Oju{ p/2 -/-1/2 + 1, ... p/2J 

/ even\iIE{ 1. .. 1/2 J 

ItlEI p/2 -1/2 + 1, ... p/2j. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

As an example, a state in a representation ofO( 4,5) with 
a highest weight state would be specified by a state vector 
with labels m: representing the ith weight component of the 
rank I subgroup as 
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m9 
I mi m~ m~ highest state of 0(4,5) 

m8 
I m~ m~ m! highest state of 0(4,4) 

m7 
I m~ m; highest state of 0(4,3) 

m6 
1 m~ m: highest state of 0(4,2) 

m5 
I m~ highest state of 0(4,1) 

mj(m;,) m~(mi,) lowest state of 0(4) 

mi(m~,) lowest state of 0(3) 

mi(m~, ) lowest state of 0(2) 

(2.10) 

3. SHIFT OPERATORS 

All the states in a discrete representation may be gener
ated from a single state by the repeated application of appro
priate shift operators. The action of such an operator on a 
state is given by 

ml'+q , mp+q 
I 

IS ,.. a (3,1) 
ml 

I 
ml 

I 

m;-I m~-l - 8,..; + D;1l 

The operator IS,.. changes the IJlI component of the weight of 
the rank I - 1 subgroup by one unit up or down, depending 
on the sign of Jl. 

For those representations with a highest weight state, I 
may simply adopt the results of Bincer, 5 since these depend 
only on the commutation relations (1.2) and the definition 
(3.1). In that case I have 

IS,.. = V(Jl),.. (3,2) 
,..-1 

V(,u)a = {V(V) II '(G-CJ-I)J (3.3) 
j= v a 

V(ii)a = G~ I odd 

=~G~ - G~) I even. 
'\12 

(3.4) 

The prime on the product indicates that the range ofthe 
indexj is that of the subgroup with rank I - 1. The constants 
c; - I are determined by the condition 

,..-1 
c;-l=m;-l+ I'(1-86- J

) (3.5) 
b=v 

and are given by 

I odd c1 = {m; + v + j - (2v - / + 2)Oj 
) mJ + (/ - 1)/2 + j - OJ 

1'1 /2 ) >p (3,6) 
UI<p/2 

Ijl >p/2 
UI.;;;p/2 

I even 
cl = {mJ +v+j-(2v-I+2)Oj 

J mJ + 1/2 + j - 2Bj 

(3.7) 

For the representations which have a lowest weight 
state one may follow the same iterative procedure used for 
the case above, except that it must be based on the annihila
tion of the lowest state by all lowering operators. The results 
in this case are 
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lSI' = V{J.l)1' 

V{J.l)a={V(v) n (G-CJ-I)J 
j=p + I a 

V(V)a = {G~ I odd 

1 (j i5 I =~G a - G a) even. 
V2 

The constants cJ - I are given by 

[odd e, = {mJ + v - j - (2v - 1+ 2)()J 
J mJ + ([ - 1)/2 - j - OJ 

_I {m} + v - j - (2v - 1+ 2) OJ 
[even c· = 

J mJ + [ /2 - j - 20J 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

U! >p12 

!j!<p12 
(3.11) 

UI >p/2 
!jl<p/2 . 

(3.12) 

From the definitions (3.4) and (3.10) and Eq. (1.4) I see 

{ 
- V(V)a 1<!a!<p/2 

V +(V)a = (-1)' (3 13) 
V(V)iJ a = 0 or lal >p/2 . 

V +(V)a = (-I)/{-= V(v)jj 1<la l<p/2 
V (v)jj a = 0 or lal >p12. (3.14) 

4. NORMALIZATION OF THE SHIFT OPERATORS 

The shift operators found in Sec. 3 are defined only up 
to a normalization factor. The evaluation of this factor is 
crucial in determining the states in a representation and will 
impose certain "betweeness" conditions on the m~. 

The normalization coefficient for the shift operator 'S 
• I' 
IS defined by 

'S 
I' 

mp + q 
I 

ml 
I 

m l - I 
I 

mp + q 
I 

m l 
I 

I-I ~ + ~ I-I {: mj - 1'; {ii mj - Upi + ~{ij 

. (4.1) 

The evaluation ofthese coefficients is lengthy and fol
lows very closely the procedure used by Bincer in Ref. 7, 
modified to include the different range of indices and the 
altered hermeticity properties of V (V) or V (v) in the noncom
pact algebras. The resulting expressions for the coefficients 
for representations with a highest weight state are: 

I odd, l>p 
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for{I<IJLI<p/2 
IJLI >p/2 

[even, l>p, o < a <p/2 

It;=: -~;a +~iJI2 
= {c~ -C~-I +1)(c~-I-I/2+2+ m~) 

X(c~-I-//2+2-mD-4(c~-I-l!2+2)21 
<Plil,;- 1 T 

X 11 '(C~-l -cj +1) II '(C~-I -cJ +2) 
j=v j=pl2 

. TI2 v 
X '(C~-l-CJ) II '(c~-I-cJ+l) 

j = I j = p/2 +1 

X IT '(ck- I -CJ-I) 
j=u+1 

(4.2) 

X II' = (ck- I _cj-l + 1 + ~jatl (4.3) 
j= v 

I even, I>p, JL >p/2 

It~=: _~;I' +~;JI2 
= (c~ - C~-I - p/2 -1)(c~ - C~-I - p/2) 

xPltt\C~-1 -CJ+I)X IT I (C~-I -CJ-l +2) 
j=v j=p/2 

X n'(c~-I-c;) IT '(C~-I-cj +1) 
j = I j = (P/2) + I 

X IT '(C~-I - -CJ-I) 
j={i+1 

X fI' 1 (4.4) 
j=v cl..- t _C

'
- 1 + 1 +~. 

I' J JI' 

In Eq. (4.2) the double prime on the first product indicates 
the range is that of the rank [group. For [<p, the coefficients 
are those given by Bincer with the substitution i-i', as de
fined in Eq. (2.6). The requirement that the above expres
sions be nonnegative yields the following conditions on the 
m~: 

l>p m~>mlil>m~_t (4.5) 

m~- t >v - (/-1)/2 - JL + 1 JL >p/2, I odd (4.6) 

{odd (4.7) 

m~ - t >v - 1/2 - JL + 2 + ! m~ ! JL > p/2, / even 
(4.8) 

m~ < -1 - JL -Im~! JL<p/2, 

l<p m:<m:-t<m~+1 <0. 

I even (4.9) 

(4.10) 

It is possible for a label to be outside the range indicated 
above if it is equal to the next smaller label. The value of such 
a weight component cannot be shifted, however, and repre
sentations including such labels are called degenerate repre
sentations, as discussed by Nikolov. 8 The most degenerate 
case, where all the labels are initially equal, has been consid
ered by Niederle.9 

The results for representations with a lowest weight 
state are the same as the above, with Ci replaced by c; in Eqs. 
(4.2}--(4.4); the limits on the products sent to their negatives 
(n! = v-n; = a), and - p/2-p12 in Eq. (4.4). The condi
tions (4.5}--(4.10) also apply, with m replaced by - m. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

For odd-dimensional algebras there are two inequiva
lent representations with the same value of the quadratic 
Casimir operators, one with a lowest weight state and one 
with a highest weight state. For even-dimensional algebras, 
there is another possibility. There are two choices of sub
group chains unless p = q, because O(p,q) is isormorphic to 
O(q,p). Thus in general there will be four inequivalent repre
sentations ofO(p,q) for p,q even andp#q. 

Comparison of my results with those of Schwarz for the 
case O( p, 1) shows our results to be in agreement if the indi
ces are switched as in Eq. (2.6). The results of Wong for 
O( p, 1) seem to include othere discrete representations than 
the ones I have found. However, further analysis of his re
sults lO shows that the only allowed value of Sin Eqs. (17) and 
(18) of Ref. 2 is S = K, and with this restriction our results 
are in agreement. 

Nikolov8
.
11 has given conditions, without proof, on the 

weight components for discrete series representations of 
O(p,q). For the case of a representation with a lowest weight 
state our results are in agrement, with the following relabel
ing of weight components: 
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{

rii1+1 j<p 

mj •i - rii1+ I + P + 1 - j f~p, 
tii+ 1 • 

- v+p/2+I-i i~p, 

i<.p/2. 

i>p/2 

(5.1) 

Nikolov does not consider representations with a highest 
weight state. 
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A simple combinatorial method for writing the character generator ofSU(n) is described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Generating functions have proved to be a useful tool in 
the representation theory of continuous and discrete 
groups. I In the case of a compact semisimple Lie group G, 
the character generator is the starting point for obtaining 
many other generating functions of interest. The character 
generator for irreducible representations of a connected sim
ply-connected semisimple Lie group G is defined by 

where I is the rank of G, the summation extends over all 
nonnegative integers rl, ... ,rl , and X" (a) is the character of 
the finite irreducible representation of G with highest weight 
A = riAl + ... + riAl' Here AI, ... ,AI -are the fundamental 

weights of G. Thus the coefficient of A ~' ... A ?xa~""cr:' 
(which we abbreviate as A r al') in XAa) is the multiplicity of 
the weightll = VtI, ... oIlI) (written with respect to some basis 
for the weight space). It follows easily from Weyt's character 
formula that X A (a) is a rational function of A and a. For 
many applications it is desirable to write X A (a) as a sum of 
terms of the form 

A sa/(Iy -ApI, ai, ... al), (1) 

wherej, h, and 11,12, ... ,lh depend on i, and where d is the same 
for all terms and is necessarily equal to ! (dim G + rank G). 
The method I used for computing X A (a) does not directly 
yield a sum of terms of the form (1), and it is unknown in 
general whether X A (a) can always be written in this form. 
We will describe a different method for computing XA (a) 
when G = SU(n), which automatically expressesXA (a) as a 
sum of terms (1). Each term can be read off by inspection 
from a certain type of tableau, and we state a formula for the 
total number of terms. Our derivation will be purely combin
atorial, based on the well-known description of the charac
ters ofSU(n) in terms of Young tableaux. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS 

We now introduce the necessary combinatorial con
cepts and terminology. Fix integers m l > m 2 > .. , > m k > 0, 
and set m = (ml, ... ,md. Let r = (rl, ... ,rd be a k-tuple of 
nonnegative integers, and let Yr be the Young diagram with 
ri columns of length i. Thus Yr is a left-justified array of 
squares, with ri + ri + I + ... + r k squares in row i. Let P be 
an array obtained by inserting positive integers into the 
squares of Yr subject to the rules: (i) Every row is non-in-

"Partially supported by NSF Grant MeS 78-02743. 

creasing, (ii) every column is strictly decreasing, and (iii) no 
entry in row i exceeds mi' For instance, ifm = (5,4,2) and 
r = (4,2,3), then a typicalp looks like 

5 5 444 3 1 1 1 

3 322 2 

2 1 1. 

We callp a column-strict plane partition 2 of type (m,r). Intro
duce new variables XI,x-.z, ... , and set 

M(p) =X~'X~' ... , 

where ai parts of p are equal to i. Thus, for the above exam
ple, M(p) =X~XiX~X~X;. In general, ai = Oifi>m l , 

and 1: ai = 1: iri • Given m = (ml, ... ,mk), define the generat
ing function 

(2) 
p 

where the sum is over all column-strict plane partitions p of 
type (m,r) for some r = (rl, ... ,rk). We will give a method for 
computing Fm(A,x) as a sum of terms of the form 

A sx/tlY -AjXI, ... X I), (3) 

wherej and 11, ... ,lj depend on i, and where m = m l 

+ ... + m k • From this it will be easy to obtain the character 
generator for SU(n). 

We now define the type of tableaux necessary to de
scribe the terms (3) of Fm (A,x). A shifted Young diagram 
Zm of shape m = (ml, ... ,mk) consists of an array of 
m = m l + ... + m k squares, with m i squares in row i, and 
with row i + 1 indented one srace to the right from row i. A 
standard shifted Young tableau (SSYT) of shape m is ob
tained by inserting the integers 1,2, ... ,m into the squares of 
Zm without repetition such that every row and column is 
increasing.3 For instance, an example of an SSYT of shape 
(7,4,3,2) is given by 

1 2 3 5 9 14 16 

4 6 7 10 

8 11 13 

12 15. 

(4) 

If 1T is an SSYT, define the sub-SSYT 'If/) to be the SSYT 
obtained from 1T by deleting all entries> i. For instance, if 1T 

is given by (4), then 1T( 16) = 1T, 1T( 3) = 123, and 

235 

467 

8. 
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If 11' is an SSYT Qf shape m = (m w .. ,m.d, define a monomial 
r(11') = AkXm • X m , ."Xm ,. For instance. if 11' is given by (4), 
thenr(11') = A4Xyl'Y¥4X7andr(1T' S,) = A;XIX ;X4' We now 
state the fundamental theorem which explains how a formu
la for Fm (A,x) can be read off from the set of all SSYT of 
shapem. 

Theorem: (i) We have 

F ... (A,x) = ~!Ir(1T(I)(frl [1 - r(1T(I)], (5) 

where 1T ranges over all SSYTofshapem, andK". is the set of 
those i for which i + 1 appears in 1T in a row above i. 

(ii) To obtain the character generator for SU(n) in the 
form (1). with respect to the basis AI.· .. ,A. n _ I offundamental 
weights, take m = (n,n - 1, .... 2) in (5) and set Xi = a i-=-\ a i 

for l<i<n (where we set a o = an = 1). (If one prefers the 
characters with respect to a different basis for the weight 

space, replace each a i by an appropriate a~Ii ... a~"_·;·i.) More 
generally, if AI, ... ,A.n _I are the fundamental weights of 
SU(n) in their usual order, then to get the generating func
tion for those characters ofSU(n) corresponding to a highest 
weight rIAl + ... + rkAk for some fixed k<n -1, take 

m = (n,n -1, ... ,n - k +1) and Xi = al-=-\ ai' l<i<n. 
(iii) The number g'" of terms in the sum (5) (equivalent

ly, the number ofSSYT of shape m) is given by 

g'" = m! II m i - mj , 
ml! .. ·mk! I.;i<j.;k m i + mj 

where m = (mJ> .... mk ). In particular, 

{ 

r z+ 1 )!2!4!· .. (n - 2)! 
----------, n even 

in,n - 1, ... ,2) = (n + l)!(n + 3)!· .. (2n - I)! 
C/ 1)!2!4! ... (n -1)! 
-------, n odd. 
n!(n + 2)! .. ·(2n - 1)1 

3. PROOF OF FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 

(i) The right-hand side of (5) may be rewritten as 

L L r(11"I''j· ... F(1T(m»b''', 
1r b" ...• bm 

(6) 

wherebl, ... ,brn ranges over all sequences of nonnegative inte
gers such that bi >0 if iEKrr • To each term r(1T( I't· 
... T( 1T(m)bm of (6), associate a column-strict plane partitionp 
by definingp to have Pi columns with entries It> ••• > lj> 
where 711) has shape (/1, ... ,1). Ifp is of type (m,r) then 

r(1T' I 't, ... r(1T(m)t"' is just the monomial ArM (p) appear
ing in (2). Hence to prove (i), we need to show that the map 
(1T,b~p defined above between (a) ordered pairs (1T,b) 
where 1T is a SSYT of shape m and b is a sequence of nonnega
tive integers bl,. .. ,bm such that bi > 0 if iEK'r> and (b) col
umn-strict plane partitions p of type (m,r) for some r, is a 

one-to-one correspondence. 
Given (1T,b) defineai = bi + b'+1 + ... + bm • Thus 

a l >· .. >am >0, and ai > a, + I if iEK". Clearly we can recover 
b from a = (a l , ... ,., am) by bi = ai - 0,+ I' Now let abe the 
array obtained by replacing i in 1T by OJ. Then a is a shifted 
plane partition 3 of shape m, i.e., an array obtained by insert
ing nonnegative integers into the squares of Zm so that every 
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fQW and calumn is nonincreasing. 
We can recover p from a by defining the ith column of p 

to be the shape of the shifted plane partition consisting of all 
entries of a which are >i. Hence we need to show that the 
map (1T,8)-O" just defined between (a) ordered pairs (1T,a) 
where rr is a SSYT of shape m and a is a sequence a I > ... >a m 

>0 of integers such thata j >a j + 1 ifiEK1T , and (b) shifted 
plane partitions a of shape m, is a one-to-one correspon
dence. This will follow from a general result about partially 
ordered sets which we now describe. 

Let Pbe any finite partially ordered set (poset) with m 
elements, and let w:P-----+! 1,2, ... ,m I be a fixed order-preserv
ing bijection (so x <.v in Pimplies w(x)<w(y». Let Y(P) be 
the set of all order-preserving bijections 1T:P-----+{ 1,2 .... ,m J. If 
1TEY (P), let S tr denote the set of all integer sequences 
aJ> .. ·>am >0 such thata j >a i + 1 ifwrr- 1 (t»W1T- 1 (i +1). 
Finally, let d(P) consist of all order-reversing maps 
a:P-----+\ 0, 1,2, ... ) [i.e., x<'y in P implies o(x»u(y)]. Accord
ing to Ref. 4 or Theorem 6.2 of Ref. 5, we have: 

Lemma: Define a map <P (1T,a) = a between ordered 
pairs (1T,8) where 1TEY(P) and aES"., and the set .d(P), by 
the rule o(x) = a,,_' (x)' Then <P is a one-to-one 
correspondence. 

We may regard the shifted Young diagram Zm as a po
set, with the elements (squares) increasing as we read left-to
right or top-to-bottom. Choose w:Zm -----+ { 1 ,2, ... m J to in
crease by unit amounts along each row. E.g., for m = (5,3, I), 
w is given by 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 is 

9. 

It is clear that a map OEd (Zm) is nothing more than a shift
ed plane partition of shape m, and that an order-preserving 

bijection 1TE2"(Zm) is just an SSYT. It follows from the 
lemma and our choice of w that we have exactly the one-to
one correspondence (1T,a~ needed to complete the proof 
of (i). 

(ii) This follows immediately from (i) and the well
known description of the irreducible representations of 
SU(n) in terms of Young tableaux. 

(iii) The number g'" ofSSYT of shape m has been calcu
lated implicitly by Schur,7 and more explicitly in Refs. 3 and 
8. 

4. EXAMPLES 

We will u§e the Fundamental Theorem to compute the 
character generators ofSU(3) and SU(4). These two cases 
are at least implicit in Ref. 6. 

For the case of SU(3), there are two SSYT 1T of shape 
(3,2). For each of these 1T, we need to compute (by inspec
tion) the shape (11t ... ,I) of each of the five sub-SSYT 
1T' I , , ... , 1T( 5, and hence obtain the monomial r (1T(i) 
= A -XI •• ·XI • We also compute by inspection the set K 1T of i 

J. J 

in 1T such that i + 1 appears in a higher row than i. Then 1T 
will contribute a term niEK r(tr<°)/n;: 1[1 - r(1T(I)] to 

Fm(A,x). Substituting XI ,: aI' Xz = a l-
Ia2' X3 = a 2- \ 

yields the character generator X A (a). The table below gives 
the relevant information for each SSYT 1T. 
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2 
1. 11"= 

4 

11"(0 

r(rr<°) 

2 4 
2. 11"= 

3 5 

Hence 

3 
Krr = rP 

5 

2 

12 

A1X1 A 1X2 

Krr = {3J 

2 

1 2 

3 

123 

A 1X3 

3 

1 2 
3 

F(3,2)(A,x) = ------------------
(I -A1X1)(1 -A1X2)(1 -AIX3)(1 -A~IX3)(1 -A~~3) 

+ A~IX2 
(1-AIXl)(1 -A1X2)(1 -A~IX2)(1 -A~IX3)(1-A~~3) 

Thus the character generator for SU(3) is given by: 

1 
XA(a) = ------------------------

(l-alAl)(I-al-la~I)(1-a2-1Al)(I-ala2-1A2)(I-al-lA2) 

+ a~2 
(I - a 1A 1)(1 - a 1 -la~I)(l - a~2)(1 - a 1a 2 -IA2)(1 - a 1 -IA2) 

4 

123 
4 

A~IX3 

4 

124 
3 

5 

123 
45 

A~~3 

5 

124 
35 

For the case ofSU(4), there are 12 SSYTofshape (4,3,2). For each one we list the setKrr and the shapes (i1, ... ,ij ) of each 
11"(1) so r (rr<0) = A X ···X . , J I, Ij 

1 2 3 4 

(1) 11"= 5 6 7 Krr = rP 
8 9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

i1,· .. ij 2 3 4 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 3 4 
(2) 11"= 5 6 8 K7T'= {7J 

7 9 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

i1,· .. ,ij 2 3 4 4,1 4,2 4,2,1 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 3 5 
(3) 11"= 4 6 7 Krr = [4J 

8 9 
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i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1" ... ,lj 2 3 3,1 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,3,1 4,3,2 

1 2 3 5 
(4) 1T'= 4 6 8 K tr = {4,7) 

7 9 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1" ... ,lj 2 3 3,1 4,1 4,2 4,2,1 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 3 6 

(5) 1T'= 4 5 7 Ktr = (5) 

8 9 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1" ... ,lj 2 3 3,1 3,2 4,2 4,3 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 3 6 

(6) 1T'= 4 5 8 K tr = {5,7) 

7 9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1" ... ,lj 2 3 3,1 3,2 4,2 4,2,1 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 3 7 

(7) 1T'= 4 5 8 K tr =(6) 
6 9 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

l" ... ,lj 2 3 3,1 3,2 3,2,1 4,2,1 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 4 5 

(8) 1T'= 3 6 7 K tr =(3) 
8 9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

I""''/j 2 2,1 3,1 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,3,1 4,3,2 

2 4 5 

(9) 1T'= 3 6 8 K tr = {3,7) 

7 9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1" ... ,1j 2 2,1 3,1 4,1 4,2 4,2,1 4,3,1 4,3,2 
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2 4 6 
(10) 1T= 3 5 7 K1T = p,5j 

8 9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

11,···,lj 2 2,1 3,1 3,2 4,2 4,3 

2 4 6 
(11) 1T= 3 5 8 K1T = p,5,7j 

7 9 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

11,··.,l} 1 2 2,1 3,1 3,2 4,2 4,2,1 

2 4 7 
(12) 1T= 3 5 8 K1T = p,6j 

6 9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

11,. .. ,I} 2 2,1 3,1 3,2 3,2,1 4\2,1 

Thus we obtain the following expression for the character generator XA (a) ofSU(4): 

2325 

(l-aIAI)(I-al-Ia~I)(I-ala2-IA3)(l-al-IA3)xAa) 

1 

(l-a2-la~I)(l-a3-IAI)(l-ala3-IA2)(l-al-la2a3-IA2)(I-a2-IA2) 

a~3-IA3 
+ ------------------------~--~----------------------

(1 - a2-la~I)(1 - a3-IAl)(l - a 1a 3- IA2)(1 - al-la2a3-IA2)(l - a2a3-IA3) 

ala2-la~2 
+ ----~----------~----~--~~----~----------~-

(l-a2-la~I)(l-ala2-la~2)(l-ala3-1A2)(l-al-la2a3-IA2)(1-a2-IAJ 

+ a1A~3 
(l-a2-la~I)(I-ala2-la~2)(l-ala3-IA2)(I-al-la2a3-IA2)(l-a~3-IA3) 

al-Ia~2 
+----~----------~----~~~------~--~------~--

(l-a2-la~I)(1-ala2-la~2)(I-alla~2)(I-al-la2a3-IA2)(1-a2-IA2) 
al-Ia~~3 

+ ----~----------~----~~~~----~------------~-
(l-a2-la~I)(l-ala2-la~2)(I-al-la~2)(I-al-la2a3-IA2)(l-a2a3- IA 3) 

+ a~3 
(l-a2-la~I)(I-ala2-la~2)(l-al-la~2)(l-a~3)(1-a2a3-IA3) 

+ a~2 
(l-a~J(l-ala2-la~2)(I-ala3-IA2)(I-al-la2a3-IA2)(1-a2IA2) 

aia3-IA~3 
+ --------------~----~~~~~--~--~--------~-

(l-a~2)(I-ala2-la~2)(l-ala3-IA2)(l-al-la2a3-IA2)(l-a2a3-IA3) 

al-Ia2a~ i 
+ --------------~------~~~~---------------------

(l-a~2)(l-ala2-la~2)(1-al-la~2)(1-al-la2a3-IA2)(l-a2-IA2) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.9, September 1980 

8 9 

4,3,1 4,3,2 

8 9 

4,3,1 4,3,2 

8 9 

4,3,1 4,3,2 
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al-la~A ~A3 
+ --------------~----~--~~~-------------------

(1-a~2)(1-ala2-lay42)(1-al-Iay42)(I-al-lap3-IA2)(I-a2a3-IA3) 

+ a2ay4~3 
(1 - a~2)(1 - a la 2-

lay42)(1 - a 1-
1ay42)(1 - ay43)(1 - a2a3-1A3) 

There seems little point in writing down the character generator ofSU(5), which by part (iii) of the theorem has 286 
terms. Even more impractical is the character generator ofSU(6), with 33592 terms. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The generating function F m (A,x) has some additional 
properties of interest. If m = (n,n -1, ... ,2) then write Fm 
(A,x) = Fn(A,x). If we set each Al = 1 in Fn(A,x), then it 
follows, e.g., from Eq. (11.9;6) of Ref. 9 or Corollary 8.3 of 
Ref. 2 that 

F n (1,I, ... ,I;X) 

= (1 - X IX 2···Xn ) 1ft (1- X;) II (1 - XiXj ). 
;= 1 l<i<j<.n 

If we set each Xi = 1 and Ai = A in Fm (A,x), then it 
follows from (5) that the coefficient of A q in 
F m (A, ... ,A, 1, ... , 1) is a polynomial function Pm (q) of q of de
gree m -1 and leading coefficient g'" /(m - I)! When 
m = (n,n -1, ... ,n - k +1), this polynomial Pn,k(q) is given 
by 

(7) 

where the sum is over all k-tuples of nonnegative integers 
(al, ... ,ak) such thata l + ... + ak = q, and where dim A de
notes the dimension of the irreducible representation of 
SU(n) with highest weightA. When k = n -1, the sum (7) 
can be explicitly evaluated using a result of Andrews 10 and 
independently Macdonald ll (pp. 50-52). Namely, 

... , ifn=21+1 

(

A2Ilt (q+n+2i-2)4i+1 

i~O (n +21)4i+1 
Pn,n-I (q) = ( 2' 3) 

A2Ilt q+n+.'- 4i-1 ... ....::...-----~~, if n=21, 
i ~ 1 (n + 21 - 1) 4i _ 1 

where (r)s = r(r -l)(r -2) ... (r - s + 1), and where.::l 2 is 
the second-difference operator, defined by .::l 2Q (q) 
= Q(q +2) -2Q(q +1) + Q(q). Alternatively, we have 

Pn.n -1 (q) =.::l 2 dim«q - 2)An), where An is the highest 
weight of the spin representation of the Lie algebra 
so(2n +1,C). A theoretical explanation of this fact can be 
given by considering the decomposition of gl (n,C) 
Cso(2n +1,C) in the representation (q -2Mn. We will not 
enter into the details here. 

We have described a method for writing Fm(A,x) as a 
sum of g'" terms of the form (3). One may wonder whether 
there is some alternative way to write F m (A,x) as a sum of 
fewer terms of the form (3). If we have any such representa
tion ofF m (A,x) then setting A i = A and Xi = 1 as above, we 
olJtain 

A" 
Fm (A, ... ,A,I, ... ,I) = ~--t (l-A)m 

};jA 'j 

(l-A)m' 

2326 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 21. No.9. September 1980 

for certain integers tj ;;;.0. Hence the integers tj are uniquely 
determined by F m (A,x), not by the way in which F m (A,x) is 
written as a sum of terms (3). In particular, the number of 
terms is always the same, namely, g"'. 

Let us mentions that the numbers g'" were shown by 
Schur to be the degrees of the irreducible projective repre
sentations of the symmetric group Sm. We don't know if this 
connection between SU(n) and Sm is just a coincidence. 

It is natural to ask whether our results for SU(n) can be 
extended to other simple Lie groups, in particular O(n) and 
Sp(2n). We have been unable to write the character gener
ator for these groups in the form (1) because of the lack of a 
combinatorial description of the characters which would al
low the use of the lemma on posets. Though there exist com
binatorial descriptions of the characters of these groups (e.g., 
Ref. 9, p. 240, and Ref. 12), they seem unsuitable for the 
implementaion of the Lemma. 
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In this paper we generalize Dragt's approach to classifying three-particle states. Using his 
formalism of creation and annihilation operators, we obtain explicitly a complete set of 
orthonormal functions Y A/-lRL M on Ss. This set of functions carries all the irreducible 
representations of the group SU(3) reduced according to SO(3). The YA/-l

RL
M , which are 

eigenvectors ofthe togetherness and angular momentum operators, have very simple properties 
under three-particle permutations. We obtain also explicitly the coefficients "3v" which reduce 
the products of these functions. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the study of three-body decays, 1.2 and in any problem 
with three equal particles, it is useful to employ a complete 
set of orthonormal states which treat all the particles on the 
same footing and have definite angular momentum and lo
calization. In this paper we obtain explicitly a set of states 
with these properties. Following two papers of Drage we 
prove in Sec. 1 that the three-particle states can be classified 
according to the group SU(3), and this classification leads to 
states with the announced properties. In Sec. 2 we generalize 
Dragt's formalism of creation and annihilation operators 
and obtain the general expression for such states. Their sym
metry properties are given in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we reduce their 
products by means of "3v" coefficients, whose general ex
pression is also given explicitly. 

1. CLASSIFICATION OF THREE-PARTICLE STATES 

This section and a part of the following are already pre
sented in Dragt's papers,3 but we review them in order to 
make the paper self-contained. 

We shall assume three spinless, nonrelativistic and non
interacting particles of mass m. If we fix the total energy and 
momentum, T and Q, to classify three-particle states means 
in the momentum representation to obtain a complete set of 
functions on the phase space. 

A. Phase space 

The phase space of a such system is Ss, the five-dimen
sional surface of a sphere in a six-dimensional space. IfpA' 
PB' Pc are the particle 3-momenta, energy and momentum 
conservation imply 

L P; =2mT, 
x=A,B,C 

L Px =Q. 
x=A.B.C 

These equations can also be written 

a)Work partially supported by the Instituto de Estudios Nucleares 
(Madrid). 

(la) 

(lb) 

h)Present address: Department of Theoretical Physics, I Keble Road, Ox
ford OXl 3NP, England. 

q2 + q,2 = 2mT _ Q2/3, 

V3q" =Q, 

where 

q = (PB - PA)/VZ. 

q' = (2pc - PA - PB)N6, 
q" = (PA + PB + pc>Ni 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3) 

Thus, the phase space is the set of configurations (q,q') which 
satisfy Eq. (2a). It must be noted that if we define 

Iz) = (q' + iq)/(2mT - Q2/3)1/2, (4) 

the phase space is the set of vectors of a three dimensional 
Hilbert space H which satisfy 

(zlz) = 1 

(i.e., Ss). 

(5) 

B. Classification of three-particle states according to 
SU(3) 

On the real space (q,q') let us consider the set of linear 
transformations 

R=[ _~ ~], 
where a, f3 are 3 X 3 matrices verifying 

aaT +f3f3 T = I, 

af3 T - f3a T = O. 

On H the corresponding set of transformations, 

U=a + if3, 

(6a) 

(6b) 

constitutes the unitary group U(3). Its subgroup SU(3) acts 
on the three-dimensional Hilbert space and leaves (zlz) 
fixed. Hence, Ss is topologically equivalent to the cosets of 
SU(3) with respect to SU(2), the little group of an arbitrary 
but fixed point of Ss. For instance, if 

18) ~ [~l, 
its little group is [b ~U(2)] and U la) = Iz) with Zj = Un is 
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any unit vector (i.e., matrices U of the same coset have iden
tical first column). 

Let E be the Hilbert space of square-integrable func
tions,/, on S5' SU(3) acts on E according to the rule 

(7) 

Thus, E is a representation space ofSU(3). Using the notion 
of induced representation,4 we can see this representation of 
SU(3) on E as induced by the trivial one of a subgroup SU(2). 
Therefore, the Frobenius reciprocity theorem5 can be ap
plied, assuring in this case that the representation of SU(3) 
on E carries any irreducible representation r of SU(3) the 
same number of times that r when restricted to SU(2) con
tains its trivial representation. As each irreducible represen
tation ofSU(3) contains once and only once the trivial repre
sentation ofSU(2), 6 any irreducible representation of SU(3) 
occurs once and only once in the representation ofSU(3) on 
E. This implies that it can be found a basis of E labelled only 
by SU(3) labels. In fact, we should prove the completeness of 
the functions classified according to SU(3). This follows 
from the Peter-Weyl theorem.7 For SU(3) it assures that the 
set of matrix elements of all its irreducible representations is 
complete in the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions 
on the manifold of the group. Then, the subset of matrix 
elements obtained when one of the states fixing the matrix 
element runs over the corresponding singlets of SU(2) is 
complete in E. 

C. Advantages of such classification 

We have proved that three-particle states can be classi
fied according to SU(3), i.e., two Casimir operators ofSU(3) 
which fix the irreducible representation and three operators 
of the algebra or enveloping algebra which specify the corre
sponding basis vectors constitute a complete set of observa
bles. This classification has three important advantages, it is 
"democratic" and the "togetherness" operator8 and the to
tal angular momentum can be used as elements of a complete 
set of commuting observables. 

This classification is "democratic" because none of the 
observables needed to constitute a complete set of commut
ing observables discriminates among the three particles, i.e., 
all of them commute with the elements of the alternate sub
group A (3) of the permutation group of the three particles 
S (3). Therefore, the corresponding basis vectors will trans
form under the three-particle permutations in a very simple 

I 

way. It is trivial to verify that 

(8a) 

where CABC is the cyclic permutation, generating A (3), 

(8b) 

and R is a linear transformation on (q,q') of the type (6a). As 
the elements of SU(3) are of this type, the observables ob
tained from them commute with C ABC' and therefore, they 
do not discriminate among the three particles. 

The "togetherness" operator A 2 measures the localiza
tion of the three particles, in a similar way as the angular 
momentum does it for a two-particle system. The main dif
ference is that for interacting systems the togetherness oper
ator does not corresponds to a conserved quantity. But, its 
use to classify three particle states is interesting because its 
eigenvalues can be bounded in some cases.2 In the next sec
tion we shall see that the togetherness operator can be used 
as a Casimir operator ofSU(3). We shall also prove that the 
group of rotations about a center-of-momentum frame is a 
subgroup SO(3) of SU(3). Thus, the total angular momen
tum J 2 and its third component J3 can be two of the three 
operators needed to specify the basis vectors of the irreduci
ble representations of SU(3). 

2. EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF THE FUNCTIONS yA/lRL M 

In this section we shall solve explicitly the problem just 
described, to obtain the eigenvectors of A 2, J 2, J3, another 
Casimir operator of SU(3), and a fifth operator to provide 
the missing label in the reduction scheme SU(3) 
::> SO(3)::> SO(2). This problem has been widely studied and 
solved.9

-
12 Our approach generalizes that of Dragt.3 His 

method is based on algebraic manipulations of creations and 
annihilation operators. A similar approach is used in Ref. 9, 
but in another representation of SU(3) and with different 
technical details. A general study of the SU(3)::>SO(3) re
duction scheme can be found in Ref. 10. Different complete 
sets of commuting observables can be considered 10,1 \ we 
will pick the easier one. Finally, in Ref. 12 an equivalent 
result is obtained using a different approach. 

A. Complete set of commuting observables 

Let the complete set of generators ofU(3) in its representation on (q,q') [cf. Eq. (6)] be 

I 

-1 
-1 

-1 
-1 
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where I where fx = i(aliJpx)' The three usual Casimir operators of 

KII + K22 +K33 = O. (9b) U(3) are 

In its representation on E these generators are written 
6 _ 

Jij = L (Jij)apParp, 
a,/J= I 

6 _ 

Kij = L (Kij)afJParp, 
a,/J= I 
6 _ 

S = L (S)apParp, 
a,p= I 

where 

(Pa) = (q,q'), 

and their nonvanishing commutators are 

[Jk,Jm] = iEkmlJ1 , 

[Jk.Kmll ] = i(EkmlKIII + EkIlIKml), 

[Kmll.Krs] = i(8m,EII•1 + 8m.EII ,1 + 8",Em./ 
+ 8ns Em ,/)J/, 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(11) 

whereJk = ~Ek/mJlm' The quantitiesJk ,Kij generate the sub
group SU(3), while J i generate the subgroup S0(3) of rota
tions about a center-of-momentum frame, Q = 0 

J = L fx I\px , (12) 
x=A,B,C 

2329 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.9, September 1980 

S, 
3 3 

G(2)= L J~+! L K~, 
i= I i,j= I 

(13) 

3 3 

G(3) = i .. '> KijKjlK/i -. '> J/Ki/J/, 
"j~1 l,t=1 

where G (2), G (3) are the corresponding Casimir operators of 
SU(3). It should be noted that in this representationS, G (2), 

G (3) are not independent 

G(3) =i s (4 + G(2) - 35 2), (14) 

as we could guess from the fact that each irreducible repre
sentation ofSU(3) occurs once and only once in its decompo
sition. Equation (14) implies that we can use S and G ( 2) as 
Casimir operators of SU(3); thus, we change an eigenvalue 
problem for a cubic operator into one for a linear operator. 
On the other hand, the togetherness operator 

6 

Ii 2 =! a~ I (Parp - Pa rp)2 

3 3 

= L J7 +! L K~ - !S2 (15) 
i= I i,j= I 

can be written [cf. Eqs. (13), (15)] 

Ii 2 = G (2) -!S2. (16) 

Therefore, to fix the irreducible representations ofSU(3) we 
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can use the eigenvalues of the operators S and A 2. 

The algebra of SU(3) contains the subalgebra of SU(2) 
in two different ways, namely, generating a subgroup SU(2) 
or a subgroup SO(3). 13 The main difference is that in the first 
case an element can be found among the remaining ones of 
the algebra ofSU(3) which commutes with the subalgebra of 
SU(2) [the usual scheme SU(2) X U(l)], while in the second 
case this is not possible. Weare interested in the second case 
because the total orbital angular momentum J 2 = l:i ~ 1 J; 
and its third component J3 correspond to a subgroup SO(3). 
Thus, we must go to the enveloping algebra ofSU(3) to find 
an operator whose eigenvalues provide the missing label. 11 

The surprising thing is that none of the operators solving the 
missing problem has integer eigenvalues. 14 (This implies 
that in general we will need numerical calculation.) We will 
choose the easier of such operators, the one of lower order, 
i.e. 

3 

X= L J;Ki/ J/. 
;./~ 1 

(17) 

B. The trick of the harmonic oscillator 

The problem is the construction of a basis Y Ap.RL M in E 
which diagonalizes the observables A 2, S, J2, J3, X 

A 2yAP.RLM(W) = A (A +4)yAP.RLM(W), 

SyAp.RLM(W) = _ jlyAP.RLM(W), 

J 2y Ap.RLM(W) = L (L + 1) yAP.RLM(W), 

J3yAJ.tRLM(W) = MyAJ.tRLM(W), 

XyAJ.tRLM(W) = RyAJ.tRLM(W), 

(18) 

where A, jl, R, L, M are the quantum numbers associated 
with A 2, S, X, J2, J3 and W is a point of S5' To this end, we 
generalize the algebraical approach introduced by Dragt.3 

The momentum and position operators P a' r p correspond to 
canonically conjugate variables 

(19) 

The U(3) operators have the same expression in the momen
tum representation (rp = iJIJpp) as in the position repre
sentation (Pa = - iJIJra) [cf. Eqs. (9), (10)]. Therefore, 
the eigenvectors of A 2, S, J 2, J3, X have the same expression 
in both representations. To obtain the explicit expression of 
Y AJ.tRL M' we shall use the position representation. 

Let r, & be the polar coordinates in the position space, 

( 6 )112 
r= L ~ 

a=l 

(20) 

and & the five angular variables fixing a point of 85, the 
surface of a sphere in this space. The Hamiltonian of a six
dimensional harmonic oscillator, 

6 

H= L (p2a+ r a), (21a) 
a=l 

can be written using polar coordinates 

H= ~(- ~- 2.~+ £+r), 
2 Jr rJr r (21b) 

where A 2 is the togetherness operator depending on the an
gular variables. The corresponding eigenvalue equation 
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Ht/J(r,Cd) = Et/J(r,Cd) (22a) 

is equivalent to 

( ~+ 2.~_ A(A+4) -r+2E )FEA(r)=o, 
Jr r Jr r 

(22b) 

(22c) 

where t/J(r,Cd) = F EA (r) Y A (Cd). In the previous section we 
proved that to classify the functions Y A (Cd) we can use the 
operators S, X, J 2, J3• The trick of the harmonic oscillator is: 
i) to associate with each set ofvalueSA,jl, R, L, M one of the 
values E compatible with A; ii) to construct algebraically 
with creation operators acting on the vacuum or lowest ener
gy state 10) the corresponding eigenfunction of the harmonic 
oscillator, and iii) to factorize the angular part yAJ.tRL M of 
the eigenfunction. 

Let the creation and annihilation operator representa
tion be 

a + = Hr' + ir - i(q' + iq)], 

b+ =Hr'-ir-i(q'-iq)], 

a = Ur' - ir + i(q' - tq)], 

b = Ur' + ir + i(q + tq)], 

(23) 

where (r,r') = (ra ), (q,q') = (Pa)' Their nonvanishing com
mutators are 

[aoa/ ] = [bob / ] = oij' t,j = 1,2,3. (24) 

The vectors of the state space are polynomials in creation 
operators P (a + ,b +) acting on the vacuum. The U(3) gener
ators are written 

J = i(aAa + + bAb +)" 

Kij =b/bj +b/b; -(a;+aj +a/aJ 

-1 oij(b+·b-a+·a), 

S = b + ·b - a + ·a, 

and the Hamiltonian operator is 

H = a + ·a + b +·b +3. 

(25a) 

(25b) 

It follows from Eq. (25a) that only four independent bilinear 
operators commute with U(3) 

Na = a+·a, 

(26a) 
L1 + = a +·b+, 

L1 = a·b, 

where Na ,Nb measure the number of exitations of type a and 
b, respectively, and.::1 ± are operators of double creation and 
annihilation 

[Na•b ,.::1 ± ] = ±.::1 ± . (26b) 

The Hamiltonian operator H commutes with Na and N b , but 
not with.::1 ± 

[H,.::1 ± ] = ± 2.::1 ± . (27) 

Therefore, the eigenvectors of H, A 2, S, X, J 2, J 3 are eigen
vectors of N a•b , but not of.::1 ± 
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.a ± jE,).p.RLM) = jE ± 2,).p.RLM) , (28a) 

except when E is the lowest energy value compatible with A, 
in which case 

.a _ jEAp.RLM) = 0. (28b) 

We will associate with a given value of A the lowest energy E 
compatible with it. 

The eigenvalue equations of A 2 and S can be written 

[(Na + Nb)(Na +Nb +4)-4.1 +.1 _ ljEAp.RLM) 

= A (A + 4) jEAp.RLM). (29) 

(Na -Nb)jEAp.RLM) =p.jEAp.RLM) . 

If jEAp.RLM) satisfies Eq. (28b), Eq. (29) implies that the 
polynomial in creation operators pEAI"RL M(a + ,b +) acting 
on the vacuum is composed of a sum of terms with na opera
tors of type a and n b of type b 

na + nb =..1., 
(30) 

no - nb =p.. 

It follows from Eq. (25b), that the lowest energy E compati
ble with A is A +3, 

(Na +Nb +3)jEAp.RLM) =EIEAp.RLM). (31) 

In order to obtain the eigenstates of J 2 and J3• it is useful to 
introduce a spherical basis 

a! 1 = - (at + ia2+)/Y2, 
ao+ = at , (32a) 

a~1 =(at -ia/)/Y"2, 
similarly for b + , a, b; whose nonvanishing commutators are 

[am,an+ 1 = [bm,b n+] = (-I)mom.n, m,n = + 1,0, -1. 
(32b) 

It should be noted that we are only interested in the state 
with M = L because the others are obtained from it applying 
the operator 

(33) 

We shall see that J _ 1 acts in a very simple way. In order to 
construct a state with total angular momentum and its third 
component equal to L the terms of the polynomial in cre
ation operators must be of the form 

(a + -8 + )su(b +'b + th(a +.b + )SUh 

X (a ! 1 (u(b ! 1 (h(a + A b + ) ;bl , 

where 

Va + Vb + Vab = L. 

(34a) 

(34b) 

Note that (a + -a + tu(b + -b + tb(a + -b + )SUb is the most gener

al scalar operator and (a! 1 (u(b! 1 (·(a + A b + (Ub the 
most general operator generating a state with angular mo
mentum equal to its third component which can appear in a 
term of a polynomial. Thus, the state 1..1. +3,).p.RLL) has 
the form 

(35a) 

where Cj are numerical coefficients to be determined, 
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x(a!dv~(b!l(~(a+ Ab+)'2; 10), (35b) 

and i goes over the sets of natural numbers S~, Sf, S~b, Vf, 
vr, V~b satisfying 

2(S~+Sr+Sfb+ V~b)+ V~+ V~=A, 

2(S~ -S~) + V~ - V~ =p., 

(36a) 

(36b) 

Vf + V~ + V~b = L. (36c) 

Really V~b is fixed, it is equal to 0 or 1 depending whether 
A + L is even or odd. This is because greater powers can be 
reduced and the addition ofEqs. (36a) and (36c) implies that 
V~b + A + L must be even. 

To obtain the coefficients C,' up to a global factor, we 
must solve the equations 

.a _ (~Ci I srsrsrbv~V7Vab») = 0, (37a) 

(X - R)( ~ Ci j s~srs~bv~V~Vab») = o. (37b) 

Their resolution is reduced to solve a system of linear equa
tions if we introduce the action of.a and X on a state 
jSaSbSab Va Vb Vab ), 

.a _ jSaSbSab Va Vb Vab ) 

= 4SaSb ISa -ISb - ISab + 1 Va Vb Vab ) 

+2SaVb ISa -ISbSab Va + IVb -IVab ) 

+2Sb Va I SaSb - ISab Va -1 Vb + 1 Vab ) 

+ Sab [Sab + Va + Vb + 2(Sa + Sb + Vab + 1) 1 
X ISaSbSab - 1 Va Vb Vab ), (38a) 

X ISaSbSab Va Vb Vab ) 

= 4Sa Vb (2 Vb +2 Vab -1) 

xlSa -ISbSab +1 Va +1 Vb -1 Vab ) 

- 4Sa Vb (Vb -1) 

X ISa - 1 Sb + 1 Sab Va + 2 Vb - 2 Vab ) 

- 4Sb Va (2 Va + 2 Vab -1) 

X ISaSb - 1 Sab + I Va - 1 Vb + I Vab ) 

+ [4(SbV~ -SaVD+ Va(Va +1)- Vb(Vb +1) 

+ Vab (4(Sb(2Va + 1) - Sa (2 Vb + 1» 
+2 Va (Va + 3) - 2 Vb(Vb + 3» 

+ 1 (Va + Vb + Vab )( Va + Vb + Vab + 1) 
X (2(Sa -Sb)+ Va - Vb)] 

x I SaSb Sab Va Vb Vab ) +4SbVa(Va -1) 

xlSa +ISb - ISab Va - 2Vb +2Vab ). (38b) 

[These equations can be obtained using the definitions of 
.a _ in Eq. (26a), X in Eqs. (17) and (25a), and 
ISaSbSab Va Vb Vab ) in Eq. (35b), the commutation relations 
in Eq. (32b), and the fact that the annihilation operators 
destroy the vacuum.} 

In general to solve this system of linear equations, it is 
necessary to resort to a computer. This is due to the fact that 
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in general R must be calculated numerically. I 1.14 We have 
made a computer program to calculate the R eigenvalues 
and the corresponding coefficients Ci for any A, Il, L assign
ment (note that the numbers Ci do not change under J _ I , 

and therefore they are independent of M). The output of this 
program for the lowest L, A, Il values is given in Ref. 1, using 
the conventions which we shall fix in the next section. The R 
values are not given in this reference, but can be found in Ref. 
11 with an extra factor 3/2. 

The input of this program are the values of L, A, Il and 
the output the values of Rand Ci • It is composed essentially 
of four subroutines. The first one verifies that [cf. Eqs. (36a}
(36c)] 

A>O, 
Il = A,A -2,A -4, ... , - A, 
L<A, 

(39) 

and evaluates the number of times that the representation L 
of SO(3) occurs in the representation A, Il of SU(3) using 
Racah's formula 15 

NL (A,Il) = IP[(A + 2 - L )/2] - IP[(A + Il + 2 - 2L )/4] 
-IP[(A-Il+2-2L)/4], (40) 

where IP[x] means the integer part of the positive part of x, 
i.e., IP[x] vanishes for x < 0 and IP[x] is the largest integer 
less than or equal to x for x>O. Depending on the value of 
NL (A,Il) we have three cases: i)NL (AJl) = 0, this means that 
there is no eigenvector with values A, Il, L; ii) NL (AJl) = 1, 
in this case there is only one vector for the A, Il, L values, and 
we do not need the eigenvalue Rand Eq. (3 7b) to find it; and 
iii) N L (A,Il) > 1, then to obtain the different eigenvectors we 
need the different eigenvalues R and the Eq. (37b). For the 
nontrivial cases (ii) and (iii) the second subroutine con
structs the terms which can appear in the polynomial (35a) 
using Eqs. (36a--c). The third one solves the Eq. (37a) for the 
former cases. This means that it obtains NL (AJl) indepen
dent linear combinations verifying this equation. To this 
point the use of a computer program is not essential because 
these linear combinations, up to a normalization factor, have 
integer coefficients [cf. Eqs. (37a), (38a)]. They span the sub
spaces corresponding to the NL(AJl) representations L of 
SO(3) occurring in the A, Il representation of SU(3). The 
fourth subroutine, which is essential only for the case (iii), 
evaluates the matrix of X in these bases using Eq. (38b), then 
it diagonalizes this matrix, whose eigenvalues are the R ei
genvalues and whose eigenvectors satisfy Eq. (37b) and give 
us the coefficients Ci • 

c. Explicit expression of the functions Y"IlRL 
M 

To obtain explicitly the functions Y"JLRL M(OJ), we must 
write the corresponding harmonic oscillator state in the po
sition representation and factorize the angular part. The ra
dial part is the corresponding solution ofEq. (22b), i.e., for E 
equal to,1, +3 

(41) 

Therefore 

Y "IlRL L (OJ) = r - "ern (r,;;; IP E"JLRL L (a + ·b +) 10) (42) 
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where P E"IlRL L (a +·b +), E = A + 3, is the polynomial in 
creation operators obtained in the previous section. In the 
position representation it is a differential operator which 
gives a polynomial in (r,r/) multiplied by e - r12 when acting 

on the vacuum [the corresponding solution of Eq. (22a) for 
E = 3, (r,&lO) = e- r/2]. This polynomial must be homo
geneous of order A according to Eq. (42). From Eq. (23) and 
the vacuum expression we have 

Y"JLRL L (OJ) = r- "P" +3'''IlRL L (r' + ir,r' - ir), (43a) 

where;;; are the angular variables associated with (r,r/). In 
the momentum representation we have the equation 

yAJLRL L (w) = P - "P" + 3,A.JLRL L (q' + iq,q' - iq), (43b) 

where 

P= (at/~ y12 
and ware the radial and angular variables associated with 
(Pa) = (q,q/). 

We are interestedl
,2 in the explicit form of Y"JLRL L (w) 

when w is specified by two Dalitz plot variables, 16 p, t/J, and 
three Euler angles, 17 a, p, r. The variables p, t/J, 

O<p< 1, O<t/J< 21T, (44a) 

are polar coordinates of the Dalitz plot defined by the points 
which are distant p;/p2, X = A,B,Cfrom thesidesofanequi
lateral triangle of unit altitude, 

p; = p2(1 + pEx)l3, 
(44b) 

Ex = cos(t/J -2kx1T/3), kx = 1,2,3, 

where the three-momenta Px are assumed in a center-of-mo
mentum frame. The angles a, p, r fix the rotation from an 
initial standard frame to a frame attached to the three-mo
menta Px and defined by the orthonormal vectors [cf. Eq. 
(3)] 

u = [sin(t/J /2)q + cos(t/J /2)q/]/[(1 + p)p2/2j1/2, 

V = [- cos(t/J/2)q + sin(t/J/2)q/]/[(1-p)p2/2j1/2,(45) 

w = u/\v. 

From these definitions it follows that 

(q' + iq)2/p2 = ei"'p, 

(q' _ iq)2/p2 = e - i"'p, 

(q' + iq)(q' - iq)/p2 = I, (46) 

(q' +iq)+I/p= _ei"'12[~ + VI +p)D:I(aPr) 

+ (V'1 -p - vt:+;)D I_II (aPr)]/2, 

(q' - iq)+1 /p 

= _e-i"'12[~ + VI +p)D:I(aPr) 

+ (~- vt:+;)D I_II (aPr)]/2, 

[(q' + iq) /\(q' - iq)] + I /p2 = tV 1 - p2 Dfn (aPr), 

where the D functions are the usual matrix elements of the 
rotation group SO(3). Using Eqs. (35), (43b), and (46), we 
obtain the expression 

Y"JLRL L (pt/J,aPr) 
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= L c
j
(e''''p)S5'(e - i4>p/;'( - ei¢/2 [(v 1 - P 

j 

+ VI +p)D:,(aPr)+~ -~) 
xD '_" (aPr)]l2(5'(e- i4>12 

where ( I ) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of SO(3). This 
last equation gives the announced explicit expression of the 
y J.,..RL M functions if we add some remarks. In Eq. (4 7b) the 
dependence on the eigenvalue L of the third component of 
the angular momentum is only through a subindex ofthe 
matrix elements D. Obviously J _ J decreases one unit in this 
subindex, and the general expression of Y J.,..RL M is obtained 
replacing L by M in such subindex. Remember that Vab is 0 
or 1 according to A. + L be even or odd, and only two of the 
four natural numbers Si, SJ, Vi, VJ are independent, al
though bounded. Thus, taking for instance, Si, S J or equiv
alently Si + SJ, Sj we have [cf. Eq. (36)] 

Vi + VJ = L - Vab , 

Vi - VJ
b = fl +2( SJ - Sj), 

Sj + SJ«A. - L - Vab)/2· 

(48) 

3. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTIONS 
yA,..RL

M 

In the last section we have obtained the general expres
sion of Y J.,..RL M' but we have not fixed its normalization and 
phase. The coefficients Ci are normalized according to 

r yJ.,..RL M(W) yJ. ',..'R 'L'M' (w) dw 
Js, 

= Du ,D,..,..,tiRR ,tiLCtiMM , , (49a) 

where 

dw = ( ~Pdpd¢ )( 8~ dad (cOs{3)dr). (49b) 

The phase is fixed imposing that the only complex factors in 
y J.,..RL M are the exponential ei,..4> 12 and the matrix elements D 
(the factor i Vah in Eq. (4 7b ) disappears) and taking the follow
ing sign convention. If fl > 0 (or fl = 0 and R ;;;'0) the first 
coefficient C J must be positive, where it is assumed the order 
relation 

l'ci' if sa + Sb <S'! + Sh. or if Sb<S~ when sa + Sb ...., ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] 

= Sj + SJ. Iffl <0 (or fl = 0 and d <0) it is assumed the 
equation 

yJ.,..RLM(W) = (_l)MyJ.-,..-RL _M(W), (50) 
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x [~-VI +p)D:,(aPr) 

+~+~) 
XD '-11 (aPr)]/2(:(tV~ Db, (aPr»vab

, 

(47a) 

The parity transformation P changes the sign of q, q' [cf. 
Eq. (3)]. Then, as pJ. +3.J. ,..RL M is a polynomial of order A. in 
these vectors [cf. Eq. (43b)], 

(51) 

The transposition of the two first particles TAB interchanges 
the roles of a + and b + [cf. Eqs. (3), (23)]. Therefore, it 
changes the sign of S and X while A 2, J2 and J3 remain un
changed; this implies that 

yJ.,..RL M(TABW) = ( - 1)J. + LyJ. -,.. - RL M(W), (52) 

where the extra sign arises from the sign convention. The 
cyclic permutation CABC can be written [cf. Eqs. (8b), (9a)] 

CABC = cOS~1Tl + sin~1TS, (53a) 

therefore 

(53b) 

4. "3v" COEFFICIENTS 

In some problems 1 
,2 it is interesting to expand the pro

ducts of y J.,..RL M functions in linear combinations of them
selves. This is done using the "3v" coefficients. [ I ], 

(54) 

where ( I ) is the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cient of SO(3). In order to study their properties it is more 
convenient to introduce the symmetrical "3v" symbol, [ ], 

r yJ.,,..,R,L'M, (W)yJ.,p,R,L'M, (W)yJ.,jL,R,L'M, (w) dw 
Js, 

= ( L J L2 L3 )(A.lfllRJ A.2fl2R2 A.JI.l3R 3), (55) 
WI M2 M3 L, L2 L3 

where ( ) is the usual 3J symbol. As can be easily proved, 

[
A. 1fl JR J A.2fL2R2 I A.JI.l2R2] 

L J L2 L3 
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= (_I)L,-L, [AJilIRI A1Jl2R2 A3-f-t3- R3]. (56) 

v 2L3 + 1 L I L2 L3 

Using the explicit expression of yAJ.lRL Min Eq. (47b), 
with the corresponding conventions, and the 3v symbol defi
nition in Eq. (55) we obtain its explicit expression 

V" Vh 

Q;,;,;, = ( _1)I,L'q)IiV~, + V;)/2 I" (_l)I,(n: +n~) 
n~.n~ = O. 

where 

andB (x,y) is the usual Beta function. 18 In Ref. 1 the 3vcoef
ficients are tabulated for the more usual cases. They have 
been calculated using Eqs. (56), (57) and the computer pro
gram which evaluates the Ci coefficients. 

The 3v symbols have symmetry properties similar to 
those of the 3J symbols. From their explicit expression in Eq. 
(57) it follows that 

(
A J/-lIR I A 1Jl2R 2 A:>Jl3R3] I = rea, 

LI L2 L3 

[
A J/-lIR I A1Jl2R2 A:>Jl3R3] 

LI L2 L3 

= [A1Jl2R2 A:>Jl3R3 A tillR I ] 

L2 L3 LI 

=(_I)L,+L,+L, [A1Jl2R2 AJilIRI 
L2 LI 

(58) 

if we note that the Ci coefficients are real and the permuta
tions of the indices 1,2,3 are only relevant for the 3J symbol 
in Eq. (57b). The relation 

[
A J/-lIR I A1Jl2R2 A:>Jl3R3] 

LI L2 L3 
= (_l)L, +L,+L, 

[
AI - f-tl - RI 

X LI 
A2 - f-t2 - R2 A3 - f-t3 - R3 ] 

L2 L3 
(60) 

can be proved by introducing Eqs. (51), (52) into the defini
tion (55). The indices A,f-t, L must also satisfy the equations: 
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AI + A2 + A3 = even, 

IAI - A21<A3<AI + A2 , 

f-t. + f-t2 + f-t3 = 0, 
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(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

[
A J/-l.R I A1Jl2R2 A:>Jl3R3] 

LI L2 L3 

(57a) 

where ix, x = 1,2,3 are restricted by equations of the type 
(48) and 

(57b) 

ILl - L21<L3<LI + L z. (64) 

Equations (63) and (64) follow from the delta of Kronecker 
in Eq. (57a) and the 3J symbol in Eq. (57b), respectively. 
Equation (61) follows from Eqs. (39) and (63), while Eq. (62) 
can be obtained from the reduction of the product of two 
SU(3) representations. 
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A recently discovered relation between pairs of semisimple Lie algebras is further investigated. 

This relation, which is called subjoining and denoted by " > ", is a generalization of inclusion, 
where a subalgebra is embedded in an algebra. Nontrivial subjoinings of two algebras of the same 
type are described. New chains of algebras involving proper inclusions and sub joinings can be 
formed. Infinite families of maximal sub joinings en >Bn and Bn > en are shown. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate further the 
relation of subjoining I between two semisimple Lie algebras. 
Subjoining is a generalization of embedding a subalgebra in a 
semisimple algebra in the sense that every embedding is a 
sUbjoining, and it gives new relations between pairs of alge
bras that are not algebra-subalgebra pairs. As far as we 
know, this relation has not been reported in the mathematics 
literature and it may prove to be useful in applications such 
as symmetry breaking, construction of bases, classification 
of states, and in other situations where the analysis of sub
groups is useful. It has already proved to be a valuable short
cut in lengthy computations of certain generating functions 
in group representation theory. I Our aim here is to provide 
many new examples, which ought to be helpful for develop
ing a better understanding of subjoining. 

Among the examples here is an infinite family of sub
joinings of mutually isomorphic Lie algebras and subjoin
ings Bn > Cn and Cn > Bn for n>2. We use throughout the 
paper the symbol > for subjoining; when a subjoining is a 
usual embedding (inclusion) we use ::J .Subjoinings and in
clusions can be combined into chains; this also creates new 
sUbjoinings, for instance en >Bn ::JDn gives en > Dn, which 
is not maximal. 

All considerations of the paper are carried out in terms 
of weight systems of finite dimensional representations of 
semisimple Lie algebras (groups). In this way all the oper
ations are well defined. Naturally, one would like to employ 
the one-to-one correspondence between a representation 
and its weight system and to transfer all the results into lan
guage of representations andlor the representation spaces. 
At present, the possibility of such a transfer is an open 
question. 

")Work supported in part by the Natural Science and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada and by the Ministere de I'Education du Quebec. 

h)Work supported in part by the United States Department of Energy. 

The principal difficulty that is encountered can be illus
trated as follows: suppose that Wqo is the set of weights of a 
representation cp of an algebra G, and W,p is a similar set 
referring to a representation ¢ of G; if, furthermore, 

WqonW", = Ww' (1.1) 

i.e., the set of weights Wqo contains every weight of WI/" then 
Wqo \ Ww can be defined to be the set of weights Wqo from 
which all the weights common to representations cp and ¢ 
have been subtracted. Hence the operation of subtraction 
Wqo \ W,p is well defined provided (1.1) holds. A necessary 
condition for (1.1) to hold is congruence2 of representations. 
In analogy with the one-to-one correspondence, 

cp + ¢_WqouW,p, (1.2) 

where on the left is the direct sum of representations cp and ¢, 
and on the right stands its weight system, we would like to 
infer a relation between Wqo \ W,p and the "difference" cp-¢. 
The difficulty is in defining the latter operation. 

We say that a semisimple algebra H of rank r H is sub
joined to a semisimple algebra G of rank rG>rH' and write 
G> H, if there exists an rG XrH matrixPofrank rH such that 
for every finite dimensional representation cp( G) of G, there is 
a branching rule, 

PWqo(G) = WtP(H) \ W",(H) , (1.3) 

where ¢(H) and w(H) are representations of H. Clearly the 
matrix P is not unique. We do not need to distinguish two 
matrices P and P I that give the same result when acting on 
Wqo of (1.3), namely Wqo \ W,p. Hence P is specified up to 
transformation by elements of the Weyl groups of G and H. 
With a suitable choice of bases in the root spaces of G and H, 
all elements of P are non-negative integers. The algebra H is 
called a hypoalgebra of G. 

If H is a subalgebra of G then clearly it is also subjoined 
to G. Indeed, in such a case the right side of(1.3) equals 
WtP(H» i.e., the set W",(H) is empty. Many examples of the 
matrices P for subalgebras are found in Table IV of Ref. 3. 

For simplicity of notation we shall write (1.3) as 

Pcp (G) = t/J(H) - w(H) (1.3a) 
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or 

rp(G» t/J(H) - m(H), (l.3b) 

and we shall talk about representations instead of weight 
systems. 

In order to specify a sUbjoining of H to G, H < G, we 
either give the matrix P or the result of its action on the 
weight system W<p ofafaithfulrepresentation<p (G)ofG, that 
is, we give the representations t/J(H) and m(H) of (l.3b). 

A subjoining G> H is called maximal if it cannot be 
extended into G>H'>H, where G>H' and H'>H are 
specified by a matrix P such that IdetP I> l. 

Conventions concerning the representations, number
ing of simple roots, etc., adopted here coincide with those of 
Dynkin.4 .5 

In Sec. II an example of C2 -:JH and Cz > H, where Cz is 
the Lie algebra of groups Sp( 4) and 0(5), and H in both cases 
is of the type A I + A I [group SU(2) X SU(2)], is considered in 
detail in order to illustrate the distinction between a usual 
inclusion and a genuine sUbjoining. Section III contains a 
description of maximal sub joinings between two isomorphic 
algebras. With only a few exceptions these are given by 
P = nI, where I is an identity matrix and n is a prime num
ber. Some other sUbjoinings that are maximal and do not 
involve isomorphic algebras are described in Sec. IV. Section 
V contains comments and remarks. 

II. AN EXAMPLE 

Let us consider an example where G is the Lie algebra 
Cz ofthe group Sp(4). Cz contains only one subalgebra S of' 
rank two; it is A I + A I' [In other words, Sp( 4) -:J S 
= SU(2) X SU(2).] However, there is another algebra H, 

which is also of type A I + A I' that is subjoined to Cz. 
[Sp(4»H = SU(2)xSU(2).] In order to illustrate the dif
ference between embedding SU(2) X SU(2) and subjoining 
SU(2) XSU(2) in Sp(4), we first examine the weight system 
of the adjoint representation of Cz• The weight system of the 
adjoint representation is also the root system of the algebra. 
Every weight A is a linear combination of the simple roots, 
which are conveniently summarized by the Dynkin dia
gram. 4 In terms of the simple root basis, a weight A is conve
niently specified by the integer coordinates, 

A., = 2(A,a,)/(a"a,), (2.1) 

where the simple roots a, are numbered as in Table I of Ref. 
4. The Cz algebra has the two simple roots, a I and a z, shown 
in Fig. la, and the weight system ofthe adjoint representa
tion in the simple root basis and the components (2.1) is 

a 1 = 2a 1 + a z = (2,0), az = a 1 + az = (0,1), 
(2.2) 

a3 = a l = (2, -1), and a4 = a z = (-2,2). 

The four negative roots are - ai' - az, - a3, and - a4 , and 
the two zero roots correspond to the Cartan suba1gebra. The 
a; are indicated in Fi~. 1a. 

The subalgebra may be derived from the C2 root dia
gram by the projection matrix3 

(2.3) 
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which transforms the root system (and any weight system) of 
Cz into a root (weight) system ofS. Ifwearrange the coordi
nates of the weights vertically, then the explicit calculation 
of the positive weights of S gives 

Psa l = (~ ~) (~) = (~) =PI , 

Psaz = C) = !t11 + !t1z' 

P sa3 = ( ~ J =! P - ! Pz, 

PS a4 = (~) = Pz, (2.4) 

where PI andt12 are the two simple roots of 
S = SU(2) X SU(2) shown in Fig. lb. The weight system is 
completed with the negatives of PSa j and the two zero 
weights. The root system after projection is the weight sys
tem of a reducible representation of the subalgebra. There 
are three irreducible components corresponding to the high
est weights, PI' Pz, and ~ PI + ! Pz' Thus, the branching rule 
for the adjoint of Cz into irreducible representations of 
AI + AI' written in terms of highest weights in the notation 
of (1.3a), is 

Ps (20) = (2,0) + (0.2) + (1,1). (2.5) 

The root system of the subalgebra (see Fig. I b) consists of PI' 
P2t their negatives, and two zeros. In a similar way the ma
trix Ps allows the reduction of the weight system of any 

4 2 
0 0 

0(2 
0 • 

0<.1 
3 

0 0 0 

C2 

(a) 

4 2 4 2 
0 0 

r~ /32 fil 
3 0 o 3 0 

~ 

o o o o o o 

S=A,+A, H =A,+A, 

(b) (c) 
FIG. 1. Roots and simple roots for (a) C2 which is the algebra ofSp(4) 
group; (b) the subalgebraA, + A, ofC2, where A, is the algebra ofSU(2) 
group; (c) the hypoalgebraA, + A, of C2• Roots are indicated by circles, 
simple roots by arrows. 
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representation ofC2 into a representation of the subalgebraS 
(see Ref. 6). 

The procedure of subjoining allows the consideration of 
the projection matrix 

(2.6) 

(The origin of PH will become clearer in the next sections.) 
PH projects the root system of C2 onto the weights, W'P (H)' 

PHa l =G ~)(~)=G)=YI +Yz, 

PH a2 = (~) = Y2, 

PH a3 = (~) = YI' 
PHa, = (~2) = - YI + Y2' 

(2.7) 

plus two zero weights and the negatives of (2.7). The simple 
roots of Hare YI and Yz, and are shown in Fig. lc. Equations 
(2.7) show that the highest weights of the irreducible repre
sentations of Hare (2,2) and (0,0); the branching rule is 

PH (20) = (2,2) + (0,0). (2.8) 

Note that the adjoint representation of A I + A I does not ap
pear on the right hand side of (2.8). 

The projection of the weight system of a simple algebra 
onto that of a hypoalgebra has a feature that is exemplified 
by studying the 5-dimensional representation of Cz, which 
has highest weight (01). The application of PH to the weights 
of this representation gives the weight system 

PH(OI) = (2,0) + (0,2) - (0,0), (2.9) 

in the notation of(1.3a). Of course, no weight ever appears a 
negative number of times in the branching rule; (2,0) and 
(0,2) each have one zero weight. 

The result of the action of the projection matrices P s 

and PH on weight systems of all representations of Cz can be 
expressed in terms of the corresponding generating func
tions. Thus for C2~S, the generating function isl 

1/(1 - N IS I)(1 - N IS2)(l - N2)(1 - N ZSIS2). (2.10) 

In order to retrieve information from (2.10), one has to ex
pand it in a power series. Its general term has the form 

where n l ,n2,sl,sZ and m~';~, are positive integers. The pres
ence of such a term in the series means that the weight sys
tem of the irreducible representation (n I,n z) of Cz afterit has 
been projected by means of P s into a weight system of a 
(reducible) representation of S, contains the weight system 
of the irreducible representation (SI,sZ) of S exactly m~'~~, 
times. 

In the case of Cz > H a similar interpretation is given to 
the generating function I 

(1 +NIN2HlHz)/(l-ND(l-NzHD(1-NzHD 
X(l-N,HIH z)(1 +N2). (2.11) 

In this case the role of variables Nl and N z is the same as in 
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(2.10), i.e., in the expansion they carry the coordinates of the 
C2 highest weights, the powers ofvariablesHl and H2 specify 
highest weights of representations of H. When a coefficient 
mh,h, of the power N"W"'Hh'H h, of the series is negative, it 

nln:! 1 2 I 2 

implies that the weight system of the representation (h I,h z) 

of Hhas to be subtracted m~'~' times from the result of the 
projection of the weights of (~I',nz) by the matrix PH' Condi
tion (1.1) is automatically satisfied, i.e., a weight that is being 
subtracted is always there in the first place. 

As an illustration of the use of the generating functions 
let us answer the following question. Which representations 
of Cz contain the adjoint representation, (2,0) + (0,2), of the 
subalgebra S and the hypoalgebra H? For that one needs to 
find the expression multiplying S ~ + S ~ and H ~ + H ~ re
spectively in the power series of (2.10) and (2.11). That ex
pression is equal to ~ k = I N ~ N ~ in case of (2.10) and 
- ~['k = I Nik( - N z)' + I in (2.11). Hence the adjoint repre

sentation of Sis contained once only in representation (2,k), 
k = 0,1,2, ... of Cz, while the adjoint of H occurs in (2k,/) (/ 
odd) once, and is subtracted once in (2k,l) (l even and non
zero). Clearly this is in agreement with the particular cases 
considered above. 

III. SUBJOINING OF ISOMORPHIC ALGEBRAS 

Let us restrict our consideration to relations of the type 
G> G. Unlike the embedding G ~ G, the subjoining G> G 
turns out to be a nontrivial relation. Moreover, there are 
infinitely many of them that are maximal. The present sec
tion is devoted to the description of such sUbjoinings. In or
der to avoid an ambiguity, the hypoalgebra is distinguished 
by a prime. 

A. Rank one algebras 

There is Oldy one semisimple Lie algebra of rank one 
corresponding to groups SU(2) and 0(3), it is of type A I' A 
relation A, > A ; is specified by the matrix P, which, in the 
present case, is just an integer. 

Proceeding as in the previous section, one verifies that P 
can be any integer. Without loss of generality it suffices to 
consider only positive integers. Instead of going into details 
in this trivial case, we point out that the result of the action of 
P = n on any irreducible representation of A 1 is easily in
ferred from the following generating function: 

F(A,a) = (1 - Aa" -2)/(1 - Aa")(1 _ A 2) 

= 1 + A (a" - a" -2) + A 2(a2
" _ a2

" -2 + 1) + 
(n;;;'2). (3.1) 

Thus the linear term in A indicates that for the two-dimen
sional representation (1) one has the reduction 

(1»(n)-(n-2), (3.2) 

which, in terms of dimensions, means 2 = n + 1 - (n - 1). 
Similarly, from the quadratic term one concludes that 

(2) > (2n) - (2n - 2) + (0), (3.3) 

which again implies an equality of dimensions 
3 = 2n + 1 - (2n - 1) + 1. The relations (3.2) and (3.3) 
should always be interpreted as the corresponding relations 
between the weight systems. 
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A particularly interesting question is which representa
tions of A I contain the vector representation (2) of A ;? To 
find the answer, let us reorder the series (3.1) according to 
powers of a and find the coefficient of a2

: 

F(A,a) = 1 {[ 1 + Aan + (Aa n)2 + ... ] 
I-A 2 

_Aan- 2[1 +Aan + (Aan)2 + ... J). 

Obviously a2 occurs in the series only in two cases, namely 
n = 2 or 4. In the second case it occurs with a negative sign, 
i.e., it is being "subtracted." In the first case the relevant 
term is 

a2 A = a2(A + A 3 + A 5 + ... ). 
l-A2 

Hence the representation (2) of A ; is found once in every 
even dimensional representation of A I' 

Consider A I > A 'I > A '; , and suppose that P = n I in the 
case of Al >A 'I' and P= n2 for A 'I >A 'I >A ';. Then 
P = n ln2 for AI >A ';, as can easily be verified considering 
weights of a representation. Consequently, the indecompos
able sUbjoinings between two algebras A I are those with n 
equal to a prime number. In that case we say that the hypoal
gebra is maximal. 

B. Algebras of rank two 

There are four semisimple Lie algebras of rank two: 
A 2,C2,G2, andA I +A I • 

Maximal sub joinings A2 > A ; correspond to P = (~~ ), 
where n is a prime number. 

Maximal sub joinings C2 > C; are those given by 

P = (~~) and (~~), (3.4) 

where n is a prime number different from 2. Indeed, 
P = (~~) = (~6) (~6 ), hence such a subjoining is composite, 
i.e., not maximal. 

Maximal subjoinings G2 > G; correspond to 

P = (~~) and (~~), (3.5) 

with n prime, n =1= 3, 
The matrices P = (~6) and (~6 ) , acting on the single 

roots of C2 and G2, interchange the roots without changing 
the length of the longer one and stretch the shorter root in 
such a way that it becomes the longer simple root of the 
algebra. 

The above assertions can be verified by considering the 
action of Pon weight systems of representations of the alge
bras. It is again possible to summarize the action in terins of a 
generating function. In particular, the sUbjoining A 2 > A ; 
with P = (~~) leads to the generating function 

F(A,B,a,b) 

1 ( I 
= (I-Aa2)(I-Bb 2)(I-AB) 1 +Ab -

Ba ) 
I-Ba 

= 1 + A (a2 
- b) + B (b 2 - a) 

+ AB (a 2b 2 _ a3 _ b 2 + 1) + (3.6) 

There is no problem in finding the generating function for 
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P = n (6? ) with general n except that the computation is 
laborious. The subjoining C2 > C; with P = 2 (6 ? ) and (~6 ) 
imply respectively 

F= 1 
(I-Aa2)(1 +A)(I-Bb 2)(I-B) 

( 
1 Ba

2 
) 

X 1 + AB - 1 + Ba2 ' 
(3.7) 

F= 1 
(I-Ab)(1 +A)(1-Ba2)(1 +Bb) 

(3.8) 

It was pointed out earlier that the first of the two subjoinings 
is a result of two successive applications of P = (~6 ) . The 
corresponding manipulation of generating functions con
sists of substituting (3.8) into another function of the same 
type. The result is (3.7). How to carry out such a substitution 
as has been described previously. I 

The sUbjoinings G2 > G; with P = C6 ~ ) and P = (~6 ) 
give respectively 

F= 1 
(1 -Aa2)(1 - A)(1 - Bb 2)(1 - B) 

[
lAb 2 

X + 
(1 + Aa)(1 + Ba) (I + Aa)(1 - Ab 2) 

Ab
3 

Bb] 
(I-Ab 2)(I+Ab 3

) (I+Ab 3)(1+Bb) ' 
(3.9) 

F= 1 
(1 - Ba)(1 - B 2a)(1 - Ab 3)(1 - A) 

X ( I - Bb A 2a
3 

- Aab + ABa
2
) . 

I - B 3b 3 + I - A 2a3 
(3.10) 

Sub joinings A I + A I> A ; + A ; are obvious combina
tions of A I > A ; of the preceding subsection. 

C. Higher rank algebras 

In most cases of rank > 2 maximal subjoinings G> G ' 
are exhausted by matrices P which are prime multiples of 
identity. There are however some exceptions. 

The first exception is F4 > F; with P = 21. Consider 

It provides a maximal subjoining F4 > F; such that the low
est representation decomposes as 

(000 1) > (2000) - (0100) + (00 10) - (000 1). 

Combining two such subjoinings, i.e., multiplying the ma
trix P with itself, one arrives at the conclusion above. 

Other cases in which P = 21 is not a maximal subjoining 
are Cn > C ~ and Bn > B ~ for n>2. Corresponding explana
tions are found in the next section. 

The outer automorphisms of the algebras An ,D n' and 
E6 could be defined as a particular case of subjoining realized 
by matrices 
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P(E6>E~) = 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

o 
o 

0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

Each of them applied twice would result in a trivial subjoin
ing given by the identity matrix. Therefore, we exclude these 
cases by definition in order to preserve the concept of maxi
mal subjoining. 

IV. FURTHER EXAMPLES OF MAXIMAL 
HYPOALGEBRAS 

It is natural to ask about all maximal sub joinings among 
semisimple Lie algebras. At present we do not have an an
swer to that question. Therefore, in this section we list the 

maximal subjoinings that we have encountered so far. In 
each case we present the reduction of the defining and the 
adjoint representations to that of the hypoalgebra, and the 
projection matrix P. In some cases we have also calculated 
the generating function for the reduction. 

hG 0 

~} 1. C3>B3, 

0 

(100) > (100) - (0), (4.1) 

(200) > (200) - (100) + (0), 

F= l/(I-Aa)(1 +A)(I-Bb) 

X (1 + Ba)(1 - Ce2)(1 + Cb). 

p~(~ 
0 

~} 2. B3> C3, 2 

0 
(100) > (200) - (010), 

(010) > (020) - (101) + (0), (4.2) 

(001) > (001) - (100), 

F= 1 
(1 - Aa2)(1 - Bb 2)(1 - Ce)(1 - B) 

x( 1 
(1 + Ca)(1 - ABe2)(1 + Bae) 
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+ ACe 
(1 + Ca)(1- ABe2)(1 - ACe) 

AC 2b 2 

+ (1 + Ca)(1 - ACe)(1 - Ac2b 2) 
Ab 

+ (1 +Ab)(1-ACe)(I-AC 2b 2) • 

3.Bn >Cn, n>3, 

2 

2 

2 

1 

(10 .. ·0) > (20···0) - (010··.0) , (4.3) 

(010···0) > (020· .. 0) - (1010··.0) + (00010··.0) + (0), (4.3a) 

(0 ... 01) > (0 ... 01) - (0···0100) + (0 .. ·010000) - "', (4.3b) 

(20 .. ·0) > (40.··0) - (210··.0) + (020···0). (4. 3c) 

Clearly this case is a generalization of the subjoining of case 2 
above. Similarly the next case generalizes case 1. 

4. Cn >Bn' n>3, 

2 

(10 ... 0) = (10.··0) - (0), 

(20··.0) = (20···0) - (10··.0) + (0). 

Combining the sUbjoinings Cn > Bn and Bn > Cn and multi
plying the appropriate matrices P, one arrives at the conclu
sion that neither Cn > Cn with P = 21, nor Bn >Bn with the 
same P, is a maximal subjoining. 

V. REMARKS 

(1) Combinations of subjoinings naturally lead to a 
great variety of sUbjoinings which are not maximal. One ex
ample: The maximal subjoining Cn >BnofSec. IV can be 
combined with the proper inclusion Bn ~Dn into the sub
joining Cn > Dn. In terms of matrices P one has 

P(Cn >Dn) = P(Bn ~Dn)P(Cn >Bn) 

1 
1 

o 
1 
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= 

1 0 

1 2 

The low-dimensional representations of Cn then branch into 
representations of D n as follows 

(10 ... 0) > (10···0), 

(20 ... 0) > (20···0) + (0), 

(0 ... 01) > (0· .. 02) + (0 ... 020) - (0 ... 0100). 

A similar example, where inclusion and subjoining are done 
in the other order, is Dn > Cn -I' with 
P(Dn>Cn_I)=P(Bn_1 >Cn _ 1 P(Dn"JBn_I)' 

(2) Our second example of combining of sub joinings 
and inclusions is an application to computing generating 
functions. Let our objective be to find the generating func
tion for reduction of representations of 

SO(7)"J SO(5) X SO(2), 

which, in terms of algebras, is 

B 3 "JB2 +P, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where P stands for the compact I-parameter subalgebra. If 
subjoinings are avoided, the inclusion (5.1) is maximal. Con
sider the chain of groups 

SO(7) > Sp(6)"JSp(4)XSU(2)> Sp'(4)XU(l), (5.3) 

or alternatively the chain of subalgebras 

B 3 >C3 "JC2+A I>C; +P=B2 +P, (5.4) 

where in the last step we have used the isomorphism of C2 

and B2 ; the subjoining Sp(4) > Sp'(4), or C2 > C;, corre
sponds to the generating function (3.8). In order to verify the 
equivalence of subalgebras B2 + P and C2 + P of (5.2) and 
(5.4) one has to verify that, for instance, the reduction of the 
7-dimensional representation ofSO(7) results in the same 
representation in both cases. Having confirmed that, we can 
now combine known generating functions for B3 > C3 (cf. 
(4.2a», with that for C3 "JC2 + AI (it is readily found from 
the results of Ref. 9), the generating function (3.8) for C; 
> Cz• and the trivial generating function for the step A I "J P. 
The composition of generating functions is done according 
to the prescription (3.2) of Ref. 1. Proceeding step by step 
along the longer chain (5.4) instead of the short one (5.1) 
results in a considerable economy of work. The required gen
erating function is then: 
[(1 - Aq2)(1 - Aq-ZCI - Bbq2)(1 - Bbq-2) 

X(I - Caq)(1 - Caq-I)]-I 

X [I B 
(l-Ab)(1- C 2b) + (1- C 2b)(1-B) 

Ba
2 

B
2
a

2
] + +------

(1 - Ab)(1 - Ba2) (1 - Ba2)(1 - B) , 

where the Dynkin labels of the B3 representation are the 
exponents of A, B, and C, while power of a and b label the 
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representations of C2 and the power of q labels the represen
tation of P. 

(3) Tensor products of "reducible representations with 
minus signs" can be used for deriving the branching rules for 
SUbjoining in the same way as for inclusions. There is one 
subtlety which we now examine in detail on the example of 
Bn >C". 

The decomposition of the product of two natural repre
sentations of Bn is 

(10 .. ·0) X (10 .. ·0) = (20 ... 0), + (01O .. ·0)a' 

where s and a refer to the symmetric and anti symmetric 
parts of the tensor product. Replacing each (10 .. ·0) by the 
branching rule (4.3), we have 

[(20 .. ·0) - (010 .. ·0)] X [(20· .. 0) - (010 ... 0)] 
= (20 .. ·0) X (20 .. ·0) + (010· .. 0) X (010 .. ·0) 

- (20 ... 0) X (01 ... 0) - (010 .. ·0) X (200· .. 0) 
= [(4O ... 0)s + (020 .. ·0), + (010 .. ·0), 

+ (00 ... 0). + (21O ... 0)a + (20 ... 0)a ] 
+ [(020 ... 0)s + (01O .. ·0)s + (00· .. 0), 
+ (101O· .. 0)a + (20 ... 0)a ] 
- [(21O ... 0)s + (101O ... 0)s + (20 .. ·0)s + (01O ... 0)J 
- [(21O ... 0)a + (1010 .. ·0)a + (20 ... 0)a + (01O .. ·0)a]. 

The cancellations between representations of the same kind 
but appearing with opposite signs takes place regardless of 
subscript a or s. The results then are right sides of (4.3a) and 
(4.3b). All other branching rules can be derived in a similar 
fashion from the branching rules (4.3) and (4.3b). 

(4) Higher indices of representations,7 which prove to 
be very useful for computing complicated tensor products 
and branching rules6

.
7 can be used also for the subjoining and 

related operations without any change. Indices I (k )(A \) and 
I (k )(A 2) of arbitrary order k of representations (A \) and (A 2) 
give an index of the difference (A \) - (A z) as 
I(k l «A \) - (A 2» = I(k)(A I) - I(k l(Az), etc. 

(5) The usual rules restricting branchings of selfcontra
gredient representations5

.
6 apply also to SUbjoining. Thus in 

G> H any selfcontragredient representation of G reduces to 
selfcontragredient representations of H. However the dis
tinction between orthogonal and symplectic representa
tions5

,6 disappears as can be seen for instance from the exam
ple Cn > D n above. That is, orthogonal (symplectic) 
representations of G may reduce to both orthogonal and 
symplectic representations of the hypoalgebra H. 

(6) Most interesting of all the questions related to sub
joining G> H is undoubtedly the problem of constructing 
the generators of one in terms of generators of the other. It is 
clear that such a relation cannot be a linear one. 

(7) The definition (1.3) of subjoining implies that 
lengths in weight space are increased (or in trivial cases re
main constant) in passing from algebra weights to hypoalge
bra weights. If the definition is relaxed somewhat, new sub
joinings appear, in which the scale in weight space is 
reduced; the representations of the parent group are con
strained to belong to certain congruence classes. Thus for 
A \ > A ; , with P = !, one is led to the generating function 
(1 + A 2)1(1 - A 2a) for branching rules. The parent group 
tensors must belong to even representations (integer angular 
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momentum). Similarly for C2 > C i, with parent group ten
sors restricted to the non-spinor representations, in which 
the first label is even, we find the generating function 
(1 + B + A 2a + A 2)/(1 - Ba)(l - A 2b) for branching 
rules. Similar sub joinings exist for the pairs B" > Cn and 
Cn >Bn • 

(8) The generating functions for branching rules were 
found by matching dimensions and second indices for low 
representations. They were checked by converting them to 
generating functions for characters8 and giving random nu
merical values to the dummy variables. 
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We develop a method to derive infinite families of completely integrable nonlinear Hamiltonian 
evolution equations associated with Schrodinger spectral problems whose potential functions 
depend on the spectral parameter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the inverse scattering method by 
Gardner, Green, Kruskal, and Miura, I it has become clear 
that there is a wide class of linear spectral problems from 
which infinite families of completely integral nonlinear evo
lution equations may be deduced. Included in this class are 
the Schrodinger problem, 1 the Zakharov-Shabat problem2 

and its generalization3 which lead to important nonlinear 
evolution equations of mathematical physics. An infinite 
subset of this class of spectral problems is provided by the 
matrix Schrodinger equations proposed by Wadati and Ka
mijo.4 In this paper we present a new infinite subset given by 
the spectral problems 

(1.1) 

One of the most intriguing aspects of the inverse scatter
ing method is the relationship between complete integrabi
lity and the existence of an infinite set of constants of motion. 
It is suspected that this empirical fact means that the state
ment of Liouville's theorem5 in classical finite dimensional 
Hamiltonian mechanics is, in some sense, generalizable to 
the infinite dimensional context. Indeed, many of the evolu
tion equations arising in the inverse scattering method have 
been found to be completely integrable infinite-dimensional 
Hamiltonian systems.6-9 This suggests that the main task for 
finding the completely integrable evolution equations associ
ated with a given spectral problem consists in deriving an 
infinite family of functionals which are in involution with 
respect to some Poisson bracket operation. In what follows, 
these families will be referred to as "Liouville families." A 
common feature of several known Liouville families is that 
they are generated by the coefficients of an asymptotic ex
pansion for the function In a(k ) where a(k ) is the inverse of a 
transmission coefficient.7 ,8,9 Nevertheless, there is not a 
clear common prescription to find the relevant Poisson 
bracket operation in the cases just mentioned. On the other 
hand, in a series of papers 10, II Gel'fand and Dikii have devel
oped a method for finding Liouville families which applies to 
an infinite class of spectral problems including the Schro
dinger one. Their method is strongly based on the properties 
of the function R (k,x), defined as the restriction to the diag
onal of a resolvent kernel from which a choice for a Poisson 
bracket operation is suggested. But the proof of the involuti-

"'Partially supported by the Junta de Energia Nuclear, Madrid, 

veness of the Liouville family requires a complicated proce
dure involving a method for constructing Lax's pairs. 12 

In this article we propose a new method for obtaining 
Liouville families which applies to the spectral problems 
(1'.1) in a very simple form, It uses both functions a(k ) and 
R (k,x) and its strategy is based on the following properties: 

(1) The gradient of the function In a(k) admits a simple 
expression in terms of R (k,x). 

(2) The function R (k,x) satisfies a linear differential 
equation which leads us to deduce another one which in
volves the gradient ofln a(k ) and two symplectic operators. 

(3) This last equation implies that the coefficients of an 
asymptotic expansion for In a(k) form a family offunctionals 
with a twofold Hamiltonian structure, 13 As an immediate 
consequence, they generate a Liouville family, 

Properties 1) and 2) are studied in Sec. 2. The asymptot
ic expansion for In a(k ) and the twofold Hamiltonian struc
ture are derived in part A of Sec. 3. In the rest of Sec. 3 a 
recursion relation is deduced which enables one to find the 
explicit form of the elements of the Liouville family and their 
associated Hamiltonian evolution equations. As must be ex
pected, for N = 1 the nonlinear evolution equations ob
tained from our analysis are the well-known see of Hamil
tonian systems associated with the Schrodinger equation. 
The case N = 2 is particularly intersting since it provides the 
laulent-Miodek 14 family of nonlinear evolution equations 
for which a transformation identifying these equations with 
those arising in the generalized Zakharov-Shabat spectral 
problem has been found. 15 Finally, Sec. 4 is devoted to inves
tigating the evolution laws of the scattering data and it re
veals that the simplicity of these laws is strongly related to 
the existence of a twofold Hamiltonian structure for the 
Liouville family. 

2. TWO RELEVANT SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES 

A. The functions ark) and R(k,x) 

Let Vbe a functional space whose elements are of the 
form 

V(x) = 

where Vr :lR-lR (r = O, .. ,N ~ 1) are regular functions such 
that they and their derivatives vanish sufficiently fast as 
X--+ ± 00.

16 Every VE V defines a spectral problem of the class 
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(1.1), which may be written as 

( - axx + 0(A. ).v(x»J = A. Nj, 

where the following notational conventions have been 
introduced 

(

1 ) A. N-I 
o{A. )= : ' 0(A. ).v(x)= ,~o A. '·vy(x). 

N-I 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

We define the Jost functionsJ ± as the solutions of (2.1) 
verifying 

k A. N 12, J + (k,x) eikx, J _ 
x_+ 00 x--- - co 

They satisfy the integral equations 

J + (k,x) = eikx - 100 

sink ~ - y) 0(A. ).v(y)f + (k,y) dy, 

(2.4a) 

J _ (k,x) = e - ikx + IX sink (x - y) 0(A. ).v(y)f _ (k,y) dy. 
-00 k 

(2.4b) 

Under the minimal condition v,EL I(R)(r = O, ... ,N -1), the 
method of successive approximations shows the existence 
and the continuity off ± in the upper half-plane 1m k>O and 
their analyticity in the region 1m k > O. The proof is identical 
to that required for the usual Schrodinger problem. In the 
same way, one finds that for real k there are functions a(k) 
and b (k) such that 

f + (k,x) = a(k )f*-- (k,x) + b (k)J _ (k,x). (2.5) 

In addition, since the Wronskian W(j, g) fiJx g - gaJ of 
two solutions of (2.1) is independent of x, it follows that the 
function a(k ) can be defined as an analytic function in the 
upper half-plane by means of the equation 

a(k) = (l/2ik )W(f _ (k,x),J + (k,x». (2.6) 

It is possible to write down the asymptotic forms off + for 
x---+ - r/J andf _ for X---+ + r/J in terms of a(k ), namely 

Imk> 0, J + (k,x) - a(k )eikx, 
X---+ - 00 

f- (k,x) a(k)e - ikx. (2.7) 
x----+ + 00 

On the basis of these properties it is found that the ker
nel of the resolvent operator ( - a xx + 0(A. )-v(x) - A. N) - 1 

is given by 

{ 

_i -J + (k,x)f _ (k,y), x>y 
R (k,x,y) = 2ka.(k) 

_I_f + (k,y)f _ (k,x), y>x. 
2ka(k) 

(2.8) 

We shall denote by R (k,x) the restriction to the diagonal 
x = y of this kernel, that is 

i 
R (k,x) = --f + (k,x)f _ (k,x) 

2ka(k) 
(2.9) 

An elementary calculation shows that a quadratic 
productf(A.,x)g(A"x) of two solutions ofEq. (2.1) verifies 
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(-!axxx + :t~A.':i(V,»)(fg)=A.Nax(fg), (2.10) 

wherej(vr) are the operators 

j(v,)=v,ax + !v"x' 

This equation will play, as we shall see, a central role in all 
the subsequent analysis. In particular, we observe the ac
cording to (2.9) and (2.10) we have 

( - !axxx + Nfl A. r 1(v,»)R (k,x) = A. NaxR (k,x). 
r=O (2.11) 

B. The Poisson bracket 

In what follows the maps F: V ---+C will be called func
tionals and they will be denoted by F = F [v J. Let us define in 
V the bilinear form 

(v,w)= J: 00 v(x)·w(x) dx, 

N-I 
v(x)·w(x)== I vr (x)w, (x). 

r=O 

A functional F is said to be differentiable at VE V if there is a 
unique N-component function, which will be denoted by 
VF(v), such that17 

~F [v + €w] I = (VF(v),w) (2.12) 
d€ E=O 

for all wEW. In that case V F(v) is called the gradient of FE V. 
In terms of the variational derivatives 8F /ov, (x), the gradi
ent of F can be written as 

(

oF /8vo(x) ) 
VF(v) = : . 

of /ovN _\ (x) 

It is very easy to calculate VF(v) when Fis of the form 

F[v] = J: J(v,(x),axVr(x), ... ,a~Vr(x), .. )dx, (2.13) 

where/is a polynomial depending on the functions v, and 
their derivatives. Indeed, from (2.12) we have that the vari
ational derivatives coincide with the Euler-Lagrange 
operators 

~ = I( - l)nan a/ 
8v,(X) n x a(a~ vr) 

For the general case, in order to calculate gradients of func
tionals it is helpful to use the following formula valid to first 
order in the parameter € 

8v==€w, of [v]=F [v + 8v] - F[v] = (VF(v),ov). (2.14) 

Let us return to our spectral problem (2.1) and let us 
consider a(k) as a functional defined on V. We prove 

Proposition 2.1: 

Vlna(k) = R (k,x)o(A.) [i.e.,81na(k )/8vr(x) = R (k,x)A. r]. 

Proof: 
By Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) we have that under a variation 8v 

of the potential the corresponding variation of the Jost func
tion J + verifies 

( - axx + 0(A. ).v - A. N)8/ + = - / + 0(A. ).8v, 
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81+ (k,x) o. 
x_+ 00 

Thus we deduce 

81 + (k,xo) = - f~ 00 dx R + (k,xo,x}f + (k,x)o"(A ).8v(x), 

(2.15) 

where R + is the kernel 

R (k x x) = i(} (x - xo) 
+ '0' 2ka(k) 

X (1+ (k,x}f _ (k,xo) - 1+ (k,xo}f _ (k,x» . 

(2.16) 

Clearly, form (2.14) and (2.15) it follows that 

VI + (k,xo) = - R + (k,xo,x)f + (k,x)o"(A). (2.17) 

If 1m k> 0, then taking the limit Xo----" - 00 in this equation 
and using (2.3) and (2.7) we find 

eikx'(i/2k)f _ (k,x}f + (k,X)o"(A ). 

Therefore 

Vlna(k) = Va(k )/a(k) = if + (k,x}f _ (k,X)o"(A )/2ka(k) 

= R (k,X)o"(A) 

forImk> O. Bythecontinuityofa(k )andR (k,x) the result is 
also true if Imk;;;'O. (QED) 

Given VEV, let us define the operators 

- j(v l ) - j(v2) •• - j(VN -I) ax 
" -j(v2) ./ "" ax 0 

;' /",," " 
;,"";, .. ";, 

Lv= /;' /"" ;';'./ /;' 
./ "" /;' ... 

/ .. 
-j(VN _ 1 ) ax ./ .. ;'.-

/ " ;' ax 0"''''''' 0 (2.18) 

o 
o 

o 

o 

I t follows directly from (2.11) that 

MvR (k,X)o"(A ) = ALvR (k,x)o"(A ), 

o 

which, because of Proposition 2.1, allows us to conclude that 
Proposition 2.2: 

(2.19) 

Suppose given for every VE V a linear operator J v acting 
on N-component functions and let us define for any pair of 
functionals F.(i = 1,2) the new functional 

(F1,F2 J [v]=(VF1(v),Jv·VFiv». (2.20) 

Clearly {, I is bilinear and satisfies 

{F1,F2·F3 J = {Fp F2J·F3 +F2·{F1,F3 J· 

I t is said that I, J is a Poisson bracket if it has the following 
two properties 
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(1) IF1,F2J = - IF2,Fd, 

(2) {F1,{F2,F3 J} + {F2,{F3,Fd} + {F3,IF1.F2J J = 0 
(Jacobi identity). 

In this case Jv is called a symplectic field of operators 13 and 
the pair (V,JV> is said to be a phase space. 

Proposition 2.3: Lv and Mv are symplectic fields of 
operators. 

Proof 

Since both Lv and Mv are antisymmetric operators with 
respect to the bilinear form (,), then (2.20) implies that 
property (1) is verified by the operations (, I associated with 
Lv and Mv. The proof that property (2) is also satisfied re
quires a nontrivial analysis and therefore it is given apart in 
Appendix A. (QED) 

Bya Liouville family in a phase space (V,Jv ) we shall 
mean an infinite dimensional linear space of functionals of 
the form (2.13) such that the Poisson bracket of any two of 
them vanishes identically. In the next section it will be 
showed how Eq. (2.19) leads us to obtain a Liouville family. 

3. LIOUVILLE FAMILY AND HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 

A. Twofold Hamiltonian systems 

Let J v be a symplectic field of operators and let us con
sider the phase space (V,Jv ). By a Hamiltonian system (V,Jv) 
we shall mean an evolution equation which can be written as 

(3.1) 

where H is a functional of the form (2.13). In this case H is 
called the Hamiltonian functional of this evolution equation 
and one finds easily from (2.12) and (3.1) that the time evolu
tion of an arbitrary functional F = Flv] verifies 

a,F= {F,H}, (3.2) 

where I, J is the Poisson bracket in (V,Jv )· In particular, F 
will be a constant of the motion if and only if I F,H J = o. 

We are now going to derive a Liouville family in both 
phase spaces (V,Lv) and (VMJ. 

Theorem 3.1: The function In a(k ) admits an asymptotic 
expansion of the form 

lna(k) = (i/UMN12 IHn/A n, Argk= 1T/2, (3.3) 
"=0 

such that the coefficients H n are functionals of the form 
(2.13) which verify 

Lv·VHn +1 = Mv·VHn (3.4) 

for all n. 
Proof 
In Appendix B it is proved that the function R (k,x), 

defined in (2.9), has an asymptotic expansion 

i 00 

R (k,x) = -- ~ RnlA n,Ro = I,Argk = 1T/2, 
U N12 n~O 

(3.5) 

where the coefficients Rn are polynomials depending on vr 
(r = O, ... ,N -1) and their derivatives such that Rn~ as 
Ix 1-+ 00 for n > O. On the other hand, as consequence of (2.1) 
and (2.9) one finds 

(a,( (o"(A )·v - A N»R 
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i 
= 2ka(k)ax(/_aJ + -aJ_aJ+). 

Then, taking 1m k > 0 and using (2.3) and (2.7), we deduce 
by integrating that 

a I f oc d (. N 1 W-I A 00= X I-A, 
-00 2 

+ C~II rA' -I v, (X) - NA N -\)R (k,x») . (3.6) 

By introducing (3.5) into (3.6) we conclude that In a admits 
an asymptotic expansion ofthe form (3.3) with the coeffi
cients Hn given by 

H - dx 1 f"" 
n - (N 12) - n - 1 _ "" 

( 

N-I ) XL' rorR,,+r+I_N -NRn+1 
r=N-(n+l) 

(3.7) 

where the sum in the integrand is extended to all positive r 
between N - (n + 1) and N -1. Finally, if we introduce 
(3.3) in the identity (2.19) and we identify powers of A in the 
resulting equation, then (3.4) follows at once. (QED) 

It is interesting and important to analyze the relation 
(3.4) satisfied by the functionals Hn. According to (3.4) we 
conclude that the evolution equations 

atv=Lv·VHn+1 =Mu·VH" (3.8) 

have a twofold Hamiltonian structure. i3 That is; they are 
Hamiltonian systems in both phase spaces (V,L v ) and 
(V,Mv)' This implies the foHowing fundamental property. 

Theorem 3.2: Let {, J Land f, I M be the Poisson brackets 
associated with the phase spaces (V,Lv) and (V,M"), respec
tively. Then, we have 

(3.9) 

for all n,m>O. 
Proof: 
To prove this we follow a method due to F. Magri. 13 

Suppose n < m, then 

{Hn,Hm IL = (VHn,Lv VHm) = (VH",Mv VHm _ l ) 

= {H",Hm -11M 
= - (Mv VHn,VHm -I) 
= - (Lv VHn+l ,VHm _ l ) 

= {Hn + 1 ,Hm - 1 IL' 
Therefore, by iterating we find 

{H",HmlL = (Hn,Hm _ 1 1M = {Hn+2,Hm-2 lL 
= .. = {Hm,Hn IL' 

which, from the skew symmetry of the Poisson bracket, im
plies (3.9). (QED) 

Let us denote by Y the linear space of functionals gen
erated by the family {Hn.n;;.O) 

Y==. L~oCmHm:CmElR,M;;'O} . (3.10) 

As a consequence of(3.9) we conclude that Y is a Liouville 
family. Moreover, from (3.2) we have 

Theorem 3.3: All the elements of Yare constants of 
motion for each Hamiltonian system at v = Lv' V H with Ha
miltonian HEY. 
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In this way, by means of the properties oftn a(k) and 
R (k,x), we have been able to deduce an infinite family of 
Hamiltonian systems with a common infinite set of con
stants of motion. 

B. Recursion relations and evolution equations 

The equation (3.7) provides us an expression of the 
functionals Hn in terms of the coefficients R m of the asymp
toticexpansionofR (k,x). Butthemethod used to prove (3.5) 
is not appropriate as a practical rule to find the explicit form 
of such coefficients. Nevertheless, we are able to do it by 
means of a consequence of (2.11). Indeed, substituting (3.5) 
into (2.11) and identifying equal powers of A, we obtain the 
recusion relation 

n 

Ro = 1, axRn = L j(VN _ r)R" _ r' n = 1, ... ,N -1. 
T= 1 

(3.11) 
N-J 

axRN +" = ( - !axxx + j(vo»Rn + L j(vr)Rn +" n>O. 
r=l 

It allows us to calculate the functionals Hn by using (3.7). 
In order to get the explicit form of the Hamiltonian 

systems defined by the elements of Y it is not necessary to 
know the functionals Hn. To see it, let us note that inserting 
the asymptotic expansion (3.3) and (3.5) into the equation 
Vlna(k) = R (k,x)a(A) we obtain 

o 

n = O,I, ... ,N -1, 

(3.12) 

(

Rn+l) 
VHN+n = Rn:+2 

Rn+N 
In particular, from (2.18) and (3.11) we deduce 

(3.13) 

and 

(3.14) 

At this point we notice that, in view of the polynomial nature 
of the coefficients Rn and the form of Lv, the components of 
V Hn and Lv V Hn are elements of the polynomial ring A gen
erated by the variables a~vr(n>O,r = O,I, ... ,N -1). In the 
subset Ranax of A it is possible to give a convenient meaning 
to the operator a; 1 • Ideed, givenJERanax there is a unique 
gEA verifyingJ = axg and such that g vanishes when all the 
variables ~ vr (n>O,r,O, ... ,N -1) are set up equal to zero. 
This is what we mean by a; J in the following. Consider the 
operator 
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I 
0····0 I (- !a= +J(VO)')a,,-1 --t----------

I J(v)ax-
1 

Kv= IN_I: j(V2)a;;1 

I 
I J(vN_I)ax-

1 

I 

It is elementary to verify that 

Mv = Kv·Lv· 

Then (3.4) and (3.14) lead to 

Lv·VHN+n =Mv·VHN+n _ 1 =Kv(Lv·VHN+n_l) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

= K~Lu VHN+n -2 = ... =K~Lv·VHN (3.17) 

Therefore, Eqs. (3.13) and (3.17) enable us to conclude that 
the nontrivial Hamiltonian systems generated by the family 
offunctionals {Hm ,m>OI are given by 

aev =Lv'V C~oCnHN+n) =Mv'V C~oCnHN+n-l) 
=!!1 (KJaxv, (3.18) 

where !1 denotes the polynomial function 
!1 (A) = l:~= oCnA n. 

For instance, thechoice!1 (A) = U yields the evolution 
equation 

{

a/vo = - ~VN-I,xxx + VOVN_I,x ~ !VN_ I vo,x' 

a/v, =V,_I,x +V,VN_I,x +2VN_I V"x 
(r = 1, .. ,N - 1), 

a/VN_ I = VN_I,x +~VN_I VN_ I.x ' 

(3.19) 

We end this section with the application of our analysis 
to the cases N = 1,2. 

(i) Consider N = 1; then the spectral problem (2.1) re
duces to the Schrodinger eigenvalue problem 

( - axx + v(x»f = AI, (3,20) 

with an scalar potential v. According to (3.18), the associat
ed evolution equations are given by 

aev = !!1 (Ku)vx' Ku = ( - laxxx + vax + !vx)ax-
I

• (3.21) 

They form the well-known family of nonlinear equations re
lated to the Schrodinger equation. 18 In particular, for the 
choice !1 (A ) = 8,1 we obtain 

aev= -Vxxx +6vvx' 

which is the KdV equation. From (2.18) we have that the 
symplectic fields which enable us to write this family in Ha
miltonian form are 

Lv = ax, Mv = - !axxx + vax + !vx' (3.22) 

To find the infinite set of constants of motion! Hn ,n>O I we 
note that (3.7) and (3.11) become 

2 foo Hn = --- Rn+1 dx. 
2n+1 -00 

(3.23) 

and 

Ro = 1, axRn + I = ( -laxxx + vax + !vx)Rn, (3.24) 

respectively. Thus, the first few Rn are found to be 
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R) = !v, R2 = -h( - vxx + 3v2
), 

R3 = n<a!v -lOvvxx - 5v! + IOv3) 

and they lead us to 

Ho = J: 00 v dx, HI = J: 00 ~V2 dx, 

Hz = f" 00 riv~ + 2v
3

) dx. 

(ii) We now take N = 2, then (2.1) reduces to 

( - axx + vo(x) + Avl(x»f = ,12/ (3.25) 

This spectral problem has been extensively studied by Jau
lent and Jean. 19 In the radial casezo (x>O) it applies to scat
tering problems in absorbing media.21 From (3.18) we see 
that its associated evolution equations are 

(0+' ( -laxxx + J(Vo)ax-
l

) 

a,v=!!1(Kv)ax v, Kv = G I --j(~)a;-l--- . 
(3.26) 

They coincide with the family of nonlinear equations found 
by Jaulent and Miodek l4 by applying techniques of inverse 
scattering transform to (3.25). This is a very important fam
ily of evolution equations since, as has been shown by Jaulent 
and Miodek,15 there is a map v--+v which transforms these 
equations into the family of evolution equations associated 
with the generalized Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem 

(3.27) 

As is well known/ this family includes several important 
equations such as the modified KdV, the Sine-Gordon and 
the nonlinear Schrodinger ones. 

As a consequence of our analysis we conclude that the 
laulent-Miodek equations are Hamiltonian systems with re
spect to the following symplectic fields: 

_ (- J(v l ) ax) 
Lv - a 0' 

x 

(3.28) 

~). 
It is worth mentioning that starting from this Hamiltonian 
formulation one can prove22 that the laulent-Miodek trans
formation is a canonical map. 

By (3.7) and (3.11) it follows that 

where 

axRn + 2 = ( - !axxx + j(vo)}Rn + j(v)R n + I • 

Thus, the first few Hn are given by 

(3.29) 

(3,30) 

HI = J: 00 Qv~ + Vo) dx, H2 = J: oc (!V~ + !VOV I) dx, 

H3 = J: 00 (- iVIVlxx - fsvix + ~vi + iV~Vo + !V~) dx. 
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4. SCATTERING DATA AND COMPLETE 
INTEGRABILITY 

Given a Hamiltonian system with a finite number n of 
degrees of freedom, if we know n constants of motion Hi 
(I = 1, ... ,n) such that {HiJHj } = 0 for all I,j, then we can 
find a set of coordinates in the phase space for which Hamil
ton equations take a trivially integrable form. This is essen
tially the content of Liouville's Theorem in classical Hamil
tonian mechanics.5 There are reasons to think that this result 
is also true, in some sense, for infinite--dimensional Hamil
tonian system having an infinite number offunctionals such 
that the Poisson bracket of any two of them vanishes identi
cally. In this later context, the role of the set of coordinates in 
phase space for which Hamilton equations are trivially inte
grable seems to be played by the scattering data of the associ
ated spectral probelm, when it exists. The task of finding a 
set of scattering data from which the potential functions of 
spectral problems can be univocally determined is called the 
inverse scattering problem. The solution of this problem is 
well known for the cases N = 1,2 of Eq. (2.1)19.23 and it can 
be extended to cover the general case.24 

In this section we shall show how the methods of Ha
miltonian formalism may be applied in order to find the evo
lution law of the scattering data ofEq. (2.1) under the evolu
tion equations (3.1S). We look for the set of scattering data 
(k"b"a(k ),b (k »wherek,(/ = 1,2, ... ) denote the zeros of the 
function a(k ) in the region 1m k > 0, the parameters b/ are 
defined by 1+ (k"x) = bd _ (k,,x) and the function b (k) 
was defined in (2.5). 

Proposition 4.1: The following equations are satisfied: 

MvVk/ = A,Lv Vk/, (4.1) 

(Mv "11+ (k,xo),w) = A (Lv "11+ (k,xo),w) + (/ + w)(xo), 
(4.2) 

where / + is the operator 

/ + =V + (k,x)iJx - ~aJ + (k,x). (4.3) 

Proof 
Let k/ be a zero of a(k ) such that Imk/ > 0, then from 

(2.7) we have thatl + (k,,x) andl _ (k,,x) must be propor
tional and therefore, by the boundary conditions (2.3), we 
deduce that both functions decrease exponentially as 
Ix I~ 00. Moreover, we have 

(- axx + u(A/).V(X»I + (k/,x) = A '/1+ (k,,x), (4.4) 

whereA/-k 71N(0 < ArgA, < 21Tln). Then, under a variation 
ov of the potential, we deduce 

( - axx + {7·v)ol + + (aA{7'VOA, + (7·0V) I + 

(4.5) 

Multiplying by 1+ (k/,x) and integrating, it implies that 

OAf = C, f: f + (k"xfu(A,)-OV(X) dx, 

where 

c,_ (f: 00 (NA ,/-1 - aAu(A/).v(x»/+ (k"X)2dx )-1 
Therefore 
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Vk/ = ~A ,//2- I VA, = (~A ,/12-IC,)1 + (k/,x)2u(A/), 
(4.6) 

and from Eq. (2.10) we deduce (4.1) at once. In what con
cerns (4.2), let us observe the form (2.17) of "11+ and the 
equation satisfied by R + 

( - axx + u(A )·v(x) - A N)R + (k,xo,x) = o(x - xo). 

This equation and (2.1) imply that the product 
R + (k,xo,x)1 + (k,x) verifies 

( - !axxx + :t~A J(Vr»)R +1+ 

= A Nax(R +1+ ) + !(3aJ + +1+ ax)o(x - xo). (4.7) 

The rest of the proof is an immediate consequence of (4.7) 
and (2.17). QED 

Theorem 4.1: If v = v(x) evolves in time according to 
Eq. (3.1S), then the evolution law of the scattering data is 
given by 

k/(t) = k,(O), 

b/(t) = b/(O)exp( - Ik/fl (A/)t), 

a(k,t) = a(k,O), 

b (k,t ) = b (k,O)exp( - ikfl (A )t ). 

(4. Sa) 

(4.Sb) 

(4.Sc) 

(4.Sd) 

Proof Let us begin by calculating k,(t); from Eqs. (3.4), 
(3.13), and (4.1) we have 

{k"HN+ n lL = (Vk/,Lv VHN+ n) = (Vk/,Mv VHN+ n -I) 

= - (MvVk/,VHN+n_ l ) =A/(Vk/,LvVHN+n_ l ) 

=Adk/,HN+n_ 1 lL = ... =A 7+ 1 {k"HN_ 1 lL 
=A 7+ 1 (Vk"Lv VHN_ 1 ) = J. 7 + 1 (Vk"O) = O. 

(4.9) 

Then using (3.2) we deduce (4.Sa). In the same form, with 
the help of (3.4), (3.12), and (4.2) it follows that 

11+ (k,x),HN+n lL =A 11+ (k,x),HN+ n-I lL -/ + Rn 
(4.10) 

n-I 

= ... =J.nl/+(k,x),HNl L -/+ IJ.rR n _ r. 
r= 0 

On the other hand, (2.17), (3.14), and (4.7) imply 

11+ (k,x),HN 1 

= - ~f: 00 dy R + (k,x,y)1 + (k,y)u(J. ).ayv(y) 

= J. N f: 00 dy ay(R + (k,x,y)1 + (k,y» + ~ax 1+ (k,x) 

(4.11) 

= HaJ + (k,x) - ikl + (k,x». 

Then, since R m ~ (m > 0) as X~ - 00, we have 

11+ (k,x),HN + n 1 ¥l n(aJ + (k,x) - ikl + (k,x». 
x_- 00 

(4.12) 

Now if we take we take k = k/ and we introduce into (4.12) 
the asymptotic behavior 

x ___ 00 

then it follows that 

{b[JHN+nl = -ik/.A7b/. (4.13) 
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In the same form, taking kER and using 

f + (k,x) - a(k )eikx + b (k)e - ikx, 
x __ - 00 

Eq. (4.12) yields 

{a(k ),H N + n J = 0, { b (k),H N + n J = - iU nb (k ). 
(4.14) 

From (4.13), (4.14), and (3.2) the rest of the prooffollows at 
once. QED 

APPENDIX A 

In this Appendix we shall complete the proof of Propo
sition 2.3 by showing that the operations [, I associated with 
Lv and Mv satisfy the Jacobi identity. In terms of the opera
tor J v of (2.20) this identity can be written as 13 

(cp,J~(t/J,JvS» + (t/J,J~(S,JvCP» 
+ ( S,J ~(cp,JvifJ» = 0 (AI) 

for all cp,t/J,SE V, where J ~ denotes the bilinear operator 

J~(,):V X V~V, J~(cp,t/J) = !!....JV+E>/JCP I . (A2) 
dE 0=0 

Clearly, in order to satisfy (A 1) it is sufficient to prove that 
for all cp,t/J,SEVthe function 

(cp I t/J I OJ. = cp.J ~(t/J,JvS) 

+ t/J.J ~(S,Jvcp) + S·J ~(cp,Jv t/J) (A3) 

is the derivative with respect to x of a function which vanish
es at infinity. 

From (2.1S) we observe that Mv is a direct sum of two 
operators; the first one,given by - AJxxx + j(vo) is well 
known as a symplectic operator in the analysis of the KdV 
equation 13 and the second one is of the form Lv with vbeing 
an (N -1 )-component function. Therefore, all we have to 
prove is that Lv verifies (A3). To do it, we start by calculat
ing L ~, which an immediate application of(A2) shows to be 

:i(t/JI) j(t/J2) •.. j(t/JN-I)"O 
/" "0 j(t/J2) , -" '" 

L '(cp,t/J)= - N.p, , "" , "" '. 
" "'" j(t/JN-I) '" '" , , .;' 

o '" 0" ... o 
(A4) 

Then, by means of a straightforward computation one finds 

L CPr [v, + s+ q +2 (t/Js.xSq.x + !t/JsSq.xx) 
,+s+q<N-I 

(AS) 

where we denote vN = -1. This leads us to the expression 

(cp It/Jisk = Jx [ L (!v,+s+q+2 JX 

r+s+q<N-l 

+ ~V,+s+q+2'X)<P,t/JSSq] , (A6) 

which proves that Lv verifies (A 1). 
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APPENDIXB 

We give here the derivation ofthe asymptotic expan
sion (3.5) for the function R (k,x). Our proof will be based on 
a method applied to the usual SchrOdinger problem by Gel
'fand and Dikii. lO We begin by considering the Born asymp
totic series for the kernel R (k,x,y) of the resolvent operator 
of (2.1), Its restriction to the diagonal x = y gives 

R (k,x) = ! RM(k,x) (Bl) 
M=O 

M 

+ .. + IXM - xl)] II a(lL, )·v(x,) dx,. ,= 1 
(B2) 

Then, we have 

R (kx)- i (_i)M N~I lL,"+"'+''''I(k) 
M , - 2k II , ..... -t=o ' ...... ',,' 

where 

I(k), ...... ,,, = fexP[ik(lx -XII + ... + IXM - xi)] 

M 

X II v"(x,) dx,. ,= 1 

Let us take k such that 

Argk = 1(/2 

Then, by introducing the charge of variables 

(x,~(l1,), 11, = - ik (x, - x), 

and the Taylor series 

v, (x,) = ! _1_ v, n (x)(x, - xr', 
, n,=O nil ,., 

the integrals (B4) take the asymptotic form 

( 
i )M co ( i )n. + ... + n ... 

I (k ), .... .,' ... = k L _ k cn" .... n ... 
r, •...• n.w- 0 

where 

M 

X II v",n,,(x), 
'=1 

Cn .... .,n ... = fexp [ - (11111 + 1112 -1111 + ... + 111M I)] 
M 

X II (n,!)-1 117'dl1,· 
'=1 

From (B3) and (BS) we have 

R (kx)= _1_' _ 1 
M' UN/2 (UN)M 

00 N-l 
X L L lL," + ... + '''' 

n, •...• nM = 0 r, •..•• r"" = 0 

I n,+ ... +n w 
X -- C v x. 

( 

. ) M 
lL, N /2 n, ..... n" ,VI ',.n, ( ) 

By making 11,~ - 11, in (B9) it follows that 
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Therefore, only the terms for which n I + ... + n M is even 
contribute to (B 10). So we obtain an expansion for RM(k,x) 
of the form 

i 
RM(k,x) = ~P/A.M+" U NI2 ,,"'f:::o n , 

(BI2) 

where the coefficients Pn are polynomials depending on the 
variables vr"n" which vanish when these variables are set 
equal to zero. In this way, from (B 1) and (B 12) the asymp
totic expansion (3.5) follows. 
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In a previous work I have outlined a new formalism of theoretical mechanics, extending the 
traditional subject in a new way to elementary systems whose second-order dynamical equations 
do not satisfy the classical Helmholtz conditions for the existence of a Lagrange function. In the 
present paper I determine the role of a new gauge invariance ("dynamical" gauge invariance), 
satisfied by the equations of motion of systems covered by the formalism, and the relationship this 
bears to the Helmholtz conditions. A certain subgroup, of "kinematic" gauge transformations, is 
singled out: the kinematic gauge transformations correspond for the Lorentz force law to the 
usual gauge transformation of electromagnetism, general dynamical gauge transformations 
correspond to minimal substitutions. An analogue for the nonalbelian gauge force law is discussed 
briefly. An implication of the present work is the result, in a sense made explicit within, that (the 
usual) gauge invariance is an intrinsic property of classical Hamiltonian systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Gauge theories enjoy wide application and success as 
models for elementary particle and radiation processes; and, 
from the standpoint of quantum field theory, their renorma
lizability makes them especially attractive. Equally, from 
the same standpoint, it appears either strange or at least arbi
trary that nature should grant such serendipity as to make 
these so successful for us, and Ubiquitous, as they have been. 
On the other hand, an old discovery of Jauch (see below) 
suggests another viewpoint, that gauge in variance, in some 
sense, may be "implicit" already elsewhere in our basic theo
retical formalism. In the present paper I present some devel
opments of classical theoretical mechanics which suggest the 
same sort of thing. 

In a previous work 1 I have presented outlines of a gener
alized classical Hamilton-Lagrange mechanics, for applica
tion to systems whose second-order equations of motion 
need not satisfy the Helmholtz conditions for existence of a 
Lagrangian. Systems for the nonHeImholtz case are referred 
to more commonly as nonHamiltonian, and typically they 
are open systems; some simple examples are a damped oscil
lator, the multivibrator (van der Pol equation), and a radiat
ing charge. 

There are other approaches to Lagrange-Hamilton for
mulations for equations of open systems. The best known, 
but which suffers from difficulties of physical interpretation 
that stem from the failure of the Hamiltonian to admit an 
interpretation as system energy, uses integrating factors to 
the equations of motion. 2.3 Another proposal is based upon a 
non Lie algebraic (Lie admissible) time evolution law for the 
Hamiltonian variables.4 And E.H Kerner has introduced a 
"canonicalization" of first order systems for biological ap
plications. 5 The methods introduced by H. Dekker6 appear 
to bear the closest relationship to mine, however, despite 
apparent dissimilarities, and differences of motivation. Fur
ther references, more detailed physical discussion, and my 
motivation are given in Ref. 1. Nevertheless, I will add a few 
further remarks here to indicate some aspects of the direc
tion of my efforts. 

As the physically useful form of theoretical mechanics 
has been restricted to closed systems, elementary (i.e. "in
trinsically macroscopic") system representation of nonequi
librium processes has been able to draw only indirectly or 
not at all from methods grounded in Hamiltonian theory. 
Some of the kinds of problems of physical interest for which 
this shortcoming seems to me likely to be limiting to our 
capabilities for theoretical modeling, and our basic under
standing, are collective nonequilibrium processes in plas
mas, macroscopic dissipation phenomena in certain nuclear 
processes (fission, and heavy ion scattering at high energies), 
and "dressing" (renormalization) effects in radiation and 
fundamental particle processes. 

Another kind of problem to which the present formal
ism of mechanics appears likely to find useful application is 
in the construction of guiding center models for plasma ap
plications, where Hamiltonian formulations are desirable, 
along with proper physical interpretation.7 

The proposed generalization for theoretical mechanics 
applies presently to systems of equations having the form 
hn (x,x,t ) - J;n (x,x,t) = 0, n = 1 to N [Eqs. (2.8)], subject 
only to the restriction given by [(2.11 )]. I plan later to extend 
it to cover more genera] forms, such as Gn (x,x,x,t) = 0, with 
the G n arbitrary. In this paper I continue the development of 
the present scheme, and as a by-product obtain general re
sults concerning gauge in variance in classical mechanics. 
Although the main purpose here is to carry forward the de
velopment of the new formalism by securing its relationship 
to the old, I wish also to draw attention to the rather general 
character of the role played by gauge transformations in 
classical theory, not obvious heretofore but which emerges 
naturally from the new scheme. In addition, the classical 
analogue of Jauch's result, referred to in the first paragraph, 
is immediate in the present context, and is set into a wider, 
and changed perspective. 

Jauch showed8 that Galilei invariance in nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics, implemented as a symmetry in the 
standard way, by projective representations, 7/J, ofthe inho
mogeneous Galilei group assumed to satisfy a Schrodinger 
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equation, uniquely fixes the Hamiltonian of an elementary 
system to the form 

(1.1) 

where A and Vare arbitrary functions of the position and the 
time,,,,, is the mass (parameter for the projective representa
tion) and p is the momentum operator. As Eq. (1.1) is invar
iant to the phase transformation of t/J, 

t/J--+exp(ifjJ (x,t »'t/J, 
if also we transform A and V, 

A---+A + VfjJ, V---+V - afjJ lat, 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Jauch concluded that Galilei in variance may be said to imply 
gauge invariance-a result having nothing to do with 
electromagnetism. 

In the example of electromagnetism it is not hard to 
show that the effect of adding the time derivative of a func
tion of the position and the time to the Lagrangian is equiv
alent to a guage transformation. This result cannot be fur
ther generalized without some more general notion of gauge 
transformations for other classes of examples. On the other 
hand, the Helmholtz conditions assure the general form, Eq. 
(2.8), for the equations of motion-for this is the form of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations-and as we shall see this form is 
invariant to a large group of transformations (dynamical 
gauge group) containing the usual gauge transformations as 
a subgroup (kinematic, or integrable subgroup). Now the 
formalism introduced in Ref. 1 extends, except for the mild 
restriction (2.11) noted earlier, to any system of the form, 
Eqs. (2.8), including, of course, the subclass for the Helm
holtz case. The integrable (gauge) subgroup then is realized 
as an invariance group for the equations of motion whenever 
a Lagrangian exists in the sense of Helmholtz. In addition, 
the above result for the Lorentz force of electromagnetism, 
of the equivalence of gauge transformations to the addition 
of time derivatives to the Lagrangian, becomes completely 
general. These results have nothing to do with either electro
magnetism or with Galilei invariance, but are simply a fea
ture of the form ofEqs. (2.8). So, instead, the matter may be 
put this way when the context is the formalism of Ref. 1: (the 
usual, i.e. kinematic) gauge invariance is a consequence of 
the Helmholtz conditions. In other words, gauge inuariance 
is an intrinsic property of the "usual" domain of classical 
theoretical mechanics, of the existence of a Lagrangian, and 
therewith, of a Hamiltonian. 

There is a non a.belian field analog to these results and 
which I discuss briefly in Sec. 3. 

In the present work I will derive results concerning 
"principal part" Lagrange and Hamilton functions, Land 
H, objects which arise in the generalized formalism. These 
quantities, as I shall show, are the same as the usual La
grange and Hamilton functions of mechanics when the sys
tem satisfies the Helmholtz conditions (and for choice of an 
"integrable dynamical gauge".) In addition, every system 
has a "universal" Lagrangian and Hamiltonian, Y and K, 
defined over "doubled" spaces of twice the normal number 
of dimensions; thus, the "universal" phase space of an N 
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dimensional system is 4N-dimensional, etc. The system mo
tion is executed on a (universal) constraint hypersurface of 
half this number of dimensions, and this is the old configura
tion space, or phase space, of the proper dimensionality. The 
generalized structure for non-Helmholtz systems over the 
constraint submanifold(s) is then determined by the usual 
(constrained) formalism over the big space(s). 

With these orienting remarks I tum now to the business 
of the paper. In Sec. 2 I give an overview (and brief review) of 
the new mechanics, summarizing key results of Ref. 1, and 
present a few new results (including, incidentally, a curious 
generalization of the Legendre transformation); in Sec. 3 I 
establish necessary and sufficient conditions on the func
tions, fIn (x,i,t ).J2n (x,i,t) in Eqs. (2.8) for the Helmholtz 
conditions to be met; in Sec 4 I establish the correspondences 
of gauge transformations to canonical transformations for 
the new formalism; in Sec. 5 I establish the kinematic gauge 
in variance of integrability for the universal Hamiltonian; 
and in Sec. 6 I conclude with a discussion of the significance 
of the results derived in the paper. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE FORMALISM 

The universal Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Y and K, 
in the central coordinates 1 for the problem are 

y~ftn(x,i,t)zn + hn(x,i,t)zn, (2.1) 

K~ln(X,Pz,t)zn + F~(x,Pz,t)px'" (2.2) 

where the equality symbol denotes strong equality in the 
sense of Dirac.9

-
12 I have introduced a slight change ofnota

tion from that previously used: Fzn has been replaced by 
F~"xn by x n, etc., and the Einstein summation convention is 
introduced for repeated upper and lower indices. 

The transformation to principal coordinates I is given 
by the equations 

sn=xn+V', 

Pn= Pz" + ~Px" , 
s,n =xn _ ¥n, 

- p~ = Pz" - ~Px" , 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

(2.3d) 

and the principal decomposition forms for Y and :Jr are 

Y =L (5i,t) - L (5'i ',t) + 8Yc.s,t; s'i ',t) , (2.4) 

K-:::df(S,p,t) - Ha', - p',t) + 8K(S,p;S', - p',t). 
(2.5) 

The universal constraints of the canonical formalism are 

Px"~O, 

in central coordinates, and 

sn - sm _{jsn~o, 
Pn +p~-8Pn~O, 

in principal coordinates. 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

The significance of the quantities appearing in the fore
going list of equations is as follows. The Euler-Lagrange 
equations for the system motion are 

izn (x,x,t) - fIn (x,i,t) = 0, (2.8) 
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so that the!2" are "momenta" and theJ." can be interpreted 
as "forces." Passage to the Hamiltonian is accomplished by 
substituting into the right side of 

F1,,(x,pz,t) = - J.,,(x,x,t) (2.9a) 

for the x", the solution to the system of equations 

Pz. = a.!f = 1.2" (x,x,t) , at" (2.10) 

viz., 

(2.9b) 

and the last equation itself, to realize Eq. (2.2). These steps 
can always be carried out in the standard case, defined as 
that for which Eqs. (2.8) can be solved for the accelerations, 
viz. 

(2.11) 

since the latter condition is that for the invertibility of Eqs. 
(2.10). The Lagrangian, Eq. (2.1), results from the Hamil
tonian, Eq. (2.2), by carrying out the inverse Legendre trans
formation using 

'n _ a7/" F"( ) x - --= 2 x,pz,t , 
ap" .. 

(2.12) 

to eliminate the p z" in favor of the x n. The solution of the 
system, Eqs. (2.12), obviously is 

Pz" = h" (x,x,t) , (2.13) 

and Eq. (2.1) follows immediately upon substituting (2.13) 
and (2.9a) into 

.!f "'px" x" + Pz" i" - 7/" 
~-FI,,(X,Pz,t)zn +Pz .. i". 

Evidently, we need to have 

detll aF~/apzm II #0; 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

but this is equivalent simply to the (tacit) assumption that 
the left-hand side of (2.11) be finite. The remarkable symme
try between Lagrangian and Hamiltonian forms goes even 
further. 

Since the decompositions of .!f and 7/" can be written 
down arbitrarily and hence independently, in the general 
case, it is evident that Land H need not be connected by 
Lengendre transformation. Nonetheless, if we assume a de
composition for .!f, there is a natural corresponding decom
position of 7/", in which 

(2.16) 

However, this is a generalized Legendre transformation 
from L induced by the (ordinary) transformation from.!f, 
for the velocities are to be eliminated by means of 

(2.17) 

which differs from the normal case in the presence of the 
second term of the right-hand member. When this is done, 
Eq. (2.5) results, Hbeing given by (2.16) and the residual 
part by 

87/"= - 8.!f. (2.18) 
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Furthermore, the right side of Eq. (2.17) must reduce to 
hn (x,x,t ), so the uniqueness of the transformation, i.e., the 
uniqueness of H L , is guaranteed by (2.11), given the!2,,' 

Conversely, if a principal decomposition is assumed for 
7/", there is a natural, induced, decomposition for .!f, de
fined from the inverse transformations. In exactly the man
ner of the ordinary Legendre transformation, the inverse is 
realized in 

(2.19) 

with the p" to be eliminated by inverting the system 

~"= a7/" ::::; aH + a87/" I . (2.20) 
ap" ap" ap" s'=s,-p'=p 

It is easy to show from the canonical equations that the right 
side of Eq. (2.20) is F ~ ( 5, p,t). So Eq. (2.20) is the same as 
Eq. (2.12) and the solution is given by (2.10) or (2.17). Evi
dently, Eq. (2.19) is supplemented by the analogue of Eq. 
(2.18), viz. 

8.!f ~ - 87/". (2.21) 

Equations (2.17) and (2.20) do not depend upon the 
choice of principal decomposition employed to express 
them, and their solutions for the elimination of the active 
variables of the transformation are independent of this 
choice. Consequently, the relationship of L Hand H L for any 
choice of principal decomposition (of either L or H), de
pends upon the function set, 1 hn ( 5i,t ) J, or its "inverse", 
1 F i ( 5, p,t ) J. One can see the full situation in the diagram 

HL =H [L,lh" J ]-LH =L [H,IFn]. (2.22) 

Thus a principal decomposition of L induces a principal 
decomposition of H in a natural way and vice versa. I shall 
assume henceforth that Land H in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are 
connected by generalized Legendre transformation, and 
drop the identifying subscripts from LH and H L • 

An immediate corollary of the foregoing is that if either 
of 8L or 8H vanishes, so does the other, by Eq. (2.18) or Eq. 
(2.21). 

3. HELMHOLTZ CONDITIONS 

Given a set of functions, {G n J, to be used to express the 
motion of a system, viz. 

G,,(x,x,x,t) = 0, n = 1, ... ,N, (3.1) 

a Lagrange function 13 LH = LH(x,x,t) having the property, 

d aLH aLH ---- -- =Gn , n= 1, ... ,N, 
dt ax" ax" 

(3.2) 

exists if and only if the functions G" satisfy the identities, 2 

aGn aGm --=--, 
axm ax" 

(3.3) 

~~: + ~~: = :t (~~: + aa~:)' (3.4) 

aGn (3.5) 
axm 

These are the Helmholtz conditions for the second-order 
system, Eqs. (3.1). 
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Equations (3.3) and (3.4) require the Gn to be linear 
functions ofthe x n, so we may write 

Gn (x,x,x,t) = Gnm (x,x,t) jim + gn (x,x,t) . (3.6) 

In the standard case, for which the Hamiltonian formalism 
from LH is free from constraints, the Gnm satisfy the condi
tion of non vanishing determinant, 

(3.7) 

The Helmholtz conditions can be reexpressed as restrictions 
of the Gn",(x,x,t) and the gn(x,x,t) by substituting (3.6). 
Parallelling Havas,2 I write these as 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

(3.7c) 

(3.7d) 

agm ). 

aXn 
(3.7e) 

Equations (3. 7a)-(3. 7e) are necessary and sufficient 
conditions for existence of a classical Lagrange function, in 
the usual sense, and I shall refer to systems for which they 
are satisfied as the Helmholtz case. Note that (3.7b) implies 
the existence of a function r m (x) for every m, such that Gnm 
= arm/ax". From the symmetry expressed in (3.7a), the 

Helmholtz conditions therefore guarantee theform, Eq. (3.8) 
below, assumed for the G n in the present theory. 

The present formalism is defined for systems of equa
tions for which 

G n (x,x,x,t) = i2n (x,x,t) -fin (x,x,t) , (3.8) 

which, expanded, assumes the form of Eqs. (3.6), with the 
unique identifications: 

(3.9) 

(
'1 a a)1" I" 

gn= X axl - at nn -Jln' (3.10) 

The restriction to the standard case reduces to (2.11) but the 
J..n.hn otherwise are arbitrary. The 2N functions are not 
uniquely specified by the system, Eqs. (3.8), however, but 
only up to equivalence under the replacements, 

J..n-fin =J..n + !!..An(x,t), (3. 11 a) 
dt 

hn-fin =hn +An(x,t), (3. lIb) 

where the N functions, An (x,t ), are arbitrary and mutually 
independent. These "dynamical gauge transformations" 
form a group, D, and comprise a wider class than the usual 
gauge transformations of the potentials for the electromag
netic field, which here correspond to an "integrable" sub
group, as we shall see. 

I define functions, Anm, Bnm and Cnm , whose vanishing 
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expresses integrability relationsfor theJ..n hn. These quanti
ties and the integrability relations, are 

(3. 12a) 

B = aJ.." _ ah.m =0, 
lIm axm ax" 

(3. 12b) 

C = ahn _ ah.m =0. 
nm- axm ax" 

(3. 12c) 

I will prove the following for the system, Eqs. (3.8): 
(i) If the integrability relations, Eqs. (3.12a}-(3.12c), are 

met, the Helmholtz conditions (3. 7a)-(3. 7e), are satisfied 
identically. 

(ii) Conversely, if the Helmholtz conditions (3. 7a)-(3. 7e) 
hold, the existence of an integrable gauge,fin ,f2n ,for which 
Eqs. (3. 12a)-(3. l2c) are satisfied, is guaranteed. 

Under (3.1Ia) and (3.llb) we have 

d (aA n aAm ) A"m-Anm =Anm + - --- -- , 
dt axm ax" 

(3.13a) 

(
aAn aAm) 

Bnm-Bnm = Bnm + -- - -- , 
axm ax" 

(3.13b) 

(3.13c) 

so that the integrability relations are gauge invariant only for 
the subgroup KeD for which the An satisfy 

An (x,t) =aW(x,t)/axn. (3.14) 

K will be called the kinematic or integrable subgroup. I will 
also prove the following: 

(iii) Each gauge transformation from K corresponds ex
actly to the addition of a time derivative of a function, 
W (x,t ), of the coordinates and the time, to principal part La
grangians, L. Moreover, in the Helmholtz case for integrable 
dynamical gauges, Land L H are kinematic gauge equivalent. 

As I have already noted in Ref. 1, the addition to .!f of 
the most generalform ofa time derivative of the coordinates 
and the time causes a change of .!f corresponding to the 
transformation (3.11a) and (3.11 b). Thus, for the effects of 
gauge transformations in the Lagrange functions, we have 

- d D: .!f _.!f + - z" An (x,t) , 
dt 

K: L_£ = L + !!.... W ( s,t) . 
dt 

(3.1Sa) 

(3.ISb) 

The situation may be summarized as follows: (i) Modu
lo a dynamical gauge transformation (K-equivalence class)., 
integrability of [(J..n (x,x,t), hn (x,x,t)J and the Helmholtz 
conditions for a second-order system are equivalent; and (ii) 
the Lagrangian potentials for a set of equations satisfying the 
Helmholtz conditions have the line integral expression 14 

.!f =L (si,t) - L (s'i',t) 

£
M) 

= . (dxnfln + dX"hn)' 
w.n 

(3.16) 

for integrable dynamical gauge choices for [fIn (x,x,t), 
f2n (x,x,t )] . Under (3.1Sb) residual part specification of prin
cipal decompositions of a universal Lagrangian may be tak-
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en as kinematic gauge invariant, and the corresponding 
gauge covariance group for l)!L' is then the factor grouplS 
D'=DIK. 

To establish (i), (ii), and (iii) we can reexpress Eqs. 
(3.7a)-(3.7e), substituting Eqs. (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12). Due 
to the form of the Gn in Eqs. (3.8), the velocity-integrability 
of the Cnm for each m is assured, so Eq. (3.7b) can be 
dropped. Respectively, the other four conditions are 

Cnm=O, 

Bnm + Bmn=O, 

(3. 16a) 

(3.16b) 

(3. 16c) 

(3. 16d) 

Since Eqs. (3. 16a)-(3. 16d) are homogeneous in the 
A nm , B nm , and Cnm , assertion (i) is immediate. To prove as
sertion (ii) we must show there exists a gauge in which Eqs. 
(3. 16a)-(3. 16d) guarantee the vanishing of the Anm , Bnm , 
and Cnm . Equation (3. 16a) already states the vanishing of 
Cnm . Using (3. 16a) the last terms in Eq. (3. 16c) and (3.16d) 
are zero and we may rewrite the equations as 

Cnm=O, 

Bnm +Bmn=O, 

aBnmlaxl=O, 

dBnmldt ==Anm , 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.17c) 

(3. 17d) 

where Eq. (3. 17d) qualifies as the expression of (3. 16d) 
owing to the freedom of B nm from x l-dependence implied by 
Eq. (3. 17c). Equation (3. 17d) shows that we need only prove 
that B nm can be made to vanish by a gauge transformation, 
for thenA nm = 0 also will hold. By Eq. (3. 17b) this means 
that the Bnm must be line integrable in the x n, which is as
sured if they satisfy the equations 

identically. 
Equation (3.12c) shows that Cnm = 0 implies that there 

is a function </J (x,x,t) such that 

12m = arp laxm , 

SO we may write 

B _ ~(I' _ a</J) 
nm - axm Jln axn' 

Using (3. 17b) we have 

2Bnm = Bnm - Bmn , 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

alln allm 
axm axn [a~n (::m) - a:m (:~n)] . 

(3.21) 

Now form the sum in (3.18) using (3.21); the quantity in 
brackets drops out as it is already in the form of a "curl", and 
the rest can be reexpressed in terms ofthe A nm , giving 
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aA ml aAnm 
2f3nml = axn + axl + (3.22) 

Using Eq. (3. 17d) in the form 

aBnm .k aBnm 
Anm = --+ x -- (3.23) 

at axk 

and substituting into (3.22), the right hand side, owing to the 
independence of the Bnm ofthe x k, reduces to f3nml and Eq. 
(3.18) then follows immediately. This proves assertion (ii). 

I will prove (iii) next. Suppose first that 

(3.24) 

To determine the effect in (fIn' 12n) do the following: sub
stitute (3.24) into Eq. (2.4), use Eqs. (2.3a) and (2.3c) and 
expand in a Taylor series aboutz n = O,i n = 0, retaining only 
first order terms to arrive at the (strong equation) equivalent 
of Eq. (2.1). Upon comparison, the effect is seen to be the 
addition of the gradient, (alaxn, alaxn), of dW Idt, viz. 

a (dW) d (a~ 
lin-lin + ax" dt =/ln + dt a-;;;)' (3.25) 

a (dW) aw 
12n -/2n + axn dt = 12n + axn' (3.26) 

which is a gauge transformation from K by Eq. (3.14). Con
versely, if we perform the gauge transformation given in 
(3.25) and (3.26), Eq. (2.1) gives for the change in!L', 

The last line is obtained with the help of the identity, 

dW = (~+ Xk~) W(x,t). 
dt dt axk 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

Using Taylor expansion methods again, Eq. (3.28) can be 
reexpressed in principal coordinates as 

L1!L'""dW(S,t) _ dW(s',t) , 
dt dt 

(3.30) 

displaying the role of the operator on the right side of(3.28) 
as a total differential on the (x,x) space. Thus the transfor
mation results in 

!L'-!L" =!L' +L1!L'~(L + dW Idt) - (L' + dW'ldt), 
(3.31) 

to which we may give the interpretation 

L-L +dW(s,t)ldt. (3.32) 

Equation (3.16) shows the equations of motion from L 
to be Eqs. (3.8), which are assumed to be those from L H' SO 
Land L H can differ only by a time derivative of a function of 
the coordinates and the time, as that is the most general 
solution of the set, 

(!!...~ - ~) (LH - L ) ==0, n = 1, ... ,N, (3.33) 
dt axn axn 

regarded as identities, and withLH-L assumed to be a func-
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tion of the x, X, and t. This proves the second part of (3), that 
Land L H are kinematic gauge equivalent. 

I will illustrate the material of this section by examining 
the problem of a charge q experiencing a Lorentz force, for 
which 

fl=q(E+c~liXB), (3. 34a) 

f2 = Pparticle = p(i). (3.34b) 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the equations of 
motion, 

(2 - fl = 0, (3.35) 

whether p = p(i) is the relativistic or nonrelativistic mo
mentum function, to satisfy the Helmholtz conditions are 
easily shown to be 

VXE + c~laB/at = 0, 

V·B=O. 

(3.36a) 

(3.36b) 

These are also the conditions for the existence of the usual set 
of potentials, <p = <p (x,t), a = a(x,t), of the electromagnetic 
field: E = - V<p - C~I aa/at, B = Vxa. The Lagrangian 

!f ~fl'z + f2·z , (3.37) 

cannot be expressed in the form ofEq. (3.16), as (fl,f2) is not 
integrable due to things like [cf. Eq. (3. 12a)], 

VXfl = q(VXE + c~IV(iXB», 

= q(VXE + c~li(V.B) - c~l(i.V) B), 

= - qc ~ 1 d B(x,t )/dt =1=0. (3.38) 

The dynamical gauge transformation corresponding to the 
choice in (3. 11 b) 

A(x,t) = qc ~ I a(x,t) , (3.39) 

results in the integrable set 

fl-+f; = q(E + c~liXB) + qc~1 da/dt 

= Vx( - q<p + qc~li.a), 

f2-+f; = p(i) + qc ~ la . 

Ifwe define 

Lo = r di.p(i) , 

for the kinetic term, Eqs. (3.40) take the form 

f; = Vx(Lo(i) - q<p + qc~li·a), 

f; = V x (Lo(i) - q<p + qc ~ li.a) , 

(3.4Oa) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42a) 

(3.42b) 

vindicating Eq. (3.16), the quantity in parenthesis being the 
usual Lagrangian for a charged particle in Lorentz force 
field. 

Observe that the dynamical gauge transformation, 
(3.4Ob), to the integrable gauges is what in other language 
would be termed a "minimal substitution." There the idea is 
to introduce a gauge field interaction into a formalism; here 
the equations of motion, or the force law, are assumed given 
and Eq. (3.40) constitutes a dynamical gauge fixing in order 
to send 8L to zero. 

The kinematic gauge transformations all are given by 

fl-+f; = fl + qc ~ I !!...- VA 
dt 
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(3.43a) 

f2-+f; =f2+qc~IVA, (3.43b) 

which corresponds by (3.4Oa) and (3.4Ob) to transforma
tions of (<p,a) 

<p-<p ' = <p - c ~ I aA / at , 

a-+a'=a+VA, 

(3.44a) 

(3.44b) 

the usual gauge transformations of the electromagnetic 
potentials. 

I will close with a brief remark; it is possible to extend 
many, if not all, of the results of this section to the classical 
nonAlbelian gauge (Yang-Mills) force law equations de
rived by Wong. 16 In the extension the "precession" equa
tions 16 of the f a( 1'), quantities corresponding to the gauge 
group generators, are treated as subsidiary conditions; and 
gauge covariant derivatives replace ordinary derivatives. 
Thus, for example, in Eq. (3.8) d /d1' gets replaced by 8/81', 
where l' is the particle's proper time and the connection for 
the covariant derivative pertains (only) to the x A-variation, 
viz. 

(3.45) 

where V A is the gauge covariant derivative operator and the 
dot denotes differentiation by 1'. In this method, Eqs. (3.2) 
are satisfied after the subsidiary conditions have been used to 
eliminate the fa (1') dependence entering in from the first 
term. It is this procedure which makes it possible to achieve 
the form of Eq. (3.45). The modified form of Eq. (3.8), viz. 

8/2" _ I' - 0 
81' JI" - , 

is invariant to the generalized dynamical gauge 
transformation, 

i;"-+I;,, =i;" + :1' .of,,(x), 

12" -+1;" = h" + .of" (x) , 

(3.46) 

(3.47a) 

(3.47b) 

while the kinematic subgroup is defined by the restriction of 
the .of" (x) to the form 

.of,,(x) = V" 1r(x) , (3.48) 

which may be compared with Eq. (3.14). Evidently, the gen
eralized dynamical gauge group, for the nonaJbelian gauge 
force law, is still abelian. The Lagrangian givmg the Wong 
equations by this procedure is 

L (x,x,1') = - m( - X2)1/2 + gxA AAa(X) r(1') , (3.49) 

where g is the coupling strength of the particle, of mass m, to 
the field, and the AAa (x) are the gauge field potential 
functions. 

4. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE 
HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM 

I shall show that (i) the effect in.:W' of a dynamical 
gauge transformation can be realized in a canonical transfor
mation on the full phase space; while (ii) that of a kinematic 
gauge transformation can be understood to correspond to a 
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canonical transformation of H in the space of the ( t, p) and 
the ( t' - p'), the two being identical. Specifically, I shall 
find transformations of the forms of the Hamiltonians, 

- a D: ~_~~~ - _zn An(x,t) , 
at 

- a 
K:~-~=H- -W(t,t), 

at 

(4.la) 

(4.lb) 

where in the momentum variables in the arguments of ~ 
and H one makes also the substitutions 

D:Pxm-Px" - ~~ An (x,t)'} 
axm 

pz .. -pzm - ~zn An(x,t) 
azm 

a 
K:Pm-Pm - - W(t,t). 

at m 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) may be compared with Eqs. (3.15). 
Note again that Land H are not the Lagrangian and the 
Hamiltonian, but rather principal part functions for (arbi
trary) principal decompositions. 

In addition, I shall obtain the result (iii) that the trans
formations of principal coordinates by the canonical trans
formations for the gauge group have the property that 
primed and unprimed variables transform the same to strong 
equality only for the kinematic subgroup. In consequence of 
this, residual parts, tJ~, of principal decompositions of the 
Hamiltonians can be assumed kinematic gauge invariant up 
to equivalence by the duplicate (joint) canonical transforma
tion of the primed and unprimed variables, indicated in 
(4.2b), but are then dynamical gauge dependent. The corre
sponding gauge covariance group is again the factor group 
D " in parallel with the situation in Sec. 3, for tJ!f. Proceed
ing to the proofs, I take up (i) first. 

From Eqs. (2.10) and (3.llb), the effect of a gauge 
transformation on H is determined from 

Pz" -An(x,t) =f2n(x,i,t) , 

whose solution, by Eq. (2.9b) is 

i m = F'{:(x,Pz - A (x,t ),t) . 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

From Eqs. (2.9a) and (3.lla), together with Eqs. (4.3) and 
(4.4), we have also 

where the last term stands for 

dAn 
-(x,pz -A,t) 

dt 
aAn aAn = -- + F';(x,pz - A,t) --, 
at axm (4.6) 

with the help ofEq. (4.4) for the coefficient of aAnlaxm. 
SUbstituting into Eq' (2.2) we find 

- l dAn ] ~-~= F1n(x,pz -A,t) - --;t-<x,pz -A,t) ~ 

+F~(x,pz -A,t)px'" (4.7) 
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On the other hand, consider the effect produced by the 
canonical transformation generated by means of 

;3ii I = ;3ii l(x,z, Px,Pz,t) , 

= [Pz " -An(x,t)]zn+xnpx '" 

The equations of the transformation are 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

These equations determine the transformation, T I , as 

T I : xn_xn = x n , 

zn_zn =zn, 

aAm(x,t) 
Px.-Px. = Px" + zm, 

axn 

Pz,,-Pz • = Pz" +An(x,t). 

(4.12a) 

(4.12b) 

(4.12c) 

(4.12d) 

Note that if An = 0 for all n,R I generates the identity 
transformation. The transformation of ~ is given by 

~(x,z, Px' p"t )-~(x,z, Px' p"t) , 
= ~(T 1- I (x,z, Px' pz ,t) + a;3ii II at . 

(4.13) 

Inverting the transformation, Eqs. (4.12), one finds 

~=~(x,z.Px -~aAmlax,pz -A,t)-a(znAm)lat 

~[Fln(X,pz - A,t) - aAnlat J zn 

+F~(x,pz -A,t)[px" - (aAmlaxn)zm] 

~[Fln(X,pz -A,t)-laAJat+F;'(x,pz -A,t) 

x (aAJaxm)J ] zn + F~(x,pz - A,t) Px" , (4.14) 

which, upon substitution ofEq. (4.6) for the bracketed quan
tity, reduces to the same expression as that on the right side 
ofEq. (4.7). Thus, finally, 

(4.15) 

the promised result. I turn next to the proof of (iii). 
Equations (4.12) can be rewritten in a slightly different 

way. If we denote the 2N coordinates, (xn, zn) by the single 
symbol, qr, and the (Px .. ,Pz") by 1Tr, we have 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

and the quantity in parenthesis is the object whose time de
rivative, when added to !f, corresponds to the gauge trans
formation to which the canonical transformation TI is equiv
alent [compare Eqs. (4.2a)1· Let us examine the behavior of 
principal coordinates under this transformation now. The 
definitions of sand s ' in Eqs. (2.3), are untouched, but those 
of p and - p' are transformed; from Eqs. (2.3) and (4.12) 

Pn-Pn = Pn +An(x,t) + !Z"-aAmlaxn 
"""Pn + An (t,t) + !tJt m(aAmlat n - aAnlat m) , 

(4.17a) 
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-p~-+-ft~ = -p~ +An(x,t)-¥",aAmlaxn 

~ - p~ +An( S ',t) - ~t5sm(aAmlas'n 

- aAnlas,m) , (4. 17b) 

where I have used things like 

An(x,t) =An(S - ~t5s,t) 

~n(S,t) - ~t5sm aAn(s,t)lasm. (4.18) 

The "strongly specified" transformations of p nand - p~ are 
identical if and only if 

(4.19) 

but otherwise asymmetrical. 
To obtain (ii) I shall only have to express the trans

formed JY in an appropriate way in principal coordirtates 
under the assumption ofEq. (4.19), or equivalently, Eq. 
(3.14). Using Eq. (3.14), the canonical transformation corre
sponding to (4.17) becomes 

T2: sn-+t n , 

Pn-+Pn + aW(s,t)las n, 
t,n-+t,n, 
-p~-+-p~ +aW(s',t)las,n. 

(4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

(4.2Oc) 

(4.2Od) 

The generating function for T2 in Eqs. (4.20) is 

&12 = &l2(s,s',P,P',t) (4.21) 
= Pn sn - W(s,t) +P~ s,n + W(S',t), (4.22) 

which can be verified from Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) specialized 
to this case. So, from Eqs. (4.13) and (2.5), the corresponding 
transformed Hamiltonian is given as 

K(s,s',p,p',t)~JY(T 2- I (S,S',p,p',t» + a&l21at 
~[H(s,p - aW,t) -aw lat] 

- [H(s',-p'-a'w',t)-aW'lat] 

+ t5H(s,p -aw;s', -p' - a'W',t). 
(4.23) 

Of course ~ must be the same, by Eq. (4.15). But it is 
worthwhile to display this explicitly. Substituting Eq. (3.14) 
into Eq. (4.7) we have 

~-::::d"ln(X,pz - aW,t)z" + F~(x,pz - aw,t) 

X [Px" - zm(alaxm) aw laxn] - ~(alaxm) aw lat, 
(4.24) 

which follows after a little manipulation and some help from 
Eq. (4.6). Equation (4.24) can be reexpressed by applying the 
Taylor series expansion trick, as in Eq. (4.18); we have 

~(alaxm) aw lat~aW( s,t )Iat - aW( S ',t )Iat, (4.25a) 

~(alaxm)aW laxn~aW(s,t)lasn - aW(s',t)las,n. 
(4.25b) 

Noting also Eqs. (2.3) and (2.7) and introducing 
t= 112(5 +S')=x,p= 1!2(p-p')=pz, Eq. (4.24) 
becomes 

~"'Fln(t.P - aW,t)t5s n + F~(t.p - aW,t) 
Xt5(Pn - an W) - (aW lat - aW'lat). (4.26) 

Equation (2.2) can be written with the same notation as Eq. 
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(4.26); Eqs. (2.5) and (4.26) then give the expected result 

~~[H(s,p - aW,t) - aw lat] 
- [H(s', - p' - a'W',t) - aW'lat] 

+ t5JY(s,p - aw;s', - p' - a'W',t). (4.27) 

From Eqs. (4.23) and (4.27) evidently, as claimed in (ii), 
we can interpret the effect of the canonical transformation of 
JY for a kinematic gauge transformation corresponding to 
W, as corresponding to a transformation of H: 

H(s,p,t)-+H(s,p - aW,t) - aw lat, (4.28) 

i.e. the result of a canonical transformation on the phase 
space of the ( S, p). Indeed, the generating function in Eq. 
(4.22) obviously has the form, 

&l2( S,S " P,P , ,t ) = R ( s,P,t ) - R ( s " - P' ,t ) , 
(4. 29a) 

with 

(4. 29b) 

and R generates the transformation Eqs. (4.20a,b) and 
(4.28). 

I will reexamine the relationship between R I and R2 
from another standpoint in the next paper of the present 
series. 14 

5. INTEGRABILITY FOR THE HAMILTONIAN 

I have fixed the relationship between principal decom
positions of!L' and JYby the generalized Legendre transfor
mation and shown the equivalence of the Helmholtz condi
tions to integrability. The latter refers to the existence of an 
integrable dynamical gauge, for which t5!L', and, by Eq. 
(2.18), t5JY as well, vanish. Integrability is a kinematic gauge 
invariant property ofthefln (x,x,t )./2n (x,x,t), expressed in 
Eqs. (3.12) and realized in Eq. (3.16) in the determination of 
the Lagrange function L, for the Helmholtz case. 

We have seen the complete correspondence of proper
ties of JY, Hand t5JY to those of !L' ,L and t5!L' in Secs. 3 and 
4, in the behavior of these quantities under gauge transfor
mations. For the Helmoltz case, as I shall now show, when 
t5JY ~O, the FI n , F ~ , also satisfy integrability relations, anal
ogous to Eqs. (3.12), viz. 

aFln aFlm (5.la) .sf :=-- --=0, nm axm ax" 

f!1jm= aFln _ aF'; 
(5.1b) --=0, 

n- apz'" axn 

aF n aF'; c nm= __ 2 _ -=0. (5.1c) 
apzm apz" 

This may be seen by using Eqs. (2.3) in Eq. (2.5); expanding 
about zn:::::o,px" :::::0, and keeping only first-order terms to 
obtain a strong equation; equating the result then to the cen
tral coordinate form in Eq. (2.2); and finally identifying the 
coefficients of the constraints. This gives F I " as aH lax" and 
F~ as aH lap", in analogy with the results for the Lagran
gian L, as in Eq. (3.16); equating cross-partials of H then 
produces Eqs. (5.1). In exact parallel with Eq. (3.16) we 
have 14 
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:Jr~H(s,p,t) - H(s', - p',t) 

[

S'P) 

= [dxn Fin (x,Pz,t) + dpz .. F~(x'Pz,t)], 
(s', -p') 

(5.2) 

where the line integration is along an arbitrary path 
IT----+[xn(o),pz''(o)] between the points (5' - p') and (s,p). 
Now H is the "potential" for the "vector" (Fin' F~) over the 
crossed-pair "phase space" of (xn, p z")' 

Equations (3.13) give the gauge transformation proper
ties of the quantities appearing in Eqs. (3.12), from which the 
kinematic gauge invariance of integrability for a set of 
fin J2n was noted previously. Similarly, we expect that inte
grability for a set of Fin' F~ is also a kinematic gauge invar
iant property. Equations (4.6) determine the behavior of the 
quantities in Eqs. (5.1) under a gauge transformation; I find, 
after a little labor 

d ----+d - d - - F - -- - --- [ (a k a) (aA n aA m) 
nm nm - nm at + 2 axk axm axn 

aAk aA I k/]' [{(aFln aA I aF~) +--c + ----
axn axm ap z' axn ap Zl 

(
aAm aAk) aAm a;k} { J ]' x --- -- + --Vf}m - n~ , 
axk axm axk 

(5.3) 

aA k C nk ]' , 

axn 

(5.4) 

cnm----+c nm = [c nm ]' , (5.5) 
where the primes on the right sides express the convention, 
for a function/(x, pz ,t), 

[f(x,Pz,t)], =/(x,pz -A(x,t),t). (5.6) 

Equations (5.3)--(5.5) display the desired result, since Eqs. 
(5.1) imply the vanishing of the right hand sides if An has the 
form ofEq. (3.14). 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The Helmholtz conditions, Eqs. (3.3)--(3.5), are inte

grability relations on the G n for existence of a potential func
tion L. The G n , in turn, in the Helmholtz case have the form 
of Eq. (2.8); while the [fIn (x,x,t ),hn (x,x,t) ] array forms a 
2N-dimensional vector over an "expanded" configuration 
space of coordinates and velocities. This vector is the gradi
ent of L, as may be inferred, for instance, from Eqs. (3.12) or 
from Eq. (3.16). In the nonHelmholtz case where the G n yet 
have the form of Eq. (2.8), the vector LAn (x,x,t), 
/2n (x,x,t ) ], no longer a gradient, still can be expressed as the 
sum of a gradient part and a nonconservative part. This cor
responds directly to the principal decomposition of .!f" when 
it is expressed in principal coordinates: The gradient of L, 
plus the analogous array of partial derivatives of 8.!f" evalu
ated on the constraint hypersurface (in the expanded con
figuration space of 4N dimensions), equals the vector 
(fIn' f2n)' The separation of a gradient piece from this vector 
is arbitrary when this vector is not itself a gradient; corre
spondingly the decomposition of.!f" is arbitrary. 
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So the first two theorems of Sec. 3, above Eqs. (3.13), 
serve to characterize the scope of the traditional subject of 
mechanics, where L exists in the sense ofEq. (3.2), as defined 
in terms of2N-dimensional conservative vector fields on the 
space of (x,x). The new formalism can be understood as an 
extension to the nonconservative case. 

The corresponding characterization exists for the phase 
space. The generalized Legendre transformation in Sec. 2 
provides the basis of uniqueness for the correspondences of 
principal part functions Land H, while Eqs. (2.9a) (2.9b) 
and (2.10) specify the relationship of the vectors (f; n 'hn ) 
and (Fin' FD- The corollary stated at the end of Sec. 2 shows 
the correspondence of integrability of these two vector fields 
on their respective (and distinct constraint submanifold) 
spaces. 

The precision of the foregoing correspondences has to 
be understood against the backdrop oftwo well-known ver
sions of arbitrariness present in Hamilton-Lagrange theory, 
however. Equation (3.33) expresses the first; its general solu
tion isdW(x,t )/dt, where Wisarbitrary. On the other hand, 
Eq. (2.8) is invariant against the general gauge transforma
tion given in (3.11a) and (3.11b). The third theorem of Sec. 3 
ties down these "freedoms" in terms of the properties of the 
dynamical gauge field functions, An (x,t ), in complete gener
ality: those parts of An -arrays that form a (configuration) 
gradient of some function W (x,t ) may be regarded as gener
ating t-derivative contributions to the principal part func
tion L. That the corresponding effects in H can be under
stood as canonical transformations, in the right way, was 
detailed in Secs. 4 and 5. Thus correspondences between La
grangian and Hamiltonian quantities survive, and in addi
tion receive natural extensions. 

It is an interesting and very significant feature of the 
present theory of mechanics, to my mind, that one does not 
have to choose an integrable dynamical gauge (assuming one 
exists) in order to have a theoretical mechanics description 
for a system. Thus it is not a priori necessary to introduce 
potentials for the problem of a particle experiencing a Lo
rentz force, as it is in the usual mechanics, which does not 
even get off the ground without them. This is a satisfying 
feature of the present formalism because Eq. (2.8) contains 
no potentials. 

In Sec. 4 two generating functions were discussed, &II 
and &12, in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.22). When A n = a W / ax n holds, 
&II ~&l2 also does. But the last relation is extraordinary in 
that it pertains not to functions of canonical variables but to 
generating functions, of mixed old and new variables. Also, 
Eqs. (4.17) showed that nonintegrable gauge transforma
tions destroy the separation of primed and unprimed princi
pal coordinates. These circumstances are symptomatic of a 
more general situation that will find a formulation and reso
lution in the next paper of this series,14 where, from the 
Hamilton-Jacobi theory on the big space, a complete time
dependent general coordinate transformation theory is con
structed for the constraint submanifold. 
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The following article demonstrates how the logical coherence of relativistic electrodynamics is 
maintained for a particular family of rotational paradoxes. The internal computational unity, for 
rotation, is preserved through the manifestation of a commonly unrecognized geometrical 
property of tensor calculus. 

INTRODUCTION 
J",(r') = Qw sinO'!5 (r' - a) 

41ra 
to the computation of the vector potential 

{

Qwr sinO (r<a) 
3ea 

A",(r,O) = Q 2 

wa '0 ( ) --:2sm r;;,.a 
3eT 

(1) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

An interesting family of paradoxes frequently discussed 
in electromagnetics classes concerns the fields produced by 
rotating charge distributions. 1 That a rotating spherical shell 
of charge, for example, produces a magnetic field in the 
frame of a laboratory observer is readily accepted by many 
students. "However", a student will query, "with respect to 
an observer whose system of reference is co-rotating with the 
sphere, the charges are at rest and hence, in this system, no 
magnetic fields ought to exist." 

The magnetic induction follows from the curl of the vector 
potential as 

A similar paradox occurs with rotating cylindrical dis
tributions of charge. 2 Once again, a laboratory observer per
ceives an axial magnetic field whose source is the rotating 
cylinder of charge. For a co-rotating observer, the charges 
are at rest and therefore should produce no magnetic fields. 
Even worse, for the rotating observer inside the cylinder, by 
Gauss's Law, there should exist no electric fields. How then 
can we have a nonzero field tensor inside, in the inertial sys
tem (laboratory frame), and a vanishing field tensor in the 
rotating system, since if a tensor vanishes in any frame it 
must vanish in all other systems of reference at that point? 

In both of these paradoxical examples the reader is cau
tioned not to accept the conclusions unquestioningly. The 
logic may be impeccable-but the presuppositions are erro
neous. Why do we resurrect these historical paradoxes? Be
cause we believe that they illustrate the computational beau
ty and conceptual richness of relativity theory as manifested 
through the inherent presence of the object of anholonomity. 

We parenthetically comment that our physics is tran
spiring on an underlying manifold that has zero curvature 
(in the limit-i.e., we assume that we can paste charges onto 
a flat manifold and not disturb the geometrical structure of 
the manifold). Even though we are doing non-inertial phys
ics, we are properly within the realm of what is traditionally 
called special relativity. (Our approach works equally well 
on curved spacetimes, of course.) 

1. THE ROTATING SHELL OF CHARGE 

The presentation of the magnetic field arising from a 
rotating charged spherical shell appears in many textbooks 
on electromagnetism. The computation is performed in the 
frame of an inertial observer and, with the aid of calcula
tional conveniences, smoothly proceeds from a specification 
of the current density 

{ 

_ 2Qw sinO (r<a) 
3ea 

B(J(r,O) = 2 

Qw~ sinO (r> a) 
3er 

(3a) 

(3b) 

FIG. I. Magnetic flux density arising from a rotating spherical shell which 
is uniformly charged as perceived by a nonrotating observer. (Compare 
figure 5-lla of Ref. 7.) 
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and 

{

2wQ cosO (r<a) 
3ca 

B,(r,8) = 2wQa2 

--..3- cosO (r> a) 
3cr 

(3c) 

(3d) 

These familar fields are shown for reference in Fig. 1. The 
prescription followed has been to specify the current distri
bution and follow the path JI' _A "-P"'. The inertial elec
tromagnetic field tensor is taken as 

aAv aA" 
F =---"V aT!" axv • 

One wonders if a similar path could be followed in the rest 
frame of the rotating charges: Say, Ja_A a_Fab, where the 
rotating quantities and inertial quantities, by their tensorial 
nature, would be related by some Lorentz-like transforma
tion. In this article, we propose to pedagogically demon
strate that this covariant nature of Maxwellian electrody
namics, under relativistic rotation, is only attainable with 
the inclusion of the object of anholonomity. (This remark
able nontensorial object does not modify the theory of rela
tivity in anyway, but rather is a commonly unrecognized3 

inherent pre-supposition of tensor calculus on manifolds4
.) 

2. ROTATION IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES 

Piranis and later Irvine6 have discussed how a rotating 
observer may let his world line provide a time-like direction 
and employ the Frenet-Serret Formulas to obtain afield of 
orthogonal reference frames, ea •

4 The result for spherical 
coordinates, is the field of frames (x4 = T = ct) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

w 
e4 = y- e", + yer . (4d) 

c 
These are orthogonal, and are related to the natural 

basis vectors of the inertial observer's field of reference 
frames, at every observable spacetime event, by the Lorentz
like transformation 

ea = h:e" ' 
where 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

h"= 0 0 W 
a Y y-

c 

0 0 rwsin20 y y 
C 

and 

Furthermore, for all observers in the rotating frame, the 
metric tensor gab = ea ·eb , will then have the orthogonal 
form 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

o 
r 
o 
o 

~ ). 
-1 

(8) 

Notice that this is consistent with gab = h:h ;g"", where gill' 
is the metric of the inertial (or non-rotating) frame. 

In the inertial frame, one employs the usual spherical 
coordinate Christoffel Symbols 

{:al = ~P [gaP,,, + gpv,a - gva.p ] . (9) 

These familiar non-tensorial objects are symmetric in their 
lower indices, and their spherical coordinate values appear 
in many textbooks. Given the components with respect to 
one frame, one transforms them with respect to any other 
frame according to 

r a =hahah" It _hllh" __ v 
{} 

ah a 

bc Ilbc va bCaT!'" (10) 

Employing Eq. 6, one finds that even though the inertial 

frame {:a} is symmetric in the lower indices, the r:c are 

not. This is because the set offrames, Eq:( 4 ) and the transfor
mation, Eq.(6)are anholonomic. The concept of anholono
mity has been discussed elsewhere and one should note that 
it arises from a choice of the field of reference frames and is 
not a tensorial quantity on the underlying manifold as, for 
example, torsion would be. (Torsion can't be transformed 
away over an extended region.) How does this asymmetry 
affect electrodynamics? 

An invariant form of Maxwell's Equations may be ar
rived at from a variational principle as 

V Fill' = 41T JIl v , (11) 
C 

where 

JIl=pif (12) 

and 

Fill' = VilA" - V vAil' (13) 

The four-vector potential has the covariant components giv
en by: 

AI' = (A"rA/J,rsinOA",; - <P). (14) 

In inertial frames of reference, Eq. (13) reduces to the simple 
expression 

F _ aAv aAIl 
IlV - ax" - ax" (15) 

However, in the rotating frames ofEq. (4), Eq. (13) must be 
written as the tensor 

aAb aAa 
Fab = axa - axb +2 n~bAc' (16) 

where 

n~~Hr~b -r~]. (17) 

In inertial frames, this last component vanishes, but in rotat
ing frames, Eq. (15) is inappropriate for the description of 
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electrodynamics because it leaves out anholonomic effects 
(Eq. (15) is not a tensor unless f1 ~Il = 0). The objects of 
anholonomity may be computed by a variety of techniques,4 

and since they are needed here, we present their computation 
by the Cartan Calculus in the Appendix. 

3. SPECIFICATION OF THE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION 

In the inertial frame, let us specify the components of 
the four-current density 

Jil =pif = (J Je -.!L 'CfI) 
" r ' rsinO ' r 

(18) 

so that 

J Il = (O,O,mpo;cpo) . (19) 

The charge density is taken as uniform when observed from 
the inertialframe, say 

Po = -.SL 8(r' - a). 
41Ta 

In particular, for computational convenience, this means 
that we are assuming that in the proper frame of the shell the 
density of charge varies continuously with latitude in such a 
way that the charge distribution just compensates for the 
relativistic increase in density and hence, in the inertial 
frame, is perceived as a uniform charge distribution. [This 
assumption was really made back in Eq. (1).] In the inertial 
frame, the differential equation represented by II, 12 and 13 
may be solved as 

and 

r<,a 

r>a 

{ 

Qmr . 2n --SID 17 r<,a 
. n 3ca 

A3 = A.prsIDI7 = Q 2 

~sin20 r>a. 
3rc 

(20) 

(21) 

One may quickly form the inertial frame field tensor from 
Eq. (15)(sincef1 ~Il = 0). Further, the separateFllvforr< a 
and r> a satisfy the point-wise boundary conditions across 
the shell discontinuity. We have followed the prescription 
given in Sec. I: JIl_A Il_Fllv. We now shift to the rotating 
frame and pursue the suggestion J a _A a _Fab. If our analy
sis is acceptable, we should have a completely covariant for
mulation of the problem, and have resolved any paradoxes 
along the way. 

4. COMPUTATIONS IN THE ANHOLONOMIC FRAME 

Employing the dual to the transformation ofEq. (6), we 
write down the current density in the proper frame of the 
charges (the rotating frame) 

r=h~JIl =pva 

or, more explicitly 

r = ( O,O,O;c P; ) . 
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(22) 

(23) 

Again, J4 reflects our choice of having Po specified as uni
form in the inertial frame. This form for the charge density is 
acceptable because the rotating observer perceives no mov
ing charges (and hence no apparent magnetic field-produc
ing currents.) 

Remembering that in the rotating frame d V = rd Vo' we 
note that charge invariance is satisfied: 

(24) 

Since Eq(II)is form-invariant, the vector potential 
must satisfy the differential equation 

V [~Cg"d(aAd _ aAc + 2 f1 e A )] = 41T Ja 
b ax' acd cd e c' 

(25) 

where the objects of anholonomity are given in the Appen
dix. One may find the transformed components of the vector 
potential by Eq. (6) 

as 

Aa =h~A," 

A)=A2 =0, 

{ 

_ 2rQrmsin20 

A _ 3ca 
3 - Q 2' 2n 2 r ma SID 17 _ rQrmsin 0 

3cr c 

rQrm2sin20 
3c2a 

rQa2m2sin20 
3rc2 

(26a) 

(r<,a) 

(26b) 

(r>a) 

(r<,a) 

(26c) 
(r>a). 

Now, by Eq. (26), (8), and (23) and the tabulated f1 ~c, one 
may readily verify that Eq. (26) is indeed the solution of Eq. 

fl~b" 0 

JI' - AI' - FI''' _ v"FI''' = "err JI' 

1 I 1 1 
h a ha hah b h a 

iJ. iJ. iJ. v iJ. 

j j j I 
o 

Inertial Frame. F"v=V"Av-V. A = <lA. _ <lAp + (r a ra}A 
r r V I' <lX" <lX. ." - ". co 

FIG. 2. This diagram indicates what is demanded of any covariant formula
tion of electrodynamics. A relativistically covariant formulation is possible 
for rotation by virtue of the intrinsic nature of the anholonomic object. 
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(25). What would have happened if the rotating observer had 
neglected the anholonomic contribution? Figure 2 would 
then have to display an internal inconsistency. 

Next, one might desire the field tensor in the rotating 
frame. The reader is encouraged to transform the inertial FI''' 
and compare with the results computed by Eq. (16) and the 
tabulated f1 ~b. For completeness, we list the nonzero results 
(as obtained by either method). 

3ae 

YQWSin20(1 _ ~) 
c 3"z 

{ 

2yQ"zwsin()cos() 

3ae 
F23 = "zsinOBr = 2 Q 2 • () () y a wsm cos 

3re 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(r>a) 

(27c) 

(27d) 

One may verify that Eqs. 27 really do satisfy the Maxwell 
Equations (if, by now, he is not already convinced of the built 
in anholonomity in relativity for non-inertial frames). This 
exercise is particularly illuminating since the left-hand side 
of Maxwell's source equations [or Eq. (25)1 vanishes for 
r#a, and the jump conditions are satisfied across the shell 
discontinuity. 

5. CYLINDRICAL SHELL OF CHARGE 

When discussing the rotating cylinder, Fig. 3, Feyn
man2 makes the provocative comment, "There is no 'relativ
ity of rotation'. A rotating system is not an inertial frame, 
and the laws of physics are different. We must be sure to use 
equations of electromagnetism only with respect to inertial 
coordinate systems." To which we agree wholeheartedly. 
But, after making this seductive and tantalizing statement, 
he passes on to another topic without hinting how one does 
do electromagnetism in noninertial systems. (At a similar 
point in their analysis of the sphere, Panofsky and Phillips! 
appeal to General Relativity, even though they are working 
in a flat spacetime.) Surely one may proceed as J a -A a ~Fab 
since all are tensor quantities. 

Let us formulate the problem in the inertial system in 
the following manner: we specify the current density in cy
lindrical coordinates. 

(28) 

as 

JI' = (O,wao,O,cao), (29) 

where ao is the surface charge density, assumed to be uni-
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I 

~ J=(JV 

FIG. 3. Magnetic flux density arising from a rotating charged cylindrical 
shell. (Compare Fig. 14-5 of Ref. ~ 

form over the thin cylindrical shell as perceived by the iner
tial observer. We write 

ao = -Lt5(r' - a) = ~t5(r' - a). 
21T"aL 21T"a 

Equations (11), (12), and (13) are then solved as 

{
21T"a~w"z (r<a) 

A2 = rAe = 3 
21T"ar:P w ( ) r>o 

e 

(r<a) 

(r>o) 

(30) 

(31a) 

(31b) 

where <Po is a suitably chosen constant. The field tensor has 
nonzero components: 

F!4 =Er = {~ 
21T"r 

(32) 

(33) 

r>o. 
We now turn to the analysis Ja_A a_Fab in the rotat

ing frame. In this system 
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r = puu = (O,O,O,clToIy). (34) 

Here again, we have assumed that in the proper frame of the 
cylinder the density of charge varies in such a way that the 
charge distribution just compensates for the relativistic in
crease in density and is consequently perceived by the inertial 
observer as uniform. (In this case a naive application of 
Gauss's Law would surely lead a rotating observer to con
clude thatFUbfor r <a vanishes entirely.) The 11 ~b for rotat
ing cylindrical coordinates have been included in the Appen
dix. One may readily verify that a solution to Eq.(25) for the 
distribution of Eq. (34) is 

A2 = 21TYlTaWr + ywtl>rr (r.;;;a) (35a) 
C C 

(r.;;;a) . (35b) 

From Eq. (16) we compute the nonzero components ofthe 
field tensor as 

F - E - 41TlTf!lw
2
r (r<a) 

12 - r - CZ 
(36a) 

F - B - 41TYlT o1'aw 
IZ - r z- (36b) 

C 

We note that these satisfy the Maxwell Equations. As a 
check, we also see that 

r=h;p' 

AU = h;A I" 

(37a) 

(37b) 

Fub = h ~h ~Fl"v . (37c) 

The internal consistancy of Fig. 2 is again demonstrated. We 
are now in a position to analyze Feynman's students' query, 
" 'What if I put myself in the frame of reference of the rotat
ing cylinder? Then there is just a charged cylinder at rest, 
and I know that the electrostatic equations say there will be 
no electrostatic fields inside .... Something must be 
wrong.' " 

Our response is to reecho our opening comments: the 
logic is unquestionable, but the presuppositions (concerning 
11 ~b) are unsound. 
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APPENDIX 

For reasons of completeness, we briefly sketch one of 
several techniques for obtaining the spherical coordinate ob
jects of anholonomity for the rotating observer. (The cylin
drical coordinate objects are derived in Ref. 4.) In order to 
obtain the 11 ~b' one may actually perform the laborious cal-
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culation indicated by Eq.(lO) Of this article. Alternatively, he 
might employ the field frames given by Eq.( 4) and the duality 
relation: 

(rou,eb > = 8~ 

to find the natural I-forms for the rotating observer. 

6)1 = dr 

ro2 = dO 

ro3 = y(dt/J - wdt) 

4 _ (d _ rwsinzO d'" ) ro - yc t 2 'f" 
C 

(AI) 

(A2a) 

(A2b) 

(A2c) 

(A2d) 

Given these forms, one may compute the exterior derivative 

(A3) 

and read off the non-zero components of the spherical ob
jects of anholonomity: 

r 2' 20 
l1i3 = _113 _! rw sm (A4a) 31 -

c2 

11~3 = 
11 3 _! rrw2sinOcosO 

- 32-
c2 

(A4b) 

r 2' 20 11:1 = _114 _! rw sm (A4,c) 14 -
CZ 

l1:z = - 11 ~4 =! rrw
2
sinOcosO 
c2 

(A4,d) 

I1jl = 11 4 - r rwsinzO 
- 13- (A4,e) 

C 

n;Z = - n;3 = r rwsinOcosO (A4f) 
c 

Similarly, the nonzero cylindrical coordinate components of 
the anholonomic objects are: 

l1i2 = 
rrw2 

(AS a) -n~1 = +--
2c2 

l1il = -niz = + rrw (ASb) 
c 

11:1 = -ni4 = 
rrw2 

(AS c) +--
2c2 
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Fock-Tani representation for composite particles in a soluble model 
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The transformation from the usual Fock representation to the Fock-Tani representation for 
composite particles is carried out for a simplified model of the composite which allows closed
form expressions for the transformed quantities. A "statistical renormalization", in which single 
particle energies and interactions become dependent on the composite particle occupation 
number, plays an essential role in the solution, allowing absorption of unlinked terms into the 
definition of the renormalized energies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Fock-Tani representation for composite particles 
has been shown to be a convenient representation for the 
states and observables of systems of composite particles such 
as atoms, molecules. ions, and nuclei, allowing explicit in
corporation of the effects of internal structure and excita
tion. rearrangement collisions, etc ... into the algebra of states 
and observables. \-4 There are. however. some formidable 
mathematical problems involved in the transformation from 
the standard Fock representation to the new Fock-Tani re
presentation. and as a result only partial results are available 
for the explicit terms in the Hamiltonian in the new repre
sentation. It is therefore useful to examine a model in which 
the structure of the system is so simplified that all steps of the 
change of representation can be carried out explicitly, in 
hopes that the insight thus gained into the structure of the 
representation can be extended to real physical systems. 

The simplest imaginable quantum-mechanical model 
of a composite particle is one composed of two types of fer
mions. distinguished by two values 1.2 of a fermion species 
subscript. such that each type of fermion can be present in 
only a single state. Denote the annihilation and creation op
erators for the fermion of type 1 by tf!\ and tf!T, and those for 
the second fermion by tf!2 and tf!1. As usual. the dagger de
notes the Hermitian conjugate. These are assumed to satisfy 
anticommutation relations of the usual form5 

Vli = J/li = o. [tf!\.tf!T ] + = [tf!2.tf!/1 + = 1. 

[tf!\,tf!2] + = [tf!\.tf!lL =0. (1) 

The Hamiltonian is taken to be 

H = E\tf!T tf!\ + E2tf!1 tf!2 + vtf!T tf!1 tf!2tf!\. (2) 

It has only four eigenstates, consisting of the vacuum state 
10) with eigenvalue zero, the one-fermion states 

11) = tf!T 10). 12) = tf!110) (3) 

with eigenvalues EJ and E2 respectively, and a two-fermion 
state 

la) = tf!T tf!I 10)==.4 tIO). (4) 

with eigenvalue 

a)On leave from Dept. of Physics, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 
97043. (present address). 

b)Laboratoire de Physique Theorique, Universite de Nice, Pare Valrose 
06034 Nice Cedex, France. Equipe de Recherche Associee au C.N.R.S. 
N".128. 

Ea = E. + E2 + v. (5) 
If v < - (E. + E2). then this state can be thought of as a sim
plified model of a bound atom (composite particle), and for 
this reason the notation I a) will be employed. The "physical 
atom" creation operation At = tf!T tf!1 and its corresponding 
annihilation operator A = tf!2tf!. are not Bose operators even 
though built from fermions pairs, but instead satisfy the non
trivial commutation relations 

A 2 = 0, [A.A tJ _ = 1 - N\ - N 2, 

[A,tf!d _ = [A,tf!2] _ = Atf!. = Atf!2 = 0, (6) 

[A.tf!T ] _ = tf!2, [A,tf!l] - = - tf!J' 

whereN. = tf!T tf!. andN2 = tf!1 tf!2 are the fermion occupation 
numbers. The model may be described as a "zero-dimen
sional" model since the composite particle has neither trans
lational nor internal degrees of freedom. 

The Fock space spanned by the eigenstates of H is only 
four-dimensional and the quantum mechanics is utterly triv
ial. Nevertheless, and in fact for this very reason, the model 
is very useful for investigation and comparison of various 
procedures for carrying out the transformation to the Fock
Tani representation. In the following sections we shall inves
tigate two methods, the "d-matrix" method3 based on nor
mally ordered operator basis expansions, and a new method 
involving a "statistical renormalization" of the d-matrix and 
of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, leading to com
pletely explicit expressions in closed form. This latter meth
od may have important implications for both the mathemat
ical structure and the physical implications of this 
representation in realistic models; the investigation of such 
generalizations is best deferred until the simplest model is 
thoroughly understood. 

2. IDEAL STATE SPACE 

Introduce ideal Bose operators a, a t satisfying the ele
mentary Bose communication relation 

[a,a t ] _ = 1, (7) 

and acting on an "ideal atom" Fock space d spanned by the 
states (n!) -1/2 (atrlO), where 10) is the vacuum state of d. 
This space is initially completely independent of the physical 
Fock space Y spanned by the four eigenstates 10), 11), 12). 
la> of H. The ideal state space Y is defined to be the direct 
product![ = Y ® d of the physical and ideal atom spaces. 
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The operators 1/11' 1/11.1/12,1/11 on Y and those a, a t on dare 
extended to ~ in the usual way, 

I/1j(~) = l/1iY ) ® l(d), I/1J(~ = I/1J(.7) ® l(d) 

a(~ = 1(.7) ®a(d), at(~ = 1(.7) ®at(d) (8) 

and the vacuum 10) now is interpreted as the direct product 
of that of Y and that of d satisfying 

(9) 

On this extended state space ~, the annihilation and cre
ation operators satisfy the anticommunication and commu
tation relations 

t/li =iflz =0, [l/1pl/11L = [1/12,I/11L = 1, 

[1/11,1/12]+ =[1/1\>1/1/]+ =0, 

[a,at] _ = 1, 

[a,1/111 _ = [a,1/121 _ = [a,1/11] _ = [a,1/11] _ = O. 

(10) 

Note the simplicity of the relations involving a compound 
with those involving A [Eq. (6)]. This is the main advantage 
of ideal state space representations in more realistic cases 
where bound composite states cause difficulties with quan
tum field theory methods in the usual Fock representation. 

There is an isometry between the physical state space 
Y and the subspace~' of ~ spanned by the four states 10), 
11), 12), and la), where 

11) = 1/111 0), 12) = 1/1110), la) = atIO). (11) 

The mapping 10)_10), 10-11), 12)_12) is trivial, merely 
involving replacement of the vacuum 10) of Y by that 10) of 
Y. On the other hand, the mapping la)-Ia) from the phys
ical to ideal atom state is nontrivial, involving replacement 
of the fermion pair operator A t by the ideal boson operator 
at satisfying simpler commutation relations. Nevertheless, 
the mapping is an isometry in that norms and inner products 
between the four basis states 10), 11), 12), la) of Yare the 
same as those involving the corresponding ideal states 10), 
11), 12), la) which span ~'. One can also define an ideal 
Hamiltonian 

l£=Elll)(11 +E212)(21 +Eala)(al +li(l -l~), (12) 

where 11)(11, 12)(21, and la)(al are the projectors onto the 
corresponding ideal states, ~ is the projector onto ~', 

~ = 10)(01 + 11)(11 + 12)(21 + la)(al, (13) 

and B is an arbitrary operator on Y. The ideal Hamiltonian 
H has the same eigenvalues on Y' as H does on Y, with 
eTgenstates which are the images of those of H according to 
the previously defined mapping; however, H also has phys
ically spurious eigenstates lying in ~e~'~The projected 
Hamiltonian 

~ = ~1£~ = Ell 1)(11 + E212)(21 + Ea la)(al, (14) 

has the same eigenstates and eigenvalues as does 1£ on the 
subspace Y' isometric with Y, whereas it annihilates the 
spurious states (they all have eigenvalue zero). These proper
ties are all special cases of a general ideal state space formula
tion of the quantum mechanics of systems of composite par
ticles, but the definition of 1£, ~, and!!, in terms of 
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TABLE I. Notation for the operator basis. 

B, 

n, 1 (a')"a" 
n, 2 (at)"¢ri ¢r,a" 
n, 3 (a ')"¢r; ¢r2a" 
n,4 (at)"¢ri¢r;a" +' 
n,5 (at)" +' ¢r2¢r,a" 
n, 6 (a t)"¢ri ¢r; ¢r2¢r,a" 

projectors is rather abstract. A number of methods are 
known for constructing explicit expressions for Hand JY in 
terms of annihilation and creation operators.6 The particular 
method which will be employed in the remainder of this pa
per is that of the generalized Tani transformation. 1-4 

3. GENERALIZED TANI TRANSFORMATION 

Consider the unitary operator U on~, defined by 

U = exp (; F), F=A ta - atA = 1/1/1/11a - at1/121/11' 

(15) 

If follows from the properties 

FlO) = 0, FI/11 10) = FI/11 10) = 0, 

FI/111/11 10) = - at 10), FatlO) = 1/111/1110), (16) 

and the power series expansion of the exponential that 

U-110)=10), U- 11l)=ll), U- 112)=12), 

U - Ila) = la), (17) 

where 11) = 1/1110), 12) = 1/1110), and la) = 1/111/1110). Thus 
this transformation effects the desired mapping from Y to 
Y'. The ideal Hamiltonian H, which has the same eigenval
ties and matrix elements on Y' as H does on Y, is taken to 
be 

H= U-1HU. 

The projector ~ on ~' is 

~ = U -I~OU, 

(18) 

(19) 

where Po is the projector onto the subspace of Y spanned by 
eigenstates of Na with eigenvalue zero; here N: is the ideal 
boson number operator Na = ata. Po has a number ofrepre
sentations of which two convenient ones are2 

(20) 

and 

(21) 

where the colons denote the normal-ordering operation. The 
evaluation of H, R, and JY is a nontrivial mathematical 
problem. Use ofthe multiPle commutator expansion for the 
unitary transformation (18) is not productive since 11'/2 is 
not a small expansion parameter and the infinite operator 
series are difficult to sum into closed-form expressions. 
Equation of motion techniques are much more powerful and 
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n=O n=1 ••• 

n=O 

n = 1 

FIG. I. Tridiagonal block structure of the d-matrix. 

can, in fact, be made to yield exact closed-form expressions 
in this simple case. Define 

B (t) = e - tFBetF, (22) 

where B is any operator on!!. Then 

B(O)=B, B(;)= U-1BU. 

B (t) satisfies the "equation of motion" 

B(t) = [B(t),F] _, 

(23) 

(24) 

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t. The 
equation of motion techniques are based on systematic 
methods of solving these equations of motion subject to the 
initial conditions B (0) = B. Evaluation of the solutions at 
"time" t = 11"!2 then yields the desired transforms. 

4. d-MATRIX METHOD AND NORMAL EXPANSIONS 

This method3 is based on operator basis expansions of 
the equations of motion. Define an operator basis [Bi J to be a 
set oflinearly independent operators on the state space, i.e., a 
set of operators such that no linear combination of these 
operators with c-number coefficients is the zero operator on 
the given state space. It is furthermore assumed that this 
basis is sufficiently complete to allow expansion (with c
number coefficients) of every operator of physical interest. 
In practice this implies that the set [Bi J must be closed un
der commutation with F. The operators Bi (t ) involved in the 
equations of motion (24) are expanded as 

(25) 
j 

with c-number coefficients cij to be determined. The d-ma
trix (di) with respect to the basis B, is defined by 

(26) 

The d-matrix elements are "structure constants" of the com
posite particle which exhibit the kinematical relations be
tween the composite and its constituents. Substitution into 
the equations of motion (24) and use of the linear indepen-
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dence of the different B j leads to the following coupled equa
tions of motion for the c(t ): 

(\(t) = '2..cik(t)dkj , (27) 
k 

or in matrix notation 6(t) = c(t )d, with the formal solution 

c(t) = C(O)etd. (28) 

However, exponentiation of the d-matrix is difficult, and it is 
easier to proceed by direct solution of the coupled differen
tial equations. 

A convenient choice of basis elements B i , sufficiently 
complete to expand all operators involved in the Hamilton
ian, the transformation U, and the projector, is given by the 
normally ordered products (atYan, (attl/lr I/Ila", 
(atYl/lil/l2a", (atYl/lrl/lian+I, (att+II/I21/1lan, and 
(af)nl/lT I/Ii 1/121/1lan. Let i stand for the pair (n,v) whree 
n = 1,2, ... is the boson index and v = 1, ... ,6 the fermion in
dex. The notation is then defined by Table I. The method of 
evaluation of the d-matrix elements is illustrated by the fol
lowing example: 

[(atyan,F] _ = Iinl;n·"Bn·v 
n'v 

which implies 

dnl ;" -1,4 = dnl;n -1,5 = - n, 
(30) 

dnl;n'" = 0, (n'v)¥(n -1,4) or (n -1,5). 

In evaluating the commutators it is convenient to write 

[(a f)nan,F ] _ = (a tYanl/l! I/Ii a - I/Ir 1/11 a(a ttan 

- (attanat l/l21/11 + atl/l21/1I(at)"an, (31) 

and to make use of the identities 

(32) 

leading immediately to (30). Evaluating the other elements 
similarly, one finds the d-matrix shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
blocks shown in Fig. 1 are the 6 X 6 submatrices of dnv;n'v' 
with fixed values of nand n' but with v and v' running from 1 
to 6. Note the tridiagonal block structure; only the blocks 
dnv;n'v" dnv;n + I,v" and dnv;n _I .v' are nonzero. The elements 
of the nonzero blocks are exhibited in Fig. 2. 

n - I n n • I 

0 0 0 -n -n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O-(n.l) 1 -I -I 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O-{nt!) 1 -I -I 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FIG. 2. The (nv) rows ofthed-matrix for v = 1, ... ,6 and a single valueofn. 
All nonzero elements lie in the columns with n' = n -I, n or n + I. 
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In terms ofthe (nv) notation the equations of motion 
(27) are 

(33) 

The initial condition is obtained from (22), which implies 
Bnv(O) = Bnv and hence, by (25), 

(34) 

where 0 is the Kronecker delta function. It follows from Fig. 
2 that 

Cnv;OI (t) = CnV;<?2 (t) = Cnv;03 (t) = 0, 

° ° 
-1 ° 
1 ° 

The general solution of this inhomogeneous equation is the 
sum of the general solution of the homogeneous equation 
and a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation. 
One choice of the particular solution is 

CnV;04 P(t) = cnv;osP(t) = Cnv;06 P(t) = 0, 

(38) 

The four linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous 
equation can be taken to be the eigenvectors of the secular 
equation 

-iw ° -1 

° - jw -1 

-1 -;w ° 
=0 (39) 

-1 

1 1 ° -iw 
with roots w = ° (with multiplicity two) and w = ± 2. The 
solutions are linear combinations of the functions eiOJI with 
these "frequencies". It is convenient to choose cos(2t ) and 

sin(2t) as basis functions rather than e ± i21. Then one has 

Cnv;04 (t) = A04 + B04cos(2t) + C04sin(2t), 

C nv;OS (t ) = Aos + Boscos(2t ) + Cossin(2t ), 

Cnv;06 (I) = A06 + B06cos(2t) + C06sin(2t), 

Cnv;1I (t) = A 11 + BlIcos(2t) + ClIsin(2t). 

(40) 

The particular solution (38) may be considered to be includ
ed in A II' The initial conditions on the C nv;n'v' and their de
rivatives imply 

A04 + B04 = OnO Ov4' 

Aos + Bos = on0 8vs' 

A06 + B06 = on00v6' 

Att +BII =8n1 8vl> 

2C04 = 0nO(Ov2 + 8v3 + 0v6) - Onl Ovl' 

2Cos = onO (Ov2 + Ov3 + 0v6) - Onl Ovl , 

2C06 = - ono(8v4 + ovs), 

2Ctt = 0nO(0v4 + ovs), (41) 

whereas the differential equations imply 

A06 - AlI + 0nO(Ov2 + 0v3) = 0, 2B04 + C06 - C lI = 0, 

- 2C04 + B06 - BII = 0, 2Bos + C06 - C II = 0, 
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Cnv;OI (t) = onOOvl' Cn V;02 (t) = onOOv2' (35) 

cnv;OJ (t) = onOOv3' 

Similarly, Fig. 2 and Eqs. (35) imply 

C nv;04 (t) = C nv;OS (t ) 

= Cnv;02 (t) + Cnv;03 (t) + Cnv;06 (t) - Cnv;1 1 (t) 

=OnOOv2 +onoOv3 +Cnv;06(t)-Cnv;ll(t), 
Cnv;06 (t ) = - Cnv;04 (t) - cnv;os (t) 

C nv; II (t ) = C nv;04 (t) + C nv;OS (t). (36) 

These four equations can be written in matrix form as 
follows: 

-2Cos + B06 - BII = 0, A04 +Aos = 0, 

2B06 - C04 - Cos = 0, 2C06 + B04 + Bos = 0, 

2B II + C04 + Cos = 0, 2C II - B04 - Bos = 0, 

Equations (41) and (42) are all satisfied by 

A04 = - Aos = ~Ono(Ov4 - ovs), 

A06 = !Ono(0v6 - 8v2 - 0v3) + !Onl Ovl' 

A 11 = !ono(ov2 + Ov3 + 0v6) + !O"I Ovl' 

B04 = Bos = !ono(8v4 + Ovs)' 

B06 = - Bll = !Ono(Ov2 + Ov3 + 0v6) - !OnIOvl' 

C04 = Co$. = !O"o(Ov2 + Ov3 + 0v6) - !Onl OYI' 

CII = - C06 = !O"o(Ov4 + ovs). 

The solutions (40) are then 
Cny,04(t) = Ono0v4cos2t - onoovssinSt 

(37) 

(42) 

(43) 

+ H 0,,0 (Ov2 + Ov3 + 0v6) - Onl Ovl ]sin(2t), 

Cnv;os(t) = onOovscos2t - onoov4sin2t 

+ HOno(Ov2 + Ov3 + 0v6) - OnlOYI ]sin
2
(2/), 

Cnv;06 (t) = OnOOv6 cos2t + [Onl Ovi - onO (ov2 + 0v3) ]sin
2
t 

- !Ono(Ov4 +0vS)sin(2t), 

CnV;11 (t) = Onl Ovl cos2t + OnO(Ov2 + Ov3 + ov6)sin
2
t 

+ ~OnO(Ov4 + ovs)sin(2t). (44) 

This method of solution can be extended to determine, 
successively, the cnv;n'v' for n' = 1,2, ... The differential equa
tions for n'> 1 are found to be 

env;n'l (t) = Cnv;n' -1.4 (t) + Cnv;n' _ 1,5 (t), 

C nv;n'2 (t) = Cnv;n'3 (t) = - enV;n' -1,4 (t) - Cnv;n' _ t.s (t), 

Cnv;n'4 (t) = Cnv;n'S (t) 

= Cnv;n'2 (t) + Cnv;n'3 (t) + env;n'6(t) - (n' + 1) 

Cnv;n' + 1.1 (t), 

Cnv;n'6(t) = - (n' + l)env;n'4(t) - (n' + l)cnv;n'S(t). (45) 

The second and third of these equations are solved by qua
drature using the previously determined solutions for 
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Cnv-,n' _ 1.4 and cnv;n' -1.5' The fourth. fifth, sixth. and first 
(with n' replaced by n' + 1 in the first) can be solved simulta
neously by the matrix method as were Eqs. (36). taking c n~;n'2 
and cnv;n'3 as known inhomogeneous terms. The secular 
equation for the homogeneous system is 

- iw 0 - (n' + 1) 

o - iw - (n' + 1) 
=0. 

- (n' + 1) - (n' + 1) - iw 0 

1 0 -iw 
(46) 

with roots w = 0, ± 2(n' + 1 )1/1. In addition. the inhomoge
neous terms contribute all the "frequencies" generated pre
viously for smaller values of n', i.e. w = O. 2, 2·2 [/2, 2.3 1/2, ... , 
2{n')1/1. Hence the solutions for cnv;n'4' cnv;n'S' Cnv;n'6' and 

h "f ... 0 2 2 2112 2 3112 cnv;'" + 1.1 ave requencles ,,' .' , .... 
2(n' +1)1/2. 

We shall exhibit the solutions obtained in this way for 
the case n' = 1. without the details ofthe derivation. One 
finds 

Cnv,12(t) = {jn1 8v2 - ~8no({jv4 +8vs )sin(2t) 

- [8,,0({jv2 + t>v3 + 8,,.;) - 8nl {jvl ]sin2t, 

Cnv;\3 (t) 

= Dn1 t>Y3 - ~{jno({jv4 + {jys)sin(2t) 

- [{j,,0({jv2 + {jv3 + {j"o) - c5lt1 {jvl ]sin2t. 

Cnv;14 «() 

= !c5", (c5v4 - c5vs ) + !(o"o + Onl )(c5v4 + 8vS ) 

X COS(2311t) + (2 -3!2{jno(Ov2 + Ov3 + c5"o ) + 2 - 3/2c5" I (c5v2 
+ c5v ] + {j"o - c5vl ) - 2 -1/2c5,,20YI ]sin(23/2t) 

- !O"O(Ov4 + b'vs)cos(2t) 

- H c5,,0 ({jv2 + c5v3 + {jv6) - {jnl c5vl ]sin(2t), 

Cnv;IS (t) = Cnv;14 (t) + c5"l ({jyS - 0v4), 

C"v;l(i (I) 
~{jnO(c5v2 + {)v3 + {j"o) + !{j"1 (0,,0 - {jvl - {)v2 - {)v3) 

+ onzovJ + B{j"O(OV2 + {jv3 + 0,,0) 
+ ~Onl ({jv2 + c5Y3 + c5"o - {jvl) - On2c5vl ]COS(23/2() 

- 2 -112(8no + {)nl )({jv4 + {jyS )sin(23/2() 

- [c5no (c5v2 + c5 v3 + c5"o ) - c5,,1 ovl ]cos(2t) 

+ 8no (8v4 + °vS)sin(2t) 

Cnv.21 (t) = -1{jno(c5v2 + {jv3 + 8,11) 

+ lc5nl ({jvl + {jv2 + 8v3 + {)"o) + ~8"28vl 
+ [ - !{j"0({jv2 + {jv3 + 8,,0) - !{)"l 
X ({jv2 + {jv3 + {j"o - {jvl) + 18"2 {)vl ]COS(23/2t) 

+ 2 -312(15,,0 + {j"I)({jv4 + {jvs)sin(23J2t ) 

+ H{),,0(c5v2 + b'v3 + 0,,0) - b',,1 c5vl Jcos(2t) 

- !{)nO({)v4 + {jys)sin(2t). (47) 

One notes that there are no secular terms in the solu
tions for the c"v;n'v' for n' = 0 and n' = 1, i.e .• t appears only 
inside trigonometric functions and not algebraically. This 
result is in fact quite general, i.e., it holds for all of the cnv;n'v" 
not merely for those with n' = 0 and 1. Although a proof 
could probably be constructed by thd d-matrix method of 
this section, the proof is simpler in terms of the more power-
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ful method of Secs. 6 and 7 and will therefore be deferred 
until then. The absence of secular terms in t implies that 
when we evaluate the transformed Hamiltonian by putting 
t = 1'12, factors of l' will occur only inside trigonometric 
functions and not algebraically. This is an important result. 
since other iterative methods of solution can lead to secular 
terms2 which would require complication rearrangements 
and resummations to remove. 

5. HAMILTONIAN, PROJECTOR, AND PROJECTED 
HAMILTONIAN 

It follows from Eqs. (2), (23), and (25) and Table I that 
the Fock-Tani Hamiltonian H of Eg. (18) is given, in terms 
of the solutions C nvon·At ) evaluated at "time" 1'12. by 

II = ~[EIC02;n'v (;) + E2C03;n'v' (;) 

+ vC06;n'Y' (;) ]Bn,v" (48) 

The solutions (35), (44), and (47) allow explicit evaluation of 
all of the terms with n' = 0 and 1, and also those with n' = 2, 
v' = 1, yielding 

!!. =!!.o + ~ 
!!.o = Eaata + E1l/lr 1/11 + E21/1i 1/12, 
~ = (v - Ea)I/I! 1/111/121/11 - taatl/l! "'la - Ea at l/l1 1/12a 

+ 2 - 312 sin(21/21')Ea [atl/lt 1/11a2 + (at fl/l2'" I a ] 

+ H3 + COS(21/21')]Eaat",r "'1 "'21/1la 
- H3 + COS(21;21')]Ea(at)2a2 + "', (49) 

where the terms " ... " not exhibited involve the operators 
B n'v' (Table I) with n'> 2, v' = 2 -6. as well as the B n' 1 [i.e., 
(a1)n'a"'] with n'>3. Note the decomposition into a free
composite and free-constituent Hamiltonain!!.o plus an in
teraction term V, as in the previous work l

-4 on the Fock
Tani representation. Recall that Ea is the composite particle 
energy, Eq. (5). Note also that the states 11), 12), and la) of 
Eq. (11) are exact eigenstates of H [including the omitted 
terms ..... " in (49)] witheigenvaluesE I , E2' andEa , respective
ly. The composite particle is stable (an energy eigenstate) 
and hence there are no spontaneous breakup and recombina

tion terms "'1 I/Ii a and a t"'2"'1 in ~ a property expressed alge
braically by 

~Ia) = 0 (50) 

Again, this is as in the previous work4
; however, we now 

have exact, explicit expressions (in this simplified model) for 
some terms which were previously only evaluated 
approximately. 

The projector R onto the physical subspace Y' of the 
Fock-Tani state sp~e ~ is given, according to (f9), (21), 
(23). (25), and Table I, by 

~ = f (- ;Y rCnl;,,'" (.!.\»"'". 
" = 0 n. n'v' 2 r (5]) 

Again evaluating all the terms with n' = 0, 1 and those with 
n' = 2, v' = 1, one finds 

R = 1 - vA "'i "'21/11 - atl/l! I/Ila - atl/li 1/12fl 
+ 2atl/l! I/Ii 1/12"'la - !(a1)2a2 + ... , 
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where the terms " ... " not exhibited involve the same opera
tors as in (49). Note that the terms proportional to sin (2 1121T) 

and cos (2 1/2
1T) have cancelled. The projected Hamiltonian 

(14) is 

~ = IY!. = l!.~! (53) 

since the operator Po ofEq. (19) commutes with H, therefore 
~ commutes with l!., and ~ is a projector and hence idempo
tent, ~ 2 = ~. Multiplication of the expressions (52) and (49) 
for Rand H, using Wick's theorem or the commutation and 
antiC"ommti"tation relations, leads to the following expression 
for the leading terms in the normal expansion of ~: 

~=l!.o + ~ 
'Y = (11. - Ea )"'1 "'1 "'2"'1 - (Ea + E l)a t "'1 "'Ia 

- (Ea + E2)a
t"'i ",za + (2Ea - v)at"'T "'1 "'Z"'la 

- Ea(at )2a2 + ... , (54) 

in which l!.o is the same unperturbed Hamiltonian as in (49), 
whereas 'Y has terms ofthe same structure as Vbut with 
different matrix elements. It is interesting to note that R V 
vanishes by cancellations between various contributions; all 
the contributions to both l!.o and ~ in (54) come from ~l!.o. 

It is easy to demonstrate explicitly that the expression 
(54) has the desired projection properties 

~ll,2) = ~Il,a) = ~(2,a) = ~ll,2,a) = ~Ia,a) = 0, 
(55) 

for the states 

11,2) = "'1 "'1 10),ll,a) = "'1 a t I0),12,a) = "'iatIO), 
11,2,a) = "'1 "'iatIO), la,a) = 2 -112(af)zIO), (56) 

lying in the unphysical subspace YaY' of the Fock-Tani 
state space Y. This unphysical subspa~ is of infinite dimen
sionality, there being an infinity of other unphysical states 
also annihilated by K in addition to the ones (55); however, 
an explicit demonstration would require the terms in JY' be
yond those exhibited in (54). K has the same eigenval~es as 
H on the physical subspace .7' spanned by the four Fock
Tani states 10), 11), 17), ad la) [Eq. (11)]. In fact, one finds 

~IO) = l!.10) = l!.010) = 0, ~Il) = l!.ll) 
= l!.011) = Ed 1), 

K12) = H 12) = Ho12) = E212), Kia) = H la) 
;;;;, l!.ola) ;;;;, Ea la). - - - (57) 

The physical states are all annihilated by both J.:: and ~: 

J.:: 10) = ~IO) = 0, J.:: 11) = ~11) = 0, 
(58) 

J.::12) = ~12) = 0, J.::la) = ~Ia) = 0, 

since Ho incorporates the internal interaction energy of the 
composite as well as the free-constituent energies. 

6. STATISTICAL RENORMALIZATION 

The form of the solutions for l!., ~ and ~, involving 
increasing powers (a f)n to the left and an to the right bf the six 
operators Bov, suggests a different choice of operator basis 
than the fully normally-ordered one of Table I. The products 
(attan are related to the boson number operator Na = at a 
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by the identity 

(attan = Na!/(Na - n)! 

= Na(Na -1) .. ·(Na - n + 1). (59) 

Furthermore, one has the identities 

aG(Na) = G(Na + l)a, atG(Na) = G(Na -1)at , (60) 

for any function G of the operator N a • It follows that H, R, 
and ~ can each be represented as a linear combinatio~ of 
the operators Bov of Table I, but with coefficients which are 
functions of Na rather than c-numbers. We can define a re
duced operator basis {Bv 1 to be a set of operators which are 
linearly independent in the generalized sense that an equa
tion of the form 

(61) 

implies that each Gv(Na ) vanishes separately. The basis is 
also required to be sufficiently complete that all operators of 
interest can be written as linear combination, with coeffi
cients which may depend upon Na , oftheBv • This process of 
allowing the coefficients to depend upon the occupation 
number operator Na is what is meant by the terminology 
statistical renormalization; the physical significance will be
come clearer after we have evaluated the closed-form expres
sions for l!. and~. The above statement that the basis {B v 1 
must be "sufficiently complete ... " means, in our application 
to the evaluation of Tani transforms (22), that the set {Bv 1 
must be closed under commutation with F, but again in the 
generalized sense that the coefficients in the linear combina
tions are allowed to depend upon Na • Such bases are easy to 
construct. Starting with a set of operators Bv whose Tani 
transforms are desired and which are linearly independent in 
the renormalized sense (61), one evaluates their commuta
tors with F, adjoining each new linearly independent opera
tor which arises to the set (B v 1, and continuing until the set 
closes. 

The transforms "'I(t) and "'2(t) of the constituent field 
operators are of interest in themselves since they determine 
the transformation of states from the original Fock space Y 
to the Fock-Tani space ~. Furthermore, it is clear from (2) 
that the transformed Hamiltonian is expressible in terms of 
these fields and their hermitian conjugates 1/11 (t ) and 1/11 (t ). 
Let us therefore first consider the bases appropriate to evalu
ation of 1/I1(t) and 1/Iz(t). For the case of "'I' evaluation of 
commutators with F shows that the four-dimensional basis 
of Table II is both linearly independent in the sense (61) and 
complete with respect to "'I(t) in the sense that "'I(t) is ex
pressible as a linear combination of the given Bv with coeffi
cients depending uponNa' The transforms (22) of these basis 
elements can be expanded as 

B,,(t) = '2.Gvv,(Na,t)B"" (62) 
v' 

with coefficients Gvv' to be determined. Note thatthe Gvv' do 
not commute with B2 and B4, so it is necessary to pay atten
tion to the order. Using the identities 

B 2G(Na) = G(Na + I)B2' B4G(Na) = G(Na + I)B4 • (63) 

which follow from (60), one can always write operator ex-
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TABLE II. Reduced operator basis for "'I(t). 

v B" 

1 "', 2 "'ia 
3 "'1 "'2"" 4 ",r "'1 ""a 

pressions so that the basis elements B" are to the right and 
their No -dependent coefficients to the left, and we shall take 
this as the standard order, as in (62). 

The B v (t ) satisfy the equations of motion 

B,,(t) = I/;vv,(No,t)B", 
v' 

= I [GvANa,t)B",,F] _. (64) 
v' 

This commutator has to be rewritten as a linear combination 
ofthe B". with the B". on the right and their Na -dependent 
coefficients on the left. It follows from (15) and (60) that 

[Gw(Na,t)Bv"F] -

= Gw (Na,t )B",(1/Ir 1/11 a - at1/l21/11) 

-Gw(Na +I,t)1/Ii1/lIaB", 

+ Gw(Na -1,t)at 1/l21/1tBv" (65) 

and the factors to the right of the Gw can be written as linear 
combinations of the B v' by use of Wick's theorem or the 
commutation and anticommutation relations. Define three 
D-matrices (D w 0)' (D vv' +), and (D w -) by 

B,,(1/I! 1/11 a - at 1/l21/11) = IDvv' O(Na)Bv" 
v' 

(66) 

- 1/Ir1/lIaB" = IDvv' + (Na)Bv" 
v' 

at1/l21/1IBv = IDvv' -(Na)Bv" 
v' 

Then (64) can be written as 

IGvANa,t)Bv' = I [Gw(Na,t)D",v' O(Na) 
v' v'v'" 

+ Gv".{Na + l,t)Dy'y" +(Na) 

+ Gw (Na -I,t )Dv'v' - (Na>JBv" (67) 

Interchanging the summation indices v' and v H on the right 
and equating like basis elements B v', one finds the equations 
of motion 

Gvv,{Na,t) = I[Gvv·(No,t)D,,·v,O(Na) 
v' 

+ Gvv·(Na + I,t)Dv'v' + (Na) 

+ Gvv·{Na -l,t)Dv'v' -(Na)] (68) 

or in matrix notation 

G(Na'!) = G(Na,t)DO(Na) + G(Na + l,t)D+(Na) 

+ G{Na -I,t)D-{Na). (69) 
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These equations of motion are to be solved subject to the 
initial conditions 

(70) 

which follow from (62) and (22). 
The explicit expressions for the D-matrices relative to 

the basis of Table II are easily worked out and are exhibited 
in Eqs. (71)-(73): 

[~~ 001 0 
(Dvv' 0) = - (No + 1) 

o 
o il (71) 

[~ ~ ~ ~1] 
(D._, +) = 

vv 0000' 

o 0 0 0 

(72) 

(Dw -)~ [~~. ~ j~" ~] o . 
o 

(73) 

The explicit forms of the equations of motion (68) are then 

GV1 (Na ,t) = - No Gv2 (Na -l,t) + Na Gv4 (Na - l,t), 

Gv2 (Na ,t) = G"I (Na,t) + G,,3 (Na,t), 

G,,3(Na,t)= -(Na +1)Gv2 (Na,t) + N aGv2 (Na -l,t) 

- No Gv4 (Na - 1,t), 

Gv4 {Na,t) = GVI (Na,t) + Gv3 (Na,t) - GVI (Na + l,t). (74) 

Differentiating the first equation and substituting from the 
other, one finds 

of which the solution satisfying the initial conditions 

GVI (Na ,0) = DVI , 

(75) 

GVI (Na,O) = - NaGv2 (No -1,0) + NaGv4 {Na -1,0), 

(76) 

is 

GVI (Na,t) = DVI cos(N !lZt ) + (Dv4 - Dv2 )N !12sin(N !12t). 
(77) 

Similarly differentiating the equation for G,,2' one finds 

(78) 

of which the solution satisfying the initial conditions is 

Gv2 (Na,t) = DV2COS[(Na + 1)1/2t ] (79) 

+ (Dvl + DV3){Na + 1) -1I2sin[(Na + 1)1/2t ]. 

The equations for G vi and G v2 can then be solved directly for 
GV3 and Gv4 , giving 

Gv3 {Na,t)= -Dv2 {Na +I)1/2 sin[{Na +I)1/2t ] 

+ (D v1 + Dv3)COs[(Na + IY/2t ] 

- Dvl cos{N !/2t) + (Dv2 - Dv4 )N !12sin{N !/2t ), 

Gv4 {Na,t) = DV3{Na + 1) - 112sin[{Na + 1) I/Zt ] 
+ Dv4 cos [{Na + l)lt2t ]. (80) 
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T ABLE III. Reduced operator basis for :/I2(t). 

v Bv 

1 "'2 2 :/Ii a 
3 ¢i:/l,.p, 
4 Ifri f/I; t/t2G 

= 

The desired Tani transform I/I1(t) is, in the notation of Table 
II, equal to DI(t). and one then has by Eq. (61) 

1/;,(t) = cos(N ::2t)I/I1 + (No + 1) -1/2sin[(Na + 1)1/2t J 
X1/;!a + {cos(Na + 1)v2t ] - cOS(N~/2t)}¢1¢2¢1' 

(81) 

The derivation of the explicit expressi()n for "'2(t) proceeds in 
the same way, The appropriate choice of basis is that of Table 
Ill. The derivation differs from that of(81) only in notation 
and a few sign changes, and we shall only give the result: 

t/Jit)= cOS(N!/2t)¢2-(Na +1)- '12sin[(Na +1)1/2t ]"'ta 
- I cos [(Na + l) I/Zt J - cos(N !/2t ) 1 ",r "'2"'1' (82) 

The power of the method of statistical renormalization 
should now be evident. We have found closed-form expres
SI<lns for ¢l(t) and 1/12(t) by ~a1culations which are almost 
trivIal (once the appropriate mathematical framework has 
been erected), whereas the method of Sec. 4, based on com
pletely normally ordered expansions, would lead to an infi
nite series of terms whose complexity increases rapidly with 
order, such that the general term could probably not be 
found at all. Indeed, if one attempts to derive the normal 
expansions by reordering of the functions of Na appearing in 
Eqs. (81) and (82), one rapidly finds that it is a formidable 
algebraic problem. 

The transformed Hamiltonian 1! of Eq. (18) is given 
according to (2) by 

1!. = EI1/!.11/!.1 + £21/!.11/!.2 + vV!.i t{j 1/!.2V!.I' (83) 

with 

(84) 

According to (22) and (23) these transforms are obtained by 
evaluating ¢I(t) and ¢it) at "time" -rr/2, yielding 

1/!.1 = cos (N~/2 ;)1/11 + (Na + 1) -1/2 

Xsin [(NQ + 1)1/2 ; l1j1~a + {COS[(Na + 1)1/2 ; 1 
- cos (N !/2 ;) }¢~ ~Z"'I' 

¥!..2= COS(N~12 ;)I/I2-(N~ +1)-1/2 

Xsin [(Na + 1)1/2 ; 1"'1a - {cos [(Na + 1)1/2 ; ] 

- cos (N !/2 ;) }"'T TfiztP,· (85) 
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It is amusing to note that the operators V!.l' V!.2' V!.! , and t[:i are 
indeed Fermi operators, i.e., they satisfy the elementary fer
mion anticommutation relatiDns (1) even though they in
volve boson operators a, at via No = ata; the proof involves 
use of (60) and trigonometric identities. The expression for 
l!.. is found by substitution of(85) into (83) and use of (60) 
and the commutation and anticommunication relations; we 
shaH only exhibit the result: 

H = E sin2 (N lIZ!!....) + [E - E sin2 (N 1/2!!...) ].,.t .1. 
- a 0 2 1 a a 2 'f'1 'f'1 

+ [Ez -EaSin2
(N!/2 ~) 11/1it/J2 

+ ~Ea [N a-l/2sin(N !/211')at t/J21j11 

+ tP1 I/I~ aN ;- l/2sin(N !127r) ] 

+ {v + Ea cos2 [(N" + 1) 1/2 ; ] 

-ca COS
Z

(N!/2 ;) }I/Ir",il/lztPl' (86) 

This is the exact expression of which (49) is the first few 
terms of the normal expansion. It is clear (at least in this 
model) that it is great advantage to leave the functions of the 
occupation number in their given forms and not to reorder 
them into normal expansions. 

To evaluate the projected Hamiltonian ~ we need the 
projector R of Eqs. (19) and (20). In principle, exp(iNJ} ) 
could be evaluated by the D-matrix method (using a different 
choice of operator basis) but it is more efficient to make use 
of the previously obtained results in the evaluation, It is easy 
to show either algebraically or from the physical interpreta
tion that the operators No + t/J! 1f1 and Na + 1f11fz commute 
with F; hence 

Jl{a = No ( ;) = Na + Ifi "'I - V!.I V!.l 

= No + Ifi t/Jz - 1!.i I{:z- (87) 

Using the expression (85) for V!. I or v!.z. one finds after algebra
ic reductions 

Jl{a 

Na - sin
2 (N!/2 ;) + sin

2 (N!/2 ; )("'; 1/11 + 1/11 "'2) 

- ~N a- '/2sin(N ;/211')at1/J2 1/1 I 
- HNa + 1) - \/2sin [(Na + 1 )1/211' ]t/Jl Tfi~ a 

+ H cos(N ~1211') - cos [(N a + 1 y/211' ] 1 "'1 Tfil ¢21/1 I' (88) 

We must next exponentiate this expression to find 
exp(iNa tJ). This can again be done by an equation of motion 
method. By forming products and powers of the various 

TABLE IV. Reduced operator basis for exp(j~. {}). 

v 

2 

3 
4 
5 

I/If.p, + 1/1:1/12 
a'r/12¢' 
t!>; ¢i a 
,pi,pi tP2¢' 
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tenns in (88), it is easy to show that exp(i~a {} ) is expressible 
in the fonn 

s 
exp(i~a{}) = 'L G"(Na,{})B,,, (89) 

v=l 

where the basis elements B" are given in Table IV. Differen
tiating (89) with respect to {}, one finds 

'LG"(Na{})B,, = i~aexp(i~a{}) 
v 

= 'Li~aG"(Na,{})B,,, (90) 

" 
where the dot now represents differentiation with respect to 
{}. Upon substituting (88), perfonning the algebraic reduc
tions necessary to represent the right side as a linear combi
nation (with Na-dependent coefficients) of the basis ele
ments B", and equating coefficients oflike basis elements, 
one obtains the following differential equations for the G,,: 

G1(Na,{}) = i[Na _sin2(N!12 ;) ]G1(Na,{}) 

- !iN !/2sin(N !l2rr)GiNa - l,{}), 

G2(Na,{}) = iNaG2(Na,{}) + isin2 (N!/2 ;)G1(Na,{}) 

+ !iN !12sin(N !l2rr)G4(Na -l,{}), 

G3(Na ,{}) = i [Na - sin2 (N !/2 ;) ]GiNa,{}) 

- FN a-1/2sin(N!/2rr)[GI(Na -l,{}) + Gs(Na -l,{})] 

- iN a-1I2sin(N !l2rr)GiNa - l,{}), 

GiNa,{}) 

= i{Na +sin2 [(Na +1)1!2;] }GiNa,{}) 

- F(Na + 1) - 1I2sin[(Na + 1)1/2rr]G1(Na + l,{}), 

Gs(Na,{}) = i {Na + sin2 [(Na + 1)1/2 ; ] }Gs(Na,{}) 

+ 2isin2 [(Na + 1)1/2 ; ]G2(Na ,{}) 

+ !i{cos(N!l2rr) - cos [(Na + 1)V2rr ]}GI(Na,{}) 

- !iN!/2sin(N!/2rr)GiNa -l,{}) 

- ~i(Na + l)l!2 sin[(Na + 1)1/2rr ] GiNa + l,{}). (91) 

These are to be solved subject to the initial conditions 

(92) 

following from (89) and Table IV. Addition of the first two 
equations gives 

d 
- [G1(Na,{}) + G2(Na,{})] 
d{} 

= iNa [G1(Na,{}) + G2(Na,{})], 

whose solution subject to the initial conditions is 

(93) 

(94) 

which can be used to eliminate G2 from the third and fifth 
equations. The first and fourth equations can be combined 
into a single matrix equation 
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d [ G1(Na,{})]. [G1(Na,{})] 
- = IM(Na ) -(1) , 
d{} GiNa - l,{}) GiNa - l,v 

where the elements of the matrix Mare 

MI1 = Na - sin2 ( N!12 ;), 

M12 = -!N !/2sin(N !121T), 

M21 = -!N a- 112sin(N !l2rr), 

M22 = Na - 1 + sin2 ( N !/2 ;) . 

(95) 

(96) 

The solution vector is a linear combination of the two eigen
vectors of M. The eigenvalues are the solutions of the secular 
equation 

[MI1(Na) - A ][M22(Na) - A] - MdNa)M21(Na) = 0, 
(97) 

of which the roots are 

A + (Na) = Na, A _ (Na) = Na -1. (98) 

The determination of the solution satisfying the initial condi
tions (92) is then straightforward; we give only the result: 

G (N {}) = cos2 (N 112 !!....)iNa,") 
1 a' a 2 

+ . 2 (N 112 rr) i(N" - I),"} SIn a-e , 
2 

GiNa,{}) = ~(Na +1)-1I2sin[(Na +1)1/2rr ] 
X [eiN.,") _ ei(N. + I),"} ]. 

Then by (94) 

G (N -(1) _ . 2 (N 1/2 !!....) [ iN.,"} _ i(N.-I),"}] 
2 a'v - SIn a e e . 

2 

(99) 

(100) 

The third and fifth equations (91) can also be solved by the 
matrix method, taking G1 and G2 as known inhomogeneous 
tenns; we again give only the result: 

GiNa ,{}) = !N a-1/2sin(N !l2rr) [i(N. -I),"} _ eiN.,"} ], 

Gs(Na,{}) 

= sin2[ (Na + 1)1/2 ; ]ei(N" + I),") 

- {sin2(N!12 ;)+sin2 [(Na +1)1/2 ;]} 

xeiN.,"} + sin2 (N!12 ; )ei(N. - I),"). (101) 

The final expression for exp(i~a {} ) given by Eq. (89) and 
Table IV is then 

exp(i~a {}) = cos2 (N !/2 ; )eiN.,") + sin2 (N!12 ; )ei(N. -I),") 

+ sin2 (N !/2 ;) [eiN
.,"} - ei(N. -I),"} ](tP1 tPI + tP1 tP2) 

+!N a-1/2sin(N!/2rr)[ei(N.-I),"} - iN.,"} ]at tP2tPl 
+ !(Na + 1) - 112 sin[(Na + I)V2rr] [e iN

.,"} - ei(N. + I),"} ]tPl tP1a 

+ {sin2(N!12 ;)i(Na- I),"} +sin2 [(Na +1)1/2; ]ei(Na+I),") 
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- sin2 (N ~/2 ; )el

"N«.1 - sin2 [(Na + 1)1/2 ; ]/N«.1 }tPi tP1 tP2tP1' 

(102) 

The projectors ~ can now be evaluated by performing the 
integrals over {}, using the representation 

f21T 
~ = (21T) - I Jo d{) exp(ilfa {}) (103) 

following from (19) and (20). Equation (20) generalizes to 

(104) 

where P n is the projector onto the subspace of Y spanned by 
eigenstates of Na with eigenvalue n. One has the obvious 
identity 

(105) 

Furthermore, there exist on eigenstates of Na with negative 
eigenvalues, so the terms in (102) involving /(N« + 1),1 inte
grate to zero. One then finds a very simple expression 

~ = ~o + ~I - ~1(tPTtPI + tP1tP2) 

+ (~I - ~o)tPi tPItP2tPl' (106) 

Upon multiplying this by (85), applying the identities (105), 
one finds the following expression for the projected 
Hamiltonian 

~ = Ea~lata + (El~O - Ea~l)tPr tPI + (E2~O - Ea~1)tPItP2 
+ [(v - Ea)~o + Ea~) ]tP! tP! tP2tPI' (107) 

In view ofEq. (105) the factor ata = Na in the first term 
could have been omitted; however, it is included in order to 
facilitate the physical interpretation which will be discussed 
in the next section. The very simple expression (107) for ~ 
could have been obtained without all the elaborate machin
ery of the Tani transformation, D-matrix, etc ... in this simple 
model. However, for realistic systems trivial representations 
such as (14) are not available, and the Fock-Tani representa
tion has definite physical and mathematical advantages 
which have already been discussed. 1-4 The methods that 
have been illustrated here ought to be applicable to realistic 
systems as well, although one can hardly expect closed-form 
solutions in the general case. 

7 . STATISTICALLY RENORMALIZED HAMILTONIAN 

The physical interpretation and generalization to realis
tic systems require a more explicit expression than (107), in 
which the projectors Po and p) are expressed as functions of 
N a • The most convenient representation for our purposes is 
obtained by changing the limits of integration in (104) to 
[ - 1T,1T], taking advantage of the fact that Na has only inte
gral eigenvalues. The integration is then trivial and yields the 
representation 

wherejo is the spherical Bessel function of order zero, 
jo(x) = sinx/x. Since 

(108) 

jo(O) = 1; jo(n1T) = 0, n = ± 1, ± 2, .. " (109) 

the desired projection properties of the representation (108) 
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are evident. One then finds the following expression for the 
projected Hamiltonian (107) 

~ = Ea(Na)ata + E,(Na)tP! tPI + EiNa)tPI tP2 

+ veNa )tPi tP1 tP2tPI' (110) 

where Ea(Na), EI(Na), and E2(Na) are statistically renorma
lized single-particle energies and similarly v(Na ) is a statisti
cally renormalized interaction, defined by 

Ea(Na) = Edo«Na -1)11'), 

E)(Na) = Eljo(Na1T) - €do«Na -1)11'), 

€iNa) = E2jo(Na 11') - €do«Na - 1)11'), 

v(Na) = (v- Ea)io(Na1T) + €do«Na -1)11'). (111) 

It was noted in Secs. 4 and 5 that secular terms (powers 
1T,r,··) do not appear in the normal expansions for either H 
or ~ to the orders exhibited in Eqs. (44) and (54). This -
result is in fact valid in arbitrary order, as can be seen by 
noting how the normal expansions can be generated starting 
from the statistically renormalized expressions (86) and 
(110). The proof is simpler for ~. It follows from (110) and 
(111) that the normal expansion for JY' can be obtained im
mediately once those ofjo(Na1T) andj~«Na -1)11') are 
known. That ofjo(Na1T) is already known from Eq. (21) 

00 (_1)" 
jo(Na1T) = Po = I -- (at)"a". (112) 

- n = 0 n! 

The normal expansion of PI can be derived by the same 
method2 as was (112). One has 

jo«Na -1)1T) = ~l = ! cn(at)"a", (113) 
n=O 

with coefficients C" to be determined. Letting In) be the ei
genstate const. (at)"iO) of Na with eigenvalue n, one has suc
cessively, with (59), 

~IIO) = Co = 0, 

~lll) = c l ll) = 11), c1 = 1, 

~112)=(2+2c2)12)=0, C2 = -1, 

~113) = (3 -6 +6c3)13) = 0, c3 =!, 

C" = l(n - I)!, 

and hence 

jo«Na -1)11') = p) = ! (-1)" (a~"a". 
- n = 1 (n -I)! 

(114) 

(115) 

Substitution of (112) and (115) into (110) and (111), noting 
thatjo«Na -1)1T)a t a = jo«Na -1)1T), yields the complete 
normal expansion of ~, of which only the first few terms 
were exhibited in Eq. (54) 

JY' = JY'0 + r, 
~ = ! (-=- l~n + 1 [(n + I)Ea _ v ] (a t)"tPi tP1 tP2tP)an 

"=0 n. 
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(116) 

Here Ho is the unperturbed Fock-Tani Hamiltonian 
(49). No secular terms (powers of 11') appear in the expression 
(116). Note how easy it is to obtain the general term in the 
normal expansion once the (nontrivial) task of determina
tion of the statistically renormalized expression for u!' has 
been accomplished. Note also that the statistically renorma
lized expression is much simpler, both in mathematical form 
and in physical interpretation, than the completely normally 
ordered expression (116). 

The determination of the normal expansion for the un
projected Hamiltonian H can be done in the same way, al
though the algebra is more complicated. According to (86) 
one needs the normal expansions of sin2(N !1211'/2), 
cos2(N !1211'12). N a~ \ /2 sin(N !1211'), and 
cos2[(Na + I)V211'/2]. These can be determined as in (114), 
(115); one finds 

sin2 (N !/2 ;) = ata +! - i -lcos(2 11211')] (at fa2 

+ [ ! + *OS(21/211') - fzcos(31/211')] (a~3a3 + .... 

cos2 (N 1/
2 !!....) = 1 - sin2 (N \/2!!....) 

a 2 a 2 ' 

N a~ \ 12sin(N !/211') = 2 ~ 312 sin(211211')(a t 2a 2) 

+ [ - 2 ~3/2sin(21/211') + p ~312sin(3J;2i)] 
X (a t )3a3 + .... 

cos2 [(Na +1)1/2;] = [~+!COS(21/211')]ata 

+ [ - i - !COS(2 11211') + icos(31;211')](a~2a2 
+ ! n + !COS(2V211') - !COS(3 1/211') 

+ fzc0s(4V211')] (at?a3 + .... (117) 

Substitution into (86) gives terms in the normal expansion of 
Hbeyond those exhibited in (49). It is clear without attempt
i~g to evaluate the general term that no secular terms appear 
in any order. The statistically renormalized expression (86) 

is much simpler and preferable to the completely normally 
ordered expression. 

8. LINKED VERSUS UNLINKED EXPRESSIONS 

Consider the action of the various terms in the normal 
expansion (116) of ~ upon a state (at)mIO) with a specified 
number m ofbosons. In view of the identity (59), it is clear 
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that for m-+oo. the terms in (116) with index n give energy 
contributions of order mn. assuming n fixed as m-+ 00. The 
contributions for n > 2 are "hyperextensive". i.e., increase 
more rapidly than linearly with mas m-+oo. This type of 
unphysical behavior is typical of the unlinked clusters in 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory of a many-parti
cle system. In fact, if one introduces a diagram notation for 
the various terms in ~. then each term with a factor (a ty on 
the left and an on the right is represented by a diagram con
taining n free boson lines disconnected from the rest of the 
diagram. Actually, the unlinked terms all cancel when com
bined properly so as to pass to the statistically renormalized 
expression for K. This is clear from (110), in which there are 
no unlinked teOns. Some of the unlinked terms of (116) are 
absorbed into the definition of the renormalized single-parti
cle energies Ea(Na). E\(Na), and Ez(Na). while the rest are 
included in the definition of the renormalized interaction 
vertex u(Na ). The statistically renormalized expression (110) 
is therefore analogous to the expressions obtained in linked 
cluster forms of many-particle perturbation theory. This is 
still another reason for the superiority of the statistically 
renormalized representation as compared with the usual 
normal series. Indeed, it shows that the procedure of statisti
cal renormalization is essential for obtaining physically cor
rect results in the Fock-Tani representation for a system of 
many composite particles as soon as one goes beyond the 
lowest-order terms in the normal expansion. The simplified 
model investigated here does not really allow many-boson 
states, but these observations should be relevant to more re
alistic models. 
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We derive an explicit formula for the resolvent of a class of one-particle, many-center, local 
Hamiltonians. This formula gives, in particular, a full description of a model molecule given by point 
interactions at n arbitrarily placed fixed centers in three dimensions. It also gives a three-dimensional 
analog of the Kronig-Penney model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are, broadly speaking, two kinds of methods for 
constructing explicitly soluble one-particle quantum-me
chanical models. One method is the reduction of the prob
lems to questions involving soluble ordinary differential 
equations (e.g., by partial wave expansion). This method al
most never gives closed explicit formulas in many-center 
problems, which arise naturally in molecular and solid-state 
physics. 

The second method is essentially finite-dimensional lin
ear algebra. It works if the potentials are separable (i.e., of 
finite-dimensional range as operators; such operators are 
also called of finite rank, or degenerate). The drawback of 
such potentials is that they are non local and have no clear 
physical meaning. 

A well-known, explicitly soluble, local one-dimensional 
Hamiltonian appears in the Kronig-Penney modeP (poten
tial consisting of a periodic array of 8-functions in one di
mension). The reasons for its solubility are basically 

(i) periodicity reduces it to a one-center problem; this is 
easily seen in momentum representation. 2 

(ii) The "Operator of multiplication" by a 8-function 
has one-dimensional range (the map ¢-+8x ¢ can be written 
as ¢_Ix) (xl¢ ». 

(iii) In one degree of freedom, the expression 
p2 + Ix) (x I defines a self-adjoint operator in Hilbert space. 

In more than one dimension, any attempt to write down 
a local, separable potential V for the Schr6dinger operator 
must fail, as is shown by the following argument: the combi
nation of separability and locality forces V to be a finite lin
ear combination of 8-functions (and perhaps derivatives of 
8-functions). However, an expression of the from 
p2 + Ix) (xl cannot define a reasonable operator in Hilbert 
space if the number of degrees of freedom is greater than one. 
(The reason for this difference between dimension one and 
higher dimensions is well understood; it will be discussed 
below.) 

We shall show in this paper that it is nevertheless possi
ble to construct, in two or three dimensions, a class of quan
tum-mechanical Hamiltonians which correspond exactly to 

the idea of one-particle feeling point interactions at n fixed 
centers, placed arbitrarily (or at an infinite array of such 
centers). These Hamiltonians are explicitly soluble, in the 
sense that all questions about bound states, resonances, scat
tering, etc., are answered by explicit formulas involving only 
finite-dimensional linear algebra and zeros of known 
functions. 

The class of models that we study includes 

(i) "molecules" in two and three dimensions, 
(ii) two- and three-dimensional analogs of the Kronig

Penney model, and their perturbations by impurities (see 
Ref. 3), 

(iii) dipoles in one dimension. 

There is no contradiction between these results, and the 
statements about nonexistence of local separable potentials. 
The Hamiltonians that we study cannot be written in the 
form p2 + V. (At least not in standard analysis and present
day distribution theory. See Ref. 4, and remarks below.) 
They will be defined here by an explicit expression for their 
resolvent or, equivalently, by a "parametric" description of 
their graph. 

This procedure is not new by any means. It can be 
viewed as a special case of general results of extensions of 
symmetric operators,5.6 and abstract boundary value prob
lems.7 We shall not use these results, but give instead a self
contained elementary presentation, involving nothing more 
than linear algebra and properties of Sobolev spaces. 

The point interactions that we study are, in the one
center situation, a limit of boundary value models.· They 
have been used in the study of two- and three-particle sys
tems (see the excellent review article by Flamand9

) and are 
implicit already in early discussions oflow-energy nucleon
nucleon scattering. 10 

Some of the Hamiltonians in this paper have been pre
viously studied by methods of nonstandard analysis,4 and by 
other means. I 1-14 They have been the subject of independent 
work by L. Thomas. 15 

The remainder of this introduction contains a descrip
tion of our results in a particular case. Secs. 2 and 3 contain 
general proofs; Sec. 4 discusses locality, spectral properties, 
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and some applications. Subsequent papers will deal in detail 
with periodic potentials and with limits of regular local 
potentials. 

Let x be any point in ]R3, and a any real number. Then 
there exists in the one-particle Hilbert space ~o = L 2(R3

) a 
self-adjoint operator H ~ with resolvent Q ~ (E) 
= (H ~ - E) - I given by the formula 

Q~(E) = R (E) + (KI41T + a) - IR (E)lx) (xiR (E), 

(Ll) 

EEC\ [000), E2 = - K ReK>O, K + 41Ta*0. 

Here R (E) is the resolvent of the kinetic energy opera
tor: R (E) = (T - p2) - 1, where (T.,p)(p) = p21/J(p) in mo
mentum representation. The dyadic Ix) (xl is, again in mo
mentum representation, the map 1/J(pH21T) - 3 

xU e - iP'x.,p(p')d 3p ')iPx. NoticethatR (E)/x) (x/R (E)isa 
bounded operator in~o' since (p2 - E)- Ie -ipx is square
integrable. The operator can also be defined as the Laplacian 
with appropriate boundary condition at x. 

The negative denominator in (1.1), i.e., 

raCe) = - K141T - a (E = - ~), (1.2) 

was obtained as the solution of 

i.e., 

dr(E) = (x/R (E)2/ X), 
dE 

r(E) = fE (x/R (EY/x) dE', 

(1.3) 

- a being the arbitrary integration constant. The rhs of 
(1.3) is given by the absolutely convergent integral 
(21T) - 3 S (p2 - E) - 2 d 3p . Equation (1.3) follows from the 
fact that, as a resolvent, Q must satisfy dQ IdE = Q 2. 

The operator H ~ is the limit as w- 00 (in the sense of 
norm resolvent convergence) of the family of operators 

H~'w= T-A~/<P':) (<P,:/, (1.4) 

where the dyadic / <P ':) (<P ': / is the bounded operator given, 
in momentum representation, by 

1/J(p) -(21T) -d r e - iP'X1/J(p') d 3p')e
w

(p)ejpX (1.5) 
U1P'1 <w 

(ewCS> = I if s<w, and ew (s) = ° if s>w), and where 

A ~ = [w/2r - a] -I. (1.6) 

Notice that (1.6) tends to zero as w -00 and 
/4J ':) -/x). So Ha should not be thought of as a Hamilton
ian with a 8-function potential, but rather as a Hamiltonian 
with an infinitesimal coupling constant in front of a 8-func
tion potential. This description can be made rigorous in the 
language of nonstandard analysis, 16 and the operator H ~ 
has been treated in this way in a preceding paper.4 

Remark: The classical functions corresponding to the 
operators (1.4) tend to p2 in the sense of distributions. It 
should be interesting to endow spaces of functions in phase 
space with topologies better adapted to operator conver
gence and to study the "classical" meaning of the operator 
H~. 
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Remark: The operator H ~ can also be obtained as a 
strong resolvent limit of Hamiltonians with attractive local 
short-range potentials: H ~ = lim£.....o [T + Ao E - 2 

x(1 + aE)V£ J where V£(x) = V(E-IX), and whereAo is 
suitably chosen. This limit will be discussed in a forthcoming 
paper. Notice, again, that € - 2 V£ = €E - 3 V£ and that € - 3 V£ 
tends to a 8-function. 

If a < 0, then the operator H ~ has a bound state at 

Ka = - 41Ta, 

i.e., at the energy 

Ea = - (41Tfa2. 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

If a> 0, then H ~ has a resonance at Ka = - 41Ta, since 
- 41Ta is then in the "unphysical half-plane" ReK < 0. 

The operator H ~ is local, in the following sense: If <P is a 
smooth function (in the x-representation) and if <P vanishes 
in an open set tJ, then the function H ~ <p also vanishes in tJ . 

Two-center Hamiltonians: Let x I and X 2 be two points 
in ]R3, and let 

(1.9) 

be any Hermitian 2 X 2 matrix. Then there exists in the one
particle Hilbert space ~o = L 2(JR3) a self-adjoint local op

erator H:"x" with resolvent Q:"X'(E) = (H:"x, - E) - I 

given by the formula 
2 2 

Q:"X'(E)=R(E)- L 2: [r(E)-ltl 
j= 11= I 

XR(E)lx j ) (x/IR(E), 
(1.10) 

where r(E) -I is the matrix inverse of the matrix r(E) 

= r:"x'(E) given by the formula 

r(E) = (41T)-1 

IXI _x21-le-KIX,-X,I) 
- (1. 

-K 

(1.11) 

The entries ofr(E) in (1.11) have been obtained as solutions 
of 

(1.12) 

where 

(Xj IR (E)2IxI ) = (21T) - 3f (p2 - E)- 2/p{xt -x,) d 3p 

(1.13) 

is absolutely convergent, and the a's are arbitrary integra
tion constants. If the matrix (1 in (1.11) is diagonal, we say 
that the two centers are independent. Again, (1.12) is a con
sequence of the fact that Q is a resolvent. 

The spectral properties of H~"x" discussed in detail in 
Sec. 4, correspond perfectly to one's expectations based on 
the intuitive image of a two-center problem: For instance, if 
the distance between the two centers goes to infinity, and if 
the two centers are independent, the bound states tend to the 
corresponding "atomic" states. The resolvent (1.11) exhibits 
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an infinite set of resonances, that can be visualized as due to 
the particle's bouncing back and forth between the centers, 
before escaping to infinity. 

The above statements are all special cases of results de
rived in Secs. 2-4. The basic formulas (1.1), (1.11) follow 
from the fact that the states Ix) belong to the Sobolev space 
:Jr _ 2 • Locality is made possible by the fact that off-diagonal 
matrix elements (xlIR (E)lx2 ) (with XI *x2 ) exist (as con
vergent, but not absolutely convergent integrals), "as if' Ix) 
belonged to :Jr _ I . 

The arbitrary constants a j I can be viewed as generaliza
tions of the inverse scattering length oflow-energy scattering 
theory. Here they are not derived from a Hamiltonian, but 
appear as an input. 

2. PERTURBATION OF rBY MILDLY SINGULAR 
DYADICS 

The aims of this section are mainly pedagogical. We 
introduce the Sobolev spaces :Jr _ I and:Jr _ 2 and define 
the natural partial inner product in them. This allows us to 
use singular dyadics which are a convenient language in our 
problem. We discuss the relationships with operators in the 
physical Hilbert space and stress the difference between 
:Jr _ I and:Jr _ 2' which is the reason that one-dimensional 
<5-function "potentials" behave differently from two- and 
three-dimensional ones. 

Consider a quantum-mechanical system of v degrees of 
freedom in momentum representation. Its space of states 
cW'o is the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions 

(2.1) 

The kinetic energy operator Tis a multiplication opera
tor by a positive unbounded function t (p). (In most cases of 
interest, t (p) = pi + ... + p~ after suitable choice of units.) 

(T¢ )(p) = t (p)¢ (p) (2.2) 

Define :Jrl (H') as the space of states that give finite 
expectation value to kinetic energy: 

cW'1(H')= {¢ 15 (t(p)+ 1)1¢(P)1 2 d vp <00}, (2.3) 

and :Jr2 (H ') as the space of states such that the expectation 
value of the square of kinetic energy is finite: 

cW'2(H') = {¢ If (t(p)+ WI¢(p)1
2 d v

p<00},(2.4) 

They are called first and second Sobolev space, respectively. 
The duals of these spaces will play an important role in 

our discussions. We define :Jr _ I by 

:Jr _ I (H~ = {¢ 15 (t (p) + 1) - II ¢ (p) 12 d Vp < 00 }, 

(2.5) 

and Pi' _ 2 by 

:Jr _ 2 (H~ = {¢ 15 (t (p) + 1) - 21 ¢ (p) 12 d Vp < 00 }. 

(2.6) 

Clearly 
:Jr2 C:Jr1 C:Jro C:Jr _ I C:Jr - 2· 
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The norm and scalar product in the Hilbert spaces :Jrr 
( - 2<r<2) will be denoted by 1111, and ( , ), 
respectively. 

Remark; In order to treat the Kronig-Penney model 
and its two- and three-dimensional analogues, we shall need 
a slight modification of the definitions (2.1) to (2.5). LetA be 
a lattice in momentum space (the Bragg, or reciprocal, lat
tice) and let k be a point in H3. Consider the displaced lattice 
k + A, and define :Jrr(k) to consist of complex-valued func
tions on the discrete set k + A satisfying 

I (t(p)+1Y1¢(p)1 2 <00. (2.7) 
pEk+A 

So the integral f d vp is replaced by a sum over a displaced 
lattice. All our general statements about the spaces :Jrr(H') 
remain valid for the spaces :Jr,(k). Clearly k and k + K 
(with KE A) give the same :Jrr(k). 

Examples 

(a) It is particularly important to place exponentials 
(which correspond to 8-functions in x-representation) into 
the right Sobolev spaces. Here the dimension v plays a cru
cial role. Let t (p) = PT + ... + p~, and let 

e~(p) = (21T) - ,·!1eix
.p (xEH", pEH'). (2.8) 

Then, for all x, 

efE£' _ I (H) 

e; iPt' _ I (H2) e; E£' _ 2 (H2) 

e~iPt' _ I (H3
) e~E£' _ 2 (H 3

) 

e~iPt' -2 (R~ (if v>4). 

(2.9) 

(b) It is interesting to consider, in one-dimension, de
rivatives of the 8-function ("dipoles") at the points XI ... x n . 

In momentum representation, they are given by the func
tions (21T) -1/2 p/p:"'. They belong to JY' -2 (H). 

The free resolvent is the operator 

(2.10) 

i.e., 

(R (E)¢ )(p) = (t (p) - E) - l¢ (p) 

We denote by p(T) the resolvent set of T, i.e., the set of E such 
that R (E) is bounded as an operator in :Jro . If t (p) = p2, 
then peT) is the slit plane C" [0 00). In :Jro (k), p(T) is the 
infinitely punctured plane C,,(k + A). 

The square root R 1/2(E) will be defined [in peT)] by 
requiring it to be a positive operator if E is negative. 

We shall be constantly using the following facts: 
(i) R (E) satisfies the identities 

R (E) - R (E ') = (E - E ')R (E)R (E '), 

~R(E)=R(E)2. (2.11) 
dE 
(ii) R (E) is a topological isomorphism (i.e., bounded 

onto map with bounded inverse) from :Jrr to:Jr, + 2· 

Similarly, R 112(E) is a topological isomorphism from 

:Jrr to JY'r + I. 
The scalar product in :Jr 0 can be extended to some 
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pairs of vectors in dY' _ 2' such that one member of the pair 
does not belong to dY'o. This makes dY' _ 2 a partial inner 
product space. 17 If ~ _ 2 and 1/fe:Jt' _ 2 are such that 
fP~r and 1/fe:Jt' _ r for some r ( - 2.;;;r.;;;2), then the inte
gral S & (p) I/f (p) d vp converges absolutely and defines the 
partial inner product 

(fP II/f) = f &(p)l/f(p)dvp. 

Notice that: 

(2.12) 

(fPI IR (E)fP2) exists for all fPI e:Jt' -I , fP2~ -I' (2.13) 

while 

(1/11 JR (E)2 1/f2 ) exist for all I/fl e:Jt' -2' 1/12 e:Jt' -2 . 

(2.14) 

These remarks, together with (2.11), will be essential 
later on. 

For any I/f /e:Jt' _ 2' I/f II ~ _ 2' introduce the dyadic 
operator 

II/f/) (I/f"l, (2.15) 

as follows: Let dY'r' (dY'r") be the smallest space dY'r that 
contains 1/1 / (I/f "). (Remember that a small space dY'r corre
sponds to a big index r.) 

Then I I/f /) (I/f II I is the bounded map from dY' _ r" to 
dY'r" defined by 

(11/1/) (I/f II I)(.p) = (I/f II l.p )I/f/ (.pe:Jt' -r')' (2.16) 
It is important to notice that, for any 1/1 /e:Jt' _ 2' 

I/f "e:Jt' _ 2' that symbol 
R(E)II/f') (l/f"IR(E), (2.17) 

is well defined as a bounded operator in dY'o. Indeed, if 
.p~o,thenR (E).pe:Jt'2.Consequently(I/f"IR (E).p ) is de
fined. On the other hand, R (E)I/f /e:Jt'o. So (2.17) applied to 
.p~o' gives (l/f"IR (E).p)R (E)I/f/E dY'o. 

There is no difficulty in defining sums of dyadics and 
the product of a dyadic by a number. 

The following shorthand notation will be useful: If 

'11/ = ! I/f ; , ... ,1/1 :, I (2.18) 

and 

,,(, II I IT, " IT, " I 
.... -l"r1,···,Y'n (2.19) 

are n-tuples of vectors in dY' _ 2 (which we write 'II/e:Jt'II_ 2 
and '11" e:Jt'1I_ 2)' and if B = {Bj / I is any n X n matrix, then 
1'11/) B('II"I is defined by 

I'II')B('II"I = i i II/f; )Bj,(I/f;'1 
j~ I /~ I 

II n 

= I I Bj,II/f;) (1/f;'I· (2.20) 
j~ 1I~ I 

We can finally combine the notations: If B is any n X n 
matrix, then 

R (E)I'II/)B('II"IR (E) 

is shorthand for 

i i R (E)I I/fj )Bj , (1/f;'I, 
j~ I /~ I 

i.e., for the map that sends .p~o to 
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(2.21) 

i i (I/fJIR (E).p)Bj,R (E)I/f j . 
j~ I /~ 1 

Operators between spaces dY'r are only a tool for the 
study of operators in the physical space dY'o. 

To every bounded linear mapAsr from dY'r CdY'o to 
dY's ;;;2dY'o we associate the natural restriction 17 of A which is 
an operator (in general unbounded) in dY'o. It is defined as 
the restriction of A to the domain 

(2.22) 

In other words, the original domain dY'r CdY'o is cut down 
by striking out exactly the vectors that are mapped beyond 
dY'o. For instance, let T _ II be T as a map from dY'1 onto 
dY' _ I . Then the natural restriction of T _ II is T considered 
on dY' _ 2' its operator domain. 

The natural restriction of a perturbation of T by a sym
metric dyadic I fP) (fP I with ~ _ I , is self-adjoint. More 
generally 

Proposition: Let 4»EdY"'_ I' and let B be an n X n inverti
ble matrix. Then the natural restriction of T - 14») B( 4» I is a 
closed operator in dY'o. The resolvent of this operator is giv
en by 

R (E) - R (E)I4»)r(E) -1(4)>IR (E), (2.23) 

with r(E) defined by 

r(E) = (4)>IR (E)4») - B- 1
• (2.24) 

IfB is Hermitian, then the operator T"":'" 14>>)B(4)>I, defined 
by (2.23), (2.24), is self-adjoint. 

Remember that a symmetric operator A defined on a 
domain g; CdY'o is self-adjoint if, for every nonreal E, 
A - E maps g; onto dY'o. 

We start the proof with a lemma that involves only dY'o' 
and can be traced back to the beginning of this century. 

Lemma: Let e!» = {.pI ,· .. ,.pn I (.pj~o) and 
'" = ! tPl , .. ·,tPII I (tPje:Jt'o)· Let A be an invertible n X n ma
trix. Assume also that A - I - ('" Ie!») is an invertible matrix. 
Then the inverse of the operator 1 - Ie!») A ('" I is 

(1 -1e!»)A("'I)-1 = 1 + Ie!») [A-I - ("'Ie!»)] -1("'1. 
(2.25) 

Proof Direct verification. 
Proof of Proposition: Notice that T - E is a topological 

isomorphism (i.e., bounded with bounded inverse) from dY'1 
to dY' _ 1 , and that 14») B( 4» I is bounded from the same dY'1 , 
to dY' _ I . (This is the place where the proof would break 
down if we tried 4»EdY"'_ 2') Write 

T - 14>>)B(4)>1 - E 

= R - 1I2(E)[ 1 - R 1I2(E)I4»)B(4»IR 1/2(E)]R - 112(E) 

and use the lemma to invert the term in the square bracket. 
The inverse of T - I 4») B(4)> I - E, (as an operator from 
dY' _ I to dY'1 ), is then 

R I12(E)[1 +R 1/2(E)I4») 

X [B- 1 
- (4)>IR (E)4»)] -1(4)>IR 1/2(E)]R I12(E) 

= R (E) - R (E) I 4»)[ (4)>IR (E)4») - B- 1
] 

X (4)>IR (E). 

Restriction to dY'o gives the assertion. 
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Things are very different if we perturb T by a dyadic 
11/1) (1/11 where 1/IE.c7r' _ 2 and 1/It7!" _ 1 • In that case, the nat
ural restriction of T + 11/1) (1/11 is not self-adjoint but has a 
family of self-adjoint extensions, which are not determined 
by 1/1. All of Sec. 3 can be viewed as the study of this family. 

In order to understand this, it is useful to keep in mind 
the proposition that follows. 

Proposition: Let 1/IE.c7r' _ 2 and 1/It7!" _ 1 • Then the natu
ral restriction of T + 11/1) (1/11 is the restriction of T to the 
domain 1 ¢ I ¢E.c7r' 2' (¢ 11/1) = 0 l (which can be dense in 
JY'o)· 

Proof Consider the condition 

(2.26) 

which defines the domain of the natural restriction. Since 
1/It7!" _ 1 , we have necessarily ¢E.c7r'2' and consequently 
T¢E.c7r'o· So T¢ - ~o' while (2.26) says that 
T¢ - tP = (I/II¢ ) 1/1. This is a contradiction, unless 
(I/II¢) =0. 

Notice the difference with the case ~ _ l' There 
both T¢ and (<I> I¢ )<1> were in JY' _ l' and could sum up to a 
nonzero element of JY'o. 

Nevertheless, if, for fixed Cl»E.c7r'"_ 1 , we consider the 
family of all operators T - I CI») B (CI» I with B ranging over all 
invertible matrices, we obtain statements which remain valid 
if Cl»E.c7r'"_ 2' This will be the subject of the next section. 

3. THE OPERATORS H~ 

Given n vectors 1/11, ... ,1/1" in JY' _ 2' we shall define in 
this section afamily of closed operators 1 H ~ l in JY'o, la
belled by n2 complex parameters. In the mildly singular case 
('I'EJIr"_ 1 ), H ~ is a perturbation of Tby a dyadic of the form 
- 1'1') B- 1 ('1'1· In the general case, H ~ is defined by an 

explicit expression for its resolvent. All the examples of 
physical interest will be special cases of this definition. 

A. The vector 'I' 

Throughout the rest of this paper, we denote by 

'I' = II/I!>"., 1/1" l (3.1) 

an n-tuple of vectors in JY' _ 2' and make the assumption that 
(A) the vectors 1/11 , ... , I/In are linearly independent over 

JY'o, i.e., such that no nontrivial linear combination !,n Aj I/Ij 
lies in JY'o. 

This assumption is made in order to avoid inessential 
complications in the statements of results. It rules out the 
case 'l'E.c7r'Z (bounded degenerate perturbations of T) but 
allows'l'E.c7r'"_ 1 (mildly singular degenerate perturbations) 
which were studied in the preceding section. 

The examples of interest will be: 

I/Ij(p) = (21T) - v12e
i
px j 

(v = 1,2,3;pEllr, xjERV,j = l...n) (3.2) 

(exponentials in dimensions less than three), and 

I/Ij(p) = (21T) - 1peiPX
) (pER, x jER,j = 1, ... n) (3.3) 

(exponential times a linear function in one dimension), cor
responding to a derivative of the 8-function in x-representa
tion. We see that the assumption (A) is satisfied. 
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B. The matrix family r(£) 

The n vectors 1/1 jE.c7r' _ 2' define a family of n2 functions 
rj/(E), each analytic inp(T) and determined up to an addi
tive constant. These functions will be needed in the defini
tion of Ht, 

Define rj/(E) as any solution of 

d~ rj/(E) = (I/I j /R (E)21/1[) (EEp(T);j,l = 1, ... ,n). 

(3.4) 

The rhs of (3.4) is well defined by Sec. 2. In the nota-
tions of Sec. 2, (3.4) is 

~r(E)= ('I'IR(E)2'1'). (3.5) 
dE 

Ifr(E) is any solution of(3.5), then the most general 
solution of(3.5) is of the form 

r(E) - (1, (3.5') 

where (1 is an arbitrary n X n complex matrix. 
The particular solution of(3.5) that vanishes at a given 

point EoEp(T) is given by 

rE,,(E) = L~ ('I'IR (E')2'1')dE' 

= (E - Eo)('I'IR (E)R (Eo)'I'). (3.6) 

In the special case that 'l'E.c7r'''- 1 (3.5) has a privileged 
solution r 0 (E) = ('I'IR (E )'1'), and so there is an "absolute 
reference point" for the subtraction constant (1. 

The following properties of any r(E) that satisfies (3.5) 
(with 'l'E.c7r'''- 2) are easily verified and will be needed in the 
study of spectral properties of H ~: 

(i) If EE p(T) and E 'E p(T), then 

r(E) - r(E') = (E - E')('I'IR (E)R (E')'I'). (3.7) 
(ii) On the negative real axis, r(E) is a monotonically 

increasing matrix-valued function; that is, if 
- 00 < E < E ' < 0, then r(E ') - r(E) is a positive definite 

matrix. 
(iii) On the negative real axis, the matrix 

Imr(E) = ~ [r(E) - rt(E)] 
2i 

is constant (independent of E). 

(3.8) 

(iv) r(E) is analytic inp(T). Its "unphysical sheet" con
tinuations will be discussed in Section 4. 

(v) Ifr(E) is a solution of(3.5), then r(E) = r\E) is 
also a solution of(3.5). Here rt is the Hermitian conjugate of 
rand E, the complex conjugate of E. 

C. Examples 

Introduce the variable K by 

K2 = - E, ReK;;'O. (3.9) 

So K is related to the variable k of scattering theory by k = iK. 

The "physical half-plane" Imk;;.O corresponds to the "phys
ical half-plane" ReK;;'O. The axis - 00 < E < 0 corresponds 
to 0 < K < 00. A function which increases monotonically on 
the negative real E-axis defines a decreasing function in the 
positive real K-axis. 
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(a) One-dimension 8-functions: If\fl is given by 

~(p) = (21T) - 1I2eiP
X

J (pER, xjER). 

Then the general solution of (3.S) is 

rj/(E) = ~ e - lx, - X,IK - ajl . (3.10) 

Notice that here ~EiJr _ I ,and consequently the privi-
leged solution: 

(1/1 IR(E)I/II) = ~e-Ix,-xd\ 
J 2K 

is well-defined for j,/ = l, ... ,n. 
(b) One dimension, derivatives of 8-functions: Let 

I/I/p) = (21T) - 1/2 peiPX,. 

The general solution of (3.S) is 

r (E) - I -lx;-xdK _ jl - - 2: Ke ajl . (3.11 ) 

(c) Two dimensions, 8-functions: Consider 

I/Ij(p) = (21T) - leipx (pER2, xER2). 

We have now 

1 
ljl(E) = -Ko<lxj -XI IK) -aj/ (J=I=I) (3.12) 

21T 

r jj(E) = -InK - a jj . (3.12') 

Here Ko is the modified Bessel function. 
(d) Three dimensions, 8-functions: Let 

I/I/p) = (21T) - 3/2/px; (pER\ xj ER3). (3.13) 

Then 

rj/(E) = 1 e-lx,-xdK (J=I=I), (3.14) 
41Tlx j -XI I 

1 
rjj(E) = - -K-ajj . (3.1S) 

41T 
(e) Three dimensions, lattice: Consider the restriction 

of the function (21T) - 3/2e - ipXj to the set k + A. This restric
tion belongs to 2 _ 2 (k). We have 

ip(xJ -x) 

(l/I j IR(E)211/11)= L [( e k)2 EP (3.16) 
pEk+A p + -

which is absolutely convergent. The corresponding r(E) and 
Hamiltonians will be studied in detail in another paper of 
this series. 

D. Definition of Hi-

Given \fI and r, we shall now define an operator H ~ in 
20 by writing down an explicit formula for its resolvent. 

Theorem: Let \fI be an n-tuple of vectors in 2 _ 2 satis
fying condition (A) of Sec. 3A. Let r{E) be any solution of 
(3.S). Consider in 20 the family of operators Q j'.(E), de
fined by 

Q j'.(E) = R (E) - R (E)I\fI)r{E) - 1(\fIIR (E), 
(3.17) 

where r(E) - I is the matrix inverse of r(E) and 
R (E) = (T - E) - I is the resolvent of the kinetic energy op
erator T. 
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Then Q j'.(E) is the resolvent family of a closed densely 
defined operator H r 

Qt(E)=(Hj'.-E)-I. (3.18) 

Before proving the theorem, we write out (3.17) with
out shorthand notation. If ¢J is any vector in 2 0, if E is such 
that detr{E )=1=0, then 

Q teE) = R (E)¢J - f f (1/11 IR (E)ifJ) 
j= 11= I 

X (r(E) - I) j/R (E)I/I j . (3.19) 

Proof of Theorem : For simplicity, we write Q (E) instead 
of Q teE), wherever there is no ambiguity. 

(a) The operator (3.19) is bounded whenever EE peT) 
and detr (E )=1=0, since R (E )\fIEiJr~ . 

(b) The family Q (E) satisfies the first resolvent equation 

Q(E)Q(E') = E ~ E' [Q(E) - Q(E')]. (3.20) 

Indeed, 

Q(E)Q(E') 

= R (E)R (E') - R (E)R (E ')I\fI)r{E') - I (\fIIR (E') 

- R (E)I\fI)r{E) - I (\fIIR (E)R (E') + R (E)I\fI) 

X r(E) - I (\fI1 R (E)R (E ')\fI) r{E') - I (\fIIR (E '). 

The matrix in the fourth term is, by (3.7) 

r(E ') - I (\fIIR (E)R (E ')\fI) r{E') - I 

1 r(E) - I [r(E) _ r{E ')] r(E ') - I 

E-E' 

1 [r(E')-1 _ r(E)-I]. 
E-E' 

By using (2.11) in the first three terms, we obtain (3.17). 
(c)Q (E)isinvertiblein20, i.e., Q (E)¢J = Oand¢JEiJro 

implies ¢J = O. Indeed, Q (E)ifJ = 0 means 

R (E)¢J = R (E)I\fI)r(E) - I (\fIIR (E)ifJ), 

which means that R (E)ifJ is in the linear span of the vectors 
R (E)I/I j (J = 1, ... ,n). Now R (E)ifJEiJr2 by Sec. 2. On the 
other hand, no nontrivial linear combination of the R (E) 1/1 j 
lies in 2 2 , by the assumption (A) that the I/I j are linearly 
independent over 20 and the fact that R (E) is a topological 
isomorphism from 20 to 2 2 , It follows that R (E)¢J = O. 
Since R (E) is invertible in 2 0, we have ¢J = O. 

(d) we have 

[Qr(E)]* = Qr,(E), (3.21) 

where r l (E) = rt(E). Proof by direct verification. 
(e) The range of Qr(E) (which is independent of E and 

is, by definition, the domain of H r) is dense in 2 0, Let tP be 
orthogonaltotherangeofQr(E), i.e., (tP,Q (E)ifJ ) = o for all 
ifJEiJro · Then, by (d) Qr, (E)tP = 0, which, by (c) gives tP = o. 

We can now define H t as 

H j'. = [Qr(E)] - I + E . 

It is independent of E, closed (as the inverse of a bounded 
invertible operator) and densely defined. Q.E.D. 
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E. Remarks on the definition of ~ 

The above definition gives H ~ only indirectly, by 
(3.17). In particular, it does not allow us to write H ~ 
= T + V with some operator V in JY'o. We shall indeed see 
that such a decomposition of H ~ does not exist in any rea
sonable sense, unless \(I is only mildly singular (\(IEdY',,-- 1)' 
However, for a spectral analysis of an operator it is much 
more important to have an explicit expression for the resol
vent than for the operator itself. We shall see that, in con
crete cases, all spectral properties of H ~ can be obtained by 
very simple computations. 

F. General properties of H~ : parametric representation 

Proposition: The adjoint of H ~ is H ~ where r l (E) 
= rt(E). [or simply r l (E) = rt(E)ifEis real.] Theoper

ators H ~ and (H ~)" do not commute in general. If r(E) is 
Hermitian on the real axis, then H ~ is self-adjoint. 

Proposition: If Im(r (E »;;;.0 on the negative real axis 
(i.e., if (1!21)[r (E) - r\E)] is a positive definite matrix), 

thenH ~ is absorptive, in the sense that lie - iH~t II.;;; 1 for t;;;.O. 
Proposition: Let A be any invertible n X n matrix; de

note by A the complex conjugate and by AT the transpose of 
A. Then 

(3.22) 

In particular, if A is real and different from zero, then 

(3.23) 

The above proposition are proved by direct verification. 
Even though we cannot give an explicit form of H ~, the 

following "parametric representation" describes explicitly 
the graph of H~, and is quite useful in applications. 

Proposition: Let Eo be any point in peT). The domain 
!iJ(H~) consists exactly of vectors I/J of the form 

I/J = ¢ - R (Eo) I \(I)r(Eo) - I (\(II¢ ), (3.24) 

where ¢EJt"2' For given tf;E!iJ, there is only one ¢EPf'2 satis
fying (3.24). If I/JEg (H ~) is given by (3.24), then the action 
of H ~ on I/J is described by 

Proof By definition, !iJ (H~) = Qr(Eo)JY'o 
= Qr(Eo)(T - EO )Pf'2' Now Qr(Eo)(T - Eo) 

(3.25) 

= 1 - R (Eo)I\(I)r(E) - 1 (\(II, which proves (3.24). If 
I/J = 0, then ¢ = R (Eo) 1\(1) r(E -1(\(I1¢). By assumption 
(A), Sec. 3A, this is possible only if ¢ = 0. The assertion 
(3.25) means I/J = Q(Eo)(T - Eo)¢, which is directly 
verified. 

Corollary: Define g; 0 as the set 

gO=!1/J11/JEJt"2' (I/JI 'PJ=O, j=I, ... ,nj. 
Then 

(i) !iJ (H ~) n Pf'2 = !iJ 0
• 

(ii) The restriction of H ~ to !iJ0 coincides with the re-
striction of T to go: 

H~I·,,,=TI:,,,· 

In other words, H ~ is an extension of a restriction of T. 
Proof If tf;E!iJ (H~) belongs to Pf'2' then by (3.24) 

I/J = ¢, I/JE go, and by (3.25), HI/J = TI/J. 
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Remark: go is not the orthogonal complement of a set 
in JY'o, and so can be dense in JY'o. 

Example: Let 'Ij(p) = (21T) - 3/2e ,jJx, (j = I, ... ,n; xjElR" 
PElR}). Then g;o consists off unctions ¢ (p) such that 

f(p2 + 1)2/ ¢ (p) 11d 3p < 00, and that fe - iPX,¢ (p)d"'p = ° 
(j = I, ... ,n). In terms of the Fourier transform (x-represen
tation) this means that the wave function ¢ (x) vanishes atx 1 , 
""Xn' 

The parametric representation (3.24) (3.25) gives also a 
convenient expression for expectation values of H r 

If I/JEfiJ (H ~), then 

(I/J/(Hr -Eo)l/J) = (¢ I(T-Eo)¢) 

- (¢ 1\(I)r(Eo)-l(\(I/¢). 

The normalization (I/JII/J) can be computed from (3.24). 

G. H~ as limit of operators of the form T -+- V 

Definition: Let 'PEJt"n_ 1 satisfy condition (A) of Sec. 
3A. For each 0) > 0, let cP '/EdY' _ 1 (j = I, ... ,n). Assume that 
cP;" converges to 'Pj in the topology of JY' _ 2 (so cPj may 
"converge out" of JY' _ 1)' That is, assume 

lim/lcP j" - 'Pj /1_ 2 = ° (j = 1, ... ,n). (3.26) 

We shall say that a family M'" of n X n matrices is a counter
term for ~,u if the family 

(~,uIR (E)~"» - M'" (3.27) 

has a finite limit as 0)---+00, for all EE peT). 
Remark: It is enough to require (3.27) to have a finite 

limit for one EoEp(T), since 

(~")IR (E)~'u) - (~")IR (Ea)~'u) 

= (E - Eo) (cP 'u I R (E)R (Eo)cP "') 

has a finite limit as 0)---+ 00 • 

Example: The above remark shows that, for any Eo 
Ep(T), we could takeM'" = (~"'IR (Ea)~'''>as the counter
term. We shall see, however, that in the interesting exam
ples, it is preferable and possible to choose counterterms that 
are diagonal matrices. 

We can now describe H ~ as a limit of operators of the 
form T-+- V. 

Recall the definition of norm resolvent convergence. 
Let A and A" (n = 1,2 ... ) be closed operators in JY'a, with 
nonempty resolvent sets. We say that A n converges to A in 
the norm resolvent sense, if any EE p(T,,) belongs to allp(T,,) 
for sufficiently large n, and if 

lim 1/ (A" - E) - 1 - (A - E) - 1 /I = ° 
(see e.g., Ref. 18, IV, §2, 6, and Ref. 19, Sec. VIII. 7). Norm 
resolvent convergence is the "stronger" of two concepts that 
are used in perturbation theory of operators. 

Theorem: Let \(IEdY'~, satisfy (A) of Sec. 3A. For any 
0) > 0, let ~'''EJt''''- I . Assume that 

lim:/IcP?, - tJj /I _ 2 = ° (j = I, ... ,n). 

Let M'" be a counterterm for ~''', such that the matrices M") 
are invertible if 0) is sufficiently large. Define 

r(E) = lim « ~'" I R (E )~,,,) - M"'). (3.28) 
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Then 
(i) r(E) satisfies (3.5), i.e., defines an operator H t, and 
(ii) this operator is a limit 

in the sense of norm resolvent convergence. 
Proof The resolvent of T - leIlW)(MW) - I (eIl"'l is, by 

(2.23), equal to 

R (E) - R (E)leIl''') [(eIl"'IR (E)eIl"') - M"'] - I (eIlwlR (E). 

The resolvent of H ~ is, by (3.17), 

R (E) - R (E)I'I' )r(E) - I( 'I' IR (E). 

Since limR (E )eIl'" = R (E)'I' (in JY' 0)' and since r (E) is as
sumed invertible, the convergence follows from 
lim,,, '00 «eIl'''IR (E)eIl"') - M"') = r(E). 

Example: Let 'l'j(p) = (21T) - 3!2ei
px" withpER3, xj ER3

, 

j = 1, ... ,n. Define ell'" by a "cutoff": 

(/> j"(p) = 8",(1 pJ)lf)(p), 

where 8,,,( 5) = 1 if 5 <w, and 8",( 5) = 0 if 5>W. Intro
duceM'"by 

Mji = 0 for j*l, 

MjJ= f 1(/>j"(p)12p2d 3p-aj =(2~)-lw-aj' 
where a j is real. Then M'" is a counterterm for '1'. Conse
quently, the family 

n 

T - I 1 (/>j")A j(w) «(/>jl ' 
j= I 

with (A j(w» - I = (2~) - IW - ai' converges to H r 
4. SOME SPECTRAL PROPERTIES: LOCALITY: 
INDEPENDENT CENTERS 

A. Eigenvalues and bound states 

Proposition: The points E that belong to the spectrum of 
H t and do not belong to the spectrum of Tare the solutions 
of the equation 

detr(E) = O. (4.1) 

The number of such points does not exceed n (the number of 
centers, i.e., the number of components of 'I' = ! '1'1 ... 'I'n j). 

Proof The first statement is obvious by (3.17). Solutions 
of (4.1) give poles of the resolvent, i.e., bound-states of H r 
The assertion on the number of such points can be obtained 
either from the limits of Sec. 3G, or more directly, from the 
fact that the matrix-valued function E_r(E) increases 
monotonically on the real axis whenever it is defined: 

(4.2) 

since ('I'I R (E )2'1') is a positive matrix. Consequently the 
eigenvalues of r(E) are strictly increasing functions Aj (E) 
(j = 1, ... ,n). There are at most n real points where one of the 
functions Aj (E) has a zero. These are the eigenvalues of H t. 

For the sake of simplicity, consider now the one-center 
situation (n = 1). If EI is a zero ofdetr(E), then the projec
tion on the corresponding eigenstate is 
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PI(E)= - _1.f. Q (E)dE 
2m r 

= 1 ) R(EI)I'I')('I'IR(EI). 
('I' IR (EI )2'1' 

(4.3) 

B.Resonances 

In all the examples that we have considered and where 
T has a continuous spectrum, the matrix-valued function 
r(E) can be analytically continued to a Riemann surface 
over the E-plane. [By (3.5), it is easy to give general condi
tions on t ( p) which will insure this]. The zeros of this exten
sion will be said to constitute the extended discrete spectrum 
of H t. If a point in the extended discrete spectrum is not an 
eigenvalue it is called a resonance. It is easy to see that this 
definition is equivalent to looking at poles of the resolvent 
between states which are localized in the x-representation 
and so analytic in the p-representation. 

In the example of the diatomic molecule we shall see 
that most resonances show no inclination of becoming 
bound states under natural changes of the Hamiltonian. 

C. Infrared-divergence 

Let now Ebe real again, and assume that Thas continu
ous spectrum in [0, 00). The fact that the eigenvalues A/E) of 
r(E) are monotonically increasing on the real axis allows an 
immediate discussion of the possibility of "destroying" a 
bound state by changing the arbitrary subtraction constant 
a in r(E). We shall say that 'i' is infrared divergent if 
limE~o AlE) = + 00 (j = 1, ... ,n). (In the case of one cen
ter, infrared-divergence means S [t (p)] - 1 1 ¢( p) 12 = + 00, 

with ¢ = (T + 1) - 1'1'. This is a "small momentum" 
divergence.) 

If 'I' is infrared divergent, then no bound state can dis
appear into the threshold E = 0 to become a resonance. 

Example of infrared divergence 
(1) Two dimensions, one center, 'I'(p) = (21T) - le ipX 

(pER2, xER2): We have seen that there 

r(E) = -InK - a (K2 = - E, ReK;;;;'O). (4.4) 

The condition InK = - a, Ka = e - a can be satisfied for any 
real a, by a K in the physical half-plane. For regular, local 
potentials in two dimensions this "indestructibility of bound 
states" has been discussed by Simon. 20 

(2) One dimension, one center, 'I'(p) = (21T) - 1I2e ipx 

(pER, xER): Here the condition for - E = K2 to be a bound 
state energy is 

I r (E) = 2K - a = 0, (4.5) 

i.e., K = l!2a. As a tends to zero, Ka takes a trip to infinity 
and returns as a resonance. This can also be seen from the 
explicit form H r = T":'" 1'I')a - I ( '1'1. (Remember that, in 
this case, 'l'EJY' _ I .) 

We now consider the case where 'l'is not infrared 
divergent. 

Examples of infrared convergence 
(1) Three dimensions, one center: Here (4.1) becomes 
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1 
- -K-a=O. 

41T 
(4.6) 

The bound state Ka = - 41Ta becomes a resonance when a 
goes through zero, starting with a negative value. 

(2) Dipole in one dimension: I/I(p) = (21T) ~ l12peipx 

(pER, xER): Here the condition (4.1) is 

Ka = - 2a. (4.7) 

D. Locality; Independent centers 

A Hamiltonian of the form H = pZ + Vex) is local, in 
the following sense. Consider (in x-representation) a func
tion t/I that belongs to the domain of H and that vanishes in a 
ball &. Then Ht/I also vanishes in &. 

The Hamiltonian H t with arbitrary I/IjE2 ~ z will not 
be local in general. However, if I/Ij(p) = (21T) ~ v12eipX" then 
the intuitive picture of H t is that of a particle feeling point 
interactions, and we expect locality. In the proof given be
low, it is important to remember the following: 

If 1/11 and I/Iz are arbitrary elements of JY ~ Z' then the 
matrix element (1/11 IR (E)I/Iz) is not defined, since the inte
gral S(pZ - E)iPl (p)l/Iz(p) d vp is, in general, divergent. If, 

however, we take 1/11 (p) = (21T) - vlzipXt and I/Iz (p) 
= (21T)- v12iPX" with Xl =FXz, then (217)- vS£!<x,-xt)(pZ 
- E) - Id vp converges (as limit of integrals over bounded 

sets, not as an absolutely convergent integral if v = 2 or 3). 
Consequently the "improper ;matrix element" 

(x I IR(E)lxz)=(21T)-V f ip(x,-xt)(pZ_E)-IdVp 

= GE(X I - xz), (4.8) 

exists for X I =FXz. We have 

1 
GE(X I -xz)= -Ko(Klxl -xzl) (v = 2), (4.9) 

217 

GE(X1 -x2
)= [4171xl _xzll-le~KIXt-X'1 

(v=3). (4.10) 
Theorem: Let Hi oox" be the operator H t with T = pZ, 

with I/Ij(p) = (21T) - vl2eipX, (j = 1, ... ,n;pERv, xjER'", 

v = 2,3), and r any solution of (3.5). Then H i ox
" is local in 

the following sense: if t/I belongs to the domain of Hi Ox" (in 

x-representation) and if t/I vanishes in a ball &, then H iX"t/I 
also vanishes in &. 

Proof We shall use the parametric representation intro
duced in Sec. 3F. It now reads as follows: a function t/I(x) 
belongs to the domain if and only if it is of the form 

tf;(x)=¢(x)- iAfGE,,(X-X), (4.11) 
j~ 1 

where ¢&2 (Fourier transforms of the space introduced in 
Sec. 2), and where 

Af= i (r(Eo)~l)j1¢(x[), 
{= 1 

Furthermore 

(HiOX" - Eo)tf; = ( - L1 - Eo)¢ 

= (T-Eo)¢ 

[by (3.24) and (3.25)]. 
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(4.12) 

(4.13) 

If tf; is regular at the point xj , then necessarily A j = 0, 
since ¢ (x) is regular and G (x - x) is singular. 

Now let & bea ball containing, say, the pointx l and not 
Xl , ... ,X", and such that the restriction of tf; to & is equal to 
zero. Then, first 

tf;(x) = ¢ (x) + A fG (x - Xz) + ... + A ~G (x - x n ), 

for all x (since zero is regular). Secondly, in &, we have 

¢(X) = -AfG(x-xz)-···-A~G(x-xn)' 

By (4.13), then (H i X" - Eo)tf; is zero in &, since G is the 
elementary solution for - L1 - Eo. 

All Hamiltonians Hi ox" are local, but some are more 

local than others. We shall say that Hi"" has independent 
centers if the off-diagonal entries of the matrix r(E) are 

rj/(E) = (Xj IR (E)lx[) = GE(x, -x) (j=FI) 

From Sec. 3G, it follows that such Hi x" are limits, in 
the sense of norm resolvent convergence, of operators of the 
form 

n 

T - L I<1>W)Jl j(<1>,ul, 
j~ I 

where 1<1> w)_lx) in JY _ z; there are no "cross terms". 
We shall now illustrate this on the example of the "dia

tomic molecule" in three dimensions. 

E. Energy surface and resonance surfaces; 
independent centers 

The bound-state energies are solutions of detr (E) = 0 
lying in the "physical half-plane" E < O. The condition 
detr (E) = 0 can be written as 

K -(al +az)±(al -az)Z 
217 

(4.14) 

which has to be solved for K. Even without solving (4.14), we 
see that, if Ix 1 - X z 1-00, the solutions tend to K I 

= - 417a I' and Kz = - 41Taz. These are the "atomic", i.e., 
the "one-center" values; the particle spends most of its time 
at one of the centers. 

For the sake of simplicity, let a 1 = a z = a. Introduce 
the dimensionless quantities 

y=41Talx1 -xzl, 

;=iKlx l -xzl· 
So; is proportional to k = E 112, and 

;z 
E= ---=:.-~ 

Ix l -xzl2 

The "physical half-plane" is 1m; > O. 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

The extended discrete spectrum [or rather the set of; n 

that correspond to the extended discrete spectrum by 
(4.17)], is the set of zeros of the entire function (; + y)Z 
- e - 2;Y. In order to have a closer look at it, set; = S + i1J 

( SER, 1JER). 
The points;" can lie either 
(i) on the imaginary axis S = 0, 
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(ii) on the curve 

1] = In I Si;s \. (4.18) 

The curve (4.18) is symmetric with respect to the imagi-
nary axis, and lies in the half-plane 1] < O. The lines 
S = ± 1T, ± 21T, .. are asymptotes to (4.18). The branch in 
the strip Is I < 1T goes through zero. The other branches go 
through maxima at points S that satisfy S = tans· For a giv
en y, the points {;n are found as follows: 

(iii) The points (;n = i1]n on the imaginary axis are 
found as the solutions of the equation 

y+1]= ±e-'1 • (4.19) 

(iv) The points (; n on the curve (4.18) are found as the 
intersection of (4.18) with the curve 

1] = scots - y. (4.20) 

Let us first examine the strip Is I < 1T of the {;-plane. This 
strip always contains three points of the extended discrete 
spectnim. If y < -1, all these points are on the imaginary 
axis; two bound states (1] > 0) and one resonance above the 
negative energy axis (1] <0). At y = -1, the bound states 
collide with the resonance and they go into the first branch of 
the curve (4.18). At y = 1 the remaining bound state moves 
to the negative imaginary axis. 

Every strip n1T < S < (n + 1)1T with n;;. 1, contains exact
ly one resonance. 

All the resonances can be viewed intuitively as corre
sponding to various modes of bouncing back and forth be
fore escaping to infinity. 

F. Correlated centers 

As IXI - x2 1 = r~, the bound-state solution ap
proaches K(r)~ 1/r, giving E (r)~ - 1/? This means that 
the point interaction, independent center model is not suit
able for the discussion of the limit where the two centers 
merge, as could have been predicted on general grounds. 

It is easy to obtain models with "physical" behaviour at 
r~, without impairing explicit solubility or locality. 

Proposition: Let per) be a smooth real-valued function 
on [0,(0), such thatp(O) = 1. Write (dp/dr)r= 0 = 41Tf3. For 
any Xl ER\ X 2 ER3

, consider the Hamiltonian H~, where 
~(p) = (21T) - 312/P\ and where r is given by (3.11). 
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Choose the subtraction matrix «(XI' x 2 ) to be 

_1 per») 41Tr 
, 

a 2 

with r = IXI - x21. Let K(r) be a bound state solution of 
detr(E) = O. Then 

I. ( K(r»)_ a la 2 -f3
2 

1m - -- -
41T a l +a2 -2f3 

Remark: per) can be chosen so as to vanish (exactly or 
asymptotically) for r greater than some rc > 0; so the correla
tion between centers can be made to disappear when the 
centers are apart from each other. 
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Para-Bose commutation relations are related to the SL(2,R ) Lie algebra. The irreducible 
representation g a of the para-Bose system is obtained as the direct sum Dp $ Dp+ 1/2 of the 
representations of the SL(2,R ) Lie algebra. The position and momentum eigenstates are then 
obtained in this representation g a' using the matrix mechanical method. The orthogonality, 
completeness, and the overlap of these eigenstates are derived. The momentum eigenstates are 
also derived using the wave mechanical method by specifying the domain of the definition of the 
momentum operator in addition to giving it a formal differential expression. By a careful 
consideration in this manner we find that the two apparently different solutions obtained by 
Ohnuki and Kamefuchi in this context are actually unitarily equivalent. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The kinematical basis of nonrelativistic quantum me
chanics is supplied by the Heisenberg commutation rela
tions. Using these relations, one can work out the equations 
of motion for different dynamical systems described by dif
ferent Hamiltonians. Almost three decades ago, Wigner 
posed the interesting question:"Do the equations of motion 
determine the commutation relations of quantum mechan
ics?" One would expect the answer to depend on the particu
lar system considered. The simplest system one can examine 
in this context is the harmonic oscillator. Wignerl found in 
this case that there is a one parameter continuous family of 
inequivalent operator representations for position and mo
mentum, each of which leads to the standard osci1Iator equa
tions of motion. This parameter, hereafter denoted by a, is 
the minimum eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian and is restrict
ed to be real and strictly positive. 

In 1953, Green introduced2 a new method ofquantiza
tion of free fields leading to the concept of parastatistics for 
identical particles. Here one specifies the commutation rela
tions of bilinear expressions in the free field creation and 
annihilation operators with the creation or annihilation op
erator. These commutators are to have the same values as in 
the normal caSe. Depending on whether the bilinear expres
sions are basically symmetric or anti symmetric in creation 
and annihilation operators, one speaks of para-Bose or para
Fermi systems. The para-Bose problem of one degree of free
dom is identical with the oscillator problem of the preceding 
paragraph and can moreover be elegantly formulated in the 
language of the group SL(2, R ). 

Many interesting mathematical properties connected 
with the Heisenberg commutation relation are known. 
Among them we may recall the following: there is the matrix 
mechanical representation of Heisenberg and the wave me
chanical one of Schrodinger3

; there is the unitary operation 
of Fourier transformation that interchanges the operators of 
position and momentum3

; there is the overcomplete family 

of coherent states-the eigenstates of the annihilation opera
tor,4connected on the one hand with attaining a minimum 
value for the product of uncertainties in position and mo
mentum and on the other hand with the Bargmann realiza
tion of the commutation relation in a Hilbert space of analyt
ic functions5

; there is the W ey I representation of operators, 
similar in form to the Fourier integral representation for 
classical functions of two variables; there is a variety of close
ly related forms of operator description suggested by various 
rules of ordering noncommuting operators, prominent 
among these being the normal ordered and the anti normal 
ordered forms6

; and there is the diagonal coherent state re
presentation of operators. 7,8 The existence of this wealth and 
variety of results is due largely to the relative simplicity of 
the Heisenberg commutation relation, and one must be pre
pared to find that those results capable of generalization to 
the para-Bose case show an increase in complexity. 

The purpose of this investigation is to provide a study of 
the representations of the para-Bse oscillator from many 
points of view suggested by the catalog of known results for 
the usual case mentioned above. The construction ofthe ma
trix representations of the para-Bose system with the Hamil
tonian diagonal is a fairly elementary algebraic exercise.9

-
11 

The question of a Schrodinger description was examined by 
Yang l2 in 1951. More recently a thorough analysis of this 
question has been made by Ohnuki and Kamefuchi. 13 While 
setting right some of the incorrect conclusions drawn by 
Yang, certain of the results ofOhnuki and Kamefuchi strike 
one as quite surprising and unexpected. Thus, these authors 
find it necessary to invoke the theory of generalized func
tions and even the notion of a superselection rule in order to 
interpret their results connected with the wave function de
scriptions of the momentum and energy operators. One of 
our tasks will be to clarify this situation completely and show 
that there is no real need to bring in these ideas-the math
ematics can be understood at a much more elementary level. 

The results of this investigation have for convenience 
been divided into two parts. The contents of the present pa-
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per (Part I) are as follows: We start in Sec. 2 with a statement 
of the para-Bose commutation relations and then show how 
these may be reinterpreted in terms of the group SL(2, R). A 
relevant class of Hermitian representations of the SL(2, R ) 
Lie algebra is described and these are then used to obtain the 
matrix representations of the para-Bose system. This reca
pitulation of known material allows us to introduce basic 
definitions and notations to be used in the rest of this work. 
In Sec. 3 the question of representing the para-Bose algebra 
in a basis where the position operator, rather than the ener
gy, is diagonal is taken up. It turns out that there are two 
rather natural Schrodinger descriptions of this type and we 
will follow the route of obtaining them directly from the 
matrix description. This method allows for a clear and care
ful discussion of some delicate phase ambiguity questions. 
The eigenfuctions of momentum and energy, and their nor
malization and completeness properties, will be obtained. In 
Sec. 4 we discuss the two Schrodinger descriptions of the 
momentum operator, and give a detailed comparison with 
the work of Ohnuki and Kamefuchi. It will be shown that 
the key to the proper understanding of the para-Bose mo
mentum operator is the specification of its domain of defini
tion in addition to giving a formal differential operator ex
pression to it. Two appendices contain proofs of some of the 
statements made in Secs. 3 and 4. 

In Part II of this investigation we consider the question 
of para-Bose coherent states and related matters. 

2. PARA-BOSE COMMUTATION RELATIONS, AND THE 
GROUP SL(2, R) 

The para-Bose oscillator for one degree offreedom is 
described by an irreducible pair of operators 14 a, at (adjoints 
of one another) obeying the commutation relations 

waat + ata), a] = - a, (2.1a) 

or equivalently 

[!(aat + ata), at] = at. 

The bilinear expression here defines the oscillator 
Hamiltonian: 

fI =!(aat + ata). 

(2.1b) 

(2.2) 

Rearrangement ofthe terms in Eq. (2.1) allows us to derive 
therefrom the results 

[ A2 At] _2 A [At' A] _ 2 At a ,a - a, a, a - - a. (2.3) 

As a matter of fact, from anyone of the four relations (2.1) 
and (2.3) the other three can be derived. 

If instead of the annihilation and creation operators we 
use position and momentum operators15 ij andp via 

a = 2- 1/2(ij + iP), 
at = 2- 1/2(q - iP), 

(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 

then the expressions for fI and the para-Bose relations 
become 

fI = ~({? + ?), 
[ij2, p] = 2iq, 
II?, ij] = -2ip. 

If we define three Hermitian operators i o, ii' i2 by 
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(2.5) 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 

io = vi, i l = l(a2 + at2), i2 = v(a2 - at2), (2.7) 

then using Eq. (2.1) one can show that they obey the commu
tation relations corresponding to the SL(2, R) Lie algebra 16 

[io, J;] = iJ;, [10, J;] = - if;, [J;, J;] = - iJ~. (2.8) 

The para-Bose relations themselves take the following form: 

[J~, a't] = ~a't, [J~, a] = - !a, 
A A ~ A A ~ 

[J1 + LIz, a ] = 0, [J1 + iJ2 , a] = - a , 
A A:t A A 

[J1 - iJ2 , a ] = a, [J1 - iJ2 , a] = O. (2.9) 

Thus, under the unitary representation of (the covering 
group of) SL(2, R) provided by the is as generators, the 
doublet of operators a't, a behaves as a tensor operator be
longing to the nonunitary two dimensional spinor represen
tation ofSL(2, R). The operator a't (aj is the +! ( - !) com
ponent. Thus, the search for the irreducible representations 
of the para-Bose system may be viewed as follows: it is a 
search for Hermitian (reducible) representations of the 
SL(2, R) Lie algebra which can support a two component 
spinor operator and in which moreover the SL(2, R) gener
ators are symmetric bilinears in the components of the 
spinor operator, corresponding to two spin! entities being 
coupled to spin 1. Recalling that locally the group SL(2, R) is 
the same as the three dimensional Lorentz group 16 SO(2, 1), 
this situation reminds one of the class of relativistic wave 
equations discovered by Bhabha, 17 wherein the six gener
ators of homogeneous Lorentz transformations in four di
mensional space-time are required to be the commutators 
among the components of the four-vector operator in the 
wave equation. 

The Hermitian representations (irreducible) of the 
SL(2, R) Lie algebra (2.8) relevant for our analysis may be 
labeled by a real positive parameter /3,0 </3 < 00. We write 
Dp for these representations; their essential feature is that J~ 
is positive definite in them, and in fact f3 is the lowest eigen
value of 10 in D p' The eigenvalues of J~ are integrally spaced 
and the corresponding eigenvectors form a complete, orth
onormal basis for the space of the representation: 

J~ln;/3) =(n +/3)ln;/3), 
(n'; /3 In; /3) = ISn'n' 

(2.10) 
(2.11) 

It is convenient to require the phases of these vectors to be so 
chosen that the non vanishing matrix elements of the raising 
and lowering operators 

i± ==./; ±i.t; (2.12) 

are all real positive. The description of Dp is then completed 
by adjoining to Eq. (2.10) the equations 

i.ln;/3) = [(n + 1)(n +2f3)P/2In + 1;/3), 
lln;/3) = [n(n +2f3-1)]1;2In -1;/3). 

(2.13a) 
(2. 13 b) 

The only remaining phase ambiguity is the freedom to 
change the phases of all the basis vectors by one common 
factor. For /3 = !, 1, i. 2, ... , we obtain single-valued unitary 
SL(2, R ) representations on exponentiating the generators; 
otherwise we obtain representations of the covering group of 
SL(2, R). 

The irreducible representations of the para-Bose alge
bra will be written fiJ a , indexed by the minimum eigenvalue 
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of iI in the representation. The eigenvalues of iI are integral
ly spaced and the corresponding eigenvectors form a com
plete orthonormal set: 

iI In; a) = (n + a)ln; a), 
(n'; aln; a) = 0n'n' 

(2.14) 
(2.15) 

The appearance of a(f3) in a ket or bra vector will indicate 
that it belongs to the space of a para-Bose [SL(2, R )] repre
sentation. The space of the representation IiJ a is obtained as 
the direct sum of two spaces carrying the SL(2, R) represen
tationsDp andDp + (112) for/3 = ~a. We may loosely indicate 
this as 

IiJ u =Dp ffJDp+I12' 

/3 = !a. (2.16) 

The eignevectors of iI are obtained by adjoining the eigen
vectors of io in Dp with those in Dp + 112: 

12/; a) = II; /3), 
121 + 1; a) = 1/;/3 + p, I = 0, 1, 2, .... . (2.17) 

We have of course the condition 

(n'; /3 + !In; /3) = o. (2.18) 

Then, with phases chosen so that all nonzero matrix ele
ments of a and at are real positive, the para-Bose representa
tion IiJ a is fully determined by the relations 

£lIn; /3) = (2n)1/2In - 1; /3 + !), 
£lIn, /3 +!) = (2n +4P)1/2 In; /3), 
atln; /3) = (2n +4p)1/2 In; p + p, 
atln,p+P =(2n+2) 1/2 In+1,p). 

(2. 19a) 
(2. 19b) 
(2. 19c) 

(2. 19d) 

These relations can be easily rewritten in terms of In; a). The 
matrix elements then have different analytic forms for odd 
and even n (cf. Ref. 11): 

al2n; a) = (2n)1/212n - 1; a), 
al2n + 1; a) = (2n +2a)1/212n; a), 
at l2n; a) = (2n +2a)1/212n + 1; a), 
at l2n + 1; a) = (2n +2)1t212n +2; a). 

(2.20a) 
(2.20b) 
(2.2Oc) 
(2.20d) 

Since at and a alter the eigenvalues of iI by ± 1, there 
are two, andjust two, choices for a unitary operator R which 
will reverse the sign of at and a, and whose square is unity: 

RaR = - a, Rat R = - at, R 2 = R t R = 1. (2.21 ) 

We may either take R to be R I defined by 

Rlln; a) = (-I}"ln; a) (2.22) 

or we may take it to be Rz, the negative of R I: 
R2In;a) =(_I)n+lln;a). (2.23) 

If R is interpreted as the parity, then the first choice corre
sponds to iI having an even parity ground state and the sec
ond to an odd parity ground state. The commutator between 
a and at can now be calculated in IiJ ex • The result is an opera
tor expressible in terms of RI or R2 : 

[a, at] = 1 + (2a -1)RI 

= 1 + (1 -2a)R 2 • (2.24) 

Stated in terms of q and ft this reads 

[q,ft] = i + i(2a -1)RI 

= i + i(1 - 2a)Rz. (2.25) 
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For a = !, the right hand sides of these commutators reduce 
to c numbers, and the para-Bose representation g; lfZ be
comes the normal Bose representation. 

3. POSITION AND MOMENTUM EIGENSTATES
MATRIX MECHANICAL SOLUTION 

In the previous section, we discussed the para-Bose re
presentation IiJ ex in a basis made up of the discrete sequence 
of eignevectors of iI. It is important to stress that once we 
make the convention that all nonzero matrix elements of a 
and at are real and positive, the only freedom left in the 
choice of these eigenvectors is to alter the phase of all of them 
by a single common factor. Now we show how we may give 
Schrodinger descriptions of IiJ a with q diagonal. 

One expects that q (as well as ft) has a continuous spec
trum running from - 00 to + 00. This will indeed be so. We 
use letters x, x', .. , to denote eigenvalues of q and letters k, k ' 
to denote those of ft. We expand an eigenvector of q as 

Ix; a) = f Cn(x; a)ln; a), (3.1) 
n=O 

and attempt to find the expansion coefficients by equating 
terms in the eigenvalue equation 

qlx; a) = 2-1/2(a + af)lx; a) 

= xix; a). (3.2) 

Using Eq. (2.20), we obtain the system of recursion relations 

a It2C1(x; a) = xCo(x; a), (3.3a) 
(n + a)1/2C2n + 1 (x; a) + ni!2C1n -I (x; a) 

= xC2n (x; a), n = 1,2, ... , (3.3b) 
(n + 1)1/2C1n +2 (x; a) + (n + a)1/2C2n(X; a) 

= xC2n + I (x; a), n = 0, I, 2, ... . (3.3c) 

It is immediately evident that each Cn is unambiguously 
determined as some definite multiple of Co. They turn out to 
be expressible in terms of associated Laguerre polynomials: 

CZ/(x; a) = Co(x; a)( - 1)1 

X [/!r(a)/r(1 + a)] I12L f-I(X2). 

CZI + I (x; a) = Co(x, a)( - V 
X [I!r (a)/ r (I + 1 + a)] I12xL {(Xl). 

(3.4) 

The following two relations among these polynomials [Ref. 
18 p. 1037, formulas (8.971.5) and (8.971.4)] compared, re
spectively, with Eqs. (3.3b) and (3.3c) lead to the solution 
(3.4): 

L ~-I(Z) =L ~(z) - L ~_I (z), 
zL ~(z) = (n + a)L ~ -I(Z) - (n + I)L ~ ~: (z). (3.5) 

At this stage, therefore, the eigenvectors of q appear as 

Ix; a) = Co(x; a)[r(a)]1i2 

X! (-l)I[lVr(l+a)]11Z 
I~O 

X {L i- I (x2)12l; a) 

+ x 12Lf(x2)12/+1;a)}, (3.6) 
(I + a) 1 

with Co(x; a) yet to be chosen. 
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It is possible to evaluate the inner product of these ei
genvectors of q with one another. The details are given in 
Appendix A. One finds that 

(x'; alx; a) = ICo(x; awr(a~2Ixll-2aiS(x' - x). (3.7) 

We choose Co so that the coefficient of the delta function 
becomes unity. This still leaves the eigenvectors of q arbi
trary up to an x-dependent phase; denoting this phase by 
S (x), we have the most general solution for delta-function 
normalized eigenvectors of q as 

Ix;a) = exp[is (x)]exp( - -!X2)lx la -112 

X f (-I)I[I!lr(l+a)]112 
1=0 

so that 

Ix; a) = exp[is(x)] f tf!n(x; a)ln; a). (3.10) 
n=O 

By definition, tf! n (x;a) is an even (odd) function of x for n 
even (odd). We can exploit the known orthogonality proper
ties of associated Languerre polynomials [Ref. 18, p. 844, 
formula (7.414.3)] to obtain 

f~ = ¢,!.(x; a)tf!n(x; a) dx = isn·n, (3.11a) 

while the last line ofEq. (3.8) could be written as 

.f tf!" (x; a)tf!~(x'; a) = is(x' - x). (3. 11 b) 
n=O 

Next the eigenvectors Ik; a) ofp can be easily obtained by 
using the unitary connection 19 between q and p: 

" (. 1T H"\;: ( . 1T H") p = exp I - I'f exp - I - • 
2 2 

(3.12) 

Allowing for an arbitrary phase factor 7J(k ), the most general 
delta function normalized eigenvectors of p have the form 

Ik; a) = exp[i7J(k)]exp( - !k 2)lk la-l12 

X! [l!lr(/+a)]1I2 
1=0 

X{L f -I(k 2)121;a) 

+ ik 12Lf(k 2)121+1;a)}, (/ + a) I 

(k '; alk; a) = is(k '_ k). (3.13) 

Using expansions (3.8) and (3.13) for the eigenvectors of q 
and p, we may evaluate their overlap. As shown in Appendix 
A we find that 

(x; alk; a) = exp[i7J(k) - is(x)Hlxkllt2 

X [Ja -I (Ixk I) + iE(xk).la (Ixk I)], (3.14) 

Here J a is the usual Bessel function and f(x) is the sign of x. 
We may rewrite Eq. (3.14) in the form 
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X {L f -\ (x2
) I 21; a) 

+ x J 2L f(x 2)121 + 1; a)}, 
(I + a) I 

(3.8) 

(x'; alx; a) = is (x' - x). 

(A possible dependence of S on a is, for simplicity, not ex
plicitly indicated.) 

Before considering ways of resolving the remaining 
phase ambiguity, we use the results so far obtained to define 
a special sequence off unctions of x and to set up eigenvectors 
for p. We define, on the basis of Eq. (3.8), 

(3.9) 

(x; alk; a) 
= !Ixk la-l12exp{i7J(k) - is (x)}Ya(ixk), (3.15) 

where .'7 a is an entire analytic function 

.'7a(z) = Zl - arIa -I (z) + Ia(z)], (3.16) 

and Ia is the modified Bessel Function. Equation (3.15) 
readily follows from Eq. (3.14) on making use of the relation 
Ia (ixk) = ,oa Ja (xk) and observing that x - a Ja (x) is an even 
function ofx. We shall find in Paper II that .'7a(z) also 
appears while considering the normalization of the para
Bose coherent states. 

On account of the delta-function normalization of the 
state Ix; a) we may therefore write 

Ik; a) = e'7J{k)f~ = e-'s(X)lxk la-l12 

X J..-Ya(ixk)lx; a)dx, 
2 

and equivalently . 

Ix; a) = e's(xJ~ "" e - ''7(k)lxk la -112 

X J..-.'7a ( - ixk)lk; a)dk. 
2 

(3. 17a) 

(3.17b) 

The position and momentum representations of any state 
l<p}, viz., 

l<p) = f <p(x; a)lx; a)dx 

= f (/J(k; a)lk; a)dk, 

are then related by 

t/J (x; a) = e - '5 (x) f: "" Ixk la - 112 

X ~ Y a (ixk)e''7(k)f/J(k;a)dk, (3.18a) 

f/J(k; a) = e-''7(k>f~ = Ixk la-l12 

X ~ Y,,(-ixk)e's(X)t/J(x;a)dx, (3. 18b) 
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We now consider natural choices for the hitherto artib
tary phase factor 5. If we demand that under the action of R I 
the eigenvector of q with eigenvalue x is changed into the one 
with eigenvalue - x, it is easy to see that we may set 5 = O. 
With this phase convention, we shall write Ix; a; 1) for the 
eigenvectors of q; we shall say that this leads to the first 
Schrodinger description of g; a' In this description the Hil
bert space carrying the representation g; a appears as the 
space of all (Lebesgue) square integrable functions of x in the 
range - 00 to 00, withqbeingtheoperatorofmultiplication 
by x, and R I being the parity operator reversing the sign of 

I 

(x; a; n; a) tP~I)(X; a) = tPn(x; a) 

the argument x of a general wave function [cf. Eqs. (3.10) 
and (3.11 )]. Thus, Ix; a; 1) is given by the right hand side of 
Eq. (3.8) with 5 = 0, and 

R,lx;a; 1) = I-x;a; 1). (3.19) 

Moreover, in this description the wave functions corre
sponding to eigenvectors of p and of H take the forms [cf. 
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.10)] 

(x; a; 11k; a)=tP~I)(x; a) 

= ~Ixk 11/2{Ja -I (Ixk I) + iE(xk )Ja(lxk I); 
(3.20a) 

-(1I2)X'1 la-1I2 1 , , 
{ 

( -1)1 [/!lr(1 + a)] 1/2L a -1(Xl) n = 21 

=e x (-1)/[/!lr(/+1+a)]1I2xLf(xl), n=2/+1, 1=0,1,2, .... 
(3.20b) 

Here, we have set 1] = O. Recalling the condition 0 < a < 00, 

we see that the above wave functions are exactly what Oh
nuki and Kamefuchi have called case (i). In this case, their 
parameter c = a - ! > -~. 

Instead of the above convention, we can consider the 
alternative one wherein the operator Rl plays the role of 
parity. We demand that 5 be so chosen that an equation like 
(3.19) be obeyed with Rl in place of R I' Such a choice for 5 
exists, but it is not a continuous function of x: we must set 
5 (x) = 0 for x > 0 and 5 (x) = 11" for x < O. With this choice, 
we shall write Ix; a; 2) for the right hand side ofEq. (3.8), 
which then obeys 

Rllx; a; 2) = I - x; a; 2). (3.21) 

This leads to what we shall call the second Schrodinger de
scription of g; a . As in the first Schrodinger description, here 
again the Hilbert space of the representation g; a consists of 
all (Lebesgue) square integrable functions of x in the range 

- 00 to 00, because of Eq. (3.10) and (3.11). Moreover, q 
again is a multiplication by x. The difference lies in the fact 
that is is now Rl , not R I' whose effect on a general wave 
function is given as reversing the sign of the argument. To 
emphasize this difference between these two Schrodinger de
scriptions, it may help to put the matter as follows: Suppose 
we take a vector l<p) lying in the space of the representation 
g; a and describe in the basis of eigenvectors of H by the 
sequence {tPn}: 

l<p) = I tPn In; a), ~1<Pn 11 < 00. (3.22) 
n=O 

When we pass to the first SchrOdinger description of g; a we 
assign to l<p) an L2 function tP ( I ) (x) by the correspondence 

<P (I '(x)-(x; a; 11<p) = I <Pn tP~I)(X; a). (3.23) 
n=O 

(x; a; 21n, a)~Vf;)(x, a) = E(X)tP~I)(X; a) 

Then the actions of R I and Rl on these wave functions are 

(R,I' <p)( I '(x) = <P (1)( - x), (R,2<P)( I '(x) = - <P (1,( - x). 
(3.24) 

On the other hand, in the second Schrodinger description of 
g; a' we assign to l<p) determined by the same 11 sequence 
{In} a new Ll function <P (2)(X): 

<P (l,(X)=(x; a; 2 l<p) = I tPn tP~2)(X; a). (3.25) 
n=O 

The tP~l) is defined below [Eq. (3. 29)]. In place ofEq. (3.24) 
we now have 

(R,2<P )(2)(X) = <P (2)( - x); (R,<P )(2)(x) = - <P ( - x), (3.26) 

and moreover for a fixed {<Pn}, 

<P (2,(X) = E(X) <P" 'ex). (3.27) 

As {<Pn} varies over all 12 sequences, the set of all tP ( I '(x) we 
get coincides with the set of all tP (2 '(x), and this is theL2 space 
over the real line. Thus, the difference between the two 
Schrodinger descriptions is merely the difference between 
two equally valid unitary correspondences to go from 12 to 
Lz( - 00, 00). The two SchrOdinger descriptions are unitari
ly related via the transformation 

tP(x)~(x)¢(x). (3.28) 

As replacement for Eqs. (3.20), we have the following wave 
functions for eigenvectors of p and H in the second Schro
dinger description: 

(x; a; 21k; a) 

_tP~2)(X; a) = E(X)tP~I)(X; a) 

= iE(k >!Ixk 1"2{Ja (lxk I) - iE(xk)Ja _I (Ixk I)}; 
(3.29a) 

{ 

( - 1)/ [l !lr(1 + a)] 1I2E(X)L f -1(X2), 
= e - ('12)X'lxl

a 
-112 (_ 1)/ [l!lr(1 + 1 + a)] 1I21xlL f(x2), 

n = 2/, 

n = 21 + 1, 1=0,1,2, .... 
(3.29b) 

The freedom in the choice of 1] has not been used in Eq. 
(3.29a); it has in fact been set equal to zero there. If instead 
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I 

we use this freedom to remove the factor IE(k), we then see 
that the above momentum and energy eigenfuctions are ex-
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actly what Ohnuki and Kamefuchi have called case (ii), their 
prarameter c being now given by c = ! - a and so obeying 

c<!. 
For the sake of completeness it is shown in Appendix A 

that the momentum eigenfunctions are properly 
orthonormalized: 

f~ '" dx t/J~II(x; a)·t/J~I)(x; a) = tJ(k' - k). (3.30) 

The same equation holds with 2 in place of 1 as superscript. 
Since these wave functions depend only on the product xk, 
orthonormality and completeness mean the same thing. 

I t is worth observing at this stage that if we set a = !, we 
obtain the well known results of the normal oscillator. Thus, 
for instance, Eq. (3.9) for a = ! reduces to 

t/Jn(x;D = (1T1/22nn!)-II2Hn(x)e-1I2x', (3.31) 

whereas Eq. (3.15) gives (ignoring the phases 5 and 1]) 

(x; !Ik; P = (21TtI/2exp(ixk), (3.32) 

Hn (x) being the Hermite polynomial. Equations (3.31) and 
(3.32) give the well known energy and momentum eigen
functions. Equations (3.18) reduce to ordinary Fourier 
transform relationships. 

4. WAVE MECHANICAL SOLUTION FOR MOMENTUM 
EIGENFUNCTIONS 

The Schrodinger descriptions of §J a and the eigenfunc
tions of fi and iI have so far been obtained by working direct
ly with the matrix representation of §J a • In particular these 
eigenfunctions have not been obtained by solving (coupled) 
differential equations arrived at by first obtaining a formal 
solution of the Ij,fi commutation relation (2.25). We now 
address ourselves to the question whether in each of the 
Schrodinger descriptions of §J a' the action of fi on a general 
wave function could be given by a formal differential 
operator. 

We begin with the first Schrodinger description in 
which the momentum eigenfunctions in the representation 
§J a are given by Eq. (3.20a). Proceeding purely formally, 
Eq. (2.25) in terms of R I suggests that the action of fi on a 
general wave function t/J(x) might be given by 

(fit/J)(x) = ( - i ~ + i a - ! Px)t/J(X) 
dx x 

. dt/J(x) . a - ! .f,{ ) = - 1 --+ 1 'f'\ - X • 
dx x 

(4.1) 

HerePx is an operator that changes the sign of the argument 
of the function standing to its right, and we remember that in 
the first Schrodinger description R I is realized as Px ' Now it 
is a fact that the momentum eigenfunctions t/J~l)(x; a) are 
indeed formally the eigenfunctions of the operator appearing 
in Eq. (4.1.); thus, the following holds: 

d·,,(I)(X· a) 1 
. 'f'k , + . a - Z .,,(1)( ) 

-I 1 'f'k -x' a 
dx x ' 

= kt/J~I)(X; a). (4.2) 

[This is shown in Appendix B; incidentally, it is not neces
sary for us to discuss whether Eq. (4.2) is actually obeyed at 
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x = 0; its validity for x#O is all we need]. We can write Eq. 
(4.2) as 

d a-I 
- i-

d 
(x; a; 11k; a) + i~ (-x, a; llk;a) 

x x 
= (x; a; llfilk; a). (4.3) 

Since the set of eigenvectors I k; a) of fi in §J a is complete, we 
can "peel off" the ket Ik; a) in Eq. (4.3) and put in its place a 
general ket I t/J) having a Schrodinger wave function t/J(x); we 
then see that the action of fi is indeed as expressed by Eq. 
(4.1) in the first Schrodinger description. 

However, the formal statement 

d a -! A 

fi = - i- + i =----..l..Px (4.4) 
dx x 

does not suffice to completely characterize the action of fi in 
the first Schrodinger description of §J a • As with any formal 
operator expression intended to determine some unbounded 
operator, one must specify the domain of definition of the 
operator. It is the formal expression together with its domain 
that combine to determine a definite operator; indeed it can 
happen (as we will see) that an operator expression can be 
taken with several distinct domains and then each choice of 
domain goes to determine one definite operator. In our case, 
we must find all possible choices of domian for the formal 
operator (4.4) such that (i) the domain is dense in the Hilbert 
space and (ii) the above operator is Hermitian (symmetric) 
on this domain. Furthermore, the domain must not be un
necessarily small for otherwise one could lose the self-ad
jointness property for the operator one is trying to define. 
After all this, one must pick just the right domain so that one 
is then describing the momentum operator "really belonging 
to §J a' We now see how to do all this. 

Let t/J(x) be a general square integrable function defined 
over the range - 00 to 00. Knowledge oft/J(x) for all real x is 
completely equivalent to the knowledge of 

t/J ± (x) = Ht/J(x) ± t/J( - x)}, (4.5) 

For all real positive x, and moreover 

f~ '" dxlt/J(x)I
Z 

= 2 i'" dx{lt/J + (xW + It/J - (xWl (4.6) 

In particular, it is not necessary to define negative argument. 
Now the action of the formal operator (4.4) on t/J ± is clearly 
as follows: 

(fit/J) + (x) = - iX(II2) - a d~ (XCI -112t/J _ (x», 

(fit/J) _ (x) = - ix" -112 ~ (X(1I2) - at/J + (X», X> O. 

(4.7) 

Thus, the first condition for t/J to be in the domain offi, viz., 
that along with t/J, fit/J also be an L z function, leads to the 
following requirements: (i) t/J should be everywhere differen
tiable and its first derivative should be square integrable at 
infinity; (ii) the behaviors of t/J ± near x = 0 must be such as 
to ensure 
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i dx X2a - II ~ (X(1I2) - aif! + (x» r < 00. (4.8) 

We shall hereafter assume the necessary natural conditions 
at infinity are obeyed. Near x = 0, the requirements (4.8) 
restrict if! + and if! _ to such behaviors: 

if! + (x) = constant· xa 
-112 + powers of x >~, 

if! _ (x) = constant· x( 1/2) - a + powers of x> !. (4.9) 

For 0 < a < 1, such behaviors do not conflict with if!, itself 
being L 2; for a;;' 1 the constant accompanying X(1I2) - a in 
if! _ must clearly be zero. 

Let us now take two L2 functions cp (x) and t/J(x), each 
behaving near x = 0 as described by Eq. (4.9): 

if! + _axa -1/2 + bx\ t/! _ _ CX(1I2) - a + d x'L, 

cp + _a'xa -1/2 + b 'X" rp _ _ C'X(1I2) - a + d 'X" 
(4.10) 

The A. 's need not all be the same, but symbolically denote 
terms where the exponent of x is greater than !. Also, if a;;' 1 
we understand c = c' = O. We now ask under what condi
tions we can have the equality 

(cp, ftt/!) = (ftrp, if!). 

Assuming a nice behavior at infinity we have 
(cp, ftt/!) - (ftrp,t/!) 

= 21'" dx [rp *r (ftt/!) + + cp *- (ftt/!L 

- (ftrp)*r t/! + - (ftrp)*- t/! - ] 

= -2i f" dx ~ [x(l12)-arp*r xa - I12 t/!_ 

+ xa -1/2rp *- X(1I2) - at/! + ] 

= 2i[ (a' + b 'x" + (1/2) - a)*(c + d x" + a - 1/2) 

+ (c' + d 'x" + a -112)*(a + bx" + (112) - U) 1 
ifO<a<l, 

{ 
a'*c + c'*a 

2 · , =1 
0, ifa;;.1. 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

From here we draw the following conclusions: If a;;. 1, there 
is only one way in which to choose a domain for the formal 
operator (4.4), so that a unique self-adjoint operator may be 
defined; the domain must consist of all L2 functions t/J(x) 
which are once differentiable, the derivative of t/! must be 
square integrable at infinity, and near x = 0, t/! ± must be
have as 

(4.13) 

For a> 1 the first term in t/! + here need not be distinguished 
from the "A. " terms). If 0 < a < 1, then for each choice of a 
real parameter s we have a possible domain Ms in the Hilbert 
space that can be chosen as the domain of definition for the 
formal operator (4.4), and that will then lead to a definite 
self-adjoint unbounded operator. A change in s entails a 
change in this last operator. Apart from conditions at infin
ity and of differentiability, the elements of Ms are character
ized by the fact that, near x = 0, 

if!+ -axa- 1I2 +bx",if! __ isax(I12)-a+d x;'. (4.14) 

Ifbothcp and if! belong toM" the right hand sideofEq. (4.12) 
vanishes and Eq. (4.11) is secured. 

We are now in a position to give the complete specifica-
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tion of the operator ft of the para-Bose algebra when we 
choose the first Schrodinger description of pj) a' The situa
tion for a;;' 1 is very simple: ft acts as stated in Eqs. (4.1) and 
(4.7) and has as domain all wave functions which, apart from 
differentiability and suitable behavior at infinity, look like 
Eq. (4.13) near x = O. It is easily seen that the energy eigen
functions and momentum eigenfunctions given in Eq. (3.20) 
indeed conform to Eq. (4.13) when a;;' 1. 

On the other hand, for 0 < a < 1, we shall use the fact 
that the energy eignfunctions (3. 20b) lie in the domain of the 
para-Bose momentum operator ft and thereby determine the 
proper domain Ms needed to specify this operator in the first 
Schrodinger description. The eigenfunctions (3.20b) look 
near x = 0 like 

t/!~~)+ -xU -112, if!~~)- = 0, n = 2/, 
if!~~)+ =0, t/!~~)- -xu +lI2, n=2/+1, 1=0,1,2, .. ·. 

(4.15) 

These functions belong to Ms for s = O. Thus, the complete 
specification of the para-Bose momentum operator ft in the 
first Schrodinger deScription of pj) a' 0 < a < 1, runs as fol
lows: It acts in the manner given in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.7) and 
its domain consists of all wave functions which, apart from 
differentiability and proper behavior at infinity, behave near 
x =Oas 

t/! + _axa 
-112 + bx", if! _ -d x", A. >!. (4.16) 

One checks that the momentum eigenfunctions (3.20a) do 
obey Eq. (4.16). 

In all the above arguments we have omitted logarithmic 
factors and assumed that the exponents A. are real. Actually 
all we need is ReA. > ! everywhere. 

In a strictly similar manner one can show that in the 
second Schrodinger description of pj) a the formal action of 
the para-Bose momentum operator ft is given by 

(ftt/!)(x) = ( - i.!!..-. + i ! - a Px)t/J(X) 
dx x 

. dif! .! - a .1.1 ) 
= -1-+1 'I'\-x, 

dx x 

(ftt/!) + (x) = - ixa -112 ~ (X(1I2) - at/! _ (x», 

(ftt/!L (x) = - iX(1I2) - u d~ (xu - 112t/! + (x», (4.17) 

Corresponding to the fact that R2 is now realized as Px , and 
its definition is completed by stating that its domain consists 
of all if! which apart from differentiability and good behavior 
at infinity behave near x = 0 like 

if!+ -bx",if! __ cxu - l12 +d xl., (4.18) 

This is the proper definition of the domain for all a. Notice 
that in the first Schrodinger description too, finally the do
main of definition of ft turned out to be the same in form for 
alia, i.e., Eq. (4. 13) fora;;. 1 andEq. (4.16)forO <a < 1. One 
checks that the wave functions (3.29) indeed obey Eq. (4.18). 

This analysis shows that the effort to arrive at the 
Schrodinger (or wave-mechanical) descriptions of the para
Bose oscillator by first formally solving the fj-ft commutation 
relations (2.25) via Eqs. (4.1) and (4.17) and then setting up 
(coupled) differential equations for momentum and energy 
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eigenfunctions can yield misleading results. Indeed, Ohnuki 
and Kamefuchi formally solve the commutation relation 
(2.25) by 

A .d .CpA 
p= -1-+1 - x' 

dx x 
(4.19) 

where c is a real constant, and state explicitly that the theory 
allows C to be any real number. Their paper does not make it 
clear that the range - ! < c < co is unitarily equivalent to the 
range - co < c <!. It is difficult to demonstrate this equiv
alence directly working with the formal expression (4.19) 
and no domains specified. Furthermore, while for c(; - ! or 
c>! they obtain a unique set of momentum eigenfunctions 
imposing square integrability conditions alone (and these 
are just the second and first Schrodinger descriptions, re
spectively, for a> 1), for -! <c <! they obtain two possible 
sets of momentum eigenfunctions. Also, to artificially sepa; 

rate them, a superselection rule is invoked. Our work shows 
that the proper specification of domains takes care of this 
problem and there is no need for superselection rules, as 
indeed there cannot be since always the wave machanical 
description uses the set of all L2 functions over 
- co < X < co as the representation space. Stated in the no

tation of this paper, the problem arising with the formal dif
ferential operator (4.4) is that in the range 0 <a < 1, both 
t/J~I)(X; a) and t/J~2)(X; a) are solutions of the eigenvalue equa
tion with k as eigenvalue; so also is any linear combination. 
However, while t/J~l)(x; a) obeys the restriction (4.16), 
t/J~2)(X; 1 - a) does not. It is therefore the domain specifica
tion that leads, for each a and for each SchrOdinger descrip
tion, to an unambiguous set of momentum eigenfunctions, 
were we to obtain these by solving (coupled) differential 
equations rather than by the methods of Sec. 3. 

APPENDIX A: ORTHOGONALITY AND OVERLAP OF POSITION AND MOMENTUM EIGENSTATES 

In this Appendix we give the proofsofEqs. (3.7), (3.14), and (3.30). We begin with Eq. (3.14). From Eqs. (3.8) and (3.13), 
we find that the inner product of a momentum eigenvector with a position eigenvector is given by 

(x; alk;a) = exp(i7](k) - is (x»exp[ - !(X2 + k 2)]lxk la -112 

X! ( _l)I/![ {L f -1(X2)L f-l(k 2)/F(l + a)} + ixk {L f(x2)L f(k 2)/F(l + 1 + a)}]. (AI) 
1=0 

To perform the / summations we make use of the relation [(Ref. 18, p. 1038, formula (8.976.1)] 

! l!L f(x2)L f(k 2)z1 IF(l + 1 + a) = Ixk l-a(z-aI2/(1 - z»exp[ -z(x2 + k 2)/(1- z)]Ia(2Ixk IzI/2/(1 - z», Izl < 1, 
1=0 

(A2) 

where/a is the modified Bessel function ofordera. Here we wish to take the limitz~ -1. Using the power series develope
ment for Ia [Ref. 18, p. 961, formula (8.445.1)], we get 

zl /2Ia (2lxk IZ I/2/(1 - z» ~ Ja(lxk I). (A3) 
z~1 

In this limit, Eq. (A2) then gives 

! ( -1)Il!L f(x2)L f(k 2)/F(l + 1 + a) = ! Ixk I-aexp( ! (x2 + k 2») Ja(lxk /). (A4) 
1=0 

Using this result, and a similar one with a -1 in place of a, in Eq. (AI) we readily obtain Eq. (3.14) of the text. 
Next we give the proofs ofEqs. (3.7) and (3.30). We first observe that showing Eq. (3.30) to be valid is the same as 

establishing the relation 

LX> dx x[Ja _1 (lk'lx)Ja_1 (Ik Ix) + E(k'k)Ja(lk 'lx)Ja(/k Ix) = 28(k ' - k)/Ik I. (A5) 

This is because Eq. (3.20a) gives the momentum eigenfunctions t/J~I)(X; a) explicitly as an even function of x puIs an odd 
function. Now it turns out that the proofofEq. (3.7) can also be reduced to that ofEq. (AS). Let us therefore show this and 
then give the proof of Eq. (AS). From Eq. (3.6) the inner product of two position eigenvectors is 

(x'; alx; a) = F(a)Co(x')*Co(x)! l![L f -1(X'2)L f -1(X2)/F(/ + a) + x'xL f(X'2)L f(x2)/F(l + 1 + a)]. (A6) 
1=0 

Ifwe use the result [Ref. 18, p.72t, formula (6.643.4)] 

I!L f(x 2
) = Ixl- aex'l~ dt t I + (1I2)ae - 'Ja(2Ixlt 1/2), 1+1 + a> 0, 

then the righthand side of Eq. (A6), omitting the factors before the summation signs, reads 

Ixl l -a~'l~ dtt(a-I)l2e-' Ja -I (2lxlt 1/2) Ito tiL f -1(x'2)/F(l + a) 

+ x'xlxl- a~'l~ dtt a12e-' Ja (2lx lt 1/2)/to tiL f(x'2)/F(1 + 1 + a). 
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The / sums can now be perfonned [Ref. 18, p. 1038, fonnula (8.97S.3)] and Eq. (A8) becomes 

Ixll - aex'fo dt lxi' - a Ja -I (2lxlt \/2)Ja -I (2Ix'lt 1/2) + X'XIXI- ar'fO dt IX'I- a Ja(2\Xlt 1/2)Ja(2Ix'lt 1/2) 

= Ix'xll-ar'fO dt [Ja _1 (2lxlt 1;2)Ja_1 (2Ix'lt 1/2) + €(X'x)Ja(2Ixlt 1/2)Ja(2Ix'lt 1;2)]. (A9) 

By using this result on the right hand side ofEq. (A6) and 
changing from t to 2t 1/2 as integration variable one readily 
sees that the proof ofEq. (3.7) is reduced to that ofEq. (AS). 

However, the proof of Eq. (AS) is very simple. We use 
the classical theorem concerning Hankel transfonns. For 
any real number v > -1, it is known that ifJ(x) is a function 
defined on the positive real line and g(y) is defined as 

g(y) = 1"0 dx xJv(xy}f(x), y>O, (A 10) 

thenJ can be recovered from g by 

J(x) = 100 

dy yJv(xy)g(y). (All) 

For positive y and y', with v> -1, we therefore have 

(AI2) 

Since a > 0, this result can be used for each tenn on the left 
hand side of Eq. (AS); this expression then becomes 

[1 + E(k'k)]8(lk'I-lk I)/Ik 1=28(k' - k)/Ik I, 

thus proving Eq. (AS), and hence Eqs. (3.7) and (3.30). 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQ. (4.2) 

In this Appendix we show that the momentum eigen
functions ",,~I)(X; a) obey Eq. (4.2). Since this is not a local 
differential equation, it is covenient to follow Eq. (4.S) and 
define the "even" and "odd" parts of ",,~l)(x; a) 

""~~) ± (x; a) = ! [",,~I)(X; a) ± ",,~I)( - x; a)] 

= Ik IIIZXI/Z{ Ja -I (Ik Ix), 
! iE(k)Ja(lk Ix), x>O. 

(BI) 

As noted in Sec. 4, it suffices to define and deal with these 
parts for x > 0 alone. Validity ofEq. (4.2) is now equivalent 
to the validity of two coupled first order local differential 
equations: 

[d~ ± ! ~ a ]",,~~) ± (x; a) = ik",,~I.)=t= (x; a). (B2) 

This can be rewritten as 
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I 

~ {X(1I2) - a",,~:) + (x; a)} 

= ikx(I12) - a",,~~)_ (x; a), (B3) 
d 

dx {xa - (112)",,~~)_ (x; a)} 

= ikxu -112",,~~)+ (x; a), (B4) 

and in view ofEq. (BI) we have 

~ (Xl - aJa -I (Ik Ix» = - Ik IXI - aJa(lk Ix), (BS) 

~ {xa Ja (Ik Ix» = - Ik Ixa Ja -I (Ik Ix). (B6) 
dx 

However, these equations indeed hold [cf. standard recur
sion relations among Bessel functions, Ref. 18, pp. 967,968, 
formulas (8.472.1) and (8.472.2)]. Thus, Eq. (4.2) is 
established. 
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A new method to prove the absence of positive discrete spectrum of the Schrodinger operator is 
given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider the equation 

(V2 + A 2 _ p(x»u = 0, XEJRn,A 2> 0 . (1) 

Let us assume that 

uEL 2(= L 2(JRn» . (2) 

One of the most important steps in spectral analysis of the 
Schrodinger operator (1) is to prove that the only solution of 
(1) and (2) under some assumptions aboutp(x) is U=O. The 
first result of this kind in potential scattering was obtained 
by T. Kato. I It was generalized by many authors. In A.G. 
Ramm2 the boundary value problem was considered in do
mains with infinite boundaries. In M. Reed and B. Simon3 

the result is obtained under more general assumptions about 
p(x). Then, in Saito,4 and in P. Mishnaevsky,5 the case of the 
operator-valued Sturm-Liouville equation was treated; 
some results are known in case V2 is replaced by an operator 
Lu = - ~L= I (J/Jx;) (a jj (x)(Ju/Jx ), with aj/x) 
= 8jj (x), for Ixl > R and which satisfies some other assump

tions (M. Shifrin6
). It is not our purpose to mention all the 

papers which deal with the question under discussion. For us 
it is important that all known proofs of the above mentioned 
uniqueness theorem are rather complicated and technical. It 
is our purpose to outline a new approach to this question and 
to present a new proof of the known result. We shall not 
present the result in the most general form but try to explain 
a new idea in our approach. It should be mentioned that in 
Ref. 1 the absence of positive eigenvalues of the Schrodinger 
operator was proved under the assumption 
I p(x) I <C (1 + Ixl) - a, a> 1, whereas here we handle only 
the case I p(x) I <Ce - 'Ixl. 

2. THE SIMPLEST CASE 

First let us consider the simplest case whenp(x) is a 
bounded continuous function with compact support. Sup
pose that uEL 2(JRn) and satisfies Eq. (1). Taking the Fourier 
transform of both sides of the equation, we find 

(A 2 - ;2)a(;) = (;U)(;), ;EJRn , (3) 

where; 2 = ; i + ... + ; ~ and the A denotes the Fourier 
transform 

(4) 

Since puEL ZCJRn) and has support in some compact set in JRn, 
its Fourier transform~(;) is an entire function of ;Een. 

Further, ~ is an entire function of exponential type and its 
restriction to each of the real subspaces of en, 1m; = con
stant, is in L 2(JRn

). The class of all Fourier transforms of L 2 
functions with compact support in JRn will be denoted i & . 
We then claim that Eq. (3) implies aEL &. 

Lemma 1: IfuEL 2(JRn
) and satisfies (1) with A 2> 0, and 

ifp(x) is a bounded measureablefunction with compact sup
port in JRn, then aEL &. That is, u has compact support in JRn. 

If we assume Lemma 1, then the conclusion u=Ofol
lows from the unique continuation theorem for Schrodinger 
equation [3]. 

Proof of Lemma 1 : We will check first that a is an entire 
f~tion and, second, that aEL 6. To see this note that 
(pu)(;)/(A 2 _ ;2) = aEL 2(JRn).Itfollowsthat(~)(;) = 0 
on the sphere SA = {;EJRn:;2 = A 2},since 1/(,1 2 - ; 2) is not 
square integrable over any neighborhood in JRn of a point in 
SA' Then, since ('PU)(;) vanishes on {;EJRn

:; 2 = A 2}, it fol
lows by analytic continuation that (fiU)(;) vanishes on the 
analytic variety in en, V = {;EC n:; 2 = A 2}. But, the grad i
entof; 2 - A 2 does not vanish on V,so(f,';)(;)/(; 2 - A 2)isa 
smooth function and, therefore, analytic on en. Thus, 
a(;) = (fiI)(; )/(; 2 - A 2) is an entire function. 

To prove that aEL 6, we will use a version of the Paley
Wiener theorem (Ref. 7, p. 20, 21). It is not hard to verify 
that each aEL 6 satisfies for some C,R > 0, 

(i) I a(;) I <CllvIlL'(RU) exp(R 11m; I), (5) 
(ii) the restriction of a to JRn belongs to L 2(JRn). 

The Paley-Wiener theorem implies that the converse also 
holds. 

Theorem 1: If a is an entire function on en satisfying the 
growth conditions (i) and (ii), then aEL & . In fact, (i) can be 
replaced by the weaker growth condition, 

(i') la(;)I<Cexp(RI;I)· 

Further, v has support in ! Ixl <R J. 
To conclude the proof of Lemma 1, we will prove that a 

satisfies (i) and (ii), assuming that (/> = fi1 satisfies (i) and 
(ii). Since uEL 2(JRn), we already know that (ii) holds. We also 
know that (A 2 - ; 2) a(;) satisfies an estimate ofthe form (i). 
It is then an immediate consequence of the "division 
lemma," (see Corollary 1.3, p. 8 of L. Ehrenpreis8

), that a 
also satisfies an estimate of the form (i). This completes the 
proof. 

Remark: The hypothesis that p is bounded can be con
siderably relaxed in Lemma 1. All that is needed is that 
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I/> = (Pu) is an entire function of exponential type. This will 
be true if pu is a distribution with compact support; for ex
ample, if pEL £ for some £ > O. However, to conclude the 
result of the theorem, u-O, we apply the unique continu
ation theorem which requires stronger hypotheses. See re
mark I of Sec. 5. 

3. EXPONENTIALLY DECREASING POTENTIALS 

In this section we show how the idea of Sec. 2 can be 
used to prove u 0 when the assumption on the potential 
p(x) is relaxed to 

I p(x) I,,;;;C exp( - a Ix I), XER" (6) 

for some C,a > O. The steps are the same except that an addi
tional induction argument is required. First, recall that the 
main point was to prove ad ~, and the first step in this 
argument was to prove that a could be analytically contin
ued from R" to en. To handle potentials of the form (6), we 
need a local version of this result. A more general version 
will be stated and proved, since it isolates the crucial proper
ty satisfied by the polynomial ~ 2 - A. 2 and is therefore per
haps of independent interest. 

Lemma 2: Let fl be an open set in C. Suppose Q is a 
polynomial on C, I/> is analytic on fl,fis locally square inte
grable on R"nn, and 

Qf = 1/>, on Rnnn, (7) 

if Q satisfies the following condition: 

Each irreducible component V ofl ~efl:Q ~) = o} inter-
sects Rnnn in a real analytic set of dimension n - 1, (8) 

then f has an analytic continuation to all of fl. 
We will postpone the proof of Lemma 2 to the next 

section. Let us remark, however, that Q need not be a poly
nomial-Q analytic on {} is all that is needed. Further, the 
property (8) satisfied by Q is exactly what is needed to con
clude thatfis analytic, at least when fl is a domain ofholo
morphy which is homeomorphic to a ball. That is, if fl satis
fies these conditions, if (}nRn is not empty, and if eachf 
satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2 is also analytic on fl, 
then Q must also satisfy (8). We will not include a proof here, 
since it does not seem relevant to the problem. 

The other ingredient needed for the proofis a version of 

the Paley-Wiener theorem for functions with exponential 
decay. However, we need to have fairly explicit estimates of 
the constants appearing in the theorem. The form stated be
low is adequate. We will not give the proof, since any stan
dard proof of the Paley-Wiener theorem will give the result 
just by explicitly carrying through the estimates. 

Lemma 3: Let £> 0, a;;;oO, and suppose that e(a +2£)lxl 

u(x)EL 2(Rn) has L 2 norm at most K. Then aEL 2(Rn
), a is 

analytic in the strip I Im~ I < a + 2£ and there is a constant 
C = C (£,n) dependending only on £ and n, and independent 
of a, such that 

la~)I,,;;;K.C 

for all ~ with I 1m ~ I < a + £. In the converse direction, if 
aEL 2(Rn), a is analytic in the strip I 1m ~ I < a + 2£ and satis
fies la~)I";;;K in that strip, then eta + E)lxlu(x)EL 2(Rn) and has 
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L 2 norm at most K·CI, where CI isa constant depending only 
on nand £. 

We can now prove the theorem. 
Theorem 2: Suppose p(x) is a locally bounded, measur

able function such that for some £ > 0, 

I p(x) I ,,;;;Ke-4Elxl . 

Suppose further that uEL 2(Rn) satisfies for some A. > 0, 

Llu(x) + A. 2U(X) - p(x)u(x) = 0, xERn. 

Then U=O. 
Proof Taking the Fourier transform of the equation 

yields(A. 2 - ~2)a~) = (~)~).Becauseoftheestimateonp, 
we have from Lemma 3, with a = 0 that (pu) is analytic in 
the strip 11m ~ I <4£ and bounded by KC IlulI L, in the strip 
I 1m ~ I < 3£. Because A. 2 - ~ 2 satisfies (8), it follows that a is 
analytic in I 1m ~ I < 4£. Further, from a standard division 
lemma (see Corollary 1.3, p. 8 of L. Ehrenpreis8

) it follows 
that a~) is bounded by CIK lIull L, in the strip 11m ~ 1< 2£, 
where C I is a constant depending only on nand £. Finally, 
from the converse part of Lemma 3, we deduce that eElxlu(x) 

EL 2(Rn) and, further, hasL 2-norm at most CzK lIuIIL'(R'"); 
where C2 is a constant depending only on nand £. 

We can then repeat the argument, except using a = £ in 
Lemma 3, to deduce 

e2Elxlu(x)EL 2(Rn), 

and has L 2 norm at most (C2)2K lIuIlL'(R'") . Continuing in 
this fashion, we find that ekElxlu(x)EL 2(Rn) and hasL 2-norm 

at most equal to (C2)kK lIuIlL'(R")' k = 1,2, .... It therefore 
follows from Lemma 3 that 

la~)I";;;K lI u IlL'(R'") exp(C3 1lm ~ I), 

for some constant C3 > O. Thus, by the Paley-Wiener theo
rem, u must have compact support in the balllxl < C3 • 

Therefore, the problem has been reduced to the case treated 
in Sec. 2, and we conclude that u=O. 

4. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 

We will prove that if I/> IQ is locally in L 2 (or even in 
L I + 1 onflnRn and ifQsatisfies (8), then I/> IQis analytic in 
fl. By factoring Q into a product of powers of prime factors 
(in the ring offunctions analytic on (}-not in the polynomi
al ring), it is seen that it is enough to consider the case when 
Q is irreducible. In this case, I/> I Q is analytic on {} if and only 
if the variety (~efl:1/> ~) = 0 J contains 
V= l~efl:Q~) = OJ. Now,sincedimR (VnnnRn) = n -I, 
we must have I/> = 0 on vnn. Otherwise, there exists 
XoE vnn and £ > 0 such that 

f dx 2 <+00. 
Jlx- X"hE IQ(x)1 

But, the integral fix _ X"I<E dxllQ(xW must diverge. To see 
this, choose linear coordinates (tl ... ,tn ) near Xo so that t = 0 
corresponds to Xo and for each choice of (t2 •.. ,tn ), 

tl _ Q(tl· .. ,t") has a zero near tl = O. This is possible since 
dimR (VnR"N]) = n -1. Then 

f dt = f dt2···dt" f dt l 
2 = + 00 • 

IQ(tW IQ(t l ,t2,···t")1 
Consequently, I/> = 0 on VnRnN]. 
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Next, since V is irreducible, to prove VC { !/> (;) = 0 I, 
all we have to show is that {!/> (;) = 0 J nU~ VnU, where Uis 
a neighborhood ofa pointzoEV. Thus, letxoEVnRnN]. Then 
the germ of the real analytic set { !/> (;) = 0 J nRn at Xo con
tains the germ of VnRn at xo, which is of dimension n -1. It 
follows that the complex germ of the real analytic set 
{ !/> (;) = 0 I nRn at Xo contains the complex germ of Q = 0 at 
Xo (a consequence of Proposition 2, p. 92 ofR. Narasimhan,9 
which is also a good reference for the other facts about ana
lytic sets which have been used in the proof). This completes 
the proof. 

5. REMARKS 

1. The method given in this paper can be used in many 
cases when the potentialp(x) has singular points. Our argu
ments require only that pu be a distribution of exponential 
rate of decrease and of finite order. For example, this will be 
the case if for some E, a > 0, p(x) is measurable and 
f/x/ >11 p(x)IE dx,e - a/I/. However, the proof also uses the 
unique continuation theorem for the Schrodinger operator 
in Rn

, which is only known for p(x)EL foe (R3
) for q>3/2, and 

in Rn for p(x)EL q, q = ~(n -1), n>5; q = 2 for n = 4; q> I 
for n = 1,2. (See Refs. 3, 7, and 10). 

2. It would be interesting to extend the ideas of this 
paper in order to prove absence of the positive eigenvalues of 
Schrodinger operator I p(x) I ,c(l + Ixl) - a, a> 1. The 
Wigner-von Neumann example shows that there exists a 
potential I p(x) I ,c(l + Ixl) -I, which has a positive eigen
value [Ref. 3, p. 223]. It would be interesting to understand 
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from the standpoint of our technique why a = 1 plays the 
role of frontier. 

APPENDIX 

We give an example which shows the importance of 
condition (8). Iff>O,fEC 0'(R3

), k> 0 and u(x) 
= f exp( - k Ix - yl)(41Tlx - yJ) -I fey) dy, then 
u(x) > 0, uEL 2(R3

), -..1u + k 2U = f(x),..1 2U 

+ q(x)u - k 4u = O,q(x)=(k 2 f + ..1f)u -I(X). Thusk 4 > 0 
is the eigenvalue of..1 2 + q(x), q(X)EC 0'. In this case 
Q(;) = {;4 _ k4 = (;2 _ k 2)(;2 + e) and V = V

I
UV

2
, 

VI = {{;:{;EC3
,{; i + {; ~ + {; j - k 2 = O}. Hence V2 does not 

intersect R3
, condition (8) is not fulfilled and hte operator 

..1 2 + q(x) has a positive eigenvalue. The potential q(x) was 
used also in the review article, D. Eidus, "The principal of 
limit amplitude," Russ. Math. Surv. 24, N3, 97 (1969). 
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We consider the problem of determining rigorous upper and lower bounds to the difference 
between the exact and approximate scattering phase shift, for the case of central potential 
scattering. The present work is based on the Kato identities and the phase-amplitude formalism of 
potential scattering developed by Calogero. For nonstationary approximations, a new first-order 
(in small quantities) bound is established which is particularly useful for partial waves other thans 
waves. Similar, but second-order, bounds are established for approximations which are 
stationary. Some previous results, based on the use of the Lippman-Schwinger equation are 
generalized, and some new bounds are established. These are illustrated, and compared to 
previous results, by a simple example. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the present 
results in comparison to those derived previously. Finally, we present the generalization of some 
of the present formalism to the case of many-channel scattering involving many-particle systems, 
and discuss some of the difficulties of their practical implementation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We are concerned, in this paper, with the simultaneous 
determination of upper and lower bounds to scattering pa
rameters, assuming that their exact determination is impos
sible and that only an approximate calculation can be done. 
Of course, for central potential scattering the numerical de
termination of scattering phaseshifts to essentially arbitrary 
accuracy is a straightforward matter. Thus the interest in 
this problem lies in the possibility that it may point the way 
to generalizations for the case of scattering by many-particle 
targets, where the unambiguous and accurate determination 

of scattering parameters is far from trivial. 

(these papers also contain references to earlier work on this 
subject), viz. 

For scattering by a central potential, the exact phase 

shifts are determined from the solution of 

Lu = u"(r) + [k 2 - U(r) -I (l + l)/r lu(r) = 0, (1) 

subject to the condition that 

u(r = 0) = 0, (2) 

and having the asymptotic form 

u(r-+ 00) = A sin(kr - hr /2 + 'TJ) . (3) 

where A is an arbitrary factor usually taken to be sec'TJ, csc'TJ 
or 1. The choice of A is immaterial for exact solutions of (1). 
This is not the case, however, for approximate solutions, in 
which case an appropriate choice of A may be crucial in 
avoiding some spurious, nonphysical singularities in the ap
proximate phasesliifts. For a discussion of this point see 
Refs. 1 and 2. We shall assume that the potential, 
U (r ) = (2m/fil) V (r ), is such that r U (r ) vanishes both at 
the origin and at infinity. 

In two previous papers3
,4 we discussed bounds to the 

exact phaseshift, based on the so-called Kato identitiesS 

;dPermanent address: Physics Department, York University, Toronto, On
tario M3J IP3, Canada. 

kAArsin('TJ-'TJr) = 1" uLurdr=R 1 

and 

kAArsin('TJ - 'TJr) - 1" urLu r dr 

= - 100 

(U r - u)Lu r dr = R2 ' 

(4) 

(5) 

where U T is any approximation to the exact solution of (1) 
which has properties like (2) and (3), namely 

ur(r = 0) = 0 and ur(r-+oo) 

= Arsin(kr - I1r/2 + 'TJr). 

Thus, if the potential is sufficiently weak so that 

gM = maximum of 100 

I Go(r,r')U (r')1 dr' < 1, 

where Go(r,r') is the free-particle Green's function, then 

IR I 
A (O)/s,(kr )IM2' 1 _ 

I';;; -b l , 
l-gM 

(6) 

where Is,(kr )IM is the maximum value of Ikrj,(kr )i,j, being 
the usual spherical Bessel function. 

We note that 

2'1 = 100 

/Lurl dr.;;;2'2 

= [1= W - 2 dr 100 

(WLu T)2 dr r2 

, (7) 

Wbeing any suitable weight function. For the particular case 
where 

K2(r)=k2- U(r)-I(I+l)/r>O for all r, (8) 

we have shown4 that a different bound applies, namely 
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where rl' r 3 • •••• r 2n + 1 are local minima and r2• r4 • •••• r 2n are 
local maxima of K 2(r ). counted from infinity towards the 

origin (rl > r2> r3"')' 
Both these first-order (in the "small" quantity 5t'1) 

bounds have drawbacks: Thus (6) is evidently inapplicable to 
strong potentials (particularly at low energies) since gM be
comes > 1. Also the factor gM in inconvenient to calculate. 
(9) on the other hand. in view of the restriction (8). is applica
ble in essence only to S wave scattering. 

In Sec. 2 of this paper we derive yet another bound on 
R I which circumvents these drawbacks for many situations. 
We also present illustrative examples. 

In the case of the second-order (in the "small" quantity 
U T - u) remainder R2 we have shown3 that it is bounded by 

I I 111M ( 
R2 < 5t'1 = Bo • 

l-gM 
(10) 

wheref(r) = fa Go(r.r')LuT(r') dr'. and the subscriptM re
fers to the maximum value of quantity in question. This sec
ond-order bound. Bo. suffers from the same drawbacks as the 
first-order bound b I' In Sec. 3 we discuss an alternate form of 
the second-order bound which. again, circumvents these dif
ficulties for many situations. We also present generalizations 
of bounds to R2 that were derived previously3 using the 
Lippman-Schwinger equation, and obtain some new ones 
using a related approach. 

In Sec. 4 we consider the generalization of the Kato 
identities to the case of multichannel scattering by many
body systems. A number of bounds developed previously for 
potential scattering are formally generalized to the many
body case. and we discuss the difficulties connected with 
their practical implementation. Finally. concluding remarks 
are given in Sec. 5. 

2. USE OF THE PHASE·AMPLITUDE FORMALISM TO 
DETERMINE A FIRST ORDER BOUND 

Calogero6 has discussed in detail an alternate, though 
completely equivalent, formulation of the problem defined 
by Eq. (1). We shall term it the phase-amplitude formalism 
since u is written as 

u(r) = a(r )DI(kr )sin [81(kr) + 77(r)] • (11) 

and (1) is replaced by the two first-order equations 

77'(r) = - J.. U (r)D ;(kr )sin2 [81(kr) + 77(r)] (12) 
k 

and 

a'(r) = - _1- a (r)U(r)D;(kr)sin2(81(kr) + 77(r)]. 
2k 

(13) 

D, (x) and 81 (x) are the amplitude and phase functions for the 
modified spherical Bessel and Neumann (or Riccati-Bessel) 
functions.6 SI(X) = xj(x) and cl(x) = - xn(x), since 

SI'(X) = D ,,(x)sin81(x) and cl(x) = DI(x)cOsDl(x). (14) 

These functions, as well as the entire formalism, are dis-
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cussed in detail in Calogero's book.6 hence we shall not dwell 
on them here except to note that DI(x) is a positive. decreas
ing function of x for l> o. (Indeed Do = 1, D ~ = 1 + l/x2, 
D ~ = 1 +3/x2 + 9/x4 etc.) We are using a somewhat dif
ferent notation from th~t of CaI~gero. T~e correspondence is 
a = ai' 77 = 81, DI = D I, 81 = 81, SI = jl' CI = - nl' where 
Calogero's notation is given on the right in each case. 

Thus a(r) DI(kr) and 77(r) are. correspondingly, the 
amplitude and phase functions for any solution u(r ) of (1). If 
77(r = 0) = 0 (so that u(r = 0) = 0) then the solution. 77(r ), 
of (12) approaches the physical phase shift 77 as r-+ 00 • 

Equation (13) implies that the amplitude function is 

a(r ) = a( 00 )exp { - _1_ f'" U (r')D ;(kr') 
2k J 

X sin2 [8 1(kr') + 77(r')] dr'} • (15) 

where a( 00 ) = A. Also, any solution of (1) satisfies the 
inequality 

lu(r)I<la(r)IDI(kr) . (16) 

Now a(r) is unknown unless 77(r) is determined, which is 
equivalent to obtaining an exact solution of the problem. 
However. it follows from (15) that 

a(r)<IA IZk)= IA lexp { 2~ 1'" !U(r')ID;(kr')dr'}' 

(17) 

ZI(r) is an easily calculable function. which decreases mon
otonically with r to its asymptotic value of unity. For exam
ple, if U = -2e -2r a.u.(1l = m = e = 1), which is the ex
ample considered in earlier work,3.4.7 we obtain 
Zo(r ) = exp [( l/2k )e - 2r]. Thus, Zk ) can be used to 
bound lu(r)1 and hence IRII. However, for I #0. Zk) is 
usually highly singular at the origin, so that it cannot be used 
directly in the expression for R I • We recall, however. that 
I u(r ) I increased from I u(r = 0) I = 0 until at least the point 
r 0' which is the first zero of K 2(r ). (See, for example, the 
discussion in Mott and Massey,8 p. 25). Thus 

lu(r)1 < I u(ro) I < IA I Yt(ro), if 09<ro • (18) 

where 

YI(r) = Zt(r )D1(kr). 

Defining 

Y(r) = Y/(ro) if r<ro 

=Yk) ifr>ro 

we have lu(r)1 <IA I }T/(r) , so that 

IRII<IA I L'" Y;(r)ILuT(r)1 dr=b3 • 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

In comparing this new bound b3, to the previous ones (6) and 
(9), we note that it has the advantage that no restriction on 
the strength of the potential (likegM < 1) are necessary, and, 
unlike b2, it can be used irrespectively of the sign of K 2(r ) 
(i.e. I> 0). Nevertheless for those cases where b l and/or b 
are applicable, b3 may not give the best value. Thus. for th~ 
exponential potential example already quoted, if I = 0 
(whence ro = 0 would be taken), b2 = IA 1.2" 1 < b3 since 
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17;(r );;.1 for all r. We can estimate the difference between b2 

and b3 easily, since b3 < IA 1 Yo(O).2" I' so that b31b2 S e1l2k for 
the example being considered. This ratio is thus not very 
large, except at low energies in which case b2 has a substan
tial advantage over b3• (The low energy case (k-<l) must be 
treated differently, because the approximation 
1 sin2 [15/ (kr) + 7J(r ) ] 1 = 1 which has been made in deriving 
(17) is too crude. This, however, will not be discussed here.) 
However, if 1 # 0, b2 is inapplicable, noris b 1 ifthe potential is 
strong, whereas b3 is easily calculated. For example if 
U = - Uoe - 2r then since 

Y1(r) decreases with r extremely rapidly to unity from the 
maximum value Y1(ro)' This maximum value is itself not 
much larger than unity. Thus if Uo is not too large 
k 2 - U (ro) - 2/r6 = 0 has the solution ro'::::!.V2lk, so that 
Y1(ro = V2Ik)'::::!.V1exp[(3Uo/8k)e-21/2ik] which is larg
est at k = 2V2 when it takes on the value Y1 '::::!. 
v~exp(3Uo/e -21/2/k 18k). This is about 1.35 if Uo = 2 and 
1.56 if Uo = 5. The situation only improves for larger 1 values 
since r 0 increases with I. In short for 1 > 0 the first-order 
bound b3 will be very nearly equal to IA 1.2" 1 for all k, and .2" 1 

can be made small by appropriate choice of the trial function 
U T as we have demonstrated previously.3.4 Thus we now 
have a calculable first-order bound suitable for any 1 and any 
strength of the potential. 

3. SECOND-ORDER BOUNDS 

Ifw = UT - u, then w must satisfy the inhomogeneous 
equation 

Lw=LuT (22) 

for which the solution can be formally written (see, for exam
ple Mott and Massey,8 Ch. IV, p. 70). 

w(r) = fO G (r,r')LuT(r') dr' , 

where 

G (r,r') = - !...- u(r < )ii(r < ) . 
k 

(23) 

(24) 

u,ii are linearly independent solutions of Lw = 0 which are 
regular and irregular at the origin (i.e. u(r = 0) = 0 and 
ii(r-<l) # 0, indeed usually ii is singular at r = 0). r < and r> 
are, respectively, the smaller and larger of r,r' while 
klc = Wronskianoflu,ii}= kAA, A,Abeingtheasymptot
ic amplitudes of u,ii respectively (these may be chosen arbi
trarily, in particular, they may be chosen to be unity). If the 
potential U can be divided up into a "solvable" part U1 and 
the remainder, i.e., U = U1 + U2 , then rewriting (22) for
mally as (K - U1)w = U2w + LuT, where L = K - U, it 
follows that 
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w(r) = J G1(r,r')U2(r')w(r') dr' 

+ J G1(r,r')LuT(r') dr' , (25) 

where G1 is the Green's function (24) but constructed from 
the (known) solutions of (K - U1)w = O. 

It follows, from (25) that 

Iw(r)IM<max ofl J G1(r,r')LuT(r') dr' I / 
[I - max of J IG1U21 dr], (26) 

which is a generalization of the bound Bo (Eq. (10», and 
indeed reduces to it if U1 = 0 and U2 = U. It is useful in cases 
where 

but 

glM = max of J IG1U2 1 dr< 1. 

The Lippman-Schwinger equation can be used to gen
erate yet another class of second-order bounds, somewhat 
similar to (10) (or its generalization (26». This is because 

IR212 = I J wLuT drl\;; J Iwl 2p dr 

X J p-11lLuTl2 dr (27) 

by Schwartz's inequality, where p is some suitable, positive 
weight function (and such that all the indicated integrals 
exist). The integral flwl 2p dr can, in turn, be bounded by 
successive applications of Schwartz's inequality to the inte
gral equation that it satisfies, like in the approach used re
cently by Martin,9 in his paper on the boundedness of the 
total cross section in potential scattering. 

For the sake of simplicity we first consider a particular 
case where, if 

(28) 

the weight functionp is taken to be 1 U T - U I. Note that (28) 
can be viewed either as a definition of UT or, alternatively, 
u T can be thought of as the exact solution of the model prob
lem (l) where U has been replaced by a solvable potential 
UT" Then ifGT is the Green's function constructed from the 
known solutions of (K - U T)V = 0, it follows from (25) 
(with G1 = Gp U2 = UT - U, LUT = (UT - U)uT) that 

Jlwl2IUT - UI = J J W*IUT - UIGT(UT - U)u T 

+ J J w*IUT - UIGT(UT - U)w, 

(29) 

where, in order to simplify the notation, we have suppressed 
the differentials dr, dr' and have written w for w(r'), etc. 
Following Martin,9 we apply Schwartz's inequality to each 
of the terms on the right, and obtain 
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provided 

g/= I I/UT- U IIGTI
2
!UT -U!<1. (31) 

Thus it follows from Eq. (27) that 

IR21<~I lu T12/UT - UI dr=k~. 
l-gT 

(32) 

For example, ifuT = s,(kr), the solution with UT=O (so 
that GT = Go, the usual free particle Green's function), (32) 
becomes 

gB - -
!tan17 - tan17B 1< --- tan17B =B4 , 

l-gB 

where we have used the usual normalization, A = sec17, 

(33) 

AT = 1 and where we have written k tan17B for SuTLu T dr 
= - Ss/(kr)U(r) dr, ktanijB for Ssy(kr)/U(r)1 dr, and 

assumed thatrl = ss/U IGol21 U 1< 1. Note that Itan17B I 
<tanij B' Equation (33) implies that the Born approximation 
to a particular phase shift will approach the exact value as k 
and/or 1 become large. Indeed, gB/(l - gB) is a generally 
decreasing function of k and I, and depends on the potential 
strength. Though readily calculable, gB/(l - gB) cannot in 
general be evaluated in closed form, but simple, explicit 
(though crude) bounds to it are readily written down, which 
make the above observation obvious: Thus gB < n{volk, 
where Vo = sl U I dr is the potential strength, and 
n{ = maxls{(kr < )cl(kr > )1 is a number close to unity. (34) 
then reduces to Itan17 - tan17B l/tanijB < nvol(k - nvo). Al
ternatively, Martin9 has pointed out thatrl <1/(21 + 1), 
where 

1= -I-II /U(r)IIU(r')! d 3rd 3r', 
(41T)2 Ir - r'l 

which demonstrates explicitly the improvement of the Born 
approximation with increasing I (for potentials where 1 ex
ists and is < 21 + 1). More particularly, for the square well 
example considered previously,3 we obtain for the s-wave 
(l = 0): 

8 (2-voJ 
- ------(./l3-voJ 

.6 

.4 

K=kR 

FIG. I. Comparison of the bounds B. and Bo (see text) for a square well 
potential of strength Vo = 2mR 2 Voffr = 1 and I = O. Bo is here the expres
sionfB Y Ilk (I - g",) given in Table I of Ref. I, whereasB. is given in (33) 
and(34),andtan17B = tan17H = (vof2K)[1 - (sin2K)/2K]forthisexample. 
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2 = ~ [1 sin2K cos2K - 1 _ sin22K]. (34) 
gB 4K 2 + K + K 2 4K 2 

Comparing the bound ~, equation (33) to Bo given in (10) 
(see Ref. 3) for this example we see that the results are com
parable though ~ is somewhat better at all energies. The 
ratio ~/ Bo is plotted in Fig. 1 for a well of unit strength 
(uo = 1). 

Of course analogous results may be obtained by using 
an arbitrary positive weight function p (but such that all 
indicated integrals exist), since (25) implies that 

(35) 

Performing similar manipulations to those preceeding Eq. 
(30) we find that 

IR2!z<kB4 = (gPT + gp2g2T )2 I ILuTI dr 
1 -gZ2 

X I p- 1 ILu TI2 dr, 

where 

and 

gZpT = I I plG I 1
2

1LuTI ' 

gZp2 = I J p1G11
Z
IU21, 

gZ2T = J J /U211G1 1

2
1LuTI , 

gZ22 = J J /UzIIGI 12! U2 1, providedgz2 < 1. 

Clearly variations on this theme are possible. 

(36) 

The phase-amplitude formalism can also be used to es
tablish a new second-order bound, somewhat analogously to 
that which was done for the first order bound in Sec. 2. Thus, 
substituting (23) into the expression (5) for R z we obtain 

R2 = - I I G (r,r')LuT(r )LuT(r') drdr' . (37) 

Since G (r,r') is constructed from the exact solutions u(r ) and 
ii(r) [see Eq. (24)], each of which is bounded, in absolute 
value, by IA I Y{ (r ) [Eq. (19)], it is clear that a bound to I G I, 
hence to IR21 can be established. There is one difficulty, how
ever: as has already been pointed out Y,(r) is, in general, 
highly singular at the origin, hence some means must be 
found of avoiding this region. This can be done because both 
w(r ) = U T(r ) - u(r ) and G (r,r') vanish at the origin, hence 
there is no purpose in using a singular function to bound 
them near the origin. Indeed, since u and u T both vanish at 
the origin, Iwl = IUT - ul will, of necessity, initially in
crease until it reaches a (locally) maximum value at some 
point r> O. Also, for the type of potentials considered here, 
u 0:: r' + I and ii 0:: r - I for small r, so that Go:: (r < /r> )1 r < 

which is an increasing function of r,r' for small r,r' (indeed it 
increases most quickly along r = r'). Thus there exists an 
r/> 0 such that IG (r,r') I < IG(r/,rl')1 forr,r' <rl'. In either 
case, defining 
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Y(r) = Yt(r,) if r<r! 

= Yt(r) if r>r, 

it then follows from (27) that 

IR21< ~ {fO IY(r)LuT(r)1 dr}2 =B3 • (38) 

Comparing this to the first-order bound (21) we see that 
B3 -b Vk. The bound B3, unlike BI (Eq. (26», has no re
striction like max of flGI U2 1 dr< 1. It requires, however, the 
choice of rl' This number must lie within the region where 
I U - U T I or I G (r,r')(Eq. 24) is an increasing function. Ideal
ly, one would like to choose r! as large as possible since Yt(r ) 
increases monotonically as r--G. We have not found, to date, 
a simple way of choosing a maximum r l on the basis of the 
properties of U(r) only. Thus at the moment the choice ofr! 
would have to be made on the basis of an approximate (pow
er series) representation of w(r ) or G (r,r') valid near the ori
gin. This is clearly an inconvenient and inefficient way of 
choosing r! and the resulting bound would be unnecessarily 
large. An alternative way of overcoming the problem that 
Yt (r ) (in general) singular at the origin, might be to choose 
U T in such a way that U T=O for r<some r I > 0, (but such that 
u;',u~ exist and are continuous everywhere and, of course, 
U T has the proper asymptotic form). The lower limits on the 
integrals in (37) and (38) are then not zero but r l > 0 and the 
difficulty associated with the possible singularity of Yk ) at 
the origin would be avoided. 

Lastly, we might remark that though we have consid
ered individual partial waves thus far, there is no difficulty in 
writing down generalizations of most of the results to the 
case where the entire scattering amplitUde and wave func
tion are considered (see Sec. 4 below). Such an approach 
might be particularly useful for the case of scattering by 
nonspherical potentials (such as occur in the scattering by 
molecules), since in that case the determination of "exact" 
results by numerical integration is not at all trivial. 

4. GENERALIZATION TO THE CASE OF 
MULTICHANNEL SCATTERING INVOLVING MANY· 
BODY TARGETS 

We have previously stressed that the principal purpose 
of studying the potential scattering case is that such study 
may suggest generalizations which are applicable to the mul
tichannel scattering processes that involve many-body tar
gets. Indeed many of the results developed above for poten
tial scattering generalize formally in a straightforward way, 
though their rigorous implementation is quite another 
matter. 

To achieve the generalizations we first consider the ex
tension of the Kato identities to the many-body problem. We 
consider any collision problem describable by the Schr6-
dinger equation 

H'P; = 0 , (39) 

where H = H - E, H being the exact Hamiltonian of the 
system and E the total energy, which is assumed to be 
known. The SUbscript i stands for the collection of indices 
needed to specify the possible degenerate solutions at energy 
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E. If Aij is the exact scattering amplitude, obtained from the 
exact solutions 'P;, and A ~ is an approximation obtained 
from some approximate or trial solutions 'P T, then the fol
lowing identity is obtained by using Green's theorem: 

T 1 2mj J - , T 
Aj; = A j' - 41T 7 'PtH'P; dr, (40) 

where mj is the reduced mass ofthe system in thejth chan
nel, dr is an element of the configuration space of the collid
ing system and 'Pj , 'P T are, respectively, exact and approxi
mate solutions having the appropriate asymptotic form. We 
stress that the identity holds for rearrangement as well as 
direct collisions, provided the wave functions have the cor
rect asymptotic form, that is, that they satisfy (39) in the 
region where the interaction between the colliding system (in 
both incident and outgoing channels) can be neglected. For 
example for a particle (x) scattering from a many-body tar
get (coordinates r) the total Hamiltonian is 

H = - .!f.... V; + Vex) + HA + V(x,r), (41) 
2m 

where HA is the Hamiltonian of the isolated target. If 
HA ~(r) = Ej ~(r), then at a total energy E = fl2k ]/2m 
+ Ej the exact solution of (39) that describes the collision 

process must have the asymptotic form 
;kJ'" 

'P,(x,r) ~ e,ki'X'P;(r) + L Aft _e_ 'Pir) , (42) 
x-oo f x 

where in (42) the sum is taken over all states/that are acces
sible at the energy E. Similarly the identity (40) requires that 

;k,x 

'P T(x,r) -+ e,krX'P;(r) + LA r _e_ 'P1(r) , (43) 
X-GO I x 

where A r are some approximate scattering amplitude ele
ments (in the simplest case some or all of these may be zero). 
~ in (40) refers to a solution of (39) in which all k; are 
replaced by - k;, i.e., incoming waves (see, for example, 
Ref. 10, p. 116). The derivation of (40) assumes that the 
isolated target eigenfunctions are exactly known. This, of 
course, will not generally be the case, but we shall not consid
er this additional complication at present. 

For rearrangement collisions the asymptotic forms will 
be more complicated than the example given in (42), and the 
derivation of (40) is somewhat more involved due to the non
orthogonality of the initial and final state eigenfunctions 
(Ref. 8, pp. 436-437), but this does not change the validity of 
the identity (40). 

Though we have written (40) for elements of the scatter
ing amplitUde, analogous identities can be written in terms of 
related quantities, such as the transition matrix 1); 
= - (2~ 1m) Aj ;, S-matrix (S = I - IT) etc. Indeed, in 

practical applications the wavefunctions and amplitudes 
would be partially analyzed, and (for greatest convenience) 
the identity (40) would be written for the elements of the 
real, symmetric reactance or K-matrix (see, for example, 
Ref. 11, pp. 137-145). 

We note that the remainder term 

(44) 
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where 

1 2mj 
c·= ---, 

J 47r f?-
is first order in the "small" quantity IP T - IP;, since 
H (IP T - IP;) = HIP r Furthermore HIP T vanishes outside 
the interaction region, hence the main contribution to R I 
comes from the interaction region. Indeed, if IP Tis a solution 
of a model problem H TIP T = 0, where H T is obtained from 
H by replacing the interaction potential V by a solvable 
model VT, thenHIPT =HTIPT + (V - VT)IPT(altemati
vely, this may be viewed as a definition of V T' if IP Tis given), 
and (44) becomes 

Rl = f If/.;*(V - VT)IP; dr. 

An identity in which the remainder is second order in 
"small" quantities follows immediately from (40): 

Aji =AJ -cj f <I>[*HIPTdt+R2, 

where 

R2 = cj f (<1>[- ~)*HIPT dr. 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Strictly speaking, because HIP T vanishes outside the interac
tion region, <I> [ need be a good approximation to ~ only in 
the interaction region for R2 to be second-order "small" 
quantity (i.e., <I> [need not be the same as IP[ and indeed 
need not have the correct asymptotic form). In standard ap
plications, though (say the Kohn variational method), it is 
usual to take <I> T to be the same as IP r This ensures, also, 
that the stationary approximation Kij is also real and sym
metric, though the trial values by themselves may not be. For 
a detailed discussion of this point see Ref. 12, Chap. 2. We 
might note, in passing, that approximations like the polar
ized-orbital approximation for (say) elastic e + - H scatter
ing can be viewed as being variational in the sense of (46), but 
with <I> T =1= IP T. Indeed if IP Tis taken to beF(x)1P po (r;x), the 
usual polarized orbital trial function (see, for example, Ref. 
13), while <I> T = G (x) 1P\s (r), where 1P1s(r) is the target 
ground state, then the variational ansatz 

(£5<1>TIH I IPT ) = (£5GlPlsIHlFlPpo) =0 (48) 

yields the usual polarized-orbital equation for the coefficient 
F, viz., 

(49) 

and (46) implies that the phase shifts obtained form (49) are 
equal to the exact ones to within the second-order remainder 
term ex S(GlPls - IPEXACT)H (FlPpo - IPEXACT)d 3xd 3r . 

The identities (40) and (46) imply that if bounds could 
be determined to the remainder terms R I and R2 [Eq. (44) 
and (47)], then bounds to the individual transition matrix 
elements (or, equivalently, the K-matrix elements) follow 
immediately, since if IR21<Bji' say, then IAji -~;I<Bj;' 
Various formal bounds of the type considered previously for 
potential scattering can be written down. Thus 

(50) 
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where M refers to the maximum value of the expression in 
question, and 

IR112<J11P;121Wldr JIWI-1IHIPTl2dr, (51) 

where W is a suitable weight function. The problem is thus 
"reduced" to the determination of bounds to IlPj 1M or 
SlIP; 121 W dr. Similar inequalities hold for R2 except that ~ 
in (50) and (51) must be replaced by £5lPj = <I> [ - If/.;. 

All the bounds that were derived previously for poten
tial scattering by use of the Lippman-Schwinger equation, 
generalize in a straightforward way to the many-body case, 
since the generalized Lippman-Schwinger equation is read
ily written down. For example, if <I> [ is taken to have the 
correct asymptotic form, then £5~ satisfies 

8~(r ) 

= J G(r,f)[V(f)£5IP/f)+HIP[(f)]df, (52) 

where G is the Green's function constructed from the 
(known) solutions of (39) with the interaction part of the 
Hamiltonian, V = O. It follows immediately from (52) that 

I J G (r,f)HIP [(f) dfl M 

1£5~(r )IM< ,(53) 

1 - MAX f IG(r,f)V(f)1 df 

provided the denominator is positive. Bounds of the type 
(30) are similarly obtained from (52), though they are clearly 
much more complicated because the Green's function ap
pears quadratically there. 

It is, unfortunately, impossible to evaluate such bounds 
without making approximations (and thus destroying the 
rigor of the bounds), because the Green's function in this 
case is very complicated. Thus, for a particle being scattered 
by a many-body target, G (r, f) can be written as 

G(x,x,r,f) = S Ga(x,x)lPa *(f)lPa(r) , (54) 
a 

where the sum is taken over a complete set of eigenstates lPa 
of the target, and· 

1 ;kolx-xl 
G (xx)= _ __ e __ 

a , 47r lx-xl (55) 

is the usual free-particle Green's function with fz2ka 212m 
= E - Ea , Ea being the target eigenenergy, E the total en

ergy of the colliding system, and m the reduced mass. 
An obvious approximation, which would reduce the 

problem to tractable proportions is to replace all the Ga in 
(54) by some average value Ga , corresponding to some aver
age ka (which thus enters as an adjustable parameter), and 
then to evaluate the remaining sum by closure to obtain 

G (x,x,r,f}::~~Ga(x,x)8 (r - f) . (56) 

Indeed it is possible to generalize this somewhat by keeping a 
finite number of terms in (54) explicitly and summing the 
remainder using closure, as has been done in connection 
with the second Born approximation. 14.15 Still simpler esti
mates could be made by replacing the exact If/.; in (50) and 
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(51) by an (optimized) trial from '/I r In the case of such 
nonrigorous approximations to the bounds more credence to 
the result would be lent if two different non rigorous esti
mates of the bound (but both obtained by using the same trial 
function) gave similar results. 

The actual utility of such approximations in conjunc
tion with the estimation of bounds has to be tested on such 
relatively well studied systems as scattering by H and He 
targets. Even then the problem is by no means simple be
cause the evaluation of integrals like those in (50) and (51) is 
not easy. Indeed One would like to avoid expressions that are 
quadratic in the Hamiltonian, if at all possible since, except 
in some special cases, such expressions become intractable. 
In practice, it would probably be necessary to determine ap
proximations to such integrals, preferably by expressions 
which are upper bounds to them, as has been suggested pre
viously.3 It should be pointed out that even if bounds to 
I '/Ij 1M are not known, (50) can be used as a criterion for 
determining "optimal" values of any adjustable parameters 
in '/I T, since I '/Ij I M is known to be finite, hence the bound to 
IRll (and, indeed, to IR21) is minimized when SIB'/I TI dr is 
minimized. Similarly, minimization of the variance (or 
"least squares") integral in (51) also minimizes a bound to 
the remainder (though, in general, a different bound). Such 
"least squares" criteria have been used with success for sin
gle-channel elastic scattering by hydrogen atom targets in 
the past, most recently by Abdel-Raouf. 16 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have considered further the problem of determining 
simultaneous upper and lower bounds to scattering param
eters, by bounding the remainder terms that arise in the Kato 
identities which relate the exact to the approximate results. 

For the case of (central) potential scattering, where 
both exact results and rigorous bounds are readily calcula
ble, we have established a number of new bounds, some 
based on the use of the Lippman-Schwinger equation and 
others on the phase-amplitude formalism of the scattering 
problem. The latter have the advantage over the former in 
that they are applicable to potentials of arbitrary strength. 
Partial-wave scattering by an exponential potential, as well 
as by a square well potential have been used to illustrate 
some of the results, and to compare them to others that have 
been obtained previously. 

It is probably fair to say that with our present and pre
vious studies,3.4 as well as those of other researchers (Refs. 5, 
7,9, 17, and citations therein), the problem of bounds in the 
case of scattering by central potentials is reasonably well 
understood, though a direct comparison of the different ap
proaches would be worthwhile. 

However, the purpose of studying bounds in the case of 
central potential scattering is in that they may lead to useful 
(tractable) generalizations to the case of multichannel scat
tering, involving many-body systems. We have thus consid
ered the Kato identities for such multi-channel scattering, 
and have shown that at least those bounds which are based 
on the use of the Lippman-Schwinger equation generalize in 
a straight-forward way to the many-body case. The resulting 
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expressions are very complicated, however, and cannot be 
evaluated without the introduction of nonrigorous approxi
mations. In addition, the Kato identities in this many-body 
case (at least as presently formulated) presuppose that the 
separated colliding system can be exactly solved which, ex
cept in the special case of hydrogen-like targets (and/or pro
jectiles) is not the case. 

Thus at present, in the case of multichannel scattering 
by many-body targets, we are only in the position of deter
mining approximate bounds to the individual K (or relat
ed)-matrix elements. How useful such nonrigorous esti
mates will be will have to await their detailed study and 
comparison with experiment as well as with those few multi
channel systems (such as e ± -H,He scattering) where nearly 
exact calculations are, at least in principle, possible. We 
must stress that it is multi-channel processes that are of in
terest to us here. It is well known that "exact" single-channel 
(elastic) e ± -H results are available, but comparable results 
are not yet generally available when many channels are open 
(including, in particular, rearrangement channels such as 
occur in e + -H scattering above 7 eV). Clearly such calcula
tions would be very desirable. 

It is important to continue seeking other expressions for 
the bounds, particularly expressions that avoid quadratic 
Hamiltonians and many-body Green's functions, as these 
obviously become extremely complicated even for few-body 
systems. In addition, the computation of bounds to scatter
ing parameters in the many-body case requires the develop
ment of efficient methods of calculating multidimensional 
integrals or, at least, bounds to them. This in itself is a non
trivial problem. 
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The existence of the M~ller wave operators is proved for Hamiltonians of the form 
H = - Ll + a sinbro Ir!3 + V(x), where Vis a short range potential, generally noncentral, and a 
and /3 take on suitable values including the case a = 1, /3 > !. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

All of the main features of quantum mechanical poten
tial scattering with short-range potentials are now well un
derstood. 1

,2 However, there are long-range potentials of an 
oscillatory nature for which the situation is not yet so clear. 
Our purpose here is to make a contribution to this latter 
theory. 

We shall be working in R " with Schrodinger operators 
of the form 

H = - Ll + a sinbr"l,B + V(x), (1.1) 

where V is a short-range potential which is not necessarily 
central. We shall prove the existence of the M~ller wave 
operators for these potentials. For suitable a and /3 the exis
tence and completeness of wave operators for Hamiltonians 
of the form (1.1) with Va central short-range potential have 
been recently obtained. 3

,4 

Long-range oscillatory potentials of the form V· W, 
where W is a short-range R " valued function, have been 
considered in the literature by various authors. 5

,6 However, 
Hamiltonians of the form (1.1) are included in this setup 
only for a + /3 > 2, and hence do not include what may be 
considered to be the benchmark case, namely r - 1 sinr. We 
note that a modification of the methods of this paper can be 
used to handle highly oscillatory potentials such as er siner I 
(1 + r)/3 in place of ar fJ sinb,a. 

In taking conditions on our short-range potential we 
shall follow the prescription given by V. Enss.7 LetHo be the 
free Hamiltonian and let F (-) denote the projection operator 
from L 2(R ") onto the subspace of elements in L 2 with sup
port in the set specified within the brackets. We shall sup
pose that 

(i) V is a real-valued potential which is Ho-bounded, 
with Ho-bound less than 1, and 

(ii) IW(Ho + i) -IF( Ix I ;>r)ll=h (r)EL I(R + ,dr). 
Theorem: Under the above specifications for V, the 

M~ller wave operators for the Hamiltonian (1.1) exist for 
2/3 + a > 2, or /3 > ! and a + /3 > 1, and /3 - a < 2 for n > 3, 
/3 - a < nl2 for n = 1,2,3. 

We should remark that the condition /3 - a < 2 or 
/3 - a < nl2 is needed only to eliminate a strong singularity 
at the origin. If we had used the potential a sinb,a 1(1 + r)!3, 
this condition would not be needed. We should also note 
that, for V = 0, B. Bourgeois8 has shown the existence of the 

"'Research partially supported by NSF Grant MCS79-02538. 

wave operators for the Hamiltonian (1.1) for /3 > ! and 
a+/3>1. 

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

Our proof will be constructed with the aid of several 
lemmas. Let 

H' = - Ll + a sinbr"l,B (2.1) 

and let n l be the M~ller wave operators for H I. Our first 
lemma is of an elementary nature and is intended to indicate 
those facts about n o± which are sufficient to prove the exis
tence of the wave operators for H. 

Lemma 2.1: Suppose that the potential ar -!3 sinb,a has 
Ho-bound zero and that n l exists. Suppose, also, that there 
is a dense collection!iJ r:;;"D (Ho)r:;;"L 2(R ") so that/E!iJ im
plies there is an a > 0 such that 

IIF(lxl <alt l)no±e-itH"(Ho + i)/IIEL I(R,dt). (2.2) 

Then the wave operators for H exist. 
Proof Let us first note that by the hypotheses on Vand 

ar fJ sinbr", the potentialar - /3 sinb,a + V (x) has Ho-bound 
less than 1, and thus H has a unique self-adjoint realization 
and D (H) = D (H ') = D (Ho). Thus exp( - itH ')n If I 
ED (H)nD (H '). 

Next we note that 

n f (H,Ho) = s-lim eitlle - itll'n l, (2.3) 
I • .±- x 

provided this limit exists. By the usual technique used to 
prove Cook's theorem, i.e., integration of the derivative of 
the right-hand side of (2.3) evaluated atl E !iJ, we have 

II(eitlle it/{' -e"J/e - i'H)nl III 

<: L II Ve iTlln oJc III dr 

<: r IWno±e-iTH"/11 dr. (2.4) 

We have, of course, used the intertwining relation to get the 
last integral. 

We may now write 

II vn l e- itH'/11 = II V(H' + i) -In le- itH'(Ho + i)/ll. 
(2.5) 

Further, 

II V(H' + i) -In le - itH"(Ho + i)/11 
<:IW(H ' + i) IF(lxl <alt l)nle-itH'(Ho + i)/11 

+ IW(H ' + i) -IF(lx I;>a It I)n l e itH"(Ho + i)/ll. 
(2.6) 
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Since II V(H' + 0 -III is finite, by the hypothesis (2.2) the 
first term on the right of (2.6) is integrable. 

Since V is a real-valued potential, it follows that 
IW(Ho + 0 -IF(lxl ;;.alt 1)11 is integrable if and only if 
IIF(lxl ;;.alt I)V(Ho + 0 -III is integrable. Also, using the fact 
that the potential ar - /3 sinb!"" is H 0 bounded, it also follows 
that II V(H' + 0 -IF(lxl ;;.alt 1)11 is integrable if and only if 
IIF(lxl;;.alt I)V(H' + 0- 1 11 is integrable. Now 

IIF(lxl;;.alt /)V(H' +/)-111 

= IIF(lxl;;'a I t I)V(Ho + 0 -1(Ho + I)(H' + 0 -III 
<11(Ho + O(H' + O-IIIIIF(lxl ;;.alt I)V(Ho + 0- 1 11. 

(2.7) 

By our hypothesis on V we see that the term on the right is 
integrable. Thus the second term on the right of(2.6) is inte
grable. Hence, the lemma is established. 

We see from Lemma 2.1 that in order to prove the theo
rem of Sec. 1, it is sufficient to establish (2.2) for a suitable 
dense set offunctions. The remaining part of the paper is 
devoted to establishing this fact and constitutes the bulk of 
the work in this paper. 

The hypothesis (2.2) involves only the operators Ho and 
H '. If /3 - a < 2 for n > 3 or /3 - a < n/2 for n = 1,2,3, then 
H' is Ho-compact and thus Ho-bounded with zero Ho-bound. 
Consequently, it has a unique self-adjoint realization. Fur
ther, since the potential of H' is radially symmetric we may 
reduce the study of the self-adjoint realization of H' to the 
study of the self-adjoint realizations of certain ordinary dif
ferential operators on R +. As is well known, the self-adjoint 
realization of H' is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of 
certain self-adjoint realizations of the ordinary differential 
operators in L 2(R +) given by 

H; = - :; + v~n) + VL (r), (2.8) 

where v(/,n) = I (l + n - 2) + (n -l)(n - 3)/4 and VL (r) 
= ar - /3 sinb!"". A detailed discussion of the exact boundary 

conditions needed at r = 0 will be found in the appendix to 
Ref. 4. 

In order to get the estimate (2.2) it is necessary to study 
certain solutions to the equation 

(2.9) 

Lemma 2.2: Assume a ,/3 > 0 and either 2/3 + a> 2, or 
/3 > ! and a + /3 > 1. For every positive integer m there exists 
a finite number of points in R + so that if I is any open 
interval with compact closure in R + which is disjoint from 
this finite set of points, then for J..El there exist solutions 
¢ ± (r,J.. ) to (2.9) with the following properties: 

(i) ¢ ± and d¢ ± /dr are m-times differentiable in J.., 
and 

(ii) ¢ ± (r,J.. ) = e ± iAr + [jtl c/ (J.. )g/ (r) 

+ c l'+ I (r,J.. ) ] e ± iAr + p ± (r,J.. ), 

where c/ (J.. ) are infinitely differentiable, g/ (r) = 0(1) as 
r-+ 00, and c k±+ I and p ± and their first m-derivatives with 
respect to J.. are 0 (r - 1/2 - <) as r-+ 00 • 
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Let us delay the proof ofthis until later and use it now to 
complete the proof of our theorem. First we state one further 
lemma about solutions to (2.9). 

Lemma 2.3: Suppose /3 - a < 2; then (2.9) has a solu
tion TJ(r,J.. ) such that, for J..ER +, 

(i) TJ(r,J.. ) and dTJ(r,J.. )/ dr are infinitely differentiable in 
J.., 

(iia) TJ(r,J.. )-+0 as r-+O for I #0 or n #2, 
(iib) rI/2(logr) - IdTJ(r,J.. )/ dJ..-+O as r-+O for I = 0, 

n =2. 
This is Lemma 3.3 of Ref. 4. The conditions (iia) and 

(iib) are the boundary conditions needed to get the proper 
self-adjoint realizations of H ;. See the appendix to Ref. 4 for 
details. 

We now use the previous two lemmas to complete the 
proof of the theorem of Sec. 1. Since ¢ ± are linearly inde
pendent solutions to (2.9), we may write 

TJ(r,J..) = cl(J..)¢ + (r,J..) + ciJ..)¢ - (r,J..), 

dTJ(r,J..) _ ( 1 ) d¢ + (r,J.. ) ( ') d¢ - (r,J.. ) 
--'....:....;.~ - C I /I. + C2 /I. • 

dr dr dr 

It follows that cl(J..) and c2(J..) are m-times differentiable 
functions of J.. in I. Using the expansion (ii) for ¢ ± given in 
Lemma 2.2, we may write 

TJ(r,J..) = d\(A.) sinJ..r + diJ..) cosAr 

+ [jtl c/ (J.. )g/ (r) + ck++ I (r,J..) ]e
iAr 

+ [jtl cj- (J.. )gj- (r) + ck-+ I (r,J..) Je -iAr + p(r,J..), 

(2.10) 

where now c/ (J..) are m-times differentiable, and Ck\ I and 
p satisfy the same conditions as Ck±+-I andp ± of Lemma 2.2. 
Since d ~ + d ~ # 0, we may divide both sides of (2.1 0) by this 
quantity and get another solution for (2.9) which satisfies the 
same properties as the old solution, except it may now be 
only m-times differentiable. Thus we may suppose that we 
have a solution of the form (2.10) with d I and d2 m-times 
differentiable on I and d ~ + d ~ = 1. The Monodromy theo
rem tells us that there is an m-times differentiable function 
o (J.. ) on I such that 

dl(J..) + idlJ..) = eil>(A). (2.11) 

Thus in (2.10) we may write 

dl(J.. )sinJ..r + dlJ.. )cosAr = sin[J..r + o(J.. )]. (2.12) 

If we work with the free Hamiltonian, then the expan
sion (ii) of Lemma 2.2 is valid and there is an m-differentia
ble function oo(J.. ) and a solution TJo(r,J.. ) to 

_ ~~ + v~n) ¢=A 2¢, (2.13) 

which has the same properties as TJ(r,J.. ) and 

TJo(r,A ) = sin [rA + Oo(A )] + C + (r,J.. )eiAr 

+ C·· (r,J.. )e - iAr + p(r,A ). (2.14) 

In this case the functions C ± and p and their first m deriva
tives with respect to J.. are 0 (r - 1/2 - <) as r-+ 00. 
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Lemma 2.4: If2{3 + a> 2, orif/3> ~ and a + /3> 1, and 
if /3 - a < 2 for n > 3 and /3 - a < nl2 for 1 <n < 3, then the 
wave operators for H' exist. 

Proof We first note that the condition /3 - a < 2 for 
n> 3 or /3 - a < nl2 for l<n<3 implies the H' is Ho-com
pact and hence Ho-bounded with zero Ho-bound. Hence H' 
has a unique self-adjoint realization. 

The proof of the existence of the wave operators for H ' 
now follows standard techniques by using the expansions 
(2.10), (2.12), and (2.14). Let us indicate some of the details 
since there are some small points which may need 
elucidation. 

Let us set 

8 1(,1) = 8(,1) - 80(,1). 

!flEe 0'(1) let us set 

f(r) = 100 

1]o(r,A )](..1) dA, 

il o+ f(r) = f" 1](r,A)e- iD ,().l](A)dA. 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

The operator il 0+ is actually unitarily equivalent to the 
wave operator for H " but we shall not change notation. We 
shall also not change our notation for H' or Ho under this 
unitary equivalence. We note that we have suppressed the 
subscript I so that we are working generically. We also note 
that, as 1'](,1), and I vary, we get a linear manifold offunc
tions in an infinite direct sum of the spaces L 2(R +) which is 
unitarily equivalent to a dense set off unctions in L 2(R n). 

Using (2.16) and (2.17), we get 

(il 0+ - 1)e - UH1 = 1°C (1]e - it>, -1]o)e - i). 'j dA. (2.18) 

Now 

1]e ih'_1]O= ;ie-l).re-,D'(1-e-·2it>,) 

+ [jtl c/ (A )g/ (r) + ck++ I (r,A) ]ei).r 

+ [jtl cj-(A )gj- (r) + Ck-+ I (r,A)]e - i).r + p. (2.19) 

Noting that ck±+ I and pare 0 (r - 1/2 - €) as r----+ 00, if we put 
these terms into (2.18) we see the resulting function goes to 
zero in L 2 as t----+ 00. If we put the first term on the right of 
(2.19) and the terms involving cj - gj - into (2.18) and inte
grate by parts we see that this also goes to zero in the L 2 norm 
as t----+rx>. It remains to deal with the terms e/ g/ . 

Let 

h (s,t) = g/ (s) 1°C ei).se - i). 'Ie/ (A )](..1) dA. 

Then 

1 h (s,t) 12 = 0(1) 1 1= ei).Se - i).'IC/ (A )](,1) dA 1

2

, 

so that 

i= 1 h (s,t ) 12 ds 

=0(1) 100 11= e'ASe-iA"C/(A)](A)dA 12 ds 
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= 0(1) Sa= le/ (A )](,1) 12 dA. 

Hence, independent of t > 0, 

i= 1 h (s,t ) 12 ds----+o as r----+ 00 . 

Using the Riemann-Lebesque lemma, this implies 

1= 1 h (s,t) 12 ds----+O as t----+ rx>. 

We are now in a position to get the estimate (2.2) of 
Lemma 2.1. As we noted before, we will be working with 
operators which are unitarily equivalent to il l ,Ho and H', 
but we shall not change our notation. 

For simplicity, let us replace the coefficients of 
exp( ± iAr) in Formula (2.10) by e ± (r,A ). Then from (2.16) 
and (2.17) we get 

il 0+ e - iIH'(Ho + Of(r) 

= 100 

1](r,A)e - i8,(). le- ilA '(A 2 + 0](,1) dA 

= f" e - i(Ar+). 'Ok - (r,A) - 1!2i]e - iD,(Al(A 2 + I)] dA 

+ f" ei(Ar - A 'I)[c + (r,A ) + 1!2i]e - io,(A l(A 2 + 0] dA 

+ 100 

e - ilA 'p(r,A)e - ii5,(A)(A 2 + 0] dA. 

The first integral may be integrated by parts twice and in so 
doing we find it is 0 (Ir + t 1- 2). If supp]~ [a, 00), then inte
grating the second integral by parts twice shows that it is 
o (Ir - 2at 1 '- 2). An integration by parts twice of the third 
integral shows that it is 0 (r 112 - E t 2). Hence we see that 

IIF(lxl <a 1 t I){} 0+ e - iIH"(Ho + OfllEL I(R,dt). 

The remainder of the paper will be devoted to the fol
lowing proof. 

Proof of Lemma 2.2: Let us suppose, at first, that 
2/3 + a > 2 and a> 1. The differential equation (2.9) can be 
put in the matrix form 

U' = [V
L 

+ v~? _ A 2 ~] u, (2.20) 

where VL (r) = ar- (3 sinb"". The term v(l,n)/? and its de
rivatives decrease fast enough at infinity so that it plays no 
essential role in the computations which follow. Hence, for 
the sake of simplicity, we will drop it. Our computations will 
proceed very much like the computations in Ref. 4. In some 
aspects they are considerably easier since it is not necessary 
here to deal with complex values of A. On the other hand, we 
are asking for more precise information so that we must pay 
a little closer attention to some of the estimates. We take this 
opportunity to note that the asymptotic estimates of Lemma 
3.1 of Ref. 4 must be modified for those a and/3where a < 1, 
and a + /3< 1 or /3<~. However, all of the conclusions of the 
paper remain valid except that we do not get the existence of 
the wave operator for all of the values of a and /3 that we 
claim, when a < 1 (see Ref. 9). 
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Let us set 

p= [~ -\,J 
and let u = Pw. The Eq. (2.20) is transformed to 

w' = (A + W)w, 

where 

(2.21) 

iVL [-1 W=-
U 1 

-1 ] 1 ' A = diag [a, - a ]. 
(2.22) 

Next, let us set 

where Q is continuously differentiable in rand Q (r,A. )~ as 
r---+ 00. If we make the transformation w = (/ + Q )y, Eq. 
(2.21) is transformed (for large r) to 

y' = (A + Y)y, 

where(/ +Q)Y=AQ-QA + W+ WQ- Q'. 

We choose Q so that 

Q' = A Q - QA + W - diag W. 

This leads to the differential equations 

q;z(r,A.) = 2aqlk,A.) - iVL/U, 

qil (r,A.) = -2aqzl(r,A.) + iVL/U. 

Solutions to these equations are given by 

q, ir,A. ) = (i/U )e2iAr 100 

e - 2iAS V L (8) ds, 

q21(r,A. ) = - (i/U )e - 2iAr 100 

eZiAsVL (s) ds. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

In the expression for VL replace sinbr" by sum of expon
entials. For any real number y, no matter how large, succes
sive integration by parts of the integrals in (2.26) shows that 
ql2 and qz, can be written as a sum offunctions of the form 

(e±ibr"/r"+8- I)c±(A.)h ±(r) and h(r,A.), (2.27) 

where c ± (A. ) are infinitely differentiable, each h ± (r) is of 
the form 

h ±(r) = 1/r", some €>O, 

h (r,A.) = o (1/r1), (2.28) 

akh (r,A. )/aA. k = 0 (1/rY -Zk). 

If a = 1 and A 2 = b 2/4 we cannot integrate by parts to get 
the functions (2.27) so that in this case Ib 1/2 is one of the 
exceptional points in R +. From (2.27) and (2.28) we see 
that as r---+ 00, and for O<,k<,m, 

(2.29) 

If in Eq. (2.23) we take Y = diag W + Yo, then Eq. 
(2.23) takes the form 

y' = (Ao + Yo)y, (2.30) 

whereA o = A + diagW, and 

(/ + Q)Yo = - QdiagW + WQ. (2.31) 
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If we note that Wand ak W / aA. k are 0 (r - 11) as r---+ 00, then 

differentiations of (2.31) with respect to A. and the estimates 
(2.29) show that as r--oo, and for O<,k<,m, 

akYoIaA.k=O(1/rl1+u-I). (2.32) 

Moreover, if we operate on (2.31) by (/ + Q) -I, and expand 
this in a power series in Q, then from the form (2.27) of Q we 
see that the components of Yo are of the form 

(e ± ikbr'/rl1 + a-I )Ck± (A. )h k± (r) and hir,A.), (2.33) 

where k runs over a finite set of nonnegative integers, the 
cJ! (A. ) are infinitely differentiable, and the h k± (r) and 
ho(r,A. ) satisfy (2.28) for some sufficiently large y. 

We now transform the differential equation (2.30) by a 
transformationy = (/ + QI)YI' where we take the compo
nents qW = q~~ = 0, and, for r;;.ro > 0, ro sufficiently large, 

qW(r,A.) = - exp( 2 LIl + ) 

X 100 

exp( -2 f:+ )[Yo-diagY;,LzdS, 

(2.34) 

qW(r,A.) = - exp( 2 LIl- ) 
X 1'''' exp( - 2 L~ + ) [Yo - diagYob ds, 

where Ao = diag [Il + ,Il - ]. Note that the integrals in (2.34) 
converge since the integrands are 0 (1/ rl1 + a-I) and we are 
supposing 2{3 + a > 2. 

Noting the form (2.33) of the components of Yo, if we 
integrate the integrals in (2.34) successively by parts we find 
that qW and qW can be written as sums of functions of the 
form (2.33), where again (2.28) is valid. If a = 1 we must 
exclude a finite number of points A. from R + in order to get 
functions of the form (2.33). We note that since the function 
ho(r,A. ) of (2.33) has a very high rate of decrease at infinity, it 
is not necessary to integrate by parts any term involving ho as 
a multiple in order to get functions of the form (2.33). 

From (2.33) and the estimates (2.28) we see that as 
r---+oo and for O<,k<,m 

akQ/aA. k = O(l/rl1+u-I). 

The differential equation (2.30) transforms to 

Y; = (Ao + diagYo + Y1)Yt = (A 1 + Y1)y" 
where 

(/ + QI)Y1 = - QI diagYo + YoQt· 

If we proceed as before we find that for O<,k<,m 

aky/aA. k = 0 (1/r(z{3+a -1), 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

and the components of Y, are sums of functions of the form 

(e ± ikh U Ir(2{3 + a - 1)C
k
± (A. )h k± (r) and ho(r,A.), 

(2.39) 

where the ck± are infinitely differentiable and the h l (r) and 
hoCr,A. ) satisfy (2.28). 

We proceed by induction. At the mth stage we have a 
differential equation 

Y;" = (Am + Ym)Ym, (2.40) 
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where 

and 

and 

m-I 

Am = A + diagW + I diagYk , 
k~O 

(I + Qm)Ym = - Qm diagYm_ 1 + Ym- I Qm . 

For O<,k<,m, and for r-+oo we get 

akQm faA k = 0 (1/,-2(m - 1)(2/3 + a -I», 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

Further, the components of Ym are of the form 

(e ± ikh "/,-2m(2/3 + a -1»Ck± (A )h k± (r) and ho(r,).). 
(2.44) 

Let diaglj = diagLu/ ,Ilj-]' O<}<,m -1. From (2.32) 
and (2.43) and the fact that 2f3 + a -1 > 1, we see that 

i,"" 1 III 1 < 00, 

where r I is sufficiently large so that III (r,). ) is defined for 
r>rl. Let diagAm = diag[ v+ ,v-]. Since diag[A + W] is 
purely imaginary, we have 

max ~~~ I exp f v ± I <, mtx exp f" Illl 1 = M < 00. 
, , (2.45) 

We now use Levinson's method to get certain solutions 
to the differential equation (2.40), together with asymptotic 
estimates. Choose ro>rl sufficiently large so that for all AEl 

F" I Ym(r,A) I dr<,1/2M2. 
r" 

(2.46) 

Weare taking the norm of a matrix as the maximum of the 
absolute values of its entries. Let B be the space of all func
tionsf(r,). ), continuous on [ro, 00) Xl so that akf faA k exist 
and are continuous on [ro, 00) Xl for 1 <,k<,m, and 

Ilfll = f sup I ~ akf(r,).) 1<00. 
k ~ 0 I r". 00) x I ~ aA k 

Under this norm, B is a Banach space. 
Let r:B-+B be the bounded operator given by 

(rf)(r,A) = f" Cf! (r,). ) Cf! (s,). ) - I Y m (s,). ) f (s,). ) dA, 

(2.47) 
where 

Cf! (r,). ) = diag [exp { v + ,exp { v - ]. 

From (2.45) it is clear that I Cf! (r,). ) I and I Cf! (s,). ) - II are both 
bounded by M on [ro, 00 )XI. Thus, from (2.46) and (2.47) it 
follows that IIr II <,!. 

From the form of v + and v - , and the estimates (2.32) 
and (2.43), it is clear that as r-+ 00 

akCf! akCf! -I 
--, = O(~), 1 <,k<,m. 
aA k aA k 

Because of the estimate (2.43) on Y m and its derivatives with 
respect to A, rf can be differentiated m times under the inte
gral sign. 
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Let tP + and tP - be the first and second columns of Cf! 
respectively. Clearly tP + and tP - belong to B. Set 

y,; = (I - r) -l tP ±, 

so that 

y,; = tP± + ry';. (2.48) 

The functions y,; satisfy the differential equation (2.40). If 
we transform back to get solutions of the differential equa
tion (2.21), we have 

w± =tP± + [Q+(l+Q)QI+(l+Q)(I+QI)Q2 

+ ···]tP± + (/ + Q)(/ + QI)"'(/ + Qm)ry,; 

=tP± +C±tP± +R ±. (2.49) 

From the estimates (2.29), (2.36), and (2.42) on Q,QI,oo.,Qm 
it is clear that for a> 1, 2f3 + a> 2, as r-+oo, and for 
O<,k<,m, 

akc ±/aA k = 0(1/~+/3-1) = o (1/rI/2 + <). (2.50) 

Further, sinceYmEB, a'Ym/aA k = 0 (~), O<,k<,m, as r-+oo. 
Hence from the integral expression for ry,; and the rate of 
decrease of Y m' it is clear that as r-+ 00, and for O<,k <, m 

(2.51) 

Let diag[W + ~;."~-Ol Yk ] = diag[w + ,w - ]. Since the 
entries of diag Ware conditionally integrable and the entries 
of diag~ Yk are absolutely integrable we may write 

exp { w ± = C exp( - ioc w ± ). 

Thus we may write 

tP ± = e ± iAr exp( { w ± } ± 

=ce±iAr exp( - i oo 

w±}± 

= ce ± iArp ± + [exp( - ioc w ± ) - 1 ]e ± iA'p ± ' 

wherep~ = (I,O),p_ =(0,1). 
From the form of the components of the Yk [see (2.44)] 

it follows that [exp( - S;'w ±) - 1] can be written as a sum 
of terms 

k I cl (A )gl (r) + ck±+ I (r,). ), 
I 

as in (ii) of Lemma 2.2. If we now transform by P and take 
the components of u, then we see we have solutions of (2.9) 
which satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2, at least for r>ro' 
However, it is clear that these solutions can be extended to 
all ofthe positive axis. Thus Lemma 2.2 is proved for the case 
a> 1, 2f3 + a> 2. 

If a < 1, a + (3 > 1 and f3 > !, we proceed, at the initial 
stages, in a slightly different way. Let 

Il(r,).) = i[A 2 - VL (r)f /2
, 

and let us set 

P (r,). ) = [11(:,). ) - Il~r,). ) ] , 
and u = Pw. Then the differential equation (2.20) is trans-
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formed to 

w' =(A + W)w, 

where A = diagf,u, - ,u], and 

W=+~[-~ _:]+o(~} 
The proof now proceeds as before with the exception that 
,u'/,u replaces VL in the computations. However, Levinson's 
technique now leads to solutions which are asymptotic to 
exp( ± S;,,u), rather than exp( ± iAr). Ifwe expand 
(A 2 - VL )]/2 into a series we see we may write 

L,u = iAr + y(r,A), 

2411 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.9, September 1980 

where y(r,A ) converges to a finite number as r--+ 00 only if 
a + /3 > I and /3 > !. This leads to the expansion (ii) in 
Lemma 2.2. Thus we shall consider Lemma 2.2 as proved. 
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We investigate the topological properties of a covering space introduced by Hawking in 1967 to 
assist in his derivation of some singUlarity theorems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let (M,g) be a Lorentzian manifold and let Sbe a slice in 
(M,g), i.e., a closed, connected, regular, I codimension one 
spacelike submanifold of M. Hawking2 has defined a cover
ing manifold M H of M with projection 11" and claims that M H 
is the largest covering manifold of M with the property that 
each component of the preimage of S is homeomorphic to S 

(see also p. 205 of Ref. 3). This claim is incorrect. In the next 
section we show that M H is the largest covering manifold of 
M with the property that there exists at least one component 
of the preimage of S which is homeomorphic to S. 

'" A slice N in a Lorentz~n manifold (M,g) is called a 
partial Cauchy surface in (M,g) if every nonspacelike curve 
of class C I meets N in at most one point. 

In the third section we show that if S is a slice in a time 

orientable spacetime (M,g), then each component of the 
preimage of S in the covering space M H is a partial Cauchy 
surface in the spacetime (MH,11"*g). 

Due to the aforementioned results we shall be able to 
conclude that if S is a slice in a time orientable Lorentzian 
manifold (M,g), then there exists a covering space of (M,g) 
which admits a partial Cauchy surface which is homeomor
phic to S. Consequently, Hawking's minor oversight con
cerning some of the properties of M H will not affect his appli
cations of M H in the proofs of various singularity 
theorems. 2

.
3 

2. DEFINITION OF MH AND SOME OF ITS 
TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

In order to define M H and establish some of its proper
ties we do not require M to be a differentable manifold. Thus 
throughout this section we assume that M is a Hausdorff, 
connected, locally arcwise connected, and locally simply 
connected4 topological space, and S is a connected, locally 
arcwise connected subspace of M. 

Following Hawking,2 we define M H: = (p, [A njpEM 
and [A ] is an equivalence class of paths in M from S to p 
homotopic moduloSandpJ. If(p, [A ])EMH and Vis a sim
ply connected neighborhood of p we define 
V(p,[A]): = (q,[A.a])lqEVand a is the unique (up to a ho
motopy) path class in V from p to q]. The totality of sets 
V (p,[A n defines a basis for a topology on M H in terms of 
which M H is a Hausdorff, arcwise connected, and locally 

arcwise connected topological space. Let 11":M H-+M be de
fined by (p,[A ]) I--+p. It is easily seen that M H is a covering 
space5 of M with projection 11". An important property of M H 

is presented in 
Proposition 2.1: IfsES and s: = (s,[es])EMH, where es is 

the constant path, then 11".lll(MH,s) = j.llt(S,s), where6 

j:S-+M is the natural injection and a lower star denotes the 
induced homomorphism between fundamental groups. 7 

Proof We first show thatj* lll(S,s)C11".lll(MH,s}. 
Let 0:1 -+M (I: = [0, I] C R) be a loop starting at sand 

having its range contained in S. For every t with O,;;;t,;;; 1 we 
define 0,: I-+Mby u-+8(tu). o lifts to a map 8: I-+MH given 
by t -+(o(t), [0,]). g will be a loop in M H starting at s pro
vided [00 ] = [01]. But 0 = 0 1 lies in S and so is homotopic 
modulo Sand s to the constant loop 00 , Thus g is a loop in 
M H starting at s and such that 11"0 0 = O. Consequently, 

j. lll(S,S)C11".lll(MH,s}. Now for the converse. 
If a (a(t) = (a(t), (At J)), is a loop in M H starting at s 

then 11"Oa = a is a loop in M starting at s. Evidently a pro
vides one lift of a to M H starting at s. A second lift of a to M H 

starting atsis given by t -+(a(t), [at])' where at(u): = a(tu) 
for every t with O,;;;t,;;; I. By the uniqueness oflifts starting at s 
(cf., p. 151 of Ref. 5) we must have [At] = [a,] and so 
lao] = [Ao] = [AI] = [ad (where, recall that, the homotopy 
is modulo Sand s). Thusa( = a l ) must be homotopic modu-
10 Sand s to the constant path e s' and hence a is loop homo
topic to a loop whose range lies in S. (The loop and loop 
homotopy in question can be built using the homotopy from 
e, to a modulo Sand s.) As a result 11". III (Mil'S) 

~~~ 0 
Our next proposition concerns the relationship between 

S and its preimage in M H' 

Proposition 2.2: Let sES and set s: = (s, [e, D. The path 
component S of~: = 11" - t (S) which contains s is homeomor
phic to S under 11". If A isapathfromStossuch that [A] =f [es ] 

then the path component of ~ passing through (s,[A n is the 
total space of a r-sheeted covering space of S where r is the 
number of distinct homotopy classes of the form [A·a] where a 
is a loop in M which determines an element ofj. llt(S,s). 

Proof Let ~ , denote a path component of ~ and let 11"' 

denote the unique map which makes the following diagram 
commutative: 

~' < 
j' 

~ MH 

11"' ~ j ~ 11" (2.1) 

S 
( 

~ M. 

It is well known that ~ , is a covering space of S with projec
tion 11"' (c.f. page 150 of Ref. 5). We shall now determine 

when 11"' is injective and hence a homeomorphism. 
Suppose that a is a path in M H which goes from (s,fIt n 

to (s,[ v]) and has range contained in~ '. Upon projecting a to 
M with 11" we obtain a loop a in M at s whose range lies in S. 
We lift a to the path t f-+(a(t), fIt·a t]), whereat(u): = a(tu) 
for every t with O,;;;t,;;; 1. Due to the uniqueness of lifts of a 
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starting at (s,fJLD we must have a(l) = (a(I), fJL·a t ]) and 
hence fJL·a] = [v]. Thus Tr' will be injective if and only if 
fJL·a] = fJL] for all loops a which determine ele~ents of 
j Ilt(S,s). Consequently, the path component S of ~ which 
c~ntains (s, [e s ]) is homeomorphic to Sunder Tr. However, if 
fJL] =1= [es ]' then fJL·a] need not equal fJL] for all loops a. Thus 
in this case the component ~ , of ~ passing through (sfJL]) will 
be a r-sheeted covering space where r is the number of dis
tinct homotopy classes of the form fJL·a], where a is a loop in 
Mwhich determines an element ofj ... Il1(S,s). _0 

At this point one should note that the definition of S 
given in Proposition 2.2 is actually independent of our choice 
of sES; i.e., if {; is some other point in S then ({;, [er; DES: 

In general the covering space MH will be irregular (see 
pages 163-164 of Ref. 5). However, in those instances for 
which M H is regular we can use Proposition 2.2 to conclude 
that each component of the preimage of S is homeomorphic 
toS. 

Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 essentially represent the es
sence of the covering space M H' in the sense that all of the 
remaining results concerning M H which we shall establish 
require only those propeties of M H given in these 
propositions. 

The relationship between the fundamental groups of S 
and M H is provided by 

Proposition 2.3: IfsES and s: = (s,res J)EMH then 
] ... Il/S,S) = Ilt(MH,s), where Sis the component of the pre;
mage of S which passes through sand]:S' 4M H' 

Proof Due to Eq. (2.1) with ~ , replaced by S we obtain 
the following commutative diagram of groups and 
homomorphisms 

j ... 
Il.(s'S) ----.. Ilt(M H ,S) 

~ j j ~ 
j ... 

It is apparent that] ... Il1(S,s)CIlt(MH,s), and so we must 
prove that Ilt(MH,S)C] ... Il](S,s). To that end let (a) 
Ell] (MH,S). Due to Proposition 2.1 we know that there ex
ists (a)Ell] (S,s) which is such thatj ... (a) = Tr ... (a). SinceS 
is homeomorphic to S, Tr~ is an isomorphism, and hence 
there exists (fJ ) Ell] (S,s) for which Tr~ (fJ) 
= (a). The commutativity of the above diagram and the 

fact that Tr ... is a monomorphism (see p. 154 of Ref. 5) imply 
thatj ... (fJ) = (a). 0 

The above corollary will be employed in the next sec-
tion to show that if S is a slice in a time orientable spacetime 
then each component of the preimage of S separates M H' 

The covering space M H is uniquely characterized (up to 
an isomorphism) by 

Proposition 2.4: M H is the largest covering space of M 
which is such that there exists one component of the preimage 
of S which is homeomorphic to S under the covering map. 

Proof Let if be a covering space of M with projection fr 
which is such that there exists one component C of the prei-
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mage of S which is homeomorphic to Sunder ir. In order to 
prove the ,J?roposition we must show that M H is a covering 
space of M. To show this it suffices8 to demon~rate that 
there exists a homomo.rphism from M H into M; i.e., a con
tinuous map p: M H_M such that irop = Tr. This will be the 

"'-
case if Tr ... lIt (MH,s)C fr ... lIt (M,sj, where sES, s: = (s, [es ]) 

and s is the unique pomt in C for which ir(S) = s. However, 
this is obvious since Proposition 2.1 tells us that Tr ... lIt (M H' 
S) = j ... lIt (S,s) and C is homeomorphic to Sunder fr. 0 

To illustrate the above theory we have the following 
Example 2.1: Let M: = HZ \ I (0,0),(2,0) I and let S de

note the unit circle centered at (0,0) with subset topology. 
Evidently M and S satisfy our topological assumptions. We 
choose s = (1,0) and let A. be the polygonal path from s to s 
whose image consists of the three line segments joining the 
points s, (3, -1), (3,1) ands. Ifwe take a to be the loop in M 
based at s, which traverses S counterclockwise one time then 
the set I [A..a n

] J NEZ (Z: = the set of integers) consists of dis
tinct elements. Thus the component~ , of Tr -] (S) which con
tains (s, [A. ] as a countable infinity of sheets. It turns out that 
~ , is homeomorphic to R, and the only path component of 
Tr -I (S) which is homeomorphic to S is the one which con
tains (s, [es ]). 

In passing it should be noted that M admits many Lor
entzian metrics in terms of which S is a slice-in fact, a 
partial Cauchy surface. One such metric is provided by 
ds2 = - d,z + ,zd8 2 where rand 8 are polar coordinates. 0 

This completes our brief study of some of the properties 
of M H' and the preimage of Sin M H' which can be estab
lished under the mild topological restrictions imposed at the 
outset of this section. In the next section we shall establish a 
few more topological properties of M H under the assump
tion that S is a slice in a time orientable Lorentzian manifold. 

3. PARTIAL CAUCHY SURFACES 

In this section we shall confine our attention to an n
dimensional Lorentzian manifold, Ln = (M ,g), where Mis 
assumed to be a connected Hausdorff, n-dimensional, Coo 
manifold, and g is a class CO Lorentzian metric on M. 

Let S be a slice in the Lorentzian manifold L n = (M ,g). 
We make the covering space M H determined by M and S into 
a connected, Hausdorff. n-dimensional, C oc manifold by de
manding that the covering projection Tr: MH-Mbe a local 
diffe0)!10rphism. In term of this manifold structure we find 
that Ln: = (MH,Tr"'g) is a Lorentzian manifold and each 

"'-
component of the pre,(mage of S is a slice in Ln. If L n is time 
orientable then so is Ln' 

The primary purpose of this section is to prove 

Theorem 3.1: If S is a slice in a time orientable Lorent
zian manifold Ln = (M,g) then each component .f!!the prei
mage of S in M H is a partial Cauchy surface in L n = (M H' 

Tr*g). 
This result is an immediate consequence of the follow

ing two propositions which are of interest in their own right. 
Proposition 3.1: liS is a slice in a time orientable Lorent

zian manifold Ln = (M,g) which separates9 M then S is a 
partial Cauchy suiface in M. 

Proposition 3.2: IfS is a slice in a time orientable Lorent-
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zian manifold Ln = (M,g), then each component of the prei
mage of Sin M H separates M H' 

Remark: Proposition 3.1 seems to be known by many 
relativists and is implicit in the work of Geroch 10; however, 
we have not seen a published proof of this result. 0 

We shall now present the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 
3.2. 

Proof 1 1 of Proposition 3.1: Since Ln is time orientable 
there exists a smooth, future pointing, timelike vector field Z 
on M. Let l/J: DC IR XM--+M denote the flow of Z; i.e., 
l/J (t,p): = Yp(t) where Yp is the maximal integral curve of Z 
starting at p. l/J is a smooth function. We set (): = l/Jo(1 Xj), 
where 1 :R--+R is the identity map andj:S '"-+M. Evidently () is 
differentiable as a map from an open subset of R X S into M, 
and it can be shown that since S is a regular submanifold of 
M there exists a connected neighborhood U of ! OJ X Sin 
R XSwhich is such that UCdoml/J,() Iv is a diffeomorphism, 
and! OJ xS is a deformation retract l2 of U. 

Since S separates M, M \S consists of two (connected) 
components each of which has S as its topological boundary 
inM(seep.1070fRef.13).Clearly()(U)isaneighborhoodof 
Sin M and hence () (U) meets each component of M \s. Let 
U +: = !(t,p)EU It>Oj and U -: = (t,p)EU It<Oj. U + and 
U - are connected and ()( U + ) and ()( U -) must lie in differ
ent components of M \S. We let C + (C - , resp.) denote the 
componentofM \Swhichcontains ()(U +)«()(U -), resp.). 

Employing the diffeomorphism () we can show that if 
sES then there exists a chart (W,x) of Mat s with connected 
domain W which is such that: 14 

(i) SnW = !pEWlxO(p) = OJ; 
(ii) if XO(p) > O,thenpEW +: = WnC +; 

(iii) ifxO(p) <0, then PEW -: = WnC -; 

(iv)Z=~ on W. 
axo 

The chart (W,x) is said to be adapted to Z at s. 
Let c: J C R--+Mbe a nonspacelike curve. e is either past 

pointing or future pointing. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that e is future pointing. Suppose that e - 1 (S) 
contains at least two points, a 1 and a2 , with a 1 < a2 • We set 
k: = el [a"a, I' and claim that k -I(S) is a finite set. This fol
lows trivially from the fact that e is transverse to S; however, 
we proceed directly. Let aEk -I (S) and set s: = k (a). If 
(W,x) is a chart ofM atswhich is adapted toZthen we have 

de
i 

\ a \ c(a)=- -. , 
dt a ax' s 

where ei: = xioc, and t is the standard chart on R. Since c(a) 
is future pointing, we must havedeOldtl a > 0, and hence eO is 
strictly increasing on a neighborhood of a. Thus there exists 
DER + which is such that e« - 15 + a,a» C W - C C - and 
c«a,a + D» C W + C C + . Consequently we can separate 
each element of k - 1 (S) by disjoint open sets. Since the inter
val [a l ,a2] is compact we can now conclude that the set k -I 
(S) is finite. 

The above work shows that if c - 1 (S) contains at least 
two points then we can chooseal,a2Ec -I(S), with a l < a2, so 
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that k: = cl [a,.a, 1 is such that k -I(S) = ! a p a2 j. Let (W,x) 
and (V,y) be charts of Mat s I: = c(a I) and S2: = c(a2), respec
tively, which are adapted to Z. By the previous argument 
there exists b l ,b2ER, such that a l < b l < b2 <a2, C(bl)EW + 

C C + , and c(b2)EV - C C - . We now have the contradic
tion that cl [b"b, 1 is a continuous curve lying in M \S and 
joining points in different components of M \S. This contra
diction implies that if c is a nonspacelike curve then c - 1 (S) 
can contain at most one point and hence Sis a partial Cauchy 
surface. 0 

Our proof of Proposition 3.2 will proceed by means of 
three lemmas. We begin with the following definition: a sub
manifold N of a manifold M will be said to be two-sided in M 
if N is a regular, connected, codimension one submanifold of 
M and there exists a smooth vector field defined on a neigh
borhood of N and nowhere tangent to N. E.g., if Ln = (M,g) 
is time orientable then every slice in Ln is two-sided in M. 

Employing an argument similar to the one presented in 
the proof of Proposition 3.1 to construct the map () we can 
show that if N is a closed, two-sided submanifold of M then 
there exists a connected neighborhood V of S which is such 
that S is a deformation retract of Vand S disconnects V into 
two connected components. We shall now exploit this fact to 
prove 

Lemma 3.1: Let N be a closed, two-sided submanifold of 
a connected Hausdorffmanifold M. Ifj: N'"-+M andfor some 
point pEN,i. lll(N,p) = ll)(M,p), then N separates Minto 
two connected components. 

Proof Let Vbe a connected neighborhood of N such 
that N is a deformation retract of Vand V \N is disconnect
ed. W: = M \Nis open and VuW = M. We want to prove 
that W is disconnected and has two components. This will be 
the case if we can show that H o( W) is isomorphic to Z EI1 Z, 
where for every a = 0,1 ,2, ... ,H a (W) denotes the ath homol
ogy grouplS of W. This fact can easily be established through 
use of the Mayer-Vietoris theorem (see p. 74 of Ref. 15) 
which gives us the following exact sequence of abelian 
groups and homomorphisms: 

• ~ 0 
... --+H)(V) EI1H1(W) --+ H)(M) --+ Ho(VnW)->-

q, 

Ho(V) EI1 Ho(W) --+ Ho(M}--40. (3.1) 

The precise definition of the homomorphisms L1, t/J, and <P is 
not required for what follows, and l/J will be defined 
momentarily. 

Since NC VCM, we have the following commutative 
diagram of topological spaces and continuous maps: 

j2 
V C 

.. M 

j,]/ 
N 

This in turn gives rise to the commutative diagram of abelian 
groups and homomorphisms given below 
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H\(V)------~ H\(M) 

j,* 1 

where the # denotes the induced map on the homology 
groups. Since N is a deformation retract of V,j\# is an iso
morphism and hencej# andj2# have the same image. 

The homomorphism c/>:H\(V) EB H\(W)_H\(M) is de
fined by C/> (a EB{3): = j2# (a) + j3# ((3), wherej3: W~M. 
Since we are assuming thatj. H\ (N,p) = H \ (M,p) we can use 
the Hurewitz homomorphism theorem (see p. 51 of Ref. 15) 
to conclude thatj#H\(N) = H\(M). Due to our previous 
work we know thatj# andj2# have the same image and 
hence C/> is an epimorphism. 

By the exactness of the sequence presented in Eq. (3.1) 
we see that C/> is an epimorphism iff H \ (M) = Im( C/» = ker.:i 
iff 0 = Im.J = ker¢iff¢isamonomorphism. ThusEq. (3.1) 
gives rise to the following short exact sequence: 

tP 4> 
o.-..Ho(VnW) -Ho(V)EBHo(W) _Ho(M)-O. (3.2) 

SinceHo(V}:~Z,Ho(VnW)""""Z EB Z, andHo(M)=Z, itisnow 
an elementary matter to prove that H o( W)=Z EB Z and hence 
N separates M into two (connected) components. 0 

If S is a two-sided slice in Ln = (M,g) then it is clear that 
each component oQhe preimage of SinEn = (MH,1T·g) is a 
two-sided slice in Ln' Thus we can now use Proposition 2.3 
and Lemma 3.1 to ded uce 

Lemma 3.2: Let sES and set $: = (s, [es D. If S is a two
sided slice in Ln = (M,g) then the component Softhe prei
mage of S which passes through $ separates M H into two con
nected components. 

Proposition 3.2 now follows from 
Lemma 3.3: IfS is a two-sided slice in Ln = (M,g) then 

each component of the preimage of S separates M H into two 
connected components. 

Proof LetSbe the component Of1T- 1 (S) which passes 
through$: = (s, [es D wher~ES. Due to Lemma 3.2 and Pro
position 2.3 we know that S separates M H into two connect
ed components andJ.H\(S,S) = H\(MH,S), whereJ:S~MH' 
Due to the Hurewicz homomorphism we must also have 
J# His) = H\(MH)· 

Let N be some other component of 1T -I (S). As men
tioned previously N must be a two-sided slice in M H and thus 
we can find a connected neighborhood V of N which is such 
that N is a deformation retract of V, V \N is disconnected 
with two components. We define W: = M H / N. W is open in 
MH and VuW=MH· 

In order to complete the proof of this lemma we would 
like to apply the Mayer-Vietoris theorem argument used in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1 to the present decomposition of M H' 

The key step in this argument involves showing that the map 
C/> appearing in Eq. (3.1) is an epimorphism. This can be 
proved as follows. 

We have the following commutative diagram of to po
logical spaces and continuous maps: 
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W<-<-----~ 

J j 

S 
which in tum gives rise to the commutative diagram of abe
lian groups and homorphisms given below: 

H\(W) to H\(MH) 

i# 

I 
(3.3) 

j# 

H\(S) 

As mentioned above J # is an epimorphism and hence dia
gram (3.3) implies thatj3# must be an epimorphism. 

Nowifa EB{3EH\(V) EBH\(W), thenC/> (a EB{3) =j2# (a) 
+ j3#({3), wherej2: V~MH' Consequently, C/>: 
H\(V)EBH\(W)-H\(MH) is an epimorphism. 

Thus we can now use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence giv
en in Eq. (3.1) to conclude that N separates M H into two 
connected components as required. 0 

Lemma 3.3 tells us that if S is a two-sided slice in Ln 
= (M,g) then each component of its preimage separates 

M H' In view of Lemma 3.1 this leads one to suspect that if N 
is a component of the preimage of Sthenj.H\(N,p) 
= H\(MH,p), wherepElVandj:Nc....MH" However, ingener

al this is not the case, as can be seen from Example 2.1. 

We shall now conclude this section with a few remarks 
concerning a covering space constructed by Geroch. \0 

Let S be a two-sided slice in Ln = (M ,g), and let Z be a 
smooth vector field defined on a neighborhood of S and no
where tangent to S. If c: S I_M is a smooth map transverse to 
S, () is the "global" polar coordinate on S \, and c( r)ES, then 
we define 

{ 

+ 1 if dC( :() I J and Z [c(r)] point to the 

i(c,r) = . . . 
same slde of d}(Te(T)S) 10 Te(T)M, where 

j:S~M;and -1 otherwise 

(where d denotes the derivative of a map). The index of c with 
respect to the pair (S,Z) is defined by 

i(c,(S,Z»: = L i(c,r). 
TEe '(S) 

If sES and (c) Ell\ (M,s) then we can regard c as a map of 
S \ into M. We now define the index of (c) with respect to 
(S,Z) by i( (c),(S,Z»: = i(k,(S,Z», where k:S I_M is any 
smooth map which is transverse to S and homotopic to c. 
i( (c),(S,Z» is well defined due to standard results in differ
ential topology (see, e.g., p. 132 of Ref. 13). Let 
G = I (c)Ell1(M,s)li«c),(S,Z) = OJ. G is a normal sub
group of H\(M,s) whose definition is independent of our 
original choice of Z (so long as Z is nowhere tangent to S). 
Geroch's covering space M G is defined (up to isomorphism) 
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to be the unique covering space of M with the property that 
p. lll(MG,s) = G, where p:Ma---+M is the covering map. 
Since G is a normal subgroup of lll(M,s), MG is a regular 
covering space of M. It can be shown that M G is such that 
each component of the preimage of S is homeomorphic to S 
and separates MG' Thus we can now use Proposition 2.4 to 
conclude that M H covers M G' and Proposition 3.1 to con
clude that if Ln is time orientable then each component of 
the preimage of S is a partial Cauchy surface in (M G ,p*g). 
Lastly we would like to point out that Geroch has proved 
that M G is the smallest covering space of M with the proper
ty that each component of the preimage of S separates the 
covering space. 
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We investigate the precise interrelationships between several recently developed solution
generating techniques capable of generating asymptotically flat gravitational solutions with 
arbitrary multi pole parameters. The transformations we study in detail here are the Lie groups Q 
and ij of Cosgrove, the Hoenselaers-Kinnersley-Xanthopoulos (HKX) transformations and 
their SL(2) tensor generalizations, the Neugebauer-Kramer discrete mapping, the Neugebauer 
Backlund transformations II and 12, the Harrison Backlund transformation, and the Belinsky
Zakharov (BZ) one- and two-soliton transformations. Two particular results, among many 
reported here, are that the BZ soliton transformations are essentially equivalent to Harrison 
transformations and that the generalized HKX transformation may be deduced as a confluent 
double soliton transformation. Explicit algebraic expressions are given for the transforms of the 
Kinnersley--Chitre generating functions under all of the above transformations. In less detail, we 
also study the Kinnersley--Chitrep transformations, the non-null HKX transformations, and the 
Hilbert problems proposed independently by Belinsky and Zakharov, and Hauser and Ernst. In 
conclusion, we describe the nature of the exact solutions constructible in a finite number of steps 
with the available methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY 

Until recently, the number of exact solutions of the sta
tionary axisymmetric vacuum gravitational field equations 
which could represent the gravitational field of a spinning 
mass formed a very short list indeed. This situation has now 
abruptly changed. In fact, several authors have recently pro
posed widely differing solution generating techniques which 
they claim are capable of generating, in principle, after infi
nitely many iterations, the entire class of asymptotically flat 
solutions from the static Weyl solutions, or even from just 
flat space. I It is a remarkable fact that we now have available 
many more transformations than we need to generate arbi
trarily large classes of solutions. At this stage, the interrela
tionships between most of these various approaches are rath
er mysterious. This paper addresses the interesting problem 
of the interrelationships and attempts to catalog the exact 
solutions which can be constructed with the available 
methods. 

In a series of papers,2--8 Kinnersley and coworkers 
worked out an efficient formalism for the infinite dimension
al Geroch group9 and found two independent infinite dimen
sional subgroups which preserve asymptotic flatness. These 
will be called here the Kinnersley-Chitre p (k) groups5 and 
the Hoenselaers-Kinnersley-Xanthopoulos (HKX) 
groups.7 Cosgrovel0-12 sought groups outside the Geroch 
group and found one, Q, which preserves asymptotic flat
ness. This was used to construct the three-parameter Cos
grove-Tomimatsu-Sato (CTS) solution13-

16 with continu
ous deformation parameter {j and may also be used to enlarge 
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this solution to an arbitrarily large number of parameters. 17 
Independently of the above work on continuous transforma
tion groups, Backlund transformations have been found by 
Harrison,18 Neugebauerl9 and Belinsky and Zakharov,2o 
and so a powerful theory, already well developed for the 
sine-Gordon and certain other nonlinear equations, is now 
applicable to the stationary axisymmetric problem in gener
al relativity. In addition, Belinsky and Zakharov20 and 
Hauser and Erose l have reformulated the nonlinear prob
lem in terms of a linear integral equation, the former work
ing from the "inverse scattering" standpoint, the latter from 
the Kinnersley--Chitre formalism for the Geroch group. 

The aim of this paper is to explore the relationships 
between these widely different solution generating tech
niques. The principal tool in this investigation will be the 
SL(2,R ) tensor generating functions, FAB (t) and GAB (s,t ), of 
Kinnersley and Chitre22 as these will be shown to transform 
in a simple algebraic manner under most of the transforma
tions we wish to consider. Reference 11 already contains a 
number of results about the interrelationships between Cos
grove's groups, Q and ij, Neugebauer's and Harrison's 
Backlund transformations and the HKX transformations. 
These results were obtained with relative ease using Neuge
bauer's commutation theorem 19 and did not need the gener
ating functions. But to go further, we are forced to use the 
generating functions and some rather unexpected elegant re
lationships will emerge. Also, it is instructive to see Neuge
bauer's commutation theorem and some of the other results 
in Ref. 11 written out in terms of generating functions. 

In Ref. 11, the following relationships between and 
properties of solution generating techniques were reported: 

(i) Cosgrove's continuous groups, Q and ij, are essen
tially the same as Neugebauer's Backlund transformations, 
II and 12 , respectively; 
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(ii) Harrison's Backlund transformation can be decom
posed in the form of products, l/z and / 211; 

(iii) Using Neugebauer's commutation theorem, a com
position theorem for Harrison transformations is given so 
that any number of successive Harrison transformations can 
be calculated by algebraic methods alone once the differen
tial equation for the first transformation has been solved; 

(iv) An even number of successive Harrison transfor
mations (and II alone) preserves asymptotic flatness (proofs 
appear here in Appendix B); 

(v) With the aid of two examples, a qualitative similar
ity between the double Harrison transformation and the 
double HKX rank-zero transformation was exhibited. The 
double Harrison transform of any Weyl solution may always 
be obtained as the double HKX transform of a different 
Weyl solution, and the former transformation applied to the 
CTS solution gives the same result as the latter applied to a 
contiguous 8-0 ± 1 CTS solution. 17 

In this paper, the following further new results are 
reported: 

(i) The transforms of the generating functions under 
both Q and Q are calculated, the latter taking the form of a 
tensor equation; 

(ii) Explicit formulas for the pseudopotentials a ofNeu
gebauer and q of Harrison, which are defined by Riccati 
differential equations, and the eigenfunctions f/! and X of 
Neugebauer and Kramer are given in terms of FAB ; 

(iii) The /-L~/-L(s) transformation ofMaison23 is shown to 
be a subgroup of Q or I z; 

(iv) Neugebauer's commutation theorem and results 
(i), (ii), and (iii) in the previous paragraph are written out in 
terms of generating functions; 

(v) Explicit formulas for the transforms ofFAB and GAB 

under the discrete Neugebauer-Kramer mapping24 (1) are 
calculated (an unexpected result); 

(vi) The Belinsky-Zakharov (BZ) one-soliton transfor
mation20 is shown to be equivalent to a product of (1) and a 
Harrison transformation in either order. The transform of 
the generating function FAB is an SL(2) tensor equation. 
These transformations commute and are self-duaJ25; 

(vii) The transform of the generating function under the 
BZ two-soliton transformation, equivalent to a product of 
two one-solitons or of two Harrison transformations, is writ-

h I " ,,26"d ten out. The case where t e two po es or centers comCl e 
is found to be equivalent to a generalization of the HKX 
rank-zero transformation7 in which the rzz's are replaced by 
arbitrary null rAB 'S.27 A general commutation theorem is 
given for these generalized HKX transformations, which 
also preserve asymptotic flatness. The precise relationship 
between the original HKX rank-zero transformation and 
the double Harrison transformation is given; 

(viii) Formulas for the transforms of the metric coeffi
cient e2y (see (1.1) below) under all of the above transforma
tions are calculated; 

(ix) The following transformations are in order of in
creasing generality: original HKX (two parameters), gener
alized HKX (three parameters), double Harrison or BZ two
soliton (four parameters), four-fold Neugebauer (eight pa-
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rameters, restricted to six for asymptotic flatness preserva
tion). A solution generated from the Weyl solutions or the 
CTS solution by any finite combination of the above trans
formations, including limits or confluences, can be obtained 
by iterating the original HKX transformations alone (in
cluding confluences such as the rank-one, rank-two, etc.) 
and even these are more general than needed. Also, all as
ymptotically fiat solutions which have so fat' been construct-
ed from the f3 (k) transformations of Ref. 5 and the linear 
integral equations20.21 can be obtained with the above trans-. 
formations acting on the Weyl solutions or special subclasses 
such as the Zipoy-Voorhees (ZV) solutions28

; 

(x) The previous result shows that a catalog of all as
ymptotically flat solutions which can be generated by a finite 
number of iterations of the presently available methods 
would consist of two classes characterized by their "seed" or 
beginning solutions. The seed solutions are the Weyl solu
tions and the CTS solutions. The two classes overlap only 
when the deformation parameter D in the latter class is an 
integer or when the CTS angular momentum parameter q is 
o or ± 1. Of course, the uniqueness conjectures imply that 
the latter class is necessarily contained in the former class in 
the limit of infinitely many iterations. 

A number of other interesting problems will be treatei
l 

in less detail. The non-null generalized HKX transforma
tions are intimately related to the f3 (k) groups of KinnersleY 

and Chitre. These are both given in infinitesimal form and 
the finite exponentiated forms do not appear to be express.; 
ible by a simple algebraic formula involving the generating 
functions. 29

.
3o Nevertheless, a few interesting and potentiaf 

ly important commutation relations with other transform~( 
tions can be deduced. An isolated case where Hoenselaers, 
Kinnersley and Xanthopoulos were successful in exponen: 
tiating the non-null HKX transformation is shown to be a 
fortunate instance where the formula for the null case works" 

Another problem only briefly discussed here is the reI a -
tionship between the integral equation of Hauser and 
Ernst,21 deduced from the Kinnersley-Chitre formalism 3 

for the Geroch group, and the integral equation of Belinsk{ 
and Zakharov20 for the "non-soliton" part of the inverse 
scattering transform. By expressing Belinsky and Zakhar- _ 
ov's variables in terms of the generating functions, the quali 
tative similarity between the two integral equation is imme
diately apparent, but the direct conversion of one to the t 

other is rather awkward for several reasons. In a more recen 
paper,21 Hauser and Ernst rederive their integral equation 
from the standpoint of a homogeneous Hilbert (Riemann) ~ 
problem and this goes much ofthe way in relating the inversl 
scattering technique to the group-theoretic technique. 

Our notation follows Kinnersley2 except in one minor 
detail. The metric is 

ds2 = j(dt - (J)dt/J ? - f - 1 ! e2Y(dp2 + dz2
) + p 2dt/J 2 J ') 

(1.1 
where (p,z,t/J,t) are canonical cylindrical coordinates and 
time, andJ, (J) and r depend onp and z only. We define an 
Ernst potential31 by 

?f? = j + if/!, ?f?* = j - if/!, Vf/! = p -lj2V{J), ) 
(1.2a,b,c 
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where V = (a lap, a laz), V = (a laz, - a lap). We next 
adopt the SL(2,R ) tensor notation ofKinnersley32 and define 
a symmetric tensor /AB with components, 

/11 =J, /12=/21 = -/w, /22=/UJ2 _p2/-t, (1.3) 

satisfying/xJx B = - p2€ AB' Einstein's equations2 imply 
the existence of a potential tP AB defined by 

(1.4) 

with the property, tPAB = tP(AB) + Z€AB' From this, con
struct a tensor version of the Ernst potential, 

HAB =/AB + itPAB' H~B =/AB - itPAB' (1.5) 
which has the component, HJl = / - itP = g"*. 

Once HAB has been constructed, a generating function 
FAB (t), which depends on the nonignorable coordinates, p 
and z, as well as a complex variable t, can be constructed by 
several methods, which are outlined in Appendix A. The 
coefficients in the power series expansion in t of FAB(t) are 
the Kinnersley-Chitre potentials H ~n~, n = 0, I ,2, ... , but we 
will have little use for these potentials individually. Another 
generating function GAB (s,t ) whose coefficients are the two
index potentials N ~";() of Kinnersley and Chitre is given in 
terms of FAB (t ) by equation (A 19). A number of useful alge
braic and analytic properties of FAB (t ) and GAB (s,t ) are col
lected in Appendix A. 

A point which must be emphasized is that HAB and 
H ~B are only complex conjugates of each other when con
structed from a real-valued metric and evaluated at real val
ues of p and z. In this case, F~B (t ) is the complex conjugate 
of FAB(t *). But since we wish to make use of the Neuge
bauer-Kramer mapping (J), which maps real-valued metrics 
to complex-valued, we must understand that g" * and H ~B 
are always defined as in (1.2) and (1.5) and so on for the 
higher potentials. ThenF~B(t) is given in termsofFAB(t) by 
Eq. (A23). 

Before launching into the theory of the recent solution 
generating techniques, we need a workable notation for 
some transformations which have been known for a long 
time. The SO(2, I) group of coordinate transformations, 
t = /3lt' + /33¢J " ¢J = /32t' + /34¢J ',/3J34 - /3ft3 = I, trans
forms the metric according to 

f'AB =bACbBD/CD' bAB=~: ~:)=a, (1.6) 

a denoting an unimodular matrix. 33 This is precisely the 
transformation law for SL(2) tensors and the same symme
try necessarily propagates through the hierachy of poten
tials. So the generating functions transform according to 

F'AB(t) = bA CbBDFcD(t), G'AB(S,t) = bA CbBDGCD(S,t). 
(1.7) 

This 3-parameter group will be denoted L and the element of 
L with matrix parameter a will be denoted (L )13' We write 
f'AB = (L )~B' [f',UJ',tP'J = (L)13 [J,UJ,tPJ,etc. The three
parameter group L is generated by three one-parameter sub
groups, to be called A, U and L, whose elements, (A ),1, (U)I-' 
and (L )v' respectively, are represented by a matrices, 

( _I A ~), (ei";2 e _01-'/2)' G ~), (1.8a,b,c) 
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respectively.34 (A),1 and (U)I-' are trivial gauge changes: 
(A),1[J,UJ,tPJ = [J,UJ +A,tPJ, (U)I-' [J,UJ,tPI = [ei"J,e-I-'UJ, 
ei"t/J I. (L )" rotates the Killing vectors. Our notation ensures 
that (L )13(L)u = (L )l3u' (A),1 (A)I-' = (A),1 +1-" etc. 

The duae5 group P with elements (P)u , a an unimodu
lar matrix, has the effect 

(1.9a) 

(1.9b) 

a -- (al a 2). (1.9c) 
a3 a4 

This three-parameter group is generated by three one-pa
rameter subgroups, B, U (same as above) and P, whose ele
ments, (B),1, (U)I-' and (P)v' respectively, are represented by 
a matrices 

0) (e -1-'/2 
I' ° °/2), (I VI)' (1.10a,b,c) 

eI' ° 
respectively. (B),1 is the trivial gauge change: 
(B),1[J,UJ,tPI = [J,UJ,tP+ A I· (P),1 is variously called the 
Ehlers transformation, NUT transformation or gravitation
al duality rotation and v is often called the NUT param
eter. 35 An alternative subgroup with a I = a 4 = cos A 12, 
a 2 = - a 3 = sin A 12 has the effect, 

(1.11) 

a formula due to Ernst.31 The parameter A here can also be 
called the NUT parameter. Now, Kinnersley and Chitre4

.
36 

have calculated the effect of (P),1 on the hierarchy of poten
tials. From their results, we can deduce 

(P)uFII(t) = a 4FJl(t) ~ a 3tFdt) , (1.12a) 
a l -la2H Jl 

(P)uFdt) = a IF 12(t) + ~a2It)FJl(t) 
al -la2H Jl 

(1.12b) 

(recall HII = g" *). The (P)u transform of GAB (s,t ) may be 
deduced most easily from equation (A40). 

The Neugebauer-Kramer mapping24.25 (l) is defined by 

(l)[J,UJ,tPI = [p/-I,it/J,-iUJI· (1.13) 

Also, we may define an (J *) transformation3
? by replacing i 

by - i in this formula. Further, we may cover both possibili
ties with a single symbol (J') where € = ± I and (J + I) 
= (l), (J - I) = (J *). The (J') transform of the generating 

function FAB(t) is calculated in Sec. 3. A simple duality25 
theorem is: (J ,)(P)u (J') = (L)13 with /31 = a I' 
/32 = - €ia2, /33 = €ia3 , /34 = a 4 • 

The Y<:J transformations of Kinnersley and Chitre with 
negative index k form an infinite dimensional group of gauge 
transformations,4.36 earlier studied by Geroch. 9 The gener
ating function FAB(t) transforms according to 

(1.14) 

where the gauge functionsgAB(t) depend on t only, notp and 
z, and are arbitrary except for the conditions, 
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gAB (0) = EAB , 

gAB(t) =g*AB(t), 

gXAt)gXB(t) = EAB · 

The (B);. transformation is the special case where 

(1.15) 

gil = - At,glz = - gZI = l,gn = O. The A, U and L trans
formations are not included since k = 0 in these cases. The 
dual of the gauge group is the same except that A is included 
and B is excluded. 

Finally there is an affine group of transformations of the 
nonignorable coordinates. Define the Rand Z transforma
tions38 by 

(R}d P,z,HAB ) = [Ap,Az,AHAB ), A = e', (1.16) 

(Z)/1 [P,z,HAB ) = [p,z + fl,HAB + iflEAB ). (1.17) 

It is not difficult to construct the Rand Z transforms of the 
higher potentials with the aid of the recurrence relations in 
Ref. 3. The results are collected in the formulas, 

(R )AFAB(t) = FAB(At), (R)A GAB(S,t) = GAB(As,At), 
(1.18) 

(Z)/1FAB(t)=(1-2flt)-I12FAB( t ). (1.19) 
1 - 2flt 

There are also trivial reflections, (p,z~(p, - z) and 
(f,UJ,ifJ)---+(j, - UJ, - ifJ)· The reflections, (p,z)---+( - p, - z) 
and (f,UJ,ifJ~( - f, - UJ, - ifJ) may be interpreted as (R )iff 
and (U)iff' respectively. 

The definition of asymptotic flatness we adopt is given 
by equation (B3) which allows a NUT parameter. This form 
is preserved by P, R, Z and the gauge group and can always 
be converted to the strict asymptotically Minkowskian form 
by an element of P. According to this definition, (L)(3 with 
/3z =I- 0 and (I) do not preserve asymptotic flatness. 

It is easy to calculate the transforms of the metric coeffi
cient eZY under the above transformations. 39 The results are 

(P)a eZY = eZy, (L )(3(j-leZY) =/-le2
y, 

(gauge)e2Y = e2y, (I)e2y = pl/'i -le2y, 

(R)A = e2y, (Z)/1e2Y = e2y. 

(1.20a,b) 

(1.20c,d) 

(1.20e,f) 

The latter two cases are to be interpreted as in Footnote 38. 
Since there is the extra gauge freedom to add a constant to y, 
we could instead write (R )Ae2y = Ae2Y or(R )Ae2y = A l;

Ze2y, 
A = e\ both of which are natural choices in certain contexts. 

2. EXPONENTIATION OF Q AND Q USING THE 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS 

In Refs. 10-12, we introduced a three-parameter trans
formation group Q which preserves asymptotic flatness 
(sketch of proof in Appendix B) and is not contained in the 
Geroch group. This is the free product of a one-parameter 
subgroup QO and the Rand Z transformations and is locally 
isomorphic to SL(2,R ). One form for the transformation, 
which is already exponentiated, involves the metric coeffi
cient e

2y
• 
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z'=(Q)/;z= -2 DIDyl~~IZ-2Dz)(D~~2D4) . (2.2b) 
153 P + (D3Z - 2154 ) 

As before,38 (2.1) should be interpreted as y' (p' ,z') = y( p,z) 
or y'(p,z) = y(p" ,z"), where (p" ,z") = (Q)/;-l(p,z). As is 
well known, y is easily constructed by quadratures from/ 
and UJ or form/and ifJ. In Ref. 15, the inverse problem is 
reduced to an ordinary differential equation and one has a 
choice of a Riccati equation, a second-order linear or a third
order linear equation. The Ernst potential is unique up to a P 
transformation (and a reflection ifJ---+ - ifJ), which commutes 
withQ. 

The one-parameter subgroup elements, (Q °)2" (Q ")2s' 
(R )2A and (Z )2/1 are represented by l) matrices, 

( 
1 0) (COShKS (K/2)SinhKs) 

2t l' (2/K)sinhKs coshKs ' 
(2.3a,b) 

- fl) 
1 ' 

(2.3c,d) 

respectively. The CTS so1utions l3 were originally derived l2 

by seeking solutions which were invariant, up to a change of 
NUT parameter, under QK. In terms of coordinates, 

v =y/x, 1] = (XZ -1)/(1- yZ), (2.4) 

where (x,y) are prolate spheroidal coordinates defined by 

p = K(XZ _1)I/Z(1 _ y2)1/2, z = KXY, 

we have, under (Q ")2s' 

(2.5) 

v - tanhKs , 
y'(v',1]') = y(v,1]), v' = , 1] = 1]. (2.6) 

1 - vtanhKs 

The most general conditions under which the metric is invar
iant up to a change of NUT parameter occur when 

l+v 
y(v,1]) = /(1]) + h In --, 

I-v 
(2.7) 

h constant,Jfunction of 1] only. In Ref. 16, this is shown to be 
equivalent to a slight generalization of "Rule (a)" of Tomi
matsu and Sat040 and, using the theory of the previous paper 
(Ref. 15), it uniquely determines a six-parameter class of 
solutions (NUT parameter included). The asymptotically 
flat subclass of the CTS solutions requires h = 0 and a 
boundary condition on the differential equation for Hi1]), 
one of the two transcendental functions which characterize 
the solutions. 13.16 

The above definition of Q only defines the transformed 
Ernst potential up to a P transformation. It is possible to give 
a precise formula for the infinitesimal Q transform of the 
Ernst potential and then exponentiate it using the generating 
functions. We use the script letter !!2 for the infinitesimal QO 
transformation so that 

(QO), = 1 + t£2 + (t2/2!)£2 2 + (t 3/3!)£2 3 + .... (2.8) 

(In future, we shall drop the index zero from (Q 0), and 
«(20),.) The infinitesimal transformation equations are 

£2 p = pz, £2 z = ~(Z2 _ p2), (2.9) 

£2/= -UifJ21' !!2UJ=~(ifJ22+UJifJd· (2.10) 

It is straightforward to show that £2 y = 0, which implies eZY 

= e2y, and that (Q), (p,z) is given by (2.2) with l) given by 
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(2.3a). It turns out that the Q transform of (I) lAB can be 
written as a P-covariant tensor equation among the duals of 
the Kinnersley-Chitre potentials. Consequently, the origi
nal potentials and generating functions transform as tensors 
under the dual group Q, defined by (Q)/I = (I)(Q)/I (I) 
= (J .)(Q)/I (J .), which commutes with L. Although Q 

alone does not preserve asymptotic flatness, its importance 
in combinations with Q has been amply demonstrated by 
Neugebauer. 19 We consider this case first. From (1.2), 
(1.13), (2.9), and (2.10), 

22 1= !fez - t/JZI + mt/J), 
(2.11) 

22 m = ! [2m(t/JZI + z) + t/JZZ - t/J(mZ + p2 1-2)]. 

Using the defining relations for the potentials, we may suc
cessively build up the following formulas, 

g lAB = !(2zIAB - IAXrtrB - IBXrtrA)' (2.12) 

gHAB = HH~~ + iN~ljn, (2.13) 

g N~"}t) = H(m + I)N~"lJ + I.n) + nN~"}t + 1)]. (2.14) 

From (2.14) and (AlSb), the infinitesimal transform ofthe 
generating function GAB is 

gGAB(tl,lz) = H(D 1 + D2 - t Z-I)GAB(II,lz) + t 2-IEAB]' 
(2.15) 

whereDI andD2 denotea lall anda lat2,respectively.4'This 
expression is now very easily exponentiated, giving the ex
plicit formulas, 

- ~ s 
(Q)4s GAB(tl,t2) = -- GAB(S + t,,s + (2) + -- EAB , 

S + t2 s + t2 

(Q)4.FAB(t) = - is (s)FxAs)FX
B(s + t), 

(Q)4SHAB = - is (s)FxAs)DFXB(S) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

=is-I(GAB(S,s)-EAB)' (2.18) 

where D = d Ids and S (s) is defined by equation (AI6a).42 
Equations (2.17) and (2.18) follow from (AI9) and (A20a) 
which relate GAB toFAB . 

The general (Q)/I transforms of FAB and GAB can be 
calculated by first expressing l) as a product of matrices of 
the form (2.3a, c and d) in any order and using (1.18) and 
(1.19). The results are: 

(Q-) F (I) = - i (1 + 402t) -I/Z S (!J...)F (!J...) /I AB 8 A £ XA A {: 
4 ~4 ~4 

X F X
B (83/4 + 8,1), (2.19) 

84 +4Ozt 
(Q)/lGAB (t l ,t2) 

_[ II t2 (84+4Ozt2)I/Z83+4OItl] 
- 11-/2 - 11-12 84 +4Ozt, 8

3
+40 1t2 EAB 

+ 4/2 

(84 + 402tl)1!2(84 + 402t2)1/2(83 + 401t2) 

X GAB (83/4 + 8,tl , 83/4 + 81t2) . (2.20) 
84 +402t l 84 +4021z 

Now the same formulas could serve for the Q transfor
mation law if we replace the L-covariant tensors, FAB and 
GAB' by the P-covariant tensors, (J)FAB and (I)G AB, respec-
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tively. The dual generating functions are not oniy better 
adapted for Q, but also for thep(k) transformations,S but 
these are isolated cases. Since most of the transformations to 
be discussed in this paper are either self-dual or involve pro
ducts of both Q and Q, it will make no difference whether we 
work with FAB and GAB or their duals. So next we tum to the 
more difficult problem of constructing a formula for 
(Q )4sFAB (I), which cannot, of course, be a tensor equation. 

Consider, first, the infinitesimal transformation 
:!2 - 22. From (2.10) and (2.11) 

(:!2 - 22)f = - !/(z + mt/J), (2.21a) 

(:!2 - 22)m = Ht/J22 + 2zm + t/J(m2 + p2 I -2)]. 
(2.21b) 

Now, this is a familiar transformation in the Geroch group. 
It is precisely Geroch's - (1/2) Y 2 transformation,9 Y 2 
being thea = 2 component of the SO(2,1) vector Y a • In the 
notation of Kinnersley and Chitre, it is the special Y<1~ trans
formation where the JfA'h parameters are given by 
I'll = 1'22 = 0, 1'12 = 1'2' = 1/8. Kinnersley and Chitre use 
the symbolJfA") for both the infinitesimal operator (like Y a 

and :!2) and the group parameter (a second-rank tensor to be 
contracted with JfAkJ). Here, we wish to distinguish the two 
situations. We shall writeEq. (3.1) of Ref. 3 (restrictingelec
trovac to vacuum) in the form, 

.J.k) N(m,n) _ E N(m + k,n) N(m,n + k)E rXY AB - A(X Y)B - A(X Y)B 
k 

+ ~ N(m,s)N(k - s.n) 
£.. A(X y)B , (2.22) 

s= 1 

which contains no parameters.43 A linear combination of 
rW, 1'W and r1~) can be specified by contracting 'IN with a 
symmetric constant tensor, say rr y

. The infinitesimal 
rrYY<N transformation law reads, 
,.KY.J.k) N (m.n) _ _ q xN (m + k.n) _ ,.K N (m,n + k) 
'I r XY AB - A XB 'I B AX 

k 

+ rrY I N~S)N<;Bs.n). (2.23) 
s= I 

This expression holds also for negative k, except when 
m + n = - k, m>O, n> 1, in which case it should read 
.J.k)N(m,n) - G h' KaGT t fi t' rXY AB - - EA(xt:y)B' eroc s J a rans orma Ion 
is the same as rrY y<;~ with the identification, 

K I = K3 = 2q11 = 2q22, 

K2 = -2Kl = 4q12 = -4q12' 

K3 = KI = 2qzz = 2q11' 

From the above remarks, 

:!2 - 22 = rrYY<;~ with qll = q22 = O,QI2 = Q21 = k. (2.24) 

Now, from (2.23) with k = 1 and Eqs. (AlS) and (A22), 

rrY y<;~G AB (t l,t2) 

= I I-I [qAXGXB(II,t2) - S (11)rrYFxAtl)F YB(t2)] 

+ I 2- lqXB(GA x (1 1,12) - t:A X) (2.25) 

(recall t:/ = -?A = 8:!'). Next, from equations (A20a) 
and (A21), 

rrYY<;~FAB(I) = I -I [qAXFXB(t) + qxBF/(I)] 

+ iqAXH YXFyB(t) - iqxyHXAFYB(t). 
(2.26) 
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Restrict attention to the components, FII(t )andFdt), only, 
as the remaining components and all of GAB (t I,tl) may be 
obtained in terms ofthese two by equations (A39) and (A40). 
From (2.24) and (2.26), 

(g - g)FII(t) = H - t -IFII(t) + iHIIF11(t)], 

(2.27a) 

(g - g)Fl2(t) = FHIIFll(t). (2. 27b) 

But, from either (2.15) or (2.17), 

gFII(t) = HDFII(t) - iHIIF11(t) + iHI2FII(t)], 

g Fdt) = HDFu(t) - iHIIF22(t) + iH12F 12(t)], 

D = d /dt. Finally, from (2.27) and (2.28), 

g FII(t) = HD - t -I + iH12 ]FII (t), 

g Fdt) = HD + IH12 ]Fdt). 

(2. 28a) 

(2.28b) 

(2.29a) 

(2.29b) 

Now, the infinitesimal transformation equations (2.29) 
are not difficult to exponentiate. The method is to first write 
(Q )4sFI2(t) = F 12(t,s), so that (2.29b) reads 

D2FJit,s) = [DI + iDIF 12(O,s)]Fu(t,s). 

The general integral of this equation is 

Fdt,s) = if(s + t) , 
f(s) + k 

f(s) an arbitrary function ofp, z ands, k an arbitrary function 
of p and z only. The particular integral satisfying 
Fdt,O) = F 12(t) and F 12(O,s) = i is 

Fdt,s) = iFds + t )/Fds). 

Next, the integral of (2.29a) follows immediately by quadra
tures. The final results are: 

(Q) F (t) _ ....!!...- FII(s + t) 
45 11 - , 

S + t FI2(S) 
(2.30a) 

(Q) F (t)=iFIz{s+t). (2.30b) 
4s 12 FI2(S) 

These formulas could also be deduced from (2.28) and the 
Neugebauer commutation theorem by a circuitous method 
(see Sec. 4). 

The transforms of F21(t), F22(t) and GAB (tl,tZ) can now 
be obtained in several ways using the formulas in Appendix 
A. The results are: 

is it 
(Q)4,F21(t)= - -+ -

s+t s+t 

X [GZ1(S,S + t) _ GzzCs,s) FII(s + t) ] , 
FI2(s) 

(2.31a) 

(Q )4s F2z{t) = i [G22(S,S + () _ G2z{s,s) F 12(s + t) ] , 
Flis) 

(2.31b) 
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(Q )4s Glit l,t2) 

= _(_I _ G
12

(s + tl,s + (z) _ F 12(s + t2) 
s + tl Flis) 

X [_t_1 - G12(s + tl,s) -1] , 
s + tl 

(Q)4sG21(tl,t2) = _t2_ G21(S + t l , s + t2) 
s + t2 

s _t2_ FII(s + t2) Gzz(s + tl,s), 
s + tz FI2(s) 

(2.32b) 

(2.32c) 

(2.32d) 

3. FORMULAS FOR THE DUAL OF THE GENERATING 
FUNCTION FAB(t) 

Now that we know the transforms of FAB (t) under both 
(Q)4s and (Q)4S = (1,(Q)4s(1" € = ± 1, we can attempt 
to calculate the transform of FAB (t) under the Neugebauer
Kramer mapping (1,. It is remarkable that such a formula 
exists at all. We first need explicit expressions for FII (s), 
Ftz(s), F*lI(s) and F*I2(s) in terms of either the (Q)45 or 
(Q)4s transforms off, wand/or t/J. 

From (2.30a) and (A41), 

(Q) '6' = _ i F*II(s) (Q) w* = ~ FII(s) ( 
45 F* ()' 4s0 , 3.1a,b) 

s 12 s s Fds) 

(Q)4J= (S2(s)FI2(s)F*ds» -If (3.Ic) 

An equation involving FI2(s) alone may be obtained from 
V«Q)4s '6'*). Using (A39), rewrite (AI7) in terms of Fl1 and 
FI2 to give 

VFIB = (2f)-1 [(VHII -2fS -IVS)FlB 

+ S - I (V,HII)F *IB ], 

where Vs = (1 -2sz)V -2spV. Then, from (3.Ib) and 
(A4I), 

V«Q)4s'6'*) = - Vs'6'*/S3(FI2)Z. 

Alternatively, this could be written, 

(3.2) 

(3.3a) 

(Q) (V'6'*) = _ (1-2sz)V'6'* + 2sp V '6'* (3.3b) 
4, S(F12)2 

Let a single prime, a double prime, and a triple prime 
denote an (1, transform, a (Q )4s (1, transform, and an (1, 
(Q)4s(/' = (Q)4S transform, respectively. Then, from 
(1.13) and (3.3a), 

V(p"'j",-I_€W"') = V('6'*") = _ V s'6'*' 
S 3(F' 12)2 

V
5
(pf -I - €w) 

S3(F'd2 
(3.4) 

T9 calculate the left-hand side of (3.4), we first express 
(Q )4s fAB in terms of FII and F 12• From (2.18) and (A28), 

(3.5) 
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Then, from (A39), 

(0. )4s f = (4s2f) -I [S «Fll? + (F * 11)2) 

+ 2(1 - 2sZ)FllF*ll ], (3.6a) 

(o.)4S( - fw) = (4s2f) -I [S(FIIF 12 + F*IIF*12) 

+(I-2sz)(FllF*12+F*llFd]. (3.6b) 

Hence, 

E(F*12 +; ~FI2) ( (o.)4s(pf-I-EW)= 3.7) 
F*l1 + ;<F11 

where; = ; (s) is the polar angular co-ordinate defined by 
(A. 16b) and; < is to be read:; to the p~wer of E( = ± 1). To 
obtain equation (3.7), we have used (Q )4s P = S -2p and 
(A.41) again and noticed that a common factor FII + ; <F *11 
cancelled out in the numerator and denominator. Now take 
the gradient of both sides of (3. 7) using (3.2). We obtain 

V«o.)4s(pf -I - EW» 

= Eis [S -IV ~ + ;<V~* - ;<V~ - ;2<S -IV
s 
~* 

S2 s 

+ 2fV; <]I(F*l1 +; <F11? 
4s2;<f2Vs(pf-1 - EW) 

(3.S) 
S4(F*11 + ; <F11 )2 

Comparing this expression with the right-hand-side of(3.4), 
we find 

(F ' )2 = _ 1 - 2sz + 2Eisp (F* +!- <F )2. 
12 4s2j2 II ~ II 

Finally, the sign of F' ds) is determined from F' 12(0) = i. 
Hence, the explicit formula for (/,Fds) is, 

(/,Fds) = i(2sf) -I [(1 - 2sz - 2Eisp)1/2FII(s) 

+ (1 - 2sz + 2Eisp)1/2F* l1(S) ], (3.9a) 

where both square roots take the value + 1 when s = O. 
Now that (/,F12(S) has been found, the (/, transforms 

of the other components, F*12' F11 and F*II' follow from 
similar but much easier calculations starting with (3.1a,b,c). 
The results are: 

(/,F*12(S) = - i(2sf) -I [(1 - 2sz + 2Eisp) I 12F11 (s) 

+ (1 -2sz -2Eisp)1/2F*11(S)], (3.9b) 

(/,FII(s)= E(2f)-I[(I-2sz-2Eisp)1/2FI2(S) 

+ (1-2sz +2Eisp)1/2F*12(S)], (3.9c) 

(/,F*II(s) = - E(2f) -I [(1 - 2sz + 2Eisp)1/2F12(S) 

+ (1 - 2sz - 2Eisp)1/2F* ds) ]. (3.9d) 

Alternatively, (3.9b,d) could have been deduced from 
(3.9a,c) using the trivial symmetries, (/,F*12 
= - (/ - ,FI2 , (/,F*II = (/ - ,FII · A third approach is 

to derive (3.9c,d) by inverting (3.9a,b). The remaining two 
components of (/,FAB follow from equation (A39). The re
sults are: 

(/,F21(S) = - (2f) -I [(1 - 2sz - 2Eisp)1/2 ~ F12(S) 

- (l-2sz + 2Eisp) 1/2 ~*F*12(S)], (3. lOa) 

(/,F22(S) = - Ei(2sf) -I [(l - 2sz - 2Eisp) 1/2 ~ FII(s) 

- (l - 2sz + 2Eisp)lt2 ~*F*l1(S)], (3. lOb) 
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(/,F*21(S) = - (/ - ,F21(s), (/,F*22(S) = (/ - ,F22(s). 

(3.lOc,d) 

In a similar manner, the transforms of GAB and G * AB can be 
calculated from equation (AI9) or (A40). We shall not write 
these out. 

Formulas (3.9a-d) take their neatest form in terms of 
functions, PAB and QAB' defined by 

FAB(S) = PAB(S) + iQAB(S), 
(3.11) 

PAB(S) and QAB(S) would be the real and imaginary parts of 
FAB(S) iffAB'p,z ands were all real. But since (/, does not 
respect the reality Of/AB' (/,PAB and (/,QAB will not al
ways be real-valued functions. A few properties of PAR and 
QAR are given in Appendix A. A simple transcription of 
(3.9a-d) gives 

(/,Pll (s) = f -I Tz(s)QIZ<s), 

(/,Q11(S) = - Elf -I TI(s)Pds), 

(/,P12(S) = Ei(sf) -I TZ<s)QII(s), 

(/,Q12(S) = (sf) -I T I(s)P11(s), 

where 

TI(s) = 1 HI -2sz + S (s)] J 1/2, 

Tz<s) = !H -1 +2sz + S(s)]J 1/2, 

with branches fixed (at least near s = 0) by 

TI(O) = 1, TI(s)Tz<s) = sp. 

(3.12a) 

(3. 12b) 

(3.12c) 

(3. 12d) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

As an application of these formulas, let us check the 
self-duality of the Rand Z transformations. From (1.IS), 
(3.9) and (3.10), 

(/,(R)" (/,1 FII(t ),FI2(t ),F21(t ),F2zCt) J 

= IA -\ F11(At ),FdAt ),F21(At ),AF22(At) J. (3.15) 

This gives the relation, 

(/,(R),\ (/, = (U) _" (R),\, (3.16) 

where U is the trivial subgroup of Land P represented by 
(l.Sb) and (1.10b), respectively. Similarly, from (1.19), (3.9) 
and (3.10), 

(I,(Z)/, (I,I FII(t ),Flit ),F21 (t ),F22(t) J 

= {F11 ( t ) ,(1 _ 2/Lt ) - I FI2 ( t ), 
1 - 2f.lt 1 - 2f.lt 

F21( t ),(1- 2f.l t )-IF22 ( t )}. 
1 - 2f.lt 1 - 2f.lt 

(3.17) 

This transformation differs from (Z)/' by a gauge transfor
mation of the form (1.14). Thus we may write 

(/,(Z)J1.(/' = (gauge)(Z)/" 

with gauge functions given by 

gl1(t) =g22(t) = 0, 

g12(t) = (1 -2f.lt) -1/2, 

g21(t) = - (1 -2f.lt )1/2. 
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Another application of our (I, transformation formu
las is to check the following results,43 

(I,n~)(l, = cin; .1), 

(I ,y\;V , = - n;), 
(3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

(3.19c) 

which appear in Ref. 12. There they were proved up to a 
gauge transformation for k>O by checking their truth direct
ly for k = 0 and k = 1 when acting onf, wand if; and then 
employing the commutation relation, 

[
,'(k) ,jl) ] _ ,jk + /) ,jk + I) 
rXy,rUV - -cX(Urv)y -Cy(urV)x , (3.20) 

which is our version ofEq. (3.4) of Ref. 3 (restricted to vacu
um). In fact, Eqs. (3.19) are rigorously true for all positive 
and negative k, but a direct proof using Eqs. (2.22), (3.9) and 
(3.10) is very laborious. These equations will be proved in 
Sec. 6 as a corollary of the self-duality theorem for general
jzed HKX transformations. 

4. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS OF NEUGEBAUER 
AND HARRISON AND NEUGEBAUER'S COMMUTATION 
THEOREM 

In Ref. 19, Neugebauer introduced two Backlund 
transformations, I I and 12, which were shown in Ref. II to be 
equivalent to the 6-parameter transformation groups PQ 
and LQ, respectively. However, Neugebauer's Backlund
theoretic approach has led to some remarkably powerful ap
plications of these groups which were not likely to be fore
seen in the purely group-theoretic approach. In particular, 
in direct analogy with the much simpler and better known 
sine-Gordon equation, he produced a commutation theo
rem which states that parameters can be chosen so that a 
four-fold product I2Il2I1 reduces to the identity transfor
mation and deduced from this a composition theorem which 
permits arbitrary products, ... I 2Il2II' with arbitrary param
eters to be calculated by purely algebraic manipulations once 
the first II transformation has been determined. In Ref. 11, 
these theorems were used to factorize the Backlund transfor
mation found earlier by Harrison ls into the forms, 1211 and 
1,12 , and to provide an analogous composition theorem for 
Harrison transformations. In this section, we translate these 
results into the very different language of generating 
functions. 

The metric form implied in Neugebauer's work is the 
noncanonical form, 

dsz =f(dt - Wd¢J)2 - f -I [e2Ydx'dx2 + V 2d¢J 2), (4.1) 

where Xl and x 2 are characteristic coordinates, 

Xl =p + iz, x 2 =p - iz. (4.2) 

This differs from (1.1) in that the coefficient of d¢J 2 is now V z 
where V is an arbitrary harmonic function, i.e., 

V2V = 4V'I'z = 0, (4.3) 

'1 and'2 denoting 0 lox I and olox2, respectively. The role of 
the canonical coordinates (p,z) in (1.1) is now taken over by 
the pair (V,Z) where 

V V = VZ or V" = iZ", V'2 = - iZ,z, (4.4) 

and, provided V is not a constant or a function of x I only or 
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x 2 only, then the coordinate change (p',z') = (V,Z) is always 
available to return (4.1) to the form (I. I). (The transforma
tion groups of the previous sections which change the co
ordinates can be rewritten so that (p,z) remains fixed while 
(V,Z) changes. For example, in equations (2.2) for the (Q)/; 
and (Q)I\ transformations, simply replace p by Vand z by Z 
on both sides.) Neugebauer's field variables are44 

MI = (2f) -I 'f),I, M2 = (2f) -I '6'*>\, M3 = V -I V'I' 
(4.Sa,b,c) 

N, = (2f) -I '6'*'2' N2 = (2f) -I '6',z, N3 = V I V'Z. 
(4.Sd,e,t) 

The Backlund transformations, II and 12, are specified 
by a pseudopotential a and a coordinate y [not to be con
fused with e2y in (1.1) and (4.1)] satisfying the total differen
tial equation, 

dy = y(y -1)M3dxl + (y -1)N3dx2, . (4.6) 

whose solution is 
r 2( ) I - 2sZ - 2is V 

y=:, s = 
1 -2sZ +2isV 

(4.7) 

[cf. equation (A 16b )], s the constant of integration. For the II 
transformation, which we write II(a,y) for the present, the 
transformation is given by 

M/ = aMI' M/ = (yla)Mz, M/ = yM3, (4.8a,b,c) 

Ni' = (lIa)NI, Nz' = (aly)Nz, N3' = (l/y)N3 , 

(4.8d,e,t) 

where a satisfies the total Riccati equation, 

da = [a(a - I)MI + (a - y)M2 + !a(y -1)M3 Jdx 1 

+ [(a - I)NI + ; (a - y)Nz 

+ ~ (y -1)N3 ]dXZ
• (4.9) 

2y 

The Iz(a,y) transformation is defined as (I *)I1(a,y)(I *) 
where now a satisfies (4.9) with M, and N; replaced by 
(I *)M; and (I *)N;, respectively. Since 

(/ *)MI = - Mz + !M3, (I *)Mz = - M, + !M3' 
(4.10) 

(I *)N, = - N, + !N3, (I *)Nz = - Nz + ~N3' 
and (l *)M3 = M 3, (I *)NJ = N 3, the differential equation for 
a in Iz(a,y) becomes 

da = [- (a - y)M, - a(a - I)Mz 
+ !(a - 1)(a + y)M3 ]dx ' 

+ [ - (a - I)NI - ; (a - y)N2 

+ _I_(a_l)(a + y)N3 ]dx2
, (4.11) 

2y 

and the Iz(a,y) transformation law becomes 

M ,' = LMI + L(a-l)M3' 
a 2a 

M z' = aMz + Hy - a)M3, 

(4.IZa) 

(4.12b) 

a I-a 
N 2'= -N2 + --N3, 

Y 2y 
(4.12c,d) 
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and M 3' = yM3, N3' = (l/y)N3. It is important to specify 
which equation a satisfies if the context does not make it 
clear. 

The group properties of II and I z are expressed by 

II (az,Yz)II (a I'YI) = II(a la2'YIY2)' (4. 13 a) 

II-J(a,y)=II(a-l,y- I), (4.13b) 

and similarly for 12 , (In (4. 13a), a 2 and Y2 satisfy (4.9) and 
(4.6) with MI replaced by II(al,YI)MI, etc.) Neugebauer's 
commutation theorem states that 

IiaC4',yC4')II(a<3l,yC3')I2(aC2',y<2)II(a,y) = 1, 

where 
a(2) _ a - Y yC2, _y-I 

- y(a -1) , -, 

a c3 , = y/a, yC3, = y, 

a-I 4 a,4,= __ , y') =y-J 
a-y 

(4.14) 

(4. 15a) 

(4.1Sb) 

(4.1Sc) 

Neugebauer's composition theorem states that the variables 
(aC2 ),y<2,) in the second transformation in the product, 

(4.16) 

a,2, arbitrary and independent of ai' etc., are given by 

a (2 )= Yla2-alY2, y<2'=Y2/YI' (4.17) 
YI(a2 - a l) 

where (al'YI) and (a2'Y2) are two solutions of the same Eqs. 
(4.9) and (4.6) with different integration constants. (a C2 "yCZ

,) 

satisfies (4.11) and (4.6) with MI replaced by II(al'YI)MI, 
etc. The same formula serves equally well for the product, 
II(a,2 ),yC2 ) 12(a PYI)' with (a I'YI) and (a2'Y2) satisfying 
(4.1 I) and (4.6). Consequently, the formula can be iterated 
so that all of the a and Y variables in an arbitrary product, 
·.·IJII2II' with arbitrary integration constants, can be ex
pressed algebraically in terms of (a I'YI)' (a2,yz), (a3'Y3)' etc., 
all of which satisfy (4.9) and (4.6) with sameM;,N; but with 
different integration constants. An interesting special case 
occurs when we put a l = YI = 1. We find 

a[satisfying (4.11)] = a - Y, 
a-I 

(4.18) 

where the a on the right-hand side satisfies (4.9), and vice 
versa. 

Now, in Ref. 11, the special product, 

12 (y~ -=-~) ,Y - J )II(a,y) = II (a/y,y - J )12 (: = i 'Y) , 

(4.19) 

was identified with Harrison's Biicklund transformation. 18 

According to one sign convention, the variables, t, U, v and 
W, of Harrison are related to Neugebauer's variables by 

t = 4MI -2M3' U = 4N2 -2N3' 
(4.20) 

v = 4M2 -2M3' W = 4NI -2N3' 

and the coordinate; and pseudopotential q(H) are related to 
Neugebauer's Y and a (satisfying (4.9» by 

; = y1/2, a _ ;(1 + ;q(H» 
- ;+q(H) . 

(4.2Ia,b) 
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According to a different sign convention,45 MI would be re
placed by M 2• NI by N2 in Eq. (4.20) and q(H) would be 
replaced by l/q(H) in (4.2Ib). In either case, it is easy to 
check that Eq. (4.9) transforms into Harrison's total Riccati 
equation for q(H) and that the transformation equations for 
M I , etc., agree. It is convenient to choose a different pseudo
potential q defined by 

q = _ I + ;q(H) (4.22) 
;+q(H) 

and satisfying the total Riccati equation, 

dq = [- Mlq(l + ;q) + Miq + O]dxl 

+ [ - N2q(1 + q; -I) + NI(q +; - J )]dx2. (4.23) 

Then Eqs. (4.2Ia,b) become 

Y = ;2, a = - ;q. (4. 24a,b) 

We shall write H (;,q) for the product transformation on 
either side of (4.19). 

Now, a composition theorem for a product of two Har
rison transformations, H ( ;' ,q')H ( ; J,q I)' may be derived as 
a special case of the composition theorem for four Neuge
bauer transformations. The product under consideration is 

12 ( a' - 1" ,r' -1)II(a',r')Iz ( a - Y ,Y - I )11 (a,y). 
y'(a' -1) rCa - I) 

(4.2S) 

Here, a' = -;2q',1"=;,2=;/,a= -;lql,y=;tWe 
seek an algebraic formula fora' in terms of(a,y) and (a2'Y2)' 
Y2 = ;/, a2 = - ;2q2' which both satisfy (4.9) and (4.6) 
with same M;, N; but different integration constants. 

Two iterations of (4.17) give 

where (a,2',y(2,) is given by (4.ISa) and (a,,2),y,,2,) is given by 
(4.17) with (al'YI) = (a,y). Thus, 

a' = Y2(Y -l)a + rCl - Y2)aZ + (Y2 - y)aa2 . 
a[(y - Y2) + (Y2 -I)a + (I - y)a2] 

Hence the composition theorem for Harrison transforma
tions is 

, ;2(l-;i)q1-;I(I-;~)q2+(;~-;Dqlq2 

q = ql[(ti -;D+;I(l-;Dql-;iI -;i)q2] 
(4.26) 

This q' satisfies (4.23) with; = ;2 and MI replaced by 
H( (;1,ql)MI, etc. The sameformula is obeyed by q(H)' This 
formula can be iterated so that multiple Harrison transfor
mations can be calculated by algebraic operations alone once 
(4.23) has been solved for the first transformation. In Ref. 
11, explicit expressions for the transforms off, OJ, '" and e 2y 

are given for the single and double Harrison transforma
tions. These will not be written down here as the transforms 
of any potential in the hierarchy (excluding e2Y) can be ob
tained directly from the transformation formulas for the 
generating function FAB (t) given below and in Sec. 5. The 
transforms of e 2y in terms of generating functions is given in 
Sec. S. 
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In Appendix B, we show that the double Harrison 
transformation preserves asymptotic flatness. Hence an even 
number of Harrison transformations preserves asymptotic 
flatness. Since it is not difficult to solve (4.23) for the Weyl 
solutions, we can write down closed-form expressions for 
stationary solutions with all mass multipoles and any finite 
number of angular momentum multipoles chosen 
arbitrarily. 

Let us now tum to the description of II' I z and H in 
terms ofthe groups, PQ and LQ, and then bring in the gener
ating functions. First, ifEqs. (4.5c,t) and (4.8c,t) are inte
grated in order to express V / and Z / in terms of Vand Z, we 
obtain two more constants of integration (corresponding to 
trivial Rand Z transformations) and the resulting expres
sions are the same as (2.2) with (p,z) replaced by (V,Z) and 
S = (4154) -1°3, Now, to identify II with PQ, it is necessary 
and sufficiene5 to show that II leaves invariant the metric 
coefficient e Zy (not to be confused with Neugebauer's coordi
nate). Einstein's equations involving eZY can be written, 

rq = M IM z/M3, r,z = N IN z/N3, 

(4.27) 
rq,Z = - !(MINI + MzNz), 

and, clearly, eZy' = e
Zy on account of(4.8). Similary,1z = LQ 

leaves invariant V 1;2! - 1 e 2y• 

In future, we shall restrict the II transformation to the 
form (P)o (Q )4s and 12 to the form (L )(3 (Q )4s' the use of S 
here agreeing with (4.7). Now, (P)o also contains two trivial 
parameters. The non-trivial NUT parameter is the constant 
of integration arising from (4.9). The trivial parameters in 
the U and B (or A) subgroups arise from the integrations 
needed to recover ~ and ~ * from Mp etc. We could further 
restrict II and 12 to the forms, (P)A (Q )4s and (L),l (Q)4S' 
respectively, but sometimes other choices for the a and P 
matrices need to be considered. 

Now, the results in Sec. 2 allow us to calculate explicit 
formulas for the pseudopotentials a [satisfying (4.9) or 
(4.11)] and q in terms of FAB(S), From (2.30a) and (1.9b), 

(4.28) 

S2S - 3 (s)VsHII 
V(P)0(Q)4s H II = - . (4.29) 

[azFII(s) + sa IF 12(s)]
2 

Then, from (4.28), (4.29), (4.5b,d) and (4.8b,d), the formula 
for a satisfying (4.9) is found to be 

(4.30) 

Similarly, from (2.18), (3.5), (1.7), and Appendix A, 

(L )(3 (Q)4s H AB = is-l(bA CbB DGCD (s,s) - EAB ) , (4.31) 

(L )(3(Q)4S!AB = - S -1(s)bA CbBD!xyFx C<s)FYD(s) 

= (4s'2j) -ISb(A cbB) D( (;F*lc + FIe> 

X({; -IF*w + Fw ), (4.32) 

(a/axl)«L )(3(Q)4sHAB) 

= (2s'2j) -lbA CbB D( (;F*lc + FIe> 
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(4.33) 

TheAB = 11 components of(4.32) and (4.33), together with 
(4. 12b), give 

bl D ({; (s)F *w(s) + Fw(s» 
a= 

bl D( (; -1(s)F*W(s) + Fw(s» 

/3IFII(S) + /32FI2(s) + {; (s)(f3IF *II(S) + /3zF * lis» 

/3IFII(S) + /3zFds) + (; -1(S)(f3IP *II(S) + /32F * ds» , 

(4.34) 

which satisfies (4.11). These two a pseudopotentials are re
lated by Eq. (4.18) when the parameters are related by 
/32//31 = sal/a2· Compare this with thefact that these two a 
pseudopotentials are (I *) duals of each other when/31 = a I' 
/32 = ia2, /33 = - ia3, /34 = a 4· [As mentioned in Sec. 2, 
Neugebauer's commutation theorem can be used to deduce 
Eqs. (2.30a,b) from (2.17). The steps are: deduce (4.34) from 
(2.17) and (1.7) as we have just done; use (4.18) to deduce Eq. 
(4.30), obtaining the P matrix elements appropriate to the 
(Q )4s transformation from the infinitesimal limit; then Eqs. 
(3.1) and (3.3) follow algebraically from Eq. (4.5) here and 
(5.4) of Ref. 11; finally, the group property (Q)4t(Q)4s 
= (Q)4(s+ t) applied to (3.1) and (3.3) gives (2.30a,b).] 

From (4.24b) and (4.30), the formula for the pseudopo
tential q in H ((;,q) is 

FI2(s) + cFII(s) 
q = F*I2(s) + cF*II(s) , 

(4.35) 

where c is the constant of integration arising from (4.23). If 
H ({;,q) = (L )(3(Q) -4s (P)o (Q)4s' then 

az/32 = S/3la4' c = a 2/sa l· (4.36) 

If H ({;,q) = (P)a (Q) -4s (L )j3(Q)4S' then 

a.jJ2 = sa $4' c = PI/P2' (4.37) 

The cases, c = 0 and c = 00, are important special cases 
where the Harrison transformation maps Weyl solutions to 
Weyl solutions. 

Equations (4.28) and (4.31) are special cases of general 
formulas given in Secs. I and 2. We can write down the 
general transforms of FA B (t ) under I I' 12 and H as algebraic 
expressions. These can be iterated easily and eliminate the 
need for composition theorems such as (4.17) and (4.26). 
From (2.30) and (1.12), 

(Pt (Q )4, FII (t ) 

= i a 4t (s + t) - I FII(s + t) + a 3tF12(s + t) 

a2s-IFII(S) + a IF 12(s) , 
(4.38a) 

(P)o (Q )4sF dt ) 
. ais + t) - I FII (s + t) + a IF12(s + t) 

=1 . 
azS-IFII(s) + a IF 12(s) 

(4.38b) 

From (2.17) and (1.7), 

(L )(3(Q)4SFAB(t) = - is (s)bA CbBDFxC<s)FXD(S + t). 
(4.39) 

We need to eliminate F21 and F22 from (4.39) using (A39). 
The result is 
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tS (s) A (s)A (s + t) _ S (s)S (s + t) 
2s(s + t)f 2(s + t)f 

S2(S) 
XA (s)A *(s + t) + --A *(s)A (s + t), (4.4Oa) 

2sf 

(L )13 (0 )45 F llt) 

tS(s) A(s)B(s+t)- S(s)S(s+t) 
2s(s + t)f 2(s + t)f 

S2(S) 
XA (s)B *(s + t) + --A *(s)B(s + t), (4.40b) 

2sf 

where 

A (t) = (JIFII(t) + (J2Fllt), B (t) = (J3FII(t) + (J4Fdt). 
As an application ofEqs. (4.38) and (4.40), let us deter

mine the precise constraints on the parameters in the follow
ing statement of Neugebauer's commutation theorem: 

H (~,q) = (L)13 (0) -45 (P)a (Q)45 

= (P)ii (Q) -45 (L)ij (0)45' (4.41) 

It is a straightforward calculation, so we just give the results. 
Apart from the four unit-determinant conditions and the 
three constraints implied by (4.36) and (4.37), there are also 
the following eight constraints: 

aft3 = iiJJ3 = 0, (4.42a) 

ii~1 = iijJ4 = ii~2 = iijJ3 

(4.42b) 

There are plenty of ways to solve these equations, but no 
particular solution (depending only on the nontrivial param
eters s and c) seems to serve best in all cases. The simplest 
choice is 

a = ii = (~ ~s), J3 = jj = (~C~I) (4.43) 

[cf. (l.8c) and (l.IDc)], but is not suitable for the special 
limits, c = 0 and c = 00. With this choice, the Harrison 
transforms of FII(t) and Flit) are given by 

F ' ( ) [ itS(s) i] ( -I (» II t = - + -- (PII t) + c FI2 t 
2cs(s - t )fq 2csf 
Set) 

+ I (F* (t) + c-IF* (t» 
2c(s - t)f II 12 , 

(4.44a) 

F'dt) = [ _ itS(s) + _i_](Cst-IFII(t)+FIz{t» 
2cs(s - t )fq 2csf 
Set) 

+ I (cst -IF* (t)+F* (t» 
2c(s - t)f II 12, 

(4.44b) 

with q given by (4.35). These formulas can be made to serve 
also for the c = 0 and c = 00 limits (not both at once) by 
applying trivial A and U transformations. 

We defer further discussion of the Harrison transfor
mation until Sec. 5 where we will have elegant tensor equa
tions for products of the form (/ ')H . 

We close this section by considering recent eigenvalue 
problems proposed by Neugebauer and Kramerl9 and Mai-
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sonY Neugebauer and Kramer have rewritten Eq. (4.9) for 
a as a pair of coupled linear equations for variables t/J and X 

satisfying a = - ~t/JIX' ~ = ~ (s). Their equations are 

dt/J=M2(t/J+~X)dxl +NI(t/J+~-IX)dx2, (4.45a) 

dX = MIU' + ~t/J)dXI + N 2U' + S -1t/J)dx2. (4.45b) 

Explicit formulas for t/J and X are 

t/J = S(s)[a2F 11 (s) + sa IFIz{s)], 
(4.46) 

X = S(s)[a2F*ll(S) + sa 1F*12(S)]. 

These are very easy to prove directly from Eq. (3.2), and 
provide a quick proof of Eq. (4.30). Maison23 discovered a 
one-parameter transformation group and deduced from it a 
linear eigenvalue problem. His coordinates and matrix var
iables are easily transcribed into our notation [see (3.11), 
(3.13) with (p,z) replaced by (V,Z), and (A36b)]: 

7= V, a=Z, f= -sITI2(s), y=S(s), 

~ =fA B, ro = - t/JA B, V(s) = PA B(S), U(s) = - QA B(S), 

ji = (11 V)fA B, V(s) = - :l~~ QA B (s), 

V(S)-I = S(s) QBAs). 
TI(s) 

Equations (3.5a,b) of Ref. 23, 

ji(5) = V(s) - I jiVes), r5) = (y(S) - y(s) -I )27, 
4S7 

become 

v , If' S2(S) r QX () y ( 
- AB = VTI2(S) Jxy A S Q B s), (4.47a) 

V'= 
v 

(4.47b) 

From Eqs. (A38) and (4.47b), Eq. (4.47a) can be rewritten 

f' AB = + S - I (s)fxyF xA (s)F Y B (s). 

This is precisely Eq. (3.5) above for the (0 )45 transformation 
except for the plus sign (a trivial reflection). Equation 
(4.4 7b) also agrees with (2.2a) and (2.3a) for the (0 )45 trans
formation except for sign. 

5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HARRISON 
TRANSFORMATIONS AND BELINSKY-ZAKHAROV 
SOLITON TRANSFORMATIONS 

Belinsky and Zakharov20 (BZ) have rewritten Ein
stein's equations for the cylindrical wave field (equivalent to 
the stationary axisymmetric field) in terms of a linear eigen
value problem and then solved the latter by the inverse scat
tering technique. According to the analytic properties of cer
tain functions which arise with respect to the spectral 
parameter, the transformations are classified as "soliton 
type" or "nonsoliton type." The former are Backlund trans
formations which we will show to be closely related to the 
Harrison and HKX transformations, and the latter are ex
pressed implicitly by a linear integral equation very similar 
in form to the integral equation of Hauser and Ernst, and 
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therefore corresponding to (almost) the full Geroch group of 
transformations. 

In order to start, we need to transcribe Belinsky and 
Zakharov's coordinates and field variables, denoted here 
with the superscript (BZ), into our own. Let us make the 
identifications,47 

(t,x,y,z)(BZ) = (z,t,cp,ip), 

(;,1/)(BZ) = <!UP + zM(ip - z» = GiX2,~ixl), 
(a,p )(BZ) = (ip,z), 

g(BZ) =fAB' 

[A,Bl(BZ)= {2p-1 a~: fXB,_2p-1 a~: fX8}, 

[!:iJ 1,!:iJ 21 (BZ) = { -2i~-ax2 

2
. a - 1-+ 
axl 

u a 
--.---, 
A -lp aA 

u a} 
,1,+ ip aA . 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

(5.le) 

(5.1d) 

(5. Ie) 

(5.1f) 

The extra variable A in (5.1f) is the spectral parameter and 
will be seen to correspond to t in FAB (t). The actual relation
ship can be determined simply from the observation that 
differentiations with respect to t do not occur in the eigenval
ue problems of Neugebauer and Kramer19 and Maison?3 
Thus we can state 

A (BZ) = (2t) - 1 [1 - 2tz - S (t ) ], 

t = A (a2 + Up + A 2) - 1 . 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

The BZ inverse scattering technique may be summa
rized as follows. Given a seed metric g = g( ;,1/) satisfying 
det g = a 2

, solve the compatible equations, 

!:iJ I'¢ = (A - a) - 1 A,¢, !:iJ 2'¢ = (A + a) -I B,¢, (5.3) 

for the matrix function '¢ = '¢(A ), with initial data '¢(O) = g. 
Next, attempt to construct a new solution g' by the ansatz: 

,¢'(A) = X(A ),,(..1. ). 

The matrix function X must satisfy 

!iJ ,X = (A - a) -I(A'X - XA), 

9 2 X = (A + a) -'(B'X - XB), 

X(oo) = I, g' = x(a2lA )gXT(A). 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

The method of solution of (5.5) depends on the choice of 
analytic behavior of X(A ) in the complex A plane. If X is taken 
to be analytic inside the circle 1..1. 12 = a 2

, then (5.5) can be 
reformulated as a Hilbert problem leading to an integral 
equation whose kernel contains an arbitrary symmetric ma
trix function. This so-called "nonsoliton" part of the trans
formation accounts for most of the Geroch group (general
ized HKX transformations are excluded since X has double 
poles-see Sec. 6 below). IfX is taken to be a rational func
tion of A, then (5.5) can be solved in closed form. These are 
the pure soliton tranformations. The authors also show 
briefly how the two types can be combined. 

First, a technical point must be clarified. The methods 
of BZ lead to new metric functions g' which do not obey 
det g' = a 2 and therefore do not satisfy one of Einstein's 
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equations. They get around this problem very neatly by de
fining a physical g' matrix by 

g'l'h =a(detg')-1/2g'. (5.7) 

This satisfies all of Einstein's equation including det g' ph 

= a 2
• However, as we wish to iterate the BZ transforma

tions, we need one extra piece of information-a prescrip
tion for '¢' ph constructed from (5.3) with g replaced by g' ph' 

A first integral of (5.3) is 

det'¢(A ) = (A It )f2(t), (5.8) 

wheref(t) is an arbitrary function of t only, subject to 
f(O) = 1, and may be taken to be identically unity. The 
formulas 

'¢' ph = (A It )1/2(det'¢') - 1/2'¢' 

= (detX) -- 1/2 X'¢ 
(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

may be proved in the same manner as (5.7). 
The key step in this discussion is to derive a formula for 

,¢(A ) in terms of the generating function P AB (t ) 
= !(FAB + F* AB)' First, write47 

,¢(A) = 0AB(t), X(A)=XAB(t). (5.10) 

In our notation, Eqs. (5.3) become 

VOAB = - (2p2S)-1 [V,jAX +SVfAX ]fXYO YB,(5.11) 

where V, = (1 - 2tz)V - 2tpV. Now, the qualitatively simi
lar Eq. (A 17) for FAB can be rewritten in terms of PAB using 
(A35b). Using also (A8a,b) and (A9a), we obtain 

VPAB =(pS)-2[ - T/fXYV,jAX +ptfAXV,jXY]PYB 
= - (2p2S)-1 [V,jAX +SVfAX ]fXYPYB 

- 2tS -2(V, P)PAB . (5.12) 

A comparison of (5.11) with (5.12) reveals the relationship 

(}AB(t)=t -If(t)S(t)PAB(t), (S.13) 

wheref(t) is an arbitrary function of t only, subject to 
f(O) = 1. This is the samef(t) which appears in (S.8) and will 
be taken to be identically unity in future. 

In the case of the BZ n-soliton transformation, X A Bas
sumes both the following forms: 

n R B 
B B ~ kA 

XA = EA + £... ' 
k~' A -f1-(Sk) 

(S.14a) 

n S B 
_, B B ~ kA 

- (detX) X A = EA + £... ' 
k = 1 A - V(Sk) 

(S.14b) 

where the Rk and Sk matrices (tensors) do not depend on A 
(or t) and 

f1-(s) = (2s) - 1 [1 - 2sz - S (s)] = - S -, T22(s), (S.lSa) 

Yes) = (2s) -I [1 - 2sz + S (s)] = S .. - 1 T,2(s) = - p2/f1-(S). 
(S.ISb) 

[Note that A = f1-(t ).] Equation (S.14b) follows from (S.14a) 
or vice versa on account of (5.6). A simple but important 
consequence of the compatibility of (5. 14a,b ) is 

_ [A - V(SI)] [A - v(s2)]"'[A - v(sn)] (516) 
detx - . . 

[A -f1-(Sl)][A -f1-(s2)]"'[A -f1-(sn)] 

The determination of the explicit form of the R k and S k 

matrices depends only on the limiting form ofEqs. (5.S) and 
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(5.6) at the points ..1 = JL(Sk) and ..1 = v(Sk). The reader is 
referred to Ref. 20 for the details. 

With the aid of the three results (5.9b), (5.13) and (5.16) 
above, it is a straightforward matter to transcribe the BZ 
one-soliton and two-soliton transformation formulas into 
the language of generating functions. Their matrix equations 
automatically go over into SL(2) tensor equations. The one
soliton tranformation law becomes 

P'AB(t) = G=~yIZ[€AX- G=:) 
X E F 1JCA P (t) 

(
h Eh FpC (s)pX (s\l" )] 

hEh'lCDPCE(S)PDF(S) XB' 
(5.17) 

with ..1 = JL(t), JL = JL(s), v = v(s). Here, h E is an arbitrary 
constant vector, but the right-hand side of (5.17) only de
pends on the ratio h 2/ hi. Choose the branch of the square 
root according to 

(..1 - v) - JL = - ~ (1 - t /S)1/2, € = ± 1. G )
112 • 

- v T,(t) 

SincelAB = DPAB(O), we have 

f'AB = - €ip -IJL [lAB 

V - JL h Eh FpC E(S)p D F(S}fCA IDB ] +- . 
JL h Eh F ICDPCE(S)PDAs) 

Then from (A35b), 

Q'AB(t) = _ €ip -I (..1 - JL)I/Z [ JL(A - v) €/ 
A-V A-JL 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

+ A(v-JL) hEhFPCE(S)PXF(S}fCA]Q (t). 
A-JL hEh'lCDPCE(S)PDF(S) XB 

(5.20) 

To achieve this form, we have used the identities (A4) and 
(A5). These identities, and corollaries such as (A6), will be 
used extensively throughout this section and Sec. 6 and we 
will not refer to them every time. Notice that PAB and QAB 
are the natural variables for this analysis-the correspond
ing formulas written in terms of FAB are rather inelegant. 
Notice also that the transformation does not respect the re
ality Of/AB. 

Let us use the notation, 

(BZ:s,h A), (5.21) 

for the transformation given by (5.17), (5.19) and (5.20). The 
formula for two successive one-soliton transformations, 

(BZ:s2,k A )(BZ:s I ,h A), 

may be obtained by iterating (5.17). After a short calcula
tion, we find 

P"AB(t) = (A-JLz)IIZ [€AX _ (V2 -JL2) 
A - V2 A -JL2 

(
k Ek Ep'CE(sz)P,xF(S2}f'CA )] 

X k Ek'l'CDP'CE(S2)P'DF(S2) P'XB(t) 

= (A-JL2)1/2 (A-JLI)1I2 
A - V 2 ..1- VI 
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(5.22) 

whereJLI =P(SI),JL2 =JL(S2), VI = v(SI), V2 = V(S2) and 

AA X = (VI -JLI)-lhEhFlcAPCE(SI)pXF(SI), 

BA
X = (VI -P2)-lhEkFlcAPCE(SI)pXF(S2), 

iiA x = (V2 - JLI) -I kEhF ICAP CE(S2)p XF(SI), 

CA
X = (V2 -P2)-lkEkFlcAPCE(S2)pXF(s2), 

A=AxX, B=BxX, 

ii = ii/ = (p,2/JLI)B, C = Cx x. 

(5.23a) 

(5.23b) 

(5.23c) 

(5.23d) 

(5.24) 

This is precisely the BZ two-soliton transformation. Similar
ly, iterating the one-soliton n times gives the n-soliton. The 
symmetry of (5.22)-(5.24) shows that the BZ transforma
tions all commute. This two-soliton transformation will now 
be shown to be equivalent (up to a gauge change) to the 
double Harrison transformation, and therefore it has the im
portant property of preserving asymptotic flatness. (It also 
respects the reality of the metric.) In Sec. 6, we deduce the 
HKX and generalized HKX transformations as limiting 
forms of Eq. (5.22). 

Despite the obvious advantages of having the BZ trans
formations in the form of tensor equations, it is also equally 
desirable to abandon the SL(2) covariance and write the 
equations in terms of Pl!' P 12, Ql! and QI2 only. From 
(A35a,b) and (A37), 

PZB(S) = - WPIB(S) + JL(s}f -IQIB(S), 

Q2B(S) = - WQIB(S) - v(s}f -I PIB(S), 

PI I (s)Q12(s) - P12(S)QII(S) = sS - 2(s}f. 

Hence, under (BZ: s, h A), 

P'lB(t) = G =~yI2 

(5.25a) 

(5.25b) 

(5.26) 

X [PIB(t) _ (~-JL) (JLQ2PIB(t) -APQQ'B(t»)] , 
U-JL JLQ2+ Vp 2 

P = h EPIE(S), Q = h EQIE(S). 

Our aim now is to establish the relationship 

(BZ:s,h A) = (gauge)( U)a (A ){3(J jH (t,q), 

(5.27a) 

(5.28) 

for some a,{JandgAB(t), where € is the same as in (5.18)
(5.20) and (5.27b) and 

h EF,E(s) P + iQ 
r r() h l /h 2 =c. ~=~ S, q= hEF*'E(s) = P-iQ' 

(5.29) 
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Start with formulas (4.44a,b) for the H transformation. Use 
a single prime for H, a double prime for (/')H and a triple 
prime for the left-hand side of (S.28). In terms of P lE and 
QIB' (4.44) reads 

P'1I(t)= _(csf)-I(p2+Q 2)-1 

X [ lL(v-,u) PQ[Pn(t)+c-IPdt)] 
(IL - ,u)(1L - v) 

( ILp
2 

ILQ2) ] 
+ U-,u + IL-v [Qn(t)+c-

I
Q12(t)] , 

(S.30a) 

Q'II(t) = - (csf)-I(p2 + Q2)-1 

X [ lL(v-,u) PQ[Q (t)+c-IQ (t)] 
(IL - ,u)(1L _ v) n 12 

GvP
2 

,uQ 2) ] + --+ -- [Pn(t)+c-Ipdt)] , 
-v IL-,u 

(S.30b) 

where we have used (S.IS) and (S.18). Correspondingformu
las for P' 12(t) and Q' \2(t) are obtained from (S.30a,b) by re
placing Pn(t) + C -I Pdt) and Qn(t) + c -I Q12(t) by 
cst -I Pn(t) + P\2(t ) and cst -IQn(t) + Qdt), respectively. 
Next, P" IB(t) and Q" lB(t) are constructed from Eqs. 
(3. 12a-d). These formulas may be directly compared with 
Eqs. (S.27a,b). After a little algebra, we find 

P '" lI(t) = (cs) - 1(1 - tis) -112 [Eic - I P" n(t) - tP" dt)], 
(S.31a) 

P"'dt) = (cs) -1(1 - t Is)-112 [ - EiP" II(t) + csP" lit)]. 
(S.31b) 

Q '" I B (t ) and Q " I B (t ) are related in exactly the same way. 
Hence, so also areF'" lE(t) and F" IB(t). Now, if(S.31a,b) is 
to represent a (gauge)(U)u(A){3 transformation, then, from 
(1.7), (l.8a,b) and (1.14), 

gn(t) = - (cs) -I t (1 - tis) -112, gI2(t) = (1 - t IS)-1/2, 

(S.32a,b) 

eU g21(t) + {3gll(t) = -Eic- 2s- I(I-tls)-1/2, 

eU g22(t) + {3g 12(t) = d(cs) - 1(1 - tis) - 112. 

Because of the supplementary conditions (1.1S), all quanti
ties are determined uniquely, and we find 

g21(t) = -(1-tls)II2, g2it) =0, (S.32c,d) 

(S.32e,t) 

This completes the proof that the BZ one-soliton is equiv
alent to a Harrison transformation followed by (I'). The 
next result shows that we can reverse the order of (I') and H. 

4n (t )(1 - t lSI) -1/2(1 - t Is2) - 112 
F" lE(t) = ---=--:~------=------

(l+t(t)? 

A remarkable property of the BZ transformations is 
their self-duality. This means that Eq. (S.17) could also be 
written as a P-covariant tensor equation among the dual 
generating functions (I ,)PAB (t ). This is the first time a non
trivial transformation has been reported to have this proper
ty.48 The precise statement of the theorem is 

(I €,)(BZ:s,h A )(1 €') = (BZ:s,k A), (S.33) 

where 

k 21k 1= _ E'ish '/h 2. (S.34) 

It may be proved without difficulty using Eqs. (S.27) and 
(3.12). An immediate corollary of the previous two results is 
that the BZ two-soliton transformation is identical to the 
double Harrison transformation. Thus, although the single 
Harrison transformation is not expressible as a tensor equa
tion and there is no natural choice of gauge, the double Har
rison transformation does not suffer from these 
disadvantages. 

There is a third useful form for the BZ transformation 
involving FII(t), F I2(t) and q. Let us take E = + 1 from now 
on. From (S.27) and (S.29), under (BZ: s,h A), 

F' (t)= _ 2TI(t)(1-tls)-1I2 

IB [1 +t(t)][l +t(s)q] 

X [ - t (t )FIB(t) + t (s)qF* IB(t)], (S.3Sa) 

F*' (t) = _ 2TI(t)(1 - tis) -1/2 
IB [1 +t(t)][ t(s)+q] 

X [t(s)FlE(t) - t(t)qF*IB(t)]. (S.3Sb) 

These formulas are well suited to iteration. A formula for q' 
appropriate to a second (BZ: S2' k A) transformation is easily 
found to be 

tl + ql tlql - t2q2 (S.36) 
I + tlq, t,q2 - t2ql ' 

where 

(S.37) 
h EFIE(SI) k EF,E(S2) 

ql = h EF*IE(SI) ' q2 = k EF*IE(S2) 

This is the composition theorem for BZ transformations cor
responding to Eq. (4.26) for Harrison transformations. It 
can be deduced from the latter using (4.18) and (4.24). (If 
E = -I, F' IB and F*' IB would change places in (5.3Sa,b) 
and q' would be replaced by 1/q'.) Now, the form of the 
double transformation (BZ: S2' k A )(BZ: Sl' h A) is 

t (t)( t~ - t Dq,q2F * lE(t) - [ t 2(t)( tlq2 - t2ql) + t,ti tlql - t2q2)]F,B(t) 

X t2(1- tDql - tl(l- tDq2 + (ti - tDqlq2 . 
(S.38) 
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The transform of F * I B (t ) is obtained by using; * = ; -I , 

q* = q -I. The relation '6' = DF* 11(0) gives 

'6''' - '6' 2( ; ~ - ~ Dr 
- + b~-t~+;I(1-tDql-til-;Dqz' 

(5.39) 

which appears in Ref. 11. This formula is the basis for the 
proof of asymptotic flatness given in Appendix B. 

Finally, we give an explicit formula for the BZ trans
form of the metric coefficient e2y. This can be achieved by 
purely algebraic methods as follows. Factorize the BZ trans
formation into a product of (1) and H according to (5.28). 
Then factorize the Harrison transformation into a product 
off our factors of the form (4.41). Since P and Q leave e2y 

invariant and Land Q leave p I/Ze2y - 2u invariant, where 
e2u = J, and the (J) transform of e2y is given by (1.20d), we 
can construct the BZ transform of e2y. Further, since e2y - 2u 
is an SL(2) scalar, and the BZ transformation law preserves 
tensor character, it should be possible to assemble the trans
form of e2y - 2u in the form of a tensor equation. Indeed, this 
is the case, and the final result of the lengthy calculations is 
the following remarkably simple formula: 

e2y' -2u' = p - 512S -2S (S)T\2(S)h Eh 'lCDPCE(s)PDF(s)e2Y -2u. 

(5.40) 

This can be proved by substitution into the equations, 

(y - U)'I = (4p) -1(fXy)q(fXY)q, 
(5.41) 

(y - U)'2 = (4p) -I(fxy ),zefXY),z, 

but this is also a lengthy calculation requiring many applica
tions of (A4)-(A6). The simplest method is to abandon the 
manifest covariance, and instead substitute Eq. (4. 7d) of Ref. 
11 for the Harrison transform of eZY into Eqs. (4.27) here (a 
much easier calculation) and then show that this formula, 
together with (5.29) and (I.20d), imply (5.40). The details 
will be omitted. Using the notation, (5.23a-d) and (5.24), the 
formula for the BZ two-soliton or double Harrison trans
form of e2y - 2u may be written, 

e2y" -2u" = p -6SZ(SI)S2(sz)(pZ + v lvz)2(AC _ Bfi)e2Y -2u. 

(5.42) 

6. GENERALIZED HKX TRANSFORMATION AS A 
CONFLUENT DOUBLE SOLITON 

In Ref. 7, Hoenselaers, Kinnersley, and Xanthopoulos 
exponentiated the infinite linear combination of YII 'S,43 

(6.1) 

and found the neat formula, 

G ' ( ) G ( ) _a_G...!.I~I(-.!tl.:....,S:....:)G:....!I~I(~S':;.;t2~) 
II t l ,/2 = II t l ,12 + 

1 - aGII(s,S) 
(6.2) 

This transformation, the HKX rank-zero transformation, 
preserves asymptotic flatness and may be iterated to produce 
stationary solutions with arbitrary muItipoles. The transfor
mations commute, and the subclasses with same s param
eters from one-parameter groups, a being the canonical pa-
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rameter. Iteration requires either changing the s parameter 
at each step, or constructing higher rank confluent transfor
mations where the s parameters coalesce. The authors have 
also investigated the SL(2) generalization of the HKX 
transformation,49 

! ask~yy<;f" (6.3) 
k=O 

where rr Y is an arbitrary null symmetric tensor (~y 
= h xh Y). In this section, we find the form of the BZ two

soliton transformation or double Harrison transformation in 
the limit when the poles coalesce (a double-pole soliton) and 
identify the result with the generalized HKX transforma
tion. The final formulas will be written as tensor equations 
among the generating functions, FAB(l) and GAB(tPtZ)' 

Start with Eqs. (5.22)-(5.24) which define the 
(BZ: S2' k A ) (BZ:s I' h A) product transformation. If 
S2 = SI = s, then from (A4)-(A6), 

AC - Bfi = (v - J.i) -2(detPf(detf)(h y k y? (6.4a) 

CA A
X -BfiAX -fiB/ +ACA

X 

= (v - J.i) -2(detP?(detf)(h yk Y)2EA x. 

Hence, provided hyk y '10, we obtain the identity 
transformation, 

P'AB(t) = PAB(t). 

(6.4b) 

The way to obtain a non-trivial confluent transformation is 
to write 

(6.5) 

and take the limit as E~. (Note E does not mean ± 1 here.) 
The calculation will be complicated by the fact that the de
nominator AC - Bfi and the numerator of the right-hand 
side of (5.22) are both of order E2. Write 

BA
X = AA X + EBIA X + CB2A

X + o (E"l), 

iiA x = AA X + EiilA X + E2fi2A X + 0 (~), 

CA
X = AA X + E(B IA

X + fiIAX) 

+ El(BlA X + ii2A X + C2A X) + 0 (~), 

A=AxX, BI=BlxX, fil=fiIXx, CZ=C2X
X. 

Then, from (5.23a-d), 

(6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

(6.6c) 

(6.7) 

AA X = (v-p)-lhEhFfcAPCEpXf~ (6.8a) 

BIA x = (v - p)-) hE fCAP CE(hrDPXF + /f.p XF ) 

+ Dp AA X, (6.8b) 
v-p 

filA X = (v - p)-lhF fCAPXF(hEDpCE + 'E PCE ) 

C2A
X 

- ~AAX, 
v-p 

(6.8c) 

(v - p) - 1 fCA (hEDP CE + 'EP CE)(hFDPXF + 'FPXF) 

- ~BIAX + Dp fi'AX, (6.8d) 
v-p v-p 

where D = d Ids, PAB = PAB(S). Expressions for R2A x and 
filA x will not be needed. The denominator and numerator in 
(5.22) take the forms, 

AC -Bfi = ~(ACl - Blfi) + O(~), (6.9) 
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- (VI - PI)CAA X + (V2 - PI)BBA X 

A-PI 

(VI - P2)BB/ - (V2 - P2)ACA
X 

+ ----------------~------
A - f-lz 

= E
Z {~ =~ (BIBIA X + BIBIA

X 
-ACz/ - C~AX) 

+ Dv (B A X _ AB X) + (A - v)Df-l (AB X 
A -f-l I A lA (A -f-l)Z IA 

-BA X)_ Df-lDv AA x}+O(~) (6.10) 
1 A (A _ f-l )2 A . 

Some spurious terms in (6.8b,c,d) can be removed by choos
ing new variables, 

B' x-B X_ Df-l A X 
A - IA --- A , 

B' X-B- X+ Dv A X 
A - IA --- A , 

v-f-l v-f-l 
(6. lla,b) 

C ' X - C X + ~ B X _ Df-l B- X A - ZA IA --- lA , (6. 11 c) 
V-f-l V-f-l 

B'-B' x-B' X C'-C' X - X - X, - X· (6.12) 

Now, from (5.22), (6.9) and (6.10), the limiting form of the 
transformation is 

P'AB(t) = ~=~PAB(t)+ [(AC'-B'Z)- (~~~2AZ ]-1 
X { (2..1 - f-l - v)Df-lDv AA X 

(v - f-l)(A - f-l)(A - v) A 

+ ~(B'A X -AB' X) A -v A A 

_ Df-l (B'A x_AB' X) 
1 A A 
/I.-f-l 

_ V-f-l(C'AAX+AC'A X 
A-V 

-B'B' x-B'B' X)}p (t) A A XB' (6.13) 

Equation (6.13) is rather cumbersome, but can be re
duced to a very elegant expression involving the complex 
generating functions FAB and GAB by a lengthy series of alge
braic steps. Let us treat the denominator first. 

AC' - B ,2 = (v - f-l) -2 [hEhFicDPCEpDF ixy(huDP xu 

+ luPXU)(hvDP YV + lvP YV) - hE iCDPCE 

X (h FDP DF + I FP DF)h v ixyP YV 

X (huDPXU + luPXU] 

= (v - f-l) -2hEicDixypCE(huDpXU + luPXU) 

X [hFPDF(hvDP YV + IvP YV) 

- hvP YV(hFDp DF + IFPDF)] 

= (v - f-l)-2hEicDixDPCE(huDpXU + luPXU) 

XhvPzV(hFDpZF + IFPZF) 

- p\v - f-l) -2 [hEPxE(huDPXU + luPXU)]2 

= _p2(V-f-l)-2[hEhFPXEDpXF 

+ Sf-lS -2hx l x ]2, (6.14) 

where we have used (A4), (AS), (A9a), (A36a), and (5.15a). 
(In future, we refer only to identities which specifically in
volve the generating functions.) The qualitative similarity 
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between PxEDp x Fin (6.14) andFxA DFx B which appears in 
(A25) suggests that we should look for an expression involv
ing GAB (s,s). From (A25), (A34), (A35b), and (A36a), 

GAB (s,s) = (1 + S2S -I DV)EAB - P -2S2VPXADpXB 

+ ip -2viXYPXAPYB' (6.15) 

Now define 

a= -(shxlX)-I, 

M = Re(l - ah Eh FGEF(S,S», 
(6.16) 

N = Im(l - ah Eh FGEF(S,s». 

Hence, from (6.15), we have 

hEhFPXEDpXF +Sf-lS -2hx l x = -a-IpS -2M, 
(6.17) 

(6.18) 

In terms of M and N, the denominator in (6.13) is given by 

AC'-B'2- Df-lDv A2= _ p
2
S2f-l2 (M2+N 2). 

(v - f-l)2 a 2S 6 

(6.19) 

In the same manner that (6.14) and (6.19) were derived, 
we can also derive the following formulas: 

C'AAX +AC'A X -B'B'AX -B'B'AX 

= - p2(V - f-l) -2 [h Eh FPyEDP YF 
+Sf-lS -2h yl Y]2EA

X 

p2S2f-l2 2 X 
= - -2-6-M EA , (6.20) as 

B 'AA X - AB 'AX = (v - f-l) -2h Eh FiA CiXDPCEPDF 

X [h Uh VPyuDp Y
v +sf-lS -2h yl Y] 

= _ (S2f-l ) Mh Eh Fr cfXDp P 
aS 4 JA CE DF' 

(6.21) 

B'AAX-AB'AX = (V-f-l)-2p2hEhFPAEp x
F 

X [h uh vPyuDP Y v + sf-lS -2h yl Y] 
2 2 

_ P Sit Mh Eh Fp pX (6.22) 
aS 4 AE F' 

Since these quantities are going to be contracted with 
P XB (t), we should next look for expressions involving GAB 
(s,t). Write 

UAB = Re (GAB(S,t) - _S_ EAB) , 
s-t 

Then, from (AI9), (A34), (A35b), and (5.18), 

VAB = V - f-l iXYPYAPXB(t). 
f-l(A - v) 

The results of the contractions are now 
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x ( S3p 2(A - p) .. Th Eh FQ U 
AAA PXB t) = - 3 H; AE FB' as 

(6.25) 

(C'AAX +AC'A X -B'B'/ -B'B'AX)PXB(t) 
2 2 2 

= _ p s J..L M 2p (t) (6.26) a 2S 6 AB, 

'x 'X)P ( S3p 3(A - v) uh Eh FQ V (B AA -AB A XB t) = aSS m, AE FB, 

(6.27) 

(B'AAX -AB'/)PXB(t) 

- p2S3p (A - p) M.h Eh Fp U (6.28) 
- aSs AE FB' 

With the substitutions, (6.19) and (6.25)-(6.28), Eq. 
(6.13) simplifies to 

P'AB(t) = A - P PAB(/) + (M 2 + N2)-1 
A-V 
X [ a(U - j.J. - v) Nh Eh FQ U 

A _ V AE FB 

- aMh Eh FQAE VFB 

+ aMh Eh FPAEUFB _ v - p M 2PAB(t») . 
A-V 

(6.29) 

This can be further simplified using the identity 

NPAB(t) = ah Eh F (A - v PAE VFB _ A - P QAE UFB ) , 
v-p v-p 

(6.30) 

which is proved using (6.18), (6.24), (A5) and (A35b). The 
final result is 

X (MPAE UFB - MQAE VFB + NPAE VFB 

+ NQAEUFB)' (6.31) 

To find F'AB(t), we first need Q 'AB(t), which itself needs 
f'AB = DP'AB(O). From (6.23) and (A22), we have 
D2UAB (S,0) =S-ISQBA' D2VAB (s,0) = - S-ISPBA . Hence 

f ' -f + a(v-j.J.)hEh
F 

AB - AB M2 +N2 

X (MPAEQBF + MQAEPBF - NPAEPBF 
+ NQAEQBF)' (6.32) 

A straightforward application of (A35a,b), (A36a,b), (A38), 
(6.18), (6.24), (6.31), and (6.32) gives 

, ah EhF 
Q AB(t)= QAB(t) + M2+N 2 

X (MQAEUFB +MPAEVFB -NPAEUFB 
+ NQAE VFB ). (6.33) 

Equations (6.31) and (6.33) may be collected in the sin
gle equation, 

P 'AB(t) + iQ 'AB(t) = PAB(t) + iQAB(t) 

ah Eh F(PAE + iQAE)(UFB + iVFB ) 
+ . 

M+iN 
Hence, using the definitions (A34), (6.16) and (6.23) and 
writing tlB = h Ah B, we finally arrive at the following much 
shorter and neater formula for the confluent two-soliton 
transformation: 

(6.34) 

Then, from (AI9), with help from (AI8) and (A32), we get 

(6.35) 

The right-hand side of (6.34) is singular at t = s. This pole can be removed by changing gauge by means of the gauge 
functions 

at 
gAB(t) = EAB - --qAB' 

s-t 

The transformation now takes the form 

F'AB(t) = FAB(t)- ~qxBF/(t)+ aqCDFAcCs)IGDX(s,t)- [s/(S-t)]EDXl!ExB - [atl(s-t)]qxBJ. 
s - t 1 - aqFFGEAs,s) 

Let us use the notation 

(6.38) 

I 
fact, 

qCDFAC<S) 
qCDF 'Ads) = _-C.-____ -C.---

1 - aqEFGEF(S,S) , 

qCD (G 'DB (s,t ) _ _ s_ EDB) 
S - t 

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

(6.39a) 

for the transformation (6.37), in anticipation of the identifi
cation with the HKX transformations. [It is easy to check 
that (6.37) reduces to (6.2) whenAB = 11 and qll = 1, other 
qXY = 0.] The pole at t = s is absent in (6.37), so we can 
multiply two transformations with same s parameters. In 

= [qCDGDX(S,t)!EXB - [atl(s-t)]qXBJ 

- [sl(s - t) ]qC B] 11 - aqEFGEF(s,s) J -\ , (6.39b) 
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(6.39c) 

A straightforward calculation now shows that 

(HKX:s"BtlB)(HKX:s,atlB) = (HKX:s,(a + (J )t1B), 
(6.40) 

which means that these transformations form a one-param
eter group with a as canonical parameter. It is therefore 
sufficient to identify the infinitesimal limit of (6.37) with the 
infinitesimal HKX transformation (6.3). The infinitesimal 
form of (6.37) is 

F'AB(t) = FAB(t) - -.!!!...qxBFAX(t) 
s-t 

+ aqCDFAds) (GDB(S,t)

+ o (a Z
). 

Then, from (AI9) and (A32), 

G 'AB(tl,tZ) = GAB(tl,tZ) 

-S-EDB) 
s-t 

(6.41) 

+ _a_ qyB ( - tZGA Y(tl,tZ) +sGA Y(tl,S» 
s - t z 

+ ....!!!.!... qAy(G YB(tl,tZ) - G YB(s,tZ» 
tl -s 

+ aqCDGAdtl,S)GDB(S,tz) + 0 (aZ). (6.42) 

It is not difficult to expand the right-hand side of (6.42) as a 
triple power series in t 1> tz, and s. The coefficient t ';t ~ is the 
transform of N ~";i") and the coefficient of Sk in the latter may 
be compared directly with Eq. (2.23). We find that the infini
tesimal transformation (6.42) is precisely the generalized 
HKX transformation (6.3), thus completing the proof. 

Now, return to the original confluent BZ transforma
tion given by (634) and (6.35). Although F'AB(t) and 
G' AB (t l,tZ) have poles whenever t, t I or tz = s, product trans
formations with same s parameters are well defined by tak
ing an obvious limit. Formulas (6.34) and (6.35) may be ob
tained from the HKX transformation equations by the gauge 
change inverse to (6.36) and which is expressed by the gauge 
functions, 

at 
gAB(t) = EAB + --qAB' (6.43) 

s-t 

When this is expressed in terms of the 'IN groups with nega
tive index k, we find that it has the form, 

.! as - kqXYtXY k). 

k~1 

(6.44) 

Since this commutes with (6.3), we can identify the transfor
mation (6.34) with the open-ended HKX sum 

'f k-.XY,,(k) 
£... as'1 rXY' 

k = - 00 

(6.45) 

Let this be called the extended HKX transformation. With 
an obvious notation, we have the theorem 

(ext.HKX:s,atl B) = lim (BZ:s + E,h A + El A )(BZ:s,h A), 
£->0 

(6.46) 
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Now, we would expect from the commutation relation 
(3.20) that HKX transformations commute when they have 
the same ~Y parameter but different a and s parameters. 
But, since BZ transformations always commute, it follows 
that the extended HKX transformations commute also for 
different qXY parameters. The corresponding commutation 
theorem for HKX transformations of the form (6.3) is 

(HKX:sz,{Jk 'Ak 'B)(HKX:sI,ah Ah B) 

= (gauge)(HKX:SI,ah 'Ah 'B)(HKX:sz"BkAk B), 
(6.47a) 

h'A=h A_ ~hxkXkA, 
Sl -sz 

k'A=k A_ ~hxkxhA. 
Sl -sz 

A direct proof is straightforward but rather tedious. 

(6.47b) 

Another property of the extended HKX transforma
tions which follows from (6.46) is their self-duality. An im
mediate consequence of (6.46) and (5.33) is the following 
theorem: 

(I£)(ext.HKX:s,atlB)(I£) = (ext.HKX:s,aq'AB), 
(6.48) 

where 

q'll= -E'is-Iq22, q,IZ= _ql2, q'22=E'isqll. (6.49) 

Take the infinitesimal limits (a small) of both sides of (6.48), 
expand as a power series in s, and look at the coefficient of Sk. 
Then, by comparing the coefficients of qll, qlZ and qZZ, we 
arrive at a proof of the duality theorem (3.19). 

The generalized HKX transform of the metric coeffi
cient eZy can be obtained without difficulty from the conflu
ent form ofEq. (5.42), using (6,9), (6.19) and (6.16). The 
result is the very compact formula, 

e2y - 2u ' = (Mz+NZ)ezy-2u 

= (1 - aqEFGEF(s,s» 

X(1-aqEFG*EF(s,s»e2y-2u, (6.50) 

e2u = J, e2u' = f'. This result can be generalized to the case of 
a product of any number of generalized HKX transforma
tions with any parameters, including higher rank transfor
mations. All these transformations involve a parameters 
and s parameters. Under product transformations, the trans
forms of B AB , FAB(t) and GAB (tl,tZ) can all be written as 
rational functions of the a parameters, e.g., 

B'AB = NAB/D. 

The denominator D is the same for B' AB' F' AB and G 'AB' 
Let the numerator and denominator be normalized by 
NAB = B AB , D = 1 when all of the a parameters are zero, 
and we assume that common factors have been cancelled 
out. Then the transform of e2y - 2u is given by the very simple 
formula, 

(6.51) 

It is not difficult to prove this very general result by induc
tion on the number of iterations. 

The right-hand side of the formula, 
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H ' -H . -IS() qCDFAC<S)FBD(S) (6.S2) 
AB - AB - laS s 1 EFG ( )' 

- aq EF s,s 

for the extended HKX transformation50 contains a quadrat
ic surd, the function S (s). If the sign of S (s) is changed, the 
new H' AB must still satisfy Einstein's equations. Let us de
note by FAB(s) the result of changing the sign of S (s) in 
FAB (s). Then, since S occurs only in even powers in (A 17), 
we must have 

(6.S3) 

as for a gauge change, where k AB (s) does not depend onp and 
z. The inverse of(6.53) must have the same form so that 
kA xkXB = EAB . Changing the sign of Sin Eqs. (Al8) and 
(A23) gives the conditions 

kAB =kBA' kXAk x
B = -EAB , k*AB = -kAB' (6.54) 

which are different from (1.1S) for gAB' We cannot make any 
statement about k AB (0). When the sign of S is changed in 
(6.52), the result is another HKX transformation of the same 
type with a replaced by - a and qAB replaced by 
qCDkACkBD. 

To illustrate this last result, consider the Weyl solu
tions. The generating function components and HKX trans
form (ql I = 1, other qAB = 0) for this case are calculated in 
Ref. 7. It is a trivial matter to change the sign of S in their 
formulas. We find 

FII(s) = isF!2(s), Fds) = - is- 1F l1(s), 

FzI(s) = isFzz(s), F22(s) = - is -I FZI(s), 

Under this reflection, the HKX transformation with qll =1= 0 
becomes one with q2Z =1=0 (other qAB = 0). This special sym
metry occurs only because of the preferred gauge chosen for 
FAB in the static case. If an arbitrary gauge were chosen for 
FAB , then changing the sign of S would convert the special 
HKX transformation to a general one with arbitrary null 
qAB. 

Equation (6.37) can also be derived by iterating the non
tensor Eqs. (4.44a,b) for the Harrison transformation. The 
poles at t = s in the right-hand sides of ( 4.44a, b) are absent, 
so that F' II(S) and F' ds) are well defined. The limit is very 
similar to the I---+S limit ofEq. (A40). Consider a Harrison 
transformation with C = C I (denoted by a prime) followed by 
one with C = Cz (double prime) with same s parameters. We 
find 

q = clFII + FI2 
c IF*1I +F*lz ' 

,_I _ czF*'1! +F*'12 
q - F' F' 

Cz II + 12 

(6.55a) 

=q+2isq(cl +Cz}f'(cIFI1 +F12)(c IF*1I +F*12) 

X {I + (c i + CZ)[GII + (llcl)(G12 + GZI ) 

+ (lIc/)Gzz Jl - I, (6.55b) 

f' = (4c/s'l) - I [S (s)(q + q - I) +2(1 -2sz) ], (6.SSc) 

where FAB = FAB(S), F'AB = F'AB(S), GAB = GAB(S,s). A 
glance at the denominators of (6.55b) and (6.37) shows that 
the parameters must be related by 
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aqll = - (C I + C2)' 

aql2 = - (C I + C2)/CI' 

aq22 = - (C I + c2)1c/. 

(6.S6) 

With this identification, and using Eq. (A40), we find, after a 
lengthy calculation, 

F" lI(t) = (c llczfFI1(t), 
(6.S7) 

F" Ilt) = F 12(t) + (cllcz)(c i + c2)FII (t), 

where the tilde ( - ) denotes the generalized HKX transform 
given by (6.37) (not as in the preceding two paragraphs). 
This shows that 

FAB(t) = (U),,, (A )/,£" AB(t), 

et = (CZ/C I)2, 

J.L = (C2/CI)(C I + c2)· 

(6.58) 

In Ref. 11, we pointed out a qualitative similarity be
tween double HKX rank -0 and double Harrison transforma
tions. The former applied to a Weyl or CTS solution gives the 
same result as the latter applied to a different Weyl or CTS 
solution, respectively. This can now be explained. The Har
rison transformations with C = 0 or c = 00 and the BZ trans
formations with hi = 0 or h 2 = 0 map Weyl solutions to 
Weylsolutions. [Accordingto(S.28)and(S.29),c = h t/h Z).} 
From (6.46) and (5.28), the original HKX transformation is 
the product of a special Harrison transformation with C = 00 

followed by a Harrison transformation with same s, arbi
trary c, and then a gauge change. The double HKX (different 
s parameters) is therefore a fourfold Harrison transforma
tion and the factors can be rearranged so that the two Weyl
to-W eyl transformations are done first. The double Harrison 
transformation with C = 0 in the first factor gives the HKX 
with the sign of S (s) changed or with the YI t'S replaced by 
Y22'S (recall Footnote 43). The same arguments apply to the 
CTS solutions and their generalizations. 

A remarkable consequence of the previous result is that 
the generalized HKX transform of any Weyl or CTS solu
tion is the same as a combined HKX rank-O and rank-l 
transform (of the original type in Ref. 7) ofa different WeyI 
or CTS solution, respectively. We shall demonstrate this ex
plicitly for the Weyl solutions. The general solution is given 
by 

'l! = 'l!* = e2x, V/x = 0, (6.59) 

V 3 z = a 2; ap2 + a 2/ az2 + p -Ia ; ap. The generating func
tion components for this case were calculated in Ref. 7. 
From their results, we find 

GIl(s,t) = _ ~ + e{3(Sl+{3(t)[l + S + t -4stz ] 
2S(t) sS(t) + tS(s) , 

(6.60a) 

G
12

(s,t) = _s_ + e{3(S)_{3(r)s-t-sS(t)-tS(s) 
s - t 2(s - t)S (t) , 

(6.60b) 

__ s_ + te-{3(S)+{3(t)s-t+sS(t)+tS(s) 
s-t 2s(s-t)S(t) , 

(6.60c) 
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G (t) - i -{3(S)-{3(t) [1 S+t-4StZ] (or function oft) by 22S, - --e - , 
2sS(t) sS(t) + tS(s) 

(6.60d) 
where/3(t) is defined up to an additive integration constant V/3 (t) = S -1(t)[(1 - 2tz)VX - 2tp VX]' (6.61) 

----------------------------____J 

The double HKX rank-zero transformation is expressed by 

go"" = go'" + alFIG '1(1- a2G (S2,s2» + a2F2G '2(1- alG (Sl,sl» + a la 2[FIG '2G (SI,s2) + F2G 'IG (S2,SI)] 
1 - alG (Sl,sl) - a 2G (S2,S2) + a 1a 2[ G (SI,sI)G (S2,S2) - G (SI,s2)G (S2,s1)] , 

(6.62) 

whereFI = F II(SI),F2 = FII (S2), G'I = D2GII(SI'0), G'2 = D2GII (s2,0)andG (s,t) = GII(S,t). The effect on the Weylsolution 
'fl'" = e2x is given by 

1 + ia A e2{3, + ia D e2{3, _ a a [( r _ r )/( r + r )]2A B e2{3, +2{3, 'fl"" = e2l' I - zu - I 2 ~2 ~ I ~2 ~ I --

1 + ialA + e2{3, + ia2B + e2/3, - a la 2[( t2 - tl)/( t2 + tl)]2A + B + e2fJ, +2{3,' 

where/31 =/3 (SI),/32 =/3 (Sz) and 

= ~~ (1 ±tl)Z(t/ - t12) 
A± 

4 SI - S2 t12(1 - t/) 
B = ~~ (1 ±t2)2(t/-tI2) 

± 4 SI - S2 t/(1 - t/) 

(6.63) 

Here, we have used t I = t (s I) and t 2 = t (S2) as coordinates. (We could instead use prolate spheroidal coordinates as in Ref. 
11, but there are six ways of doing this depending on the signs of SI and S2') The double BZ transform of 'fl'" = e2x can be 
obtained directly from (5.39) with 

_ h Isle2{3, + ih 2 

ql- , 
h Is I e2{3, _ ih 2 

The result is 

'fl"" = (1 + tl)(1 + t2) e2x (1 - i[( t2 + tl)/( t2 - tl)](C _ e2{3, - D _ e2{3,) + C _ D _ e2{3, +2{3,), 

(1 - tl)(1 - t2) 1 - i[ (t2 + tl)/( t2 - tl)](C + e2{3, - D + e2{3,) + C + D + e2{3, +2{3, 

C =h
I
SI(I+tl)±1 D =k

I
S2(I+t2)±I. 

± h 2 I-tl ' ± k 2 I-t2 

Now define 

e2¥ = (1 + tl)(1 + t2) e2x 
(1 - tl)(1 - t2) , 

e2P, = (SI - S2)2 t12(1 - t/) e2{3, 
SIS2 (1- tD(t2 - tl)2 ' 

e2P,= (SI- S2)2 t/(I-tI
2
) e2{3, 

SIS2 (1 - ;/)(;2 - ;1)2 ' 
satisfying (6.61). A comparison of (6.63) with (6.64) reveals the theorem 

(HKX;s2,azqAB)(HKX:s I,a lqAB)e2¥ 

= (BZ:s2,k A )(BZ:s I,h A )e2X , 

where q II = 1, other qAB = 0, and the parameters are related by 

a l
= -4 hisl ~ _4 k1S2 SISZ 

2 ' a 2 - -z----· 
h SI - S2 k SI - S2 

These relations would change if we were to choose different integration constants for ill andil2 in (6.65b,c). 
Now, the generalized HKX transform of the Weyl solution go'" = e2x is given by 

'fl"" = e2x 1 + aql2[ 1 + S -I + 2sD/3 (s)] + FaS -2 [(1 - 2sz - S)sqlle2{3(S) + (1 - 2sz + S)r Iq22e -2{3(s)] 
1 + aql2 [1 - S -I + 2sD/3 (s)] + ~iaS -2 [(1 - 2sz + S)sqll e2{3(s) + (1 - 2sz _ S)s -I q22e - 2{3(s)] 

(6.64) 

(6.65a) 

(6.65b) 

(6.65c) 

(6.66) 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

We claim that this can be attained by a cOI'1bined HKX rank-O and rank-l transformation acting on the Weyl solution, 
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If* = e2l' = (1 + t (s) )2e2X. 
1 - t(s) 

(6.69) 

The combined HKX rank-O, rank-I, ... , rank-Ntransform of If* is given by the matrix equation (3.19) of Ref. 7. Putting 
N = 1, u = s, a(o) = A, ua(') = J-L in their formula, we get 

AFG' + J-L(DFG' + FDG ') + J-L2(FG 'G'2 + DFDG'G - FDG 'G2 - DFG 'G,) 
;if*' = ;if* + , (6.70) 

1 - AG - J-L(G, + G2) + J-L2(G,G2 - GGd 

where we have used the abbreviations, 

F = FII(s), DF = DFlI (s), 

G' = D2G,,(s,0), DG' = D,D2G,,(s,0), 

G = GII(s,s), G, = D,GlI (s,s), 

G2 = D2GII (s,s), G12 = D,D2GII (s,s). 

Substitution of (6.69) and (6.60) into (6.70) will yield (6.68) 
after a very tedious calculation. We can avoid this by observ
ing that (6.70) can be obtained as a confluent double rank
zero transformation by putting 

SI=S, S2=S+~, a,=A-J-L~-', a2=J-L~-' (6.71) 

in (6.62) and taking the limit as~-o. Now, ass2---+s, = s, the 
right-hand side of (6.66) tends to the generalized (extended) 
HKX transformation according to theorem (6.46). The 
same limit applied to the left-hand side of (6.66) gives the 
combined HKX rank-O and rank-1 according to (6.71). The 
parameters are related by 

A = -4(h '/h 2)S2 - 4a -'(s/h 2)2, 
(6.72) 

J-L= _4(h'/h 2)S3, qAB=hAhB, 

provided we define iii and ii2 by the S2~S I limit of Eqs. 
(6.65b,c). 

7. MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS 

In this section, we discuss a few properties of the non
null HKX transformations, the KinnersleY-Chitre {3 (k) 

transformations5 and the linear integral equations of Refs. 
20 and 21. 

The infinitesimal form of the non-null HKX transfor
mation is defined by (6.3) where now qXY is allowed to be an 
arbitrary nonnull symmetric tensor. The infinitesimal trans
forms of FAB(t) and GAB (/"t2) are given by (6.41) and (6.42) 
without modification. However, formula (6.37) for the finite 
transformation does not hold when qXY is non-null. In fact, it 
does not appear to be possible to write down a simple alge
braic expression such as (6.37) for the exponential non-null 
HKX transformation, although there are large classes of 
special solutions whose transforms can be written down 
explicitly. 

Equation (6.42) for the four components of G 'AB(t"t2) 
can be decoupled. First, using (A4)-(A6) and (A33), we get 
the contractions, 

qABG' AB(t"t2) 

2437 

= qABGAB(t"t2) + aqABGAB(t,,s)qCDGCD(s,t2) 

+ aq2GA A (t"S)GBB(S,t2) +2aq2 
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- _S_GAA(tl,s) __ t_'-GA
A(S,/2)J+O(a2), 

s-t2 I,-s 

X [ S(tl - t2) GA
A(t,,/2) (7.1) 

(t l - s)(s - (2) 

G'AA(t"t2) 

= GA A (t"t2) + aGA A (t,,s)qCDGCD(S,t2) 

+ aGAA(s,t2)qCDGCD(t"S) + 2aqAB 

[ 
s(t, - t 2) G ( ) 

X AB t"t2 
(I, - s)(s - (2) 

__ s_ GAB(tl,s) _ _ t_, _ GAB (S,t2)] + o (a2), 
s - t2 I, -s 

(7.2) 

where the real or pure imaginary constant q is defined by 

qxyqXY = - 2q2, qXA qX B = - q2~AB' (7.3) 

Now define 

K.(t,,/2) = qABGAB(t"t2) + ~qGAA(/"t2)' E = ± 1. (7.4) 

Then (7.1) and (7.2) may be combined into a single equation 
for K.: 
K'.(t"t2) 

= K.(t,,/2) + aK.(t"s)K.(s,t2) + 2mq 

X [ s(t, - t 2) K.(/, ,(
2

) 

(I, - s)(s - t2) 

- _s-K.(tl,s) - -t'-K.(S,/2)] + o (a2). 
s - 12 t, - s 

(7.5) 

(In the special case, ql2 = q21 = 1, q" = q22 = 0, we have 

K + I = 2G12, K -I = 2G21 ·) When q = 0, Eq. (7.5) is very 
easy to exponentiate. The result is that K. ( = qABG AB) trans
forms according to Eq. (6.2). In the general case, we can 
rewrite (7.5) as a functional differential equation. Let 
u = (t l - s)/s, v = (t2 - s)/s and write K '.(t l,/2) 

= L.(u,v,a), where a is finite. Then 

D3L.(u,v,a) 

= L.(u,O,a)L.(O,v,a) + 2Eq 

X [C - ~)L.(U'V,a)+ ~LAu,O,a) 

- (1 + ~ )L.(O,V,a)] . (7.6) 

Notice that s does not appear in (7.6). Unfortunately, this 
does not mean that the nonnull HKX can be exponentiated 
for general s if it can be done for the limiting cases, s = 0 or 
s= 00. 

It turns out that the nonnull HKX transformation can 
be exponentiated in the limit as s~oo. Hoenselaers, Kin-
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nersley and Xanthopoulos have also succeeded with this case 
using different methods.49 First, it is easy to check from Eq. 
(A 17) that gauge functions can be chosen so that FAB (t ) is 
analytic at t = 00. [Since FAB (t ) has quadratic branch points 
at the two complex zeros of S (t ), this statement assumes that 
the branch cut is a finite segment from one point to the other, 
crossing the real axis. If we wish to keep FAB (t ) analytic, or 
having poles at worst, along the real axis, then FAB ( - 00) 
= FAB ( + 00) where FAB is described in the paragraph con-

taining Eqs. (6.S3) and (6.S4).] Equation (A18) shows that 
FAB ( 00) is a null tensor. Next, (A18) and (A19) show that 
GAB (s, 00 ), GAB (00 ,t ) and GAB (00,00) are all well defined 
provided the branch of S (s) is chosen consistently near s 
= 00. From (A32) and (A33), it follows that GAB(S, 00) and 

GAB ( 00,00) are null tensors. All of the formulas (A17)
(A43) have well defined limiting forms as sand/or t tends to 
infinity. 

Put S = 00 in Eq. (7.S) to give 

K',(t\>tz) = K,(t l,t2) + aK,(tl,oo) 

X (K,(00,t2)-2€q) + o (a Z
), (7.7) 

which can be exponentiated by four elementary integrations. 
(Solve for K' ,( 00,00) first, then K' At 1,00), K' ,( 00 ,t2) and 
finally K '.(tl,t2)') The result is 

K',(t\>tz) = K,(tl,tZ) 

(sinhqa)K,(t 1,00 )(K,( 00 ,t2) - 2€q) 
(7.8) 

(sinhqa)K, ( 00 , (0) - qe£qa 

This gives us two linear combinations of the four compo
nents of G 'AB(t l,t2). The remaining components can be 
found in a fully covariant manner by first observing that 
qAB + €q~B is null and must therefore factorize into the 
form, 

qAB + €q~B = g-;h :, (7.9) 

so that h :qAB = €qhd' (€ = ± 1 is not a tensor index and 
does not take part in the summation convention.) Define a 
vector H,A by 

H d (t l,t2) = h :GAB (t l,t2), (7.10) 

so that K, = g-;HEA . When S = 00, Eq. (6.42) reduces to 

G 'AB(t\>tZ) = GAB (t l,t2) + aqyBGA Y (tl' 00) 

+ aqCDGAC(tI, 00 )GDB ( 00 ,t2) + 0 (a 2
). (7.11) 

Contract with h : and use (AS) and (A33) to obtain 

H'd (t \>tz) = H'A (t l,t2) + aH£A (t 1,00) 

X (K,(oo,tz) -2€q) + o (a 2
). (7.12) 

Since we know K " (00 ,tz), this can be exponentiated with 
two elementary integrations. The result is 

H'd(tl,tZ) = H'A(t 1,t2) 

(sinhqa)HEAtl' 00 )(K£( 00 ,t2) - 2€q) 

(sinhqa)K, ( 00 , (0) - qe£qa 
(7.13) 

The individual components of G ' AB (t 1 ,t2) may now be 
recovered by means of the identities, 

GAB =(h+xh~)-I(h+BH_A -h_BH+ A), (7.14) 
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(7.15) 

We thus arrive at the following formulas for the S = 00 limit 
of the nonnull HKX transforms of the generating functions: 

(7.16) 

When q = 0, these formulas reduce to (6.34), (6.3S) and 
(6.37) for the null case with s = 00. But the similarity goes 
deeper than this. Formulas (6.34), (6.3S) and (6.37) actually 
hold when qAB is non-null in the limiting case s = 00. They 
can be proved directly by showing that they have the correct 
infinitesimal limits (given by (6.41) and (6.42» and satisfy 
the group property (6.40) except that a + f3 on the right
hand side must be replaced by (a + f3)/(1 + q2af3). When 
we replace a by q -l(tanhqa), we get (7.16) and (7.17) above 
which satisfy (6.40) without modification. 

Let us determine the effect of the nonnull HKX trans
formation with s = 00 on the Weyl solutions. The transform 
of g:'* = e2y can be obtained from Eq. (6.68) by putting 
s = 00, replacing a by q -I(tanhqa) and allowing qAB to be 
nonnull. The result is 
g:' *, 

= e2y 1 + q -I (tanhqa)(qI2 - Vr - 2(z + r)q 11e2f3 (ocl) 

1 + q -I (tanhqa)(qI2 - !ir - 2(Z _ r)q11e2f3(oc l) , 
(7.18) 

wherer = (p2 + Z2)1/2. Compare this with thes = 00 limit of 
the original null HKX transform with qll = 1, other qAB 
= 0, given in Ref. 7, which is 

1 - liar - 2(Z + r)e2f3
(oc) 

g:'*' = eli 4 (7.19) 
1 - iiar-l(z - r)e2f3

(ocl 

Clearly, (7.18) can be converted into (7.19) by a trivial repar
ametrization, so the nonnull HKX gives us nothing new in 
this case. 

A number of interesting commutation and conjugation 
theorems can be proved for the nonnull HKX transforma
tions using only the infinitesimal transformation equation 
(6.42) or its extended version. The extended nonnull HKX 
transformation is defined by exponentiating (6.4S) and is re
lated to the original by the gauge functions, 

gAB(t) = (COSh aqt)€AB +q-l (sinh aqt)qAB' (7.20) 
s-t s-t 

reducing to (6.43) when q = O. Thus the infinitesimal ex
tended nonnull HKX transform of GAB is given by 

G'AB(t 1,t2) = GAB (t\>t2 ) 

+ aqCD (GAcCtl'S) - _t_1 - €AC) 
tl -S 
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x (GDB(S,tJ - _S - EDB) + o (a2
). (7.21) 

s - t2 

It is not difficult to show that extended nonnull HKX trans
formations commute for all values of their a, sand t/B pa
rameters. The corresponding theorem for the nonextended 
transformations is 

(HKX:s2 ,a2Q' 2 AB)(HKX:s1,a Iq/B) 

= (gauge)(HKX:SI,alq;A~(HKX:S2,a2q/B), (7.22a) 

q'1B = ql CDg/ c(sl)g/ D(SI)' 
(7.22b) 

Q'2 AB = q2 CDglA C(S2)gl B D(S2)' 

wheregIAB(t) andg2AB (t) are given by (7.20) with 
(a,s,q,t/B) replaced by (al,sl>ql,ql AB) and (a2,s2,q2,q/B), re
spectively. This reduces to theorem (6.47)whenql = q2 = O. 

We already know that BZ transformations always com
mute with extended null HKX transformations. They also 
commute with extended non null HKX transformations. 
This can be proved directly by writing (7.19) in terms of FII 

and FI2 using (A40) and using Eqs. (5.29) and (5.35a,b) for 
the BZ transformation (with different s parameters). How
ever, at an eady stage in the calculation, the equation to be 
checked is of the form cl'Y[ ... J xy = 0, where none of the 
terms in the bracket depend on t/B

• Since the coefficients of 
qll, ql2 and q22 vanish identically in the null case, they must 
also vanish identically in the nonnull case. 

The null and non null HKX transformations also obey 
the following conjugation theorems: 

(Z)/L (HKX:s,at/B)(Z) -/L 

= (HKX: s , at/B) ; 
1 + 2f.1,5 1 + 2fLs 

(7.23) 

(0 )4u (HKX:s,at/B)(O) -4u 

= exp (-~ cl'YrJ~) (HKX:S - U, ~ t/B) ; 
s-u s-u 

(0 )4s (HKX:s,aqAB )(0) - 4s 

= exp(acl'Y rJ~ )exp(ascl'Y ri~); 

(0 )4u (ext.HKX:s,at/B )(0) _ 4u 

= (ext.HKX:s - u, ~ t/B
) ; 

s-u 

(/j(ext.HKX:s,atlB)(Ij = (ext.HKX:s,aq,AB) 

with 

(q' II ,q' l2,q'22) = ( _ Eis - I q22, _ ql2,Eisqll); 

(Q )4u (ext.HKX:s,aqAB )(Q ) _ 4u 

with 

= (ext.HKX:S - u, ~ q'AB) 
s-u 

(q,ll,q'12,q,22) = (_S_qll,ql2, s - U q22); 
s-u s 

(gauge)(ext.HKX:s,at/B)(gauge) -I 
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(7.24) 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

= (ext.HKX:s,aq'AB) 

with 

q,AB = qCDgc A (S)gD B (s). (7.29) 

Theorems (7.23), (7.24), (7.26) and (7.29) are easy to prove 
directly from Eqs. (6.42), (7.21), (1.19), (2.16) and (1.14). 
Theorem (7.25) is a simple limiting form of(7.24). Theorem 
(7.27) follows automatically from theorem (3.19) which was 
deduced from theorem (6.48) where tlB was null. Theorem 
(7.28) follows from (7.26) and (7.27). Theorem (7.25) shows 
that the non null HKX can be exponentiated if tfY Y<i~ can be 
exponentiated (tfY nonnull) and vice versa. Theorem (7.23) 
gives the impression that the general nonnull HKX transfor
mation law can be deduced from the s = 00 limit which is 
known. Unfortunately, the 0 (s - I) term in the asymptotic 
expansion as S-+ 00 is also needed. 

Kinnersley and Chitre5
,51 discovered that the commut

ing infinitesimal transformations,43 

f3 (k) _ • .(k + 2) + . .(k ) 
-fll f22' (7.30) 

individually preserve asymptotic flatness. The HKX-type 
sums, 

(7.3Ia) 

may be regarded as generating functions for the f3 (k ) and are 
special cases of the (extended) nannull HKX transforma
tion. In fact, it is easy to prove the following results: 

(KC:s,a) = (A ) _ a/s(gauge)(KHX:s,at/B), 

(ext.KC:s,a) = (ext.HKX:s,at/B), 

qll =S-I, ql2 = 0, q22 =s; 

(Ij(KC:s,a)(Ij = (HKX:s, - Eiaq'AB), 

(Ij(ext.KC:s,a)(/j = (ext.HKX:s, - Eiaq,AB), 

q'lI = 1, qtl2 = 0, q,22 = - 1, 

(7.32a) 

(7.32b) 

(7.33a) 

(7.33b) 

The gauge functions in (7.32a) may be constructed by using 
the relationship of the extended nonnull HKX to the nonnull 
HKX given by (7.20), together with the facts that (7.33a) is 
free of gauge and the dual of a gauge transformation is read
ily obtainable from (1.14), (1.15), (3. 12a-d), and (l.8a). 
They are found to be 

. at at 
gIl (t ) = (s - t )SIO -- cos -- , 

s-t s-t 

2 at s. 2 at 
cos -- + -SIO --

s-t t s-t 
a . at at 

- - (s - t )SIO -- cos -- , 
s s-t s-t 

2 at t. 2 at 
g21(t) = - cos -- - - SIO -

s-t s s-t 

( I I). at at gdt)= -- - SlD--COS--
S t s-t s-t 

a ( 2 at t. 2 at ) + - cos --+ -SIO -- . 
s s-t s s-[ 

The full infinite-dimensional group generated by the 
f3 (k >, k>O, can be constructed by iterating f3 (0, and QO alone. 
This follows from (7.25) and (7.33a) which give the result: 
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exp( - a{3( -'»(KC:s,a) = (QL4, exp(as{3(0»(Q)4S' 

(7.34) 

The {3 (-I) transformation is precisely the gravitational 
duality rotation given by (1.11) and therefore generates 
Taub-NUT space from Schwarzschild. Kinnersleyand 
Chitre realized that{3 (0, has the important property of gener
ating Kerr from Schwarzschild. {3 (0, and{3(') combined give 
Kerr-NUT. All the remaining {3 (k) transformations merely 
reparametrize the Kerr-NUT solution. When applied to the 
static Zipoy-Voorhees solutions,28 

e
2x 

= (: ~ ~ y , (7.35) 

with t) an integer (t) = 1 is Schwarzschild) and coordinates 
(x,y) defined by (2.5), the{3 (k) transformations can be expon
entiated by the methods of Ref. 5. The resulting stationary 
solutions, the KC solutions, have 2t) parameters (including 
K, excluding NUT) and are generated by {3 ( - I) , 

{3 (O',oo.,{3(Uj - 2) only, being reparametrized by higher {3 (k). 

These techniques will also succeed with the more general 
static solution, 

e
2X 

= e: ~ ~ ) e: ~ ~ ) ... c: ~:), (7.36) 

which is a superposition of n Schwarzschild particles of dif
ferent masses on the z axis. The coordinates (x;,y;) are de
fined as in (2.5) except that the foci are to be moved from 
z = ± K to arbitrary positions on the z axis. [We can also 
include factors of the form (1 + y;)/(l - y;) in (7.36) which 
are not asymptotic to unity but the transforms will neverthe
less be asymptotically flat in general, and we can change 
signs of individual x;'s and y;'s.] The resulting stationary 
solution is the corresponding non-linear superposition of n 
Kerr-NUT particles with arbitrary parameters. This inter
pretation is due to Neugebauer and Kramer l9 who calculat
ed the n = 2 case explicitly by applying a four-fold Harrison 
transformation to flat space. 52 A remarkable feature discov
ered by these authors is that algebraic conditions among the 
parameters can be written down such that the z axis is regu
lar between the particles, thus balancing gravitational at
traction with rotational repulsion. 

At this stage the solution (7.36), with factors (1 + y;)/ 
(1 - y;) included, is the most general seed solution for which 
the Kinnersley-Chitre {3 (k) transforms can be calculated. 
(Of course, transforms of transforms are a trivial further 
step.) The transforms of the general Weyl solution and the 
CTS solution with 0 not an integer have not yet been found. 
But the superposition of n Kerr particles can be calculated 
with much less labor with Harrison or BZ transformations, 
which can be applied to any stationary solution. In fact, the 
superposition of n Kerr particles is precisely the general 2n
fold Harrison or 2n-fold BZ transform of flat space. The 
Kinnersley-Chitre t) = n solution is the limiting case where 
n of the s parameters are equal to l/2K and the remaining n 
are equal to -l/2K. For example, the KC t) = 2 solution is 
the product of two generalized (null) HKX transformations 
applied to flat space. Indeed, also, the generation of Kerr
NUT from Schwarzschild can be done with HKX transfor-
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mations. In Eq. (4.22) of Ref. 7, which gives the double 
HKX transform of the Zipoy-Voorhees solution (7.35) with 
s I = l/2K, S2 = -l/2K, simply put 0 = -1 and change the 
sign of x. We defer further discussion of the generation of 
exact solutions to Sec. 8. 

Now, it is quite possible that the class of seed solutions 
amenable to treatment with KC and nonnull HKX transfor
mations could be enlarged using the integral equation for
malism of Hauser and Ernst (HE).21 Their method of gener
ating new solutions from old is to solve the linear singular 
integral equation, 

B 1 1 U/(S)+S-I€AX)KxB(S) 
fA (t)+ -. ds=O, 

2m c s - t 
(7.37) 

for fA B (t). Then 

F'AB(t) = kA X + ifAX(t)]FXB(t) (7.38) 

is the generating function for the new solution. The kernel 
K A B (s) is defined by53 

KA B(S) = (detF) -IFAX(s}rAs)F BZ (s), (7.39) 

ry(s) = exp[yy(s)] + c y 

= (1 - cOsO)c y + t) -I (sin8)y y, (7.40) 

where t) = (dety)I/2 and Y AB (s) depends on s only and satis
fies (y AB (s»* = Y BA (s*). The contour C is a closed positive
ly-oriented contour surrounding the origin in the complex s 
plane lying in the region of analyticity of Y AB (s) (annulus 
around s = 0) which is itself contained in the region of analy
ticity of FAB (s) and fA B (s) (open neighborhood of s = 0). 

In the first paper of Ref. 21, HE give an explicit con
struction of the tensor YAB(S) in terms of the yk) and r(k) 

transformations of Kinnersley and Chitre.3
.
4 They have al

ready demonstrated, with particular examples, that the inte
gral equation (7.37) can be solved by standard techniques in 
the known cases: (i) where the element of the Geroch group 
specified by YAB(S) can be exponentiated for all stationary 
solutions (e.g., HKX) and (ii) where a general method of 
exponentiation is not available but the explicit transforms of 
particular solutions can be constructed (e.g., KC generation 
of Kerr from Schwarzschild). Since the kernel K A B (s) of 
(7.37) depends on both the transformation and the seed solu
tion, it would be of great interest to have a catalog of all 
kernels for which Eq. (7.37) can be solved by known 
methods. 

More recently, HE have rederived their integral equa
tion by posing an homogeneous Hilbert problem, and this 
derivation closely parallels the derivation of the "nonsoli
ton" part of the inverse scattering transform of Belinsky and 
Zakharov. 2o In a sense, HE have solved equation (AI7) 
[equivalent to the eigenvalue problem (4.45)] by a corre
sponding inverse scatterng technique. The BZ integral equa
tion is 
p(A ) = [I - G(A )][ 1 + G(A ) 1 - I 

X [I - ~ (p/ p(P) dp] , 
m Jrp-A 

(7.41) 

where 

G(A ) = 1\1(,1 )Go(A )1\1 - I (A ) (7.42) 
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and Go(A ) satisfies fP 1 Go = fP 2GO = O. (Refer to Sec. 5 for 
notation.) New solutions are generated from old according 
to Eq. (5.9b) where 

X -I(A) = I - ~ r pCp) dp,. (7.43) 
1rl Jr < IL - A 

Two distinct but equivalent integral equations can be written 
down for X instead of p. Here, r is the contour IlL I = a in the 
complex IL plane54 and, in (7.41) where A lies on r, the inte
gral takes its Cauchy principal value. In (7.43), r + is the 
same as r if A is inside r, but is to be deformed just to the 
outside of IL = A if A is on r. 

The key to the comparison of the methods of BZ and 
HE is equations (5.2), (5.9) and (5.10) which relate BZ's 
variables to the generating functions. According to (5. If) 
and (5.2), Go(A ) is a function of t only, not p and z, and so it 
corresponds to HE's -,A B(S), Then, comparing (7.42) with 
(7.39), we see that G(A) takes the place of the kernel KA B (s) 
except that the role ofFAB(t )is taken overby PAB(t). Infact, 
equations (5.9b) and (7.38) have essentially the same form. 
Using (5.6), (5.7), (5.9b), (5.10), (5.13), (5. 15a,b), (A23), 
(A34), and (A35b), we obtain the identification 

EA
X + tfAX(t) 

= tS -I(t) { - [detx<A)] -II2XA Y(t)Cp(t)EyX + ifyX) 

+ (~::~~~;y/2~ Y(t)(v(t)EyX + ifyX)} , (7.44) 

whereL B(t) = x(a2/A ) and is simplYXA B(t) = X(A ) with 
the sign of S (t) changed, andfy x on the right-hand side is the 
SL(2) metric tensor defined by (A 7). When the change of 
variable (5.2) is employed, the complex A plane becomes a 
two-sheeted Riemann t surface. The two integral equations 
are not exactly equivalent since the contour r will cross over 
singularities of the integrand when it is deformed to coincide 
with C. This is manifest in the fact that (7.37) contains all of 
the generalized HKX transformations while (7.41) does not 
contain those for which XCp) has double poles inside the 
contour r. When the soliton transformations are incorpo
rated into the BZ scheme, it is then more general than the 
formalism of HE, but the latter is somewhat more elegant 
and easier to manage when transformations in the Geroch 
group only are under consideration. Although we have re
marked that PAB is a better field variable than FAB for the 
pure soliton transformations (except for the HKX confluent 
cases), it would be interesting to see the HE formalism ex
panded to include mixed soliton and nonsoliton 
transformations. 

8. CONCLUSION: GENERATION OF EXACT SOLUTIONS 

Now that we have analyzed in detail the interrelation
ships between the various solution generating techniques for 
the stationary axisymmetric gravitational field equations, 
we can reasonably attempt to catalog all of the exact asymp
totically flat solutions which are constructible with the pre
sent methods. 

According to the conjectures, any solution generating 
algorithm which adds one or more new mUltipole param
eters at each iteration will give the general asymptotically 
flat stationary solution in the limit of infinitely many iter-
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ations, if the general asymptotically flat Weyt solution is tak
en as the seed or beginning solution. For example, exactly 
one additional parameter at each step may be achieved by 
applying a HKX rank-O, followed by a rank-I, rank-2, and 
so on, with same s parameters. However, there are relatively 
simple exact solutions (e.g., Tomimatsu-Sato,4o Kinners
ley-Chitre5) which cannot be generated from any Weyl solu
tion with this algorithm in finitely many iterations. 

The Cosgrove-Tomimatsu-Sato (CTS) solutions 13
-

J6 

and their enlargements II with /j not an integer and angular 
momentum parameter q different from 0 or ± 1 cannot be 
obtained from any Weyl solution in a finite number of iter
ations of any of the algebraic transformations discussed in 
this paper for the simple reason that the transformations are 
algebraic and the CTS solutions involve transcendental 
functions, Hi 11) and K (v, 1/). The cases where /j is an integer 
are the soliton solutions representing a nonlinear superposi
tion of /j Kerr-NUT particles or contractions thereof and 
can be generated from flat space by 28 Harrison or BZ trans
formations or from Weyl solutions of the form (7.36) by 
HKX transformations. 

Now, all of the exact solutions outside the CTS class 
which are either already known or can be calculated with the 
presently known methods may be generated from the Weyl 
solutions by a combination of the methods described in this 
paper. So the Weyl solutions and the CTS solutions are the 
only seed solutions we need consider. (Notwithstanding 
these statements, the conjectures in Hauser and Ernst's work 
imply that a class of kernels should exist for the integral 
equation (7.37) such that the ZV solutions28 transform into 
the CTS solutions. Since none of the known algebraic trans
formations have this property, such an integral equation re
presentation would be highly desirable.) Considering the va
riety of transformations available, however, the list of 
solutions generated from Weyl and CTS would be somewhat 
chaotic unless we take into account the relationships be
tween the transformations and some of their specific 
properties. 

We know that the following transformations preserve 
asymptotic flatness (subject to provisos in Appendix B) and 
are written in order of increasing generality: 

original HKX (two parameters); 
generalized HKX (three parameters); 

{
double Harrison (four parameters); 

Belinsky-Zakharov two-soliton (four parameters); 

4-fold Neugebauer 121)121) (eight parameters, restricted to 
six for asymptotic flatness preservation). 

We claim that all solutions which can be generated from the 
Weyl or CTS solutions by any finite combination of the 
above transformations can be generated with the original 
HKX transformations alone (including confluences such as 
the rank-one, etc.). The most elegant formulas, however, re
sult when we use 2n-fold Harrison or BZ 2n-soliton transfor
mations only. A determinant expression for the 2n-fold Har
rison or BZ transform of the general Weyl solutions is given 
in Ref. 19. It is interpreted there as a non-linear superposi
tion of the original Weyl solution and n Kerr-NUT 
particles. 
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In Sec. 6, we demonstrated explicitly that the double 
Harrison or BZ two-soliton transform of any Weyl solution 
can always be obtained as the double HKX transform of a 
different Weyl solution. Also, the original HKX with qll =I- 0 
can be replaced by one with q22=1-0 or the sign of S(s) can be 
changed. The same property holds for the CTS solutions 
(including the asymptotically nonflat h =1-0 cases in Refs. 12, 
13, and 16). The double Harrison transform of the CTS solu
tion is calculated in Ref. 11. The generating function FAB (t) 
and hence the HKX transform can also be obtained by a 
similar line of reasoning, with the aid of formulas in Secs. 2 
and 3 here. These results arise because the double HKX 
transformation (either q II =I- 0 or q22 =I- 0, other gAB = 0) can 
be factorized as a fourfold BZ transformation such that the 
first two factors transform Weyl to Weyl and CTS to CTS 
(0--+!5 ± 1). Since BZ transformations commute, a 2n-fold 
Harrison or BZ transform of any Weyl or CTS solution is 
again a 2n-fold HKX transform ofa different Weyl or CTS 
solution. Further, since the generalized HKX transforma
tion is a confluent form of the BZ two-soliton transforma
tion, the generalized HKX transform of a Weyl or CTS solu
tion is the same as a combined HKX rank-O and rank-l 
transform of a different Weyl or CTS solution. This was also 
demonstrated explicitly in Sec. 6 for the Weyl solutions. 
Thus asmptotically flat solutions which can be generated 
from the Weyl or CTS solutions by any combination of 
HKX, generalized HKX, Harrison or BZ transformations 
can also be obtained by iterating any single one of these types 
of transformation (including special cases and limits). 

Products of Neugebauer's Backlund transformations II 
and 12 (or, equivalently, Cosgrove's groups PQ and LQ, re
spectively) of the form, ... 12111211, are more general still but 
do not give any further asymptotically flat solutions. We 
need to know when such products preserve asymptotic flat
ness. Recall that Harrison's Backlund transformation can be 
factorized into the forms,!zl1 and l11z, where the parameters 
in the second factor depend on those in the first factor, the 
latter being arbitrary. The general fourfold product 1211211 
with eight parameters can be written as lz(1211)(1211)11 
where the factors in parentheses are Harrison transforma
tions. Since II does and 12 does not, in general, preserve as
ymptotic flatness, this latter product will preserve asymptot
ic flatness only when thefina1I2 is the identity. Thus 121/211 
preserves asymptotic flatness when the second 1211 is a Har
rison transformation. But II transforms Weyl to Weyl and 
leaves CTS invariant (up to a change of NUT parameter). 
Consequently, the 12111211 transform ofa Weyl or CTS solu
tion, if asymptotically flat, is the same as the double Harri
son transform of a different Weyl or the same CTS solution, 
respectively. 

An alternative argument is to write 

12//211 = (1211)(//2)(1211)11' (8.1) 
where the factors in parentheses are Harrison or identity 
transformations. Thus 12/11211 preserves asymptotic flatness 
when one of the three factors in parentheses on the right is 
the identity. Similarly, we can rewrite arbitrary products in 
the following manner: 

12/1"']21/zll = (12/1)(1112) ... (1112)(12/1)11, (8.2) 
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where the factors in parentheses are Harrison or identity 
transformations. (If 12 occurs first, write 12 = 121111 -I.) 
These preserve asymptotic flatness when the right-hand side 
contains an even number of non-trivial Harrison transfor
mations.5s Thus these products do not give any further new 
solutions when the seed solutions are the Weyl or CTS 
solutions. 

With one possible exception, the KinnersleY-Chitre 
/3 (k ) and nonnull HKX transformations and the integral 
equation methods have not yet yielded solutions distinct 
from those which can already be generated with the (gener
alized) null HKX, Harrison, BZ and Neugebauer transfor
mations. However, the integral equation methods are still 
being explored and when a catalog of kernels is developed, 
we may find new solutions. The s = 00 limit of the nonnull 
HKX transformation gives the same result as the s = 00 lim
it of the original HKX when applied to the Weyl solutions, 
but appears to give a distinct new solution when applied to 
the CTS solutions. 

The main success of the /3 (k) transformations was the 
generation of Kerr-NUT from Schwarzschild and the dis
covery of the Kinnersley-Chitre (KC) solutions for 0;;' 2. We 
have already remarked that the KC 0 = n solution is a limit
ing case of the superposition of n Kerr-NUT particles which 
is the 2n-fold Harrison or BZ 2n-soliton transform of flat 
space. But according to the above discussion, these solutions 
must also be constructible with HKX transformations. In
fact, the generation of Kerr-NUT from Schwarzschild is 
contained in Eq. (4.22) of Ref. 7 which gives the double 
HKX transform of the Zipoy-Voorhees solution (7.35) in 
the limit when the two centers26,42 coincide with the foci of 
spheroidal coordinates (s I = 1/2K, S2 = -l/2K). Putting 
o = 1 gives a subclass of the KC 0 = 3 solution, while put
ting 0 = -1 gives Kerr-NUT. The replacement of (x,y,o) 
by ( - x, - y, - 0) changes the right-hand side only ofEq. 
(4.22) of Ref. 7. This symmetry corresponds to changing the 
signs of S (s I) and S (S2) or replacing the HKX transforma
tions with qll =1-0 by ones with q22 =1-0. The authors also re
marked that the case where 0 = 0 gives a subclass of the KC 
o = 2 solution, where the Tomimatsu-Sato parameter q is 
unity. The full KC 0 = 2 solution can be constructed by put
ting 0 = -2 and then applying two further HKX rank-l 
transformations with s = ± 1/2K. The same result can also 
be obtained by applying two generalized HKX transforma
tions to flat space (0 = 0). More generally, the superposition 
of n Kerr-NUT particles can be obtained from the superpo
sition of n Schwarzschild particles given by (7.36) by first 
changing the sign of the spheroidal coordinates Xi in (7.36) 
and then applying 2n HKX transformations whose centers 
coincide with the 2n foci. These statements are straightfor
ward corollaries of theorem (6.66) and Eq. (6.65a). 
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APPENDIX A: PROPERTIES OF THE GENERATING 
FUNCTIONS 

In Ref. 2, Kinnersley compares different covariant for
mulations for the stationary axisymmetric vacuum and elec
trovac fields and decides in favor of an L-covariant SL(2,R ) 
tensor formulation. In the vacuum case, the groups P and L 
are isomorphic and so the P-covariant and L-covariant for
mulations are isomorphic, except that the complex potential 
notation in the latter is more elegant. In addition, there is the 
further choice between SO(2, I) vector potentials (as used by 
Geroch9

) and SL(2) tensor potentials,2-8 and a comparison 
of the recurrence relations in Ref. 9 and Ref. 3 shows that the 
latter has proved to be much more successful. 

Vectors h A and second-rank tensors KAB transform un
der (L)(3 according to 

h 'A = bA chc , K 'AB = bA cbB DKcD , (AI) 

and so on for higher-rank tensors. where b l
l = 131' b l

2 = 132• 

bZ
l 

= /33' b/ = /34' /31/34 - /3zf33 = 1. Indices are raised and 
lowered with £AB = ~B (£11 = £22 = D. £12 = - £21 = 1) ac
cording to the rule for spinors: 

hA=~xhx' hA = £xAhx. (A2) 

Observe that 

£ A B = - ~ A = <5! . (A3) 

Two very useful general properties of tensors are 

KXAK x
B = KAXKB

X = (detK)EAB' (A4) 

LAB - LBA = LxXEAB · (A5) 

In Eq. (A5), L may be a tensor or product of tensors of any 
rank with just two indices shown. For example, (A4) and 
(A5) imply 

KABKcD - KADKcB = (detK)EAcEBD' (A6) 

Equation (A4) shows that the inverse of the matrix KAB is 
K BA l(detK) and the inverse of KA B is - KBAI(detK). A 
second-rank tensor q AB is said to be null if q XyqXY = D. This 
means that qXA rr B = O. All vectors are identically null 
(hxh x = 0). Under L, asymmetric null tensorqAB (not iden
tically zero) can be transformed so that either q 11 or q22 is its 
only non vanishing component. A general non null tensor q AB 
can be transformed so that q 12 and qZl are its only non vanish
ing components. 

All the tensor potentials in the hierarchy are derived 
from the 2 X 2 block/AB of the metric tensor: 

/11 =f, J..2=hl = -/w, /22=/W2-PY-l. (A7) 

The non symmetric tensor version of the Ernst potential is 
defined by 

HAB =/AS +i,pAB' V,pAS = -p-"hXV/XB ' (A8a,b) 

whereV = (a lap,a laz). V = (a laz, - a lap). Corollaries of 
these formulas are 

(A9a,b) 
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V/AB = p-l/A
XV1/JXB' VHAB = -ip-IfAXVHxB' 

(AIOa,b) 

The hierarchy of potentials, H ~~ and N ~"lin), is defined by 
the consistent set of recurrence relations, 

H<J1 = iEAB , H~1 = H AB , H<;; = iN~OBn), (AIla,b,c) 

N~";t + 1) _ N~"'s +l,n) = iN~"iI)H(n)XB' 
(m,n)=1=( -1,0) or (0, -I), 

N ~"lin) - N ~~n.m) = H !~m>n (n)X B' (m,n) =1= (0,0), 

VN~";t) = H!~m)VH(n)xB' 

(A12) 

(AI3) 

(AI4) 

• denoting complex conjugate (assuming/AB real; if/AB com
plex, * does not change/AB' ,pAB' etc., but only changes the 
sign of i in the above definitions). We define also N~"li°) = 0 
for m> 1, Nr:lf) = £AB' and all potentials with a negative in
dex are taken to be zero. 

The most efficient method for calculating the potentials 
is to calculate the generating functions, 

FAB(I) = f H~;l n, (A I 5a) 
n=O 

G Ist)- ~ N(m.n)srnt n ABI:, - £.. AB , (A I 5b) 
m,n=O 

for which methods are given in Refs. 4, 5, and 7 and here. In 
this analysis, the spherical radial and angular coordinates,42 

Set) = [(1_2tZ)2 +4t 2p2 ]1/2, (AI6a) 

; (t) = (l - 2tz - 2~tp )112 , (A16b) 
I -2tz +21tp 

frequently arise. S (I) was introduced by Kinnersley and 
Chitre4 and; (t) by Harrison 18 in quite different contexts. 
Elimination of N ~lBn) from (A 12) with m = 0 and (A 14) with 
m = 1 gives 

[- it -1(1_ZtZ)ExA - 2/XA lVFXB(I) = (VHAX)FXB(t). 

Then (A4) and (A lOb) give the partial differential equation, 

VFAB(t) = itS -2(t)[(l -2tz)VHAX -2tpVHAX JFXB(t), 
(AI 7) 

which is the most important defining relation for FAB(t), but 
there are other methods better suited for calculation in par
ticular cases. A first integral4 which is now easily checked is 

FXA(s)FXB(s) = FXA(S)FsX(s) = - S -I(S)EAB . (AI8) 

With the aid of this integral, (AII)-{AI3) imply the follow
ing algebraic relations: 

GAB(S,t) = s ~ t EAB + :S~s~ FXA(s)FXB(t). (AI9) 

(A2Da,b) 

DIGAB(D,t) = -t -l(EAB +w'4B(t»-HAXF X
B(t), 

(A21) 

D2GAs (s,D) = s -I [EAB - is (S)FBAs)], (AZ2) 

F* AB(t) = S -1(t)[2it/AxF X
B(t) - (1 - 2tz)FAB (t)], 

(AZ3) 

(AZ4) 
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[Proof (A20) and (A24) follow immediately from (A 11) and 
(Al3), respectively. Multiply (AI2) by smt nand sum over m, 
n to obtain a relation between GAB (s,t ), D 2G AB (s,O) and 
FAB(t); puts = 0 to get (A21) and put t = s and use (AIS) to 
get (A22). Then (AI9) follows automatically. Finally, take 
a latof(A24)att = o and use (A21) and (A22) to get (A23).] 
It is easy to show that equations (A17), (AlS) and (A23) are 
respected by gauge transformations of the form (1.14). 

By combining (AI9)-(A24), a number of other useful 
relations can be deduced: 

(A25) 

G * AB(S,s) - GBAs,s) = EAB + FXA (s)F*x B(S), (A26) 

( 
l-2sZ) GAB (s,s) - GBA(S,S) = 1 + 2 EAB , 
S (s) 

(A27) 

GAB(S,S) - G * AB(S,S) = 2isS -1(S)!xyFxA (s)FYB(s), (A2S) 

F* Ax<s)FB X (s) = S -2(s)[2is!AB + (1 - 2sZ)EAB ], (A29) 

F*xAs)FXB(s) = (l-2sz)S -2(S)EAB 
+ 2isS -1(s)!xyFXA(S)FYB(S), (A30) 

!xyF*XA(s)F*YB(s) =!XyFXA (s)F YB(s), (A3l) 

S2S(t) - t 2S(s) 
sS(t)GAB(S,t) - tS(S)GBA(t,S) = EAB , 

s-t 
(A32) 

GAX<tl,S)G x B(S,t2) 

set I - t2) G ( ) AB t l ,t2 
(t l - s)(s - t2) 

__ t_1 _ GAB (s,t
2

) _ _ s_ GAB (t1'S). (A33) 
tl -s s - t2 

In some cases, it is desirable to split FAB into its real and 
imaginary parts. Define PAB and QAB by 

FAB = PAB + iQAB' F* AB = PAB - iQAB' (A34) 

Then, from (AlS) and (A23), 

(A35a) 

(A35b) 

(A36a) 

(A36b) 

PAX(t)QBX(t) = - QAX(t)PBX(t) = tS -2(t)!AB' 
(A37) 

where TI(t) and TzCt) are defined by (3.13) and (3.14). 
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x
Frequently in this paper, it was found necessary to e)f 

press all of the generating function components in terms ( 
just FII and F\2' Equation (A.23) with A = 1 gives ] 

) . 
F2B (t) = (2itf) -I [(1 - 2tz - 2itfw) F IB (t) + S (t )FrB(t :9) 

(A3 
), 

When F2B is eliminated from the right-hand side of (A 19: 
we obtain 

2s(s - t )G AB (s,t ) 
= 2s2EAB -is(S)!-I[(S-t)FIA(S)FIB(t) 

+ sS(t )FIA (S)FrB(t) - tS (s)FrA (s)FIB (t)]. 

The pole at t = s is absent since 

F*II(s)F\2(s) - FII(s)F*\2(s) = 2isS -2(S)j, 

0) 
(A41 

1) 
(A4. 

IS 
which is the AB = 11 component of Eq. (A29). When F2B 
eliminated from (A 17), the result is Eq. (3.2). a-

In Ref. 5, Kinnersley and Chitre give differential equ II 
tions which involve FII or F\2 alone (not together with F * 
or F * 12)' Equations (2. S) and (2.11) of that reference are 2) 

!IIV/FIB(t) = VH II ·VFIB (t), (A4 

(I - 2tz)VHII ·V:IB (t) +2tpVHII ·V FIB(t) 3) 

= it (VH II ·VH12)F\B(t), (A4
3
) 

where V / = a 21ap2 + a 21az2 + p -Ia lap. Equation (A4'1_ 
may be solved by the method of characteristics and the gel}e 
eral integral involving one arbitrary function of one variaber 
should then be substituted into (A42) to give a second-ord~_ 
linear ordinary differential equation for the unknown fun'n 
Hon. Any two linearly independent solutions may be takee_ 
to beFl1 andFl2, subject to (Alla,b), because of gauge fref 
dom [see (1.14) and (1.15)]. A qualitatively similar pair o~_ 
equations can also be written down for F2B , but are not nee( 
ed as F2B can always be obtained algebraically from the )e 
A = 1 component ofEq. (AI7), or from (A39) ifF*11 can t 
obtained unambiguously from FII (no problem when!AB 
real). 

An alternative method is to exploit the fact that the 
(Q )4s transform of the Ernst potential can be obtained by 
algebraic methods once a total Riccati equation has been III 
solved for a pseudopotential a = - sq. A Riccati equatic 
is equivalent to a second-order linear ordinary differential 
equation and is therefore a much simpler type than Eq. e
(A43). The component FI2 can then be obtained immediatld 
ly from Eq. (3.3), and the other components from (3.1) aJ: 
(A39). 

APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC FLATNESS 

If a stationary axisymmetric vacuum solution is to rt!tg 
present the exterior gravitational field of an isolated rotatiI)e 
collection of matter, then the metric of space-time should t 
asymptotic to Minkowski space-time as r_ 00, uniformly:_ 
with respect to e, where (r,e) are spherical coordinates de 
fined by 

p = rsine, Z = rcase. 

Thus the Ernst potential assumes a Taylor (Laurent) 
expansion, 
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where m is the (real) Schwarzschild mass andAn (0), n> I, is 
a complex-valued polynomial in cosO. Substitution of (B2) 
into Ernst's equation [a special case of (A42)] gives an imho
mogeneous Legendre equation of degree n for An (0). Thus 
An (0) is the sum of a particular integral depending on 
Ao = -2m, A " ... ,An _, and a complimentary function, 
(2an + ibn)Pn(cosO), where an andbn are arbitrary real con
stants representing the multipole parameters. (ao = - m is 
the mass, h, = -2.1 is angular momentum.) The linearly 
independent solution Qn (cosO) is to be rejected since it has 
logarithmic singularities on the z axis (0 = 0,17). 

In our work, it is not convenient to insist that all solu
tions adopt the strict asymptotically Minkowskian form 
(B2). The definition of asymptotic flatness we adopt is the 
slightly more general form 

g' = C + iD + (200 + ibo)r- I + A,(O)r 2 + A 2(O)r- 3 

+ ... , (B3) 

where C, D, a o and bo are real constants (C :f0) and An (0), 
n> I, is a polynomial in cosO of degree n, being a linear com
bination of (20 n + ibn)P n (cosO) and a particular integral 
satisfying an inhomogeneous Legendre equation as before. 
The angular momentum monopole bo is the NUT param
eter. The Ernst potential (B2) transforms into the form (B3) 
under a P transformation. Conversely, an element ofP can 
always be found such that any Ernst potential of the form 
(B3) transforms back to the form (B2). 

There are many exact solutions not possessing the as
ymptotic form (B3) which have asymptotically vanishing 
Riemann tensors. These are excluded from the present defi
nition but some of these solutions are potentially physically 
meaningful and deserve further study. Examples are certain 
subclasses of the h :f0 CTS solutions, 13.16 and contractions 
such as the Ernst solutions. 16.56 Recently, Harrison57 has 
shown that large classes of such solutions can be generated 
from the Weyl solutions with a single Harrison 
transformation. 

The series (B3) can be extended to the left through posi
tive powers of r. If all the coefficients are polynomials in 
cosO, such solutions will be called "multi pole type." Ifposi
tive powers only of r occur, the solution could describe the 
vacuum interior of a rotating hollow body. The general case 
could describe the hollow region between two rotating shells 
(provided the NUT singularity is absent). It is widely be
lieved that the Geroch group acts transitively on these solu
tions. Multipole character is also preserved by L, Q, Q and 
Harrison transformations, but not by (1) or single BZ 
transformations. 

The asymptotic expansions of higher potentials, gener
ating functions and pseudopotentials can be determined in a 
straightforward manner from their defining relations and 
(B3). The generating function components FII(t ) and FI2(t) 
are best calculated from equations (A42) and (A43). We find 
the asymptotic behavior, 

FIB(t) = FIB (r,O,t ) 

= F\~(t)r-' + F\~(O,t)r-Z + 0(r- 3
), (B4) 

where F~~ is independent of 0, F~~ is linear in cosO, and 
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higher coefficients are poiynomials in cosO. F~~ is an arbi
trary function oft subject to (A41) and the remaining coeffi
cients are then determined in terms of F~~ and the multipole 
parameters. [The coefficient of cosO in F~~ is determined 
separately by eliminating FZB from (AI7) and (A39).] From 
(A39), we find 

(B5) 

where F~~ is independent of 0, the 0 (r - ') term is linear in 
cosO, etc. These formulas hold equally well for t = ~, but 
break down for t = O. From (AI6a,b), 

S(t) = €[2tr - cosO + 0 (r-')], (B6a) 

;(t) = - €eiB [I + isinO + O( r- 2 )] , (B6b) 
2tr 

where € = sgnt, t :fO. The pseudopotential q can be found 
either from (4.23) or (4.35). The result is 

q = q<O)(s)[ 1 + iq(\ )(O,s) r - I + 0 (r -2)], (B7) 

where q<O)(s) is an arbitrary phase, q<O)q<o)* = I, independent 
of 0, and q< I ) is real and linear in cosO, etc. 

It is now easy to test the Harrison, BZ and generalized 
HKX transformations for asymptotic flatness preservation. 
First, the transform of the Ernst potential under the double 
Harrison or BZ two-soliton transformation is given by Eq. 
(5.39). From (B3), (B6b) and (B7), we get 

g''' = C + iD + {(2a0 + iho) 

+ (Sl -sz)C }r-' + O(r-2) 
Sh[€,q,<o){s,) - €2qZ(0)(sz)] , 

(BS) 

where €, = sgns" €2 = sgnsz. It is easy to see that the coeffi
cients of higher powers of r- I are polynomials in cosO. 
Therefore, the double Harrison or double BZ transforma
tion preserves asymptotic flatness, provided 
€ ,q, < 0 )(s ,):f €zqz < 0 )(sz). This supplementary condition means 
that it is always possible to choose one particular integration 
constant in the second Harrison or BZ transformation such 
that asymptotic flatness is not preserved. For example, the 
transform offtat space is the full Kerr-NUT class including 
an asymptotically nonflat limiting case,s = - ieiA.y [see 
(1.11) and (2.5)]. From (5.3S), F" IB{t) has the correct as
ymptotic form (B4). Under a single Harrison transformation 
(4.44), 

'l/' = rCa + hcosO) + 0(1), rID(t) = 0(1), (B9a,b) 

a, b complex constants, which is of multipole type but not 
asymptotically flat according to our definition. 

It is a simple corollary of theorem (6.46) and (BB) that 
the generalized HKX transformation preserves asymptotic 
flatness. This can also be proved directly from either (6.34) 
or (6.37). The nonnull HKX transformation also preserves 
asymptotic flatness. This follows from the group property 
(6.40) and the infinitesimal transformation law (6.41). 

The transformations Q and Q need to be treated differ
ently as they change the canonical coordinates. Let a prime 
denote the {Q )4. or (Q )4S transform. Then, from (2.2), 
(2.3a), and (Bl), 
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r' cosO' + 2sr' 
r = cosO = -----.:--

S'(-s)' 

S(t)= S'(t-s) 
S'( -s) , 

S'( -s) 

1 
S(s) -

S'( -s) 

(BlOa,b) 

(Blla,b) 

The asymptotic behavior of the transformed solution 
(r' -+ ~ ) depends on the behavior of the original solution in 
the neighborhood of the point (p,z) = (0,1/2s). The latter 
behavior is basically the same for all multipole type solu
tions, irrespective of their asymptotic form, provided 
(0,1/2s) is not some special singular point (NUT singulari
ties are allowed). To calculate asymptotic expansions for ~, 
FIB (t), and FIB (s) as r' -+ ~, we must rewrite Eqs. (A42) and 
(A43) in terms of coordinates (r' ,0 ') and solve for the coeffi
cients once again. The results are: 

'!J = '!J<o'(s) + ~<1 '(s)~osO ')r' ~ I + 0 (r' ~ 2), (BI2) 

FIB(t) = F~~(s,t) + 0 (r' ~ I), t #O,s, 
-(0) , 

FIB(S)=FIB(s)r +0(1), 

F 2B (t) = 0(1), F2B(S) = 0(1). 

(BI3) 

(BI4) 

(BI5a,b) 

In each case, the leading term is independent of 0 " the next is 
linear in cosO' and further coefficients are polynomials in 
cosO'. 

It is now easy to see from Eqs. (3.1a,b,c) that (Q )45 
transforms multi pole type solutions to asymptotically flat 
solutions, provided (p,z) = (0, 1/2s) is not a singular point of 
the original solution. Also, (2.30a,b) shows that F' IB(t) 

= 0 (r' ~ I). The asymptotic regions of the original solution 
map onto the neighborhood of the point 
(p' ,z') = (0, -1/2s) of the transformed solution. If the 
original solution were asymptotically non-flat, then this 
point would be a singularity of the latter solution and the 
inverse transformation (Q) ~45 would then not be asymptot
ic flatness preserving. Similarly, from Eqs. (2.17), (2.18) and 
(3.6a), multipole type solutions transform under (0)45 into 
solutions whose asymptotic behavior is given by (B9) (with 
primes on rand 0). 

From the preceding discussion, 12 preserves multi pole 
character while II maps multipole type solutions to asymp
totically flat solutions. This means that Il2 preserves as
ymptotic flatness provided it is not a Harrison transforma
tion. The same holds for III2ft. According to (8.3), both 
these transformations can be rewritten as a product of an II 
and two Harrison transformations. Similarly, the right-hand 
side of(8.3) preserves asymptotic flatness because it contains 
an even number of Harrison transformations,55 and the left
hand side does so because the final II maps a multi pole type 
solution to an asymptotically flat solution. 

'These claims are still conjecture, but there is an overwhelming body of 
evidence. Hauser and Ernst, in particular, seem very close to providing a 
proof in their context (see Ref. 21). It should be emphasized that the 
conjectures can only apply to "multi pole type" solutions which are de
fined in Appendix B. In Refs. 4 and 5, Kinnersley and Chitre identified 
two infinite-dimensional subgroups of the Geroch group (Ref. 9), the for
mer acting transitively on the class of multipole type Weyl solutions which 
includes flat space, the latter leaving flat space invariant. These results 
show that flat space is sufficient as a beginning solution and that the Ger
och group is infinitely multiply transitive. 
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not carry the analysis far enough to reach our Eq. (6.37), but they certain
ly had all the mathematical apparatus in place and knew how it could be 
done. The same comment applies to Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17) for the s = <Xl 

limit of the nonnull HKX transformation. 
50In the case of the generalized HKX transformation given by (6.37), a pure 

imaginary constant tensor - ias - 'qAB would be added to the right-hand 
side of (6.52). 

5 'The principal results appeared first in the fourth paper of Ref. 8. 
"The double Kerr-NUT solution of Neugebauer and Kramer is contained 

in the seven-parameter enlargement of the CTS solutions derived in Ref. 
II. In fact, the special case {j = I of the latter is the former. 

"We write (detF) -I rather than - S(s) because Hauser and Ernst allow 
gauge transformations of the form (1.14) more general than those which 
obey (1.15). In particular, the I') transformations of Ref. 4 are included. 
This necessitates minor changes to many of the formulas in Appendix A. 
For example, (AI8) would take the form, FXAF x

B = - h (s)S - '(S)EAB, 

where h (s) is a complex-valued function of s only. 
54a is real for cylindrical wave fields. To apply Eqs. (7.41 )-(7.43) to station

ary axisymmetric fields where a = ip, we must analytically continue/AB , 

FAB(S), etc. to complex values of(p,z) and then restrictp to be pure imagi
nary. Afterwards, this process can be reversed. 

55In (8.3), where I, occurs last, the generic case involves an even number of 
Harrison transformations. A different explanation of why this product 
transformation preserves asymptotic flatness is given in Appendix B. 

56F. J. Ernst, J. Math. Phys. 18, 233 (1977). 
57B. K. Harrison, Phys. Rev. D 21, 1695 (1980). 
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We prove that under an explicit condition on the parameters in the isotropic-scattering linear 
transport equation for an exponential atmosphere, the continuum eigensolutions developed by 
Millikin and Siewert are complete on the half range 0 </L< 1. We also treat numerically the 
equation for the outgoing flux, which Can be derived using these eigenfunctions, and we show that 
excellent numerical results are obtained if the above condition is satisfied, while poor results are 
obtained if the condition is sufficiently violated. Finally, we describe a method for constructing 
elementary solutions of the anisotropic-scattering transport equation for an exponential 
atmosphere. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this article we consider the construction of the solu
tion of the following half-space linear transport problem, 
with isotropic scattering and an exponentially varying scat
tering ratio: 

/L ~ I/I(ZJl) + I/I(z,/L) =-!ce - ZISJI l/I(z,Il/)d/L', az -I 

o<z< 00, -I<.u<I, O<c, O<s, 

lim I/I(z,/L) = o. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Here I/I(z,/L) is the to-be-determined flux of particles at the 
point z, traveling in the direction () = cos -I/L, andf(/L) is 
the prescribed incident flux on the half-space. 

The above problem has been considered by Martin, I 
Siewert, 2 and Mullikin and Siewert. 3 However, these au
thors do not aim to construct the entire flux I/I(z,/L) for all z 
and /L, but rather to derive and analyze a singular integral 
equation for the unknown outgoing flux, I/I(O,/L) for 
-1 </L < 0, in terms of the known incident flux. In Ref. 1, 

Martin derives this equation by directly manipulating Eq. 
(1.1). (Martin'S analysis is generalized in Ref. 3 for a more 
complicated problem.) In Refs. 2 and 3, Siewert and Mulli
kin derive the equation in a different way by: (i) constructing 
a family of continuum elementary solutions, I/Iv(z,/L) for 
O<v<l, ofEq. (1.1), (ii) assuming that the solution I/I(z,/L) 
can be expanded as 

I/J(z,f.J) = fa(V)l/Iv(Z,/L)dV, (1.4) 

and (iii) setting z = 0 in Eq. (1.4) and using orthogonality 

"Work by the first author (E.W.L.) was performed under the auspices of 
the U.S. Department of Energy, and work by the second and third authors 
(G.c.P. and V.c.8.) was partly supported by the National Science Foun
dation under grant ENG-77-24992. 

properties of the elementary solutions to eliminate the un
known expansion coefficients a(v). 

If c< 1, the half-space 0 <z < 00 is subcritical and a 
unique solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3) exists. I For this case, 
the outgoing and incident fluxes must satisfy the singular 
integral equation derived in Refs. 1 and 3, and thus this equa
tion is guaranteed to have at least one solution. It is not 
known in general whether this equation has more than one 
solution, and correspondingly, whether there exist extra (un
determined) conditions which the outgoing and incident 
fluxes must satisfy. However, in Ref. 1, it is shown that if the 
condition 

~ [(_s -)In(1 +2s) + ~ + (_S_)1/2] < 1 
2 s+1 s+1 s+1 

(1.5) 

is satisfied, then the singular integral equation for the outgo
ing flux has a unique solution. In Ref. 3, results of numerical 
solutions of this equation are presented. In particular, the 
albedo is given for an isotropic incident flux, c = 1, and 
s = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2. The albedos agree to three significant 
figures with those computed from direct numerical solutions 
of the transport problem (1.1)-(1.3). However, Millikin and 
Siewert also reported unsatisfactory results in attempting to 
compute finite slab geometry albedos. 3 

The overall purpose of this article is to present new ana
lytical and numerical results concerning the elementary so
lutions developed by Mullikin and Siewert. First, we prove 
that if the condition [which is slightly sharper than Eq. (1.5) J 

~ {(_S_)ln(1 +2s) 
2 s+1 

+mm --+ . [ rrs 
s+1 

-- ,rr <1 ( S )112 ]} 
s+1 

(1.6) 

is met, then the singular integral equation for the expansion 
coefficient a(v) [cf. Eq. (1.4)] possesses a unique solution. 
This implies that the elementary solutions I/Iv are complete 
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on the half-range ° <fl< 1, and that the expansion (1.4) is 
legitimate. Second, we present the results of numerical ex
periments which indicate the following: if the condition (1.6) 
is satisfied, then numerical solutions of the singular integral 
equation for the half-space outgoing flux agree very well 
with independent calculations based on standard numerical 
solutions ofthe transport equation. However, if the condi
tion (1.6) is sufficiently violated, then numerical solutions of 
this singular integral equation break down and become un
physical. (Our results agree with those of Mullikin and 
Siewert in the sense that for some values of c ands, numerical 
solutions of the singular integral equation for the outgoing 
flux are shown to be very accurate. However, our calcula
tions also show that for other values of c and s this is not true. 
We do not know whether this occurs for the same reason as 
that which caused Mullikin and Siewert to obtain unsatisfac
tory results for finite slab problems.) The third basic purpose 
of this article is to show how to construct elementary solu
tions for anisotropic scattering problems. 

The singular integral equation for a(v), which we ana
lyze in this article, has a similar structure to the singular 
integral equation for the outgoing flux derived in Refs. 1 and 
3. [This is the reason for the similarity between the condi
tions (1.5) and (1.6).] However, these singular integral equa
tions appear not to be equivalent; the latter is derived from 
the former in Ref. 3, but we have not been able to reverse the 
procedure. Moreover, in Ref. 1 the inequality (1.5) is derived 
in the context of the Hilbert space 5t' 2[0,1], whereas our 
derivation ofEq. (1.6) is in the context ofX2[0, 1], the (larger) 
space of functions g(p) such that flg(P )E5t' 2[0,1]. The var
ious inequalities used in Ref. 1 to derive the condition (1.5) 
are, with appropriate modifications, applicable here, and we 
have made full use of them in our derivation of the condition 
(1.6). 

The present note is an extension of Ref. 3, but is also a 
continuation of other recent work on the construction of 
elementary solutions of transport equations in continuously 
variable media.4 In all of the media considered in Ref. 4, 
continuum and discrete solutions are extant, and for one 
class of media half-range completeness of the elementary 
solutions is proved, under a certain condition, using an ap
proach similar to the method used here. The unusual feature 
of the present analysis is that under condition (1.6), there 
actually is no discrete solution. This is undoubtedly attribut
able to the fact that in Ref. 4, scattering ratios c(z) are consid
ered which satisfy 

lim c(z) = k>O, (1.7) 
z--oo 

whereas 

lim c(z) = lim ce - zls = 0. (1.8) 
z~oo 

Physically, the half-range completeness of the continuum 
eigenfunctions under condition (1.6) must be due to the fact 
that the medium becomes essentially a pure absorber so rap
idly, with increasing distance from the boundary, that a dis
crete elementary solution with lesser decay rate than the 
continuum solutions is not established. 
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To summarize, Refs. 1-3 and the present article a have 
presented the following information regarding the singular 
eigensolutions ofEq. (I): 

(i) They are complete on the half-range for c and s satis
fying Eq. (1.6). a) 

(ii) Their definition can be extended to apply to aniso
tropic scattering transport equations. a) 

(iii) They can be used to derive a singular integral equa
tion for the outgoing flux from a half-space.2.3 This equation 
has a unique solution for c and s satisfying Eq. (1.5).1 For a 
given c, the F N method gives numerical solutions of this 
equation for s sufficiently small,2.3 but not for s sufficiently 
large. a) 

(iv) They can be used to derive a singular integral equa
tion for the outgoing fluxes from a finite slab, but the F N 

method does not give satisfactory numerical solutions of this 
equation. 3 

An outline of this paper follows. In Sec. II we establish 
notation by deriving the elementary solutions of Ref. 3 and 
writing the singular integral equation for a(v) in a suitable 
form. In Sec. III we derive an estimate which is used to ob
tain the condition (1.6). Then, in Sec. IV, we present and give 
a detailed discussion of our numerical results. Finally, in 
Sec. V, we outline a method for the construction of elemen
tary continuum solutions of anistropic-scattering problems. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Following Mullikin and Siewert,3 we seek elementary 
solutions ofEq. (l.l) of the form 

t/lv(z,fl) = Iv(p)e - zlv + g",(p)e - zl,", (2.1) 

where 0) is defined in terms of v by 

1 1 1 
- = -+ -. (2.2) 
0) v S 

Introducing this ansatz into Eq. (1.1) and equating the coef
ficients ofexp[ -l/v - (nls)]z for n = 0,1, and 2 gives 

[1 - (Plv)] J,,(p) = 0, 

[1 - (pIO)]g,"(p) = ~ f ,J,,(P') dfl', 

° = f~ ,g," (P') dfl'· 

These equations have the solutions 

J,,(p) = 8(v - fl), 

gw(P) = cO) [_1 __ 8(0) _ fl)ln (1 + 0)) ] , 
2 O)-fl 1-0) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

provided v and 0) both lie in the interval [ -1,1]; for any s> ° 
this is guaranteed for 

(2.8) 

The general solution ofEq. (1.1) which is constructable 
from these elementary solutions and which satisfies Eq. (1.3) 
is 

(2.9) 
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It remains to satisfy Eq. (1.2). Using the above results, 
this equation is 

/(P) = La(V){8(V - J1) + c; 
X [_1 __ 8(w _ J1) In (1 + w) ] } dv, (2.10) 

w-J1 l-w 
where w is defined in terms of v by Eq. (2.2). By making the 
change of variables 

ws 
v = --, (2.11) 

s -w 

this equation can be written as 

/(P) = (J + ~cL )a(p), 0 <J1< 1, (2.12) 

where J is the identity operator and L is defined by 

l SI(S + I) WS (ws) s 
La(p) = --a -- --

o s-w s-w s-w 

X [ _1 __ 8(w _ J1) In (1 + w) ] dw. (2.13) 
W-J1 l-w 

III. ESTIMATE ON IILII 

To provide a setting for proving conditions under which 
Eq. (2.12) has a unique solution, we define the Banach space 
X = X 2[O, 1] as 

X = {g(p) IIIgl1 2 = L lJ1g(PW dJ1 < 00 } . (2.14) 

We shall require/EX, and we seek a solution aEX ofEq. 
(2.12). A unique solution exists, and in principle is construc
table from the Neumann series, if L : X-X is bounded and 

(2.15) 

In the next section, we derive an explicit estimate on 
IlL II, and then the inequality (2.15) becomes an explicit con
dition on c and s which guarantees a unique solution of Eq. 
(2.12). This condition, of course, will be the inequality (1.6). 
If this is satisfied, then the resulting unique solution of Eq. 
(2.12) is admissible in Eq. (2.9) provided ¢(z,J1) is interpreted 
as an element of the Banach space 

y= {h(P)lllh I1
2

= fl lJ1h (PWdJ1 <oo} (2.16) 

for every z; this easily follows from results in Ref. 5. 

In this section, we letgEXbe arbitrary. By Eq. (2.13), we may write 

L =L 1 +L2' (3.1) 

where 

1.5/(.5 + I) WS (ws) s (1 + w) - --g -- --8(w -J1)ln -- dw 
o s-w s-w s-w l-w 

{

_ ~g(~)_s_ln(1 +J1) 0<J1< _s_ 
s-J1 s-w s-J1 I-J1' s+1 

s o , --<J1<I, 
s + 1 

(3.2) 

and 

i.5/(' + I) WS (ws) s 1 
L~(P)= --g -- ----dw. 

o s-w s-w s-w W-J1 
(3.3) 

Following Martin's approach in Ref. 1, we shall derive estimates on IILlgll and IIL~II. First, 

IIL1gl12 = (,I(s+ I) 1J1 ~ g (~) _s_ln (.!.±t:) 12 dJ1< [ (_s_)ln (1 + siCs + 1») ]2 
Jo s - J1 s - J1 s - J1 1 - J1 s + 1 1 - siCs + 1) 

X (,1("+1) 1 ~g(~) 12(_S )2 dJ1. 
Jo s - J1 s - J1 s - J1 

(3.4) 

Introducing the change of variables 

t = ~, dt = (_s_)2dJ1' 
S-J1 S-J1 

(3.5) 

immediately gives the bound 

is also in 2' i - 00, + 00), and 

(3.8) 

IILIgll< [ C: 1 )tn(l +2s) ]lIgll. (3.6) 
Using this result, we can obtain two bounds on L~. 

To derive a useful estimate for IIL~II, we need the fol
lowing resu1t6

; if U(X)E2' i - 00, + 00), then the function 
vex), defined by 

( ) 
_ 1 f + oc u(x') d I 

vx - - --- X, 
1T oc X'_X 

(3.7) 
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First, if we interpret Eq. (3.3) as defining L~(P) for all 
- 00 <J1 < + 00, then 

IIL~1I2 = L IJ1L~(PW dJ1 

<f IL~(P)12 dJ1<L+xoc IL~(PW dJ1 
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="r --g -- -- dOJ l S(S + I) 1 OJS (OJS) 12 ( S )2 
oS-OJ S-OJ S-OJ 

= "rllgI12. (3.9) 

Next, we may write 

/1.L£{Jt) = gl + g2{Jt), 

where 

l S/(S + I) OJS (OJS) S 
gl = --g -- --dOJ, 

oS-OJ S-OJ S-OJ 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

l SI(S + I) OJS (OJS) S OJ 
g2{Jt) = - --g -- ----dOJ. 

oS-OJ S-OJ S-OJ OJ-P 
(3.12) 

Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we get 

LSI(S + 1) iSI(S + 1) 1 OJS (OJS) 12 ( S )2 
Ig11 2< 12 dOJ --g -- -- dOJ 

o 0 S-OJ S-OJ S-OJ 

= ~1 Ilg11
2
, S+ 

(3.13) 

and using Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we get 

f Ig2{JtW dp 

<J~+ =" Ig2{JtW dp 

i
SI(s+I)1 OJS (OJS) 12( S )22 

= "r -- g -- -- OJ dOJ 
oS-OJ S-OJ S-OJ 

< C : 1 r f/(S + 1) 1 S:S OJ g C :S OJ) 12 C ~ OJ r dOJ 

= (~)21IgI12. (3.14) 
s+1 

Eqs. (3.10), (3.13), (3.14), and the triangle inequality com
bine to give 

{i
1 

} 112 IILzglI = Ig II + 0 Ig2{Jt W dp 

[ ( 
S )1/2 1TS] < -- + - Ilgll· 

s+1 s+1 
(3.15) 

Hence, we obtain from the inequalities (3.9) and (3.15) 

[ 
1TS (s) 1/2 ] IILzgll<min --+ -- ,1T Ilgll· 

s+1 s+1 
Finally, by Eqs. (3.1), (3.6), and (3.16), we get 

ilL 11<IILdl + IIL211< {(_S_ln(1 +2s) 
s+1 

(3.16) 

+ min [ S :1 + C: JII2'1T])}. (3.17) 

Introducing this bound into the inequality (2.15), we obtain 
the desired result, Eq. (1.6). 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we shall investigate numerically, and in 
more detail than in Ref. 3, the singular integral equation for 
the outgoing flux. That is, we follow Ref. 3 and: (i) derive 
from Eq. (1.4) this singular integral equation, (ii) apply the 
F N method3 to obtain a numerical solution, (iii) compute the 
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albedo, and (iv) compare this albedo with the albedo gener
ated by a standard, independent numerical method. 

Our purpose is partly to show that for a given value of c, 
and S sufficiently small, the F N method gives excellent nu
merical results. In this sense, we verify the half-space results 
reported by Mullikin and Siewert.2,3 However, we also show 
that for S sufficiently large, the F"I results break down and 
become unphysical. We do not know whether the cause for 
this is the same as that which led to the complications report
ed by Mullikin and Siewert in their attempt to solve finite 
slab problems. However we shall, later in this section, dis
cuss these numerical difficulties for large s. 

The singular integral equation for the outgoing flux is 
obtained from Eq. (1.4) by using the full-range orthogonality 
of the Mullikin-Siewert (MS) eigenfunctions, and is given in 

Ref. 3 as 

fpf/!(O, -p)"'v dp = fPf{Jt)1/dO, -p) dp, ° < v~;1. 
(4.1) 

For a given incident fluxf{Jt), the right side ofEq. (4.1) can 
be evaluated, and the result is a singular integral equation for 
the outgoing flux .,p(0, -p). This is a nonstandard integral 
equation because the integrand is singular at two points, 
namely p = v andp = OJ. We have numerically solved Eq. 
(4.1) by the F N method/ which consists of representing the 
outgoing flux by an Nth order polynomial 

N 

"'(0, -p)~ L anpn, ° <p< 1. (4.2) 
n=O 

With this representation, the integration on the left side of 
Eq. (4.2) can be explicitly performed. Subsequent evaluation 
ofEq. (4.2) at N + 1 discrete values of v in the range ° < v < 1 
leads to an (N +l)X (N +1) matrix equation for the expan
sion coefficients an' We have solved this matrix equation 
numerically by using a standard linear equation solver. Once 
the coefficients an are found, the albedo (reflection probabil
ity) is computed from 

R = fp",(O, -p) dJI(Pf{Jt) dp 

~ f ~ /(pf{Jt) dp. 
n ~o n +2/ Jo 

(4.3) 

In our work, the N + 1 discrete values of v were chosen 
in various ways, including the positive roots of the 2(N + 1)
order Legendre polynomials used by Mullikin and Siewert,3 
and the simple equal spacing 

Vm = (2m + 1)/(2N +2), m = 0,1, ... ,N. (4.4) 

Our numerical results were insensitive to this choice, and the 
results reported here utilized Eq. (4.4). Also, we repeated 
our calculations using Legendre polynomials in prather 
than the power series (4.2), but again our results were 
unchanged. 

We summarize in Fig. lour numerically computed al
bedo for various values ofs, with c = 0.99 andf{Jt) = 1. Fig
ure 1 requires a good deal of discussion. The solid curve 
represents the "exact" albedos calculated using the ANISN 
computer code. 7 This corresponds to a direct numerical so-
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FIG. I. The albedo, versus s, for an isotropic incident flux and c = 0.99. 

lution of the transport equation by the standard, well-tested, 
method of discrete ordinates. The size of the spatial mesh 
(.:1zc:::::O.l) and the order of the angular quadrature (M,.....,32) 
were chosen to insure results for the albedo accurate to at 
least three significant figures. The solid curve in Fig. 1 thus 
represents the exact albedo as a function of s, against which 
we compare the Mullikin-Siewert (MS) value. 

We first focus our attention upon the crosses (some
what obscured by the solid curve) in Fig. 1 ats = 0.1,0.2,0.3 

TABLE I. The albedo for isotropic incidence with c = 0.99. 

~ 0.1 0.5 5 20 

2 0.0703 0.1942 0.4454 0.6168 
3 0.0674 0.1884 0.4423 0.5651 
4 0.0691 0.1897 0.4416 0.5898 
5 0.0678 0.1892 0.4417 0.5737 
6 0.0685 0.1895 0.4418 0.5830 
7 0.0679 0.1894 0.4417 0.5798 
8 0.0682 0.1895 0.4418 0.5797 
9 0.0679 0.1894 0.4417 0.5808 

10 0.0681 0.1895 0.4418 0.5799 
11 0.0680 0.5803 
12 0.5803 
13 0.5802 
14 0.5803 
15 0.5802 
16 

! 17 
18 
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and 0.5 which represent converged MS albedos. For 
c = 0.99, the value of s for which Eq. (1.6) becomes an equa
lity is sc:::::0.570. Thus, for these s, the MS eigenfunctions are 
complete and the MS albedos agree very well with the dis
crete ordinates albedos. In addition, we have compared the 
outgoing angular flux generated by ANISN to the MS out
going flux, given by Eq. (4.2), and found that these more 
detailed quantities also agreed very well, for the above values 
ofs. 

In particular, for s = 0.5 the expression given by Eq. 
(4.3) was well-converged (to at least three significant figures) 
for N = 7. Larger values of s correspond to a more highly 
scattering half space, and one would accordingly expect that 
the outgoing angular flux would be a smoother function of /-l. 
This expectation is borne out by our ANISN calculations . 
Hence, in the absence of numerical instabilities or eigenfunc
tion incompleteness, one ought to find a converged (to at 
least three significant figures) result for N = 7 and s > 0.5 . 
We found this to be the case for s as large as 20, and these 
converged values, which agree with ANISN calaculations, 
are also indicated by crosses on Fig. 1. [This suggests that the 
inequality (1.6) is quite conservative.] For values of s be
tween 20 and 150, however, convergence to three significant 
figures was not observed at N = 7. For these values of s, the 
tips of the vertical lines on Fig. 1 show the N = 7 and N = 8 
results. For s > 150, the MS treatment again apparently con
verged to three significant figures at N = 7, but gave 
R = 1.03 as the albedo (which we again indicated by crosses 
on Fig. 1). This is obviously an incorrect result, since the 
albedo is bounded from above by unity. In fact, for any value 
of s, it must be bounded from above by the s = 00 result, 
which is R = 0.795 for c = 0.99. 

Obviously, the plotting of the N = 7 and N = 8 results 
in Fig. 1 is somewhat arbitrary, but this figure does give a 
visual overview of the difficulties of the MS treatment for 
large values of s. Table I gives more detail, for representative 

30 50 100 1000 

0.6627 0.7182 0.7913 0.9627 
0.5772 0.5355 -0.7505 1.0681 
0.6468 0.7486 0.9014 1.0301 
0.5748 0.2633 1.1678 1.0354 
0.6425 0.8000 0.9871 1.0332 
0.5923 -0.4788 1.0614 1.0328 
0.6261 0.8221 1.0165 1.0322 
0.6096 -1.0235 1.0407 1.0318 
0.6148 0.8154 1.0258 1.0314 
0.6160 -0.0002 1.0348 1.0311 
0.6127 0.7746 1.0289 1.0309 
0.6156 0.4872 1.0329 1.0307 
0.6139 0.7027 1.0301 1.0306 
0.6145 0.6384 1.0321 1.0305 
0.6145 0.6397 1.0305 1.0303 
0.6143 0.6747 1.0317 1.0302 
0.6145 0.6284 1.0307 1.0302 
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values of s, of the MS treatment as N, the order of the polyno
mial representation, is increased up to N = 18. There appear 
to be two likely explanations for the above numerical break
down at large s. The first possibility is a numerical instability 
which becomes manifest for large s; the second possibility is 
that the MS eigenfunctions become incomplete for large s 
and thereby render Eqs. (1.4) and (4. 1) invalid. We shall very 
briefly discuss these here. 

First let us discuss the possibility of a numerical insta
bility, and write Eq. (4.1) as 

M (s)l/l(O, - /-L) = P(s}f(P). (4.5) 

Since the numerical breakdown occurs for large s, it may be 
instructive to examine Eq. (4.5) for s = 00. We have 

M (00 )l/J(O, - /-L) = P (00}f(P). (4.6) 

This is an equation corresponding to a homogeneous medi
um, for which an explicit analysis is possible. In fact, the 
following results easily follow from Ref. 5 and Ref. 8, p. 86, 
Eq. (346): 

(i) For any fEL2(0, 1), there exists a solution 
l/J(O, - /-L )EL2(0, 1). 

(ii) M ( (0) [ X + (P) ] = O. 
A +(P) 

(The functions X and A are defined in Ref. 8,pp. 79,80.)Ifwe 
now think of M (s) as approximately M (00) for large s, and 
theF N (or any other numerical) method approximatingM (s) 
by a finite-dimensional operation (a matrix), we see that no 
finite-dimensional operator can duplicate the property of si
multaneously having its range be the entire (finite-dimen
sional) space and having a null space. This inconsistency for 
s = 00 could be a source of numerical difficulties for s> 1. 

The other possibility, that of missing elementary solu
tions in Eq. (1.4), seems very unlikely because of some new 
results communicated to us privately by T. W. Mullikin.9 

Mullikin has shown that the Fourier transform of the scalar 
flux ~ (A. ), is analytic for all finite points A. in the complex 
plane off the cut [ - i 00, - I]. The contributions to the trans
form can only come from the cut and from A. = 00. In terms 
of singular eigenfunction representation (v = 1/iz), this 
means that all contributions must come from 0.;;; v.;;; 1. (The 
point at 00 maps into 0.) Thus, if the representation (1.4) is 
invalid, it is by virture of missing elementary solutions corre
sponding to v on the cut 0.;;; v.;;; 1, not off it. In our view this 
seems implausible. 

However, the notion of a missing discrete solution 
makes considerable sense if one thinks physically. As s-+ 00, 
it is easy to show that the MS eigenfunctions reduce to the 
standard continuum eigenfunction.s Moreover, in this limit, 
one can easily show that the transport equation solution con
verges pointwise to the solution of the s = 00 (homogeneous 
medium) problem, which does have a discrete solution. 
Thus, one might expect that as s increases beyond the bound 
for half-range completeness given by the inequality (1.6), 
there is a value, say s·, above which a new elementary solu
tion of the transport equation, corresponding to a point out 
of the continuum 0.;;; v.;;; 1 and independent of the continuum 
eigensolutions, becomes manifest. However, Mullikin's re
sult indicates that this is not the case. 
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Thus, the precise analytic behavior of the singular inte
gral equation for the outgoing flux for large s, and the cause 
of the numerical difficulties, remain open questions. 

V. ANISOTROPIC SCATTERING 

Here we shall very briefly describe a method for con
structing elementary continuum solutions for "exponential" 
atmospheres with anisotropic scattering. For simplicity, we 
shall only explicitly treat the case of linearly anisotropic 
scattering; the extension to higher-order anisotropic scatter
ing problems is straightforward. 

The transport equation with linearly anisotropic scat
tering isS 

/-L !.... l/l(z,f..L) + l/J(z,f..L) = ..:... e - Zlsfl (1 + a/-L/-L')l/J(z,/-L') d/-L', az 2-1 
(5.1) 

and we take as the solution form for the elementary solutions 
2 

l/lv(z,/-L) =fo(p)e- ZIV + L fn(P)e-zlw", (5.2) 

where 

lin -=-+ 
v s 

n=1 

n = 1,2. (5.3) 

Combining Eqs. (5.1)--(5.3), we obtain the following equa
tions forfn(P): 

fo(P) (1 - ~) = 0, (5.4) 

fl(P) (1 - :1) = ~ f~ 1(1 + a/-L/-L'}fo(p') d/-L', (5.5) 

f2(P) (1 - :J = ~ f~ y + a/-L/-L'lfI(P') d/-L', (5.6) 

0= ..:... fl (1 + a/-L/-L'}f2(P')d/-L'. (5.7) 
2 -I 

The first three of these equations can be solved recursi
vely, yielding the general solutions 

where 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

/3n = f_ll(a/-L'Y 1 + a/-L'~ d/-L', n = 0,1, (5.11) 
WI - /-L 

and where a I and a 2 are arbitrary constants. Equation (5.7) 
however is equivalent to the two equations 

° = f~ l/-Lnf2(P) d/-L, n = 0,1, (5.12) 

which uniquely determine a I and a 2 as 

a l = - C~I /30' (5.13) 
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C(J)2 II J-l a 2 = aC(J)1 -- ---- dJ-l. 
2 - I (J)2 - J-l 

The expression (5.10) for fz(p,) now simplifies to 

12(p,) = a/j«(J)2 - J-l) - (ac(J)l) C(J)2 _J-l_ . 
2 (J)2 - J-l 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

The solutions (5.2) are completely specified, and are 
valid provided -1<v<1 and -1 < (J)1,(J)2 < 1. For s>O, 
this is guaranteed for O<v< 1. 

It is clear that the above procedure can be applied to 
problems with any definite order of anisotropic-scattering; if 
the scattering kernel contains N Legendre polynomials, then 
the ansatz (5.2) must be expanded to sum from 1 to N. The 
functions In (p,) will always consist of a delta and a principal 
value function, and it is certain that, as in the isotropic-scat
tering case considered above in detail, the solutions (5.2) will 
be complete on the half range 0 <J-l< 1 if an appropriate in
equality is satisfied. 
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For the case of a static source, appropriate special coherent states are defined so as to give a 
relatively simple treatment of states of any isospin in the no-meson and one-meson 
approximations. The analogous localized coherent states for nonstatic sources are described and 
shown to be suitable for use in translated-localized-state calculations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Noncovariant models for meson-nucleon interactions 
have become more interesting in recent years as it has be
come more evident that nucleons and mesons are not ele
mentary fields but composites of elementary fields. In par
ticular, meson-nucleon field theories without divergences 
can be used as models for describing properties of systems of 
mesons and nucleons at excitation energies that are not too 
high; that is, excitations below the anti nucleon threshold. A 
fundamental problem in these models is the state corre
sponding to a single nucleon. One of the approaches to this 
problem is through the use of static models, that is, systems 
in which the meson field interacts with a static source. 

For neutral mesons interacting with a static source, the 
solution is simple. 1 Interaction of an isovector meson field 
with an isospinor source is not so simple. The basic theoreti
cal tool has been the intermediate-coupling method intro
duced by Tomonoga2 and utilized in other work. 3

-6 The ba
sic state vector in this method is one in which the mesons are 
in a single mode; that is, only the meson operator 

A/ = J b(k)a/(k)dk (1) 

is used to produce the basic state from the meson vacuum. 
Recently, the connection between the Tomonoga meth

od and coherent states in general was considered,7 and it was 
shown that a special coherent state has some advantages 
over the usual basic state vector. The usual basic state I) T is 
such that meson hole states are possible; a proper one-meson 

approximation would involve both the states a j t(k)1 hand 
aj(k)1 >1'; these latter have been ignored in the past. The spe
cial coherent state I) s of Ref. 7 is an eigenstate of all the 
isoscalar one-meson annihilation operators 

(2) 

Then, within a particular isospin subspace, meson hole states 
need not be considered, and the one-meson approximation 
involves only the states 7·a t(k ) I) s' Moreover, the techniques 
for going from static coherent states to nonstatic ones can be 
applied to this system to give approximation methods for the 
case in which the nucleon is allowed to recoil. 

In Ref. 7 only the case of isospin ! was treated and me
son-nucleon scattering was not considered. This paper ex-

tends the results of Ref. 7 to higher isospins (isobars) and to 
the calculation of meson-nucleon scattering. 

II. ENERGY SPECTRUM IN THE NO-MESON 
APPROXIMATION 

The Hamiltonian, as in Ref. 7, is 

H= T- V- Vt, 

T = 1"0 OJ(k )at(k ).a(k) dk, 

V = 7' 1"0 v*(k )a(k ) dk, 

(3) 

where a, a t, and 7 are isovectors, v*(k ) is a form factor, and 
OJ(k) is the meson energy, usually (k 2 + m2

)1/2; only s-wave 
mesons interact with the source, so k is scalar, with spherical 
factors all incorporated in v(k). When it is convenient, 
spherical tensor components of 7 and a(k ) can be used. The 
nonzero commutator of the a operators is 

(4) 

and only the anticommutator of the 7 j will be used explicitly 

(5) 

The nucleon state 10m) has isospin T =! and T3 = m with 
m = ±!; the quantum number m will usually be omitted. 

As in Tomonoga's work, consider a single mode for the 
mesons; that is, let 

A/ = J b(k)a/(k)dk. (6) 

Within this mode, define the fundamental state I nb ) with 
T=n+!as 

where the curly bracket indicates vector coupling of the nAt 
operators with the T = ! state 10) to give total T = n + !. 
Since 

(8) 

it follows that if 7 j is substituted for Aj tin Eq. (6), then the 
result is zero, that is, 

7.a(k )Inb) = o. (9) 
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The special one-mode coherent state I nb ) satisfies 

r.a(k )Inb ) = b (k )Inb ) (10) 

and it must be of the form of a general one-mode state with 
T= n +!; hence 

Inb) = ! cn.,,(r.AtY'lnb)/Y rn 
p=o 

= ! [en.2It + cn.2" + J r·A t](A t·A tY'lnb)/ Y rn , 
jL=O 

(11) 

where rn will be chosen to normalize the state Inb ). The 
commutation relations (4) and (5) give 

[r.a(k),A t·A t) = 2b (k )r.A t, 
(12) 

I r.a(k ),r·A t}lnb) = b (k )r.rlnb) + 2A t·a(k )Inb) 

= (2n + 3)b (k )Inb); 

it follows that Eq. (10) will be satisfied for 

_ (n + D! 
C 2 - , 

n. " 22"J.l!(n + ! + J.l)! 

(n + !)! 

Let Y n (x) be defined by 

Yn(x) = f c"x"; 
o 

then the special coherent state Inb ) is 

Inb) = Yn(r.A t)lnb)/ vr:-. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

The normalization of the state is easily determined; first it is 
clear from (10) that 

r·A Inb ) = B Inb ), 

B= f Ib(kW dk, 

so that 

(16) 

(nb Inb) = Yn(B)(nb Inb)/ vr:- = y"(B)(nb Inb )/r" 

=Yn(B)B"/r", (17) 

r"(B) = B "Yn(B). 

Thus, for every L2 function b (k) there is a one-mode coher
ent state (15) with T = n + ~ that satisfies Eq. (10). Anyone 
of these states can be used as the basis for a set of N-meson 
approximations, N = 0,1,2, ... , where the N-meson approxi
mation is obtained by minimizing the expectation of the Ha
miltonian within the subspace of states of the form 

Inb), f f(ql ... qd fIJ r.at(qJ dq; Inb), (18) 

with k<N. Again, the point of the coherent state is that no 
r·a(q) operators need be used in generating the states. Within 
the N-meson approximation, the energy of the lowest 
T = n + ~ state is a functional F N." I b } of b (k), so that the 
best b (k ) in the N-meson approximation is the one that mini
mizes the energy functional F N." I b }. 
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In particular, in the no-meson approximation, Fo." I b 1 
is just the expectation of H in the state Inb ) 

Fo." I b 1 = (nb IH I nb ). (19) 

To evaluate this, the following matrix element is needed: 

(nb lat(p).a(q)lnb ) 

= I Cit (nb I (r·A Y'at(p).a(q)lnb)/ Y rn 

" 
= ~ c,,(nb I {b *(P)~t~ (r·A Y' -j-1r 

.a(q)(r'A)j+at(p)'a(q)B"} Inb)/V rn (20) 

It 

= b *(p)b (q)r ~(b )/r" (B). 

The general matrix element of this type is 
K 

(nb I: II at(pd·a(qk):lnb) 
k=l 

= [ »1 b (Pk)b *(qk)] r,,<K)(B )/r"(B). (21) 

Thus, the number of mesons in the state Inb) is 

No" I b 1 = f (nb lat(k )-a(k )Inb ) dk = B r ~ (B) 
. rn(B) 

=BG"(B), (22) 

and it follows also that 

Fo." I b } = WG"(B) - f [v*(k)b (k) + b *(k )v(k)] dk, 

(23) 

W= f w(k)lb(kW dk=wB, 

where wis the average energy per meson in the field. Vari
ation of FO•11 gives 

b (k) _ v(k) 
0.11 - w(k)G" (B ) + WG ~ (B) 

(24) 

and the equations that must be solved take the form 

B-f Iv(k)1
2
dk 

- (w(k)G"(B) + WG~(B)P' 
(25) 

W - f w(k )Iv(k )1 2 
dk 

- [w(k)G"(B) + WG ~(B)]2' 
where the functions w(k), v(k), and G" (B) are known; the 
two equations are to be solved for Bo." and WO•n • Then the 
energy functional becomes 

Eo." =Fo.n I bo." 1 = - Wo." [G" (Bo.n) + 2BO," G ~ (Bo.n)]. 
(26) 

Note that Eo." is greater than or equal to the usual inter
mediate-coupling value of the energy in the no-meson ap
proximation, since the latter minimizes the expectation of H 
over all states of the form ofEq. (11) without the restriction 
ofEq. (10). However, for both strong and weak coupling, the 
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two energies are the same, and, as was noted above, the one
meson states are much simpler when Eq. (10) is used. 

In order to discuss the limits of weak and strong cou
pling, the following expressions for rn(x) are needed: 

x n + 1 x n + 2 

rn(x) ---+ xn + + + ... 
x ·0 (2n + 3) 2(2n + 3) 

(27) 

x '00 

x (~ _ (n + I? + n(n + 1)2(n + 2) _ ... ) . 
X 2x2 8X 3 

The first of these follows from the definition of r n , Eqs. (13), 
(14), and (17); for the second, see the Appendix. These ex
pressions give for Gn{x) 

n 1 2n +2 
Gn(x) ---+ -+--+ X+"', 

x-a X 2n + 3 (2n + 3)2 

, n 2n +2 
Gn(x) ---+ - -+ "', 

X--+O X2 (2n + 3)2 
(28) 

1 (n + 1)2 
Gn (x)---+I--+ 2 +"', 

X-oo X 2x 

, 1 (n + 1)2 
G n (x) ---+ 2 - 3 + "', 

X~'OO X X 

and therefore 

n 1 
Gn +2xG~ ---+ - -+--- ... , 

x-o x 2n +3 

---+ 1 +~+"" (29) 
x 

From Eq. (25), Wis positive, so that Eqs. (26) and (29) show 
that for n > 0 and weak coupling (B---+O), Ea.n is positive. 
Thus, the state with b (k ) = 0 has the lowest energy in this 
case. That is, for a given n > 0, the lowest solution has 
b (k) = OuntiIBreachesavaluesuchthatGn(B) + 2BG ~ (B) 
is positive. At that point the solution Eq. (24) becomes lower 
in energy. Eq. (29) shows that in strong coupling b (k) is 
always given by Eq. (24). 

For the T = ! state in weak coupling, n = 0 and Go = t 
+ "', so that 

- I - f Iv(kW Eoowe - - ,Woo - -3 ---dk, , , ~" OJ(k) (30) 

which is also the result in perturbation theory, 

In strong coupling, B is large, and Eqs. (25) give 

w: - f Iv(kW dk 
a,n.se - OJ(k) (31) 

and, hence, with Eq. (26), 

E =_f IV(k) 12 dk 
a.n,se OJ(k)' (32) 

Thus, theg2 term in Ea.n is the same for all n. Moreover, from 
Eqs. (28) it is easy to see that the term of order one in Ea.

n 
is 

also independent of n; the first n-dependent term is the one of 
order g -- 2. Hence, in strong coupling all isobars are stable. 
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As was noted previously,7 Eq. (32) for n = Ois a consid
erable improvement on the work of Ref. 8. Here it is evident 
that for n> 0, Eq. (32) is even more of an improvement on 
the selfconsistent state method of Ref. 8. 

III. ONE-MESON APPROXIMATION 

Consider a coherent state Inb ) of the form given by Eq. 
(15); the state satisfies Eq. (10). Then for isospin T = n + !, 
the one-meson subspace based on the coherent state Inb ) is 
defined to be the subspace consisting of the state Inb ) and all 
the states 

(33) 

or, equivalently, the subspace consisting of Inb ) and all the 
states 

Inb p) = et(p)lnb), 

et(p) = T.at(p) - b *(p). 

These latter are orthogonal to I nb ) 

(nb Inbp) = o. 

(34) 

(35) 

The anticommutator of the e's follows from Eqs. (4) and (5) 

I e(p),et(q) J 

= 38(p - q) + 2at(q).a(p) 

- 2b (p)et(q) - 2e(p)b *(q) - 2b (p)b *(q) (36) 

and, of course, 

e(p)lnb) = o. (37) 

From Eqs. (36) and (20), it follows immediately that 

(nbplnbq) = 38(p - q) + 2b (p)b * (q)( Gn - 1). (38) 

From the previous section 

(nb IH Inb) = Fa.n I b J = WGn - U - U* 

U = f v*(k)b (k ) dk, 

and Eqs. (4), (5), (20), (21), and (36) give 

(nbplH Inb) = w(p) 

= [OJ(p)+2U*(I- Gn )]b(p)-3v(p), 

(nbplH Inbq) 

= 38(p - q)[ F T•n I b J + OJ(p)] 

(39) 

+2b(p)b*(q)(Gn -1)[OJ(p)+OJ(q)+Pn ], (40) 

FT•n Ib J = WGn + t(U + U*) = Fa.n Ib J + ~(U + U*), 

G' 
Pn = WGn + U + U * + W n 

Gn -1 

The general state in the nb one-meson subspace can be 
written 

InbZ!) = Z Inb) + ~f!(p)lnbP) dp (41) 
\13 

and the equations for Z and! are obtained by the variational 
principle 
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a 
- (nbZflH - A InbZf) = 0, 
az* 

8 (nbZflH - A InbZf) = 0, 
8f*(p) 

(42) 

where A is the usual Lagrange multiplier that turns out to be 
the energy. The matrix element can be written 

(nbZflH - A InbZf) 

=Z*Z(Fo.n -A)+Z* J Y~f+Z J f*Yn 

+ J f*(FT.n +liJ-A)f 

+ an (A) J f*b f b *f 

+17n [ff*liJb f b*f+ ff*b f liJb*f] 

Yn(P) = (l/\l3")liJ(p), 

an(A)=~Wn -A(Gn -1», 

17n = ~(Gn -1). 

(43) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (43) is a sum of separable terms, 
so that Eqs. (42) can be solved by simple algebra and quadra
ture. However, the algebra is complicated, so that it is useful 
to consider first an approximation to Eq. (43) in order to 
obtain some insight into the nature of the solution. 

Consider first just neglecting the terms with products of 
integrals; suppose the variational matrix were 

M = Z * Z (Fo.n - A ) + Z * f y~ f 
+Z f f*Yn + f f*(FT.n +liJ-A)!. (44) 

with corresponding equations for Z andf 

(A -liJ(k) - FT.n)f(k) = ZYn(k), 
(45) 

(A - Fo.n)Z = f y~ f 
This is a standard separable-potential scattering problem 
with the following well-known method of solution. Let the 
function D nO (z) of the complex variable Z be given by 

f IYn(kW 
Dno(z)=Fon -z+ dk. 

. z - F T.n - liJ(k ) 
(46) 

Then the bound states of the system are the roots of 

Dno(z) = 0 (47) 

and the scattering phase shift at energy E is the phase of D nO 

(E - iO). Note that the cut in Dno(z) starts at FT.n + m and 

F T •n = Fo.n + 1(U + U*). (48) 

Since b l •n (k) can be expected to be like bo.n (k) ofEq. (24), it 
follows that v is positive. Hence, F T.n > Fo.n and the unique 
root F I •n of Eq. (53) satisfies 

(49). 
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Thus, in this approximation to the one-meson approxima
tion, there is a single bound state at F I •n and a nonzero phase 
shift starting at Fr." + m. In the region between Fl." + m 
and F c" + m the phase shift is zero. 

The full Eqs. (42) can also be solved by elementary 
methods; the result can again be stated in terms of a D func
tion, with 

D,,(z) = D"o(z) + D"I (z), 

D (z) = 1by1yb Y + 17 n (lby1",by + 1yb 1",yb) + n;'lbb1,vby1"Jyb 
"I X2 _ I Y , 

bb 

1
fg

(z)===f f*(k )g(k) dk, 
z - FT.n -liJ(k) 

(50) 

I (z) = f liJ(k )f*(k )g(k) dk 
,vfg z _ F _ liJ(k) , etc., 

T.n 

x = 1 -171,vbb' 

Y = a + 1721wvbb' 

The cut in D n still runs from F T.n + m to + 00; that is, the 
phase shift is zero in the energy region below F T.n + m. The 
effect of Dnl is to possibly produce extra zeros of Dn (z) below 
FT." + m; that is, in the one-meson approximation there can 
be more than one bound state. Let F I .n ! b J be the lowest one 
of these; Fl. n is a functional of b (k). 

In the one-meson approximation, the best b (k ) is the 
onethatminimizesFI •n ! b J. Thus,b (k )isvariationallydeter
mined. Once b (k ) is determined, then the phase-shift for me
son scattering in the one-meson approximation is also deter
mined. In effect, this is a variational method for computing 
meson scattering by a static source. In the N-meson approxi
mation, b (k ) and the meson scattering parameters are varia
tionally determined by minimization of F N.n ! b J . 

IV. NONSTATIC SOURCE 

As in Ref. 7, the Hamiltonian is 

H = TF + TB + V + V"t, 

TF = f /i/(p)t (p)¢(p) dp, 

TB = f liJ(k)at(k).a(k)dk, 

V t = - f at(k).¢t(p)W(p,q)r¢(q)8(p + k - q) 

X dpdqdk, 

(51) 

where the current operator W (p,q) does not involve the iso
spin. Let the operators p(k ) and 1" be defined by 

p(k) = f 8(p + k - q)¢t(p)W(p,q)¢(q) dp dq, 

1" = f ¢t(p)r¢(p) dp. 

Then 

1"p(k) = f 8(p+k-q)¢t(p)W(p,q)¢(q)dpdq 

Mark Boisterii 
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+ f 8(p + k - q)if,t(s)ij,t(p)w(p,q)if,(q)'T¢<s) 

Xdp dq ds. (53) 

In the one-Fermion sector the last term in Eq. (53) is zero 
and 

ip(k)== f 8(p+k-q)if,t(p)W(p,q)'Tif,(q)dpdq, (54) 

where the symbol == will be used to mean "equals in the one
Fermion sector." Thus, in the one-Fermion sector the inter
action Hamiltonian is 

(55) 

The field operators i in the one-Fermion sector obey the 
same commutation and anticommutation relations as the 'T 
matrices. Thus, the appropriate localized special coherent 
state in the no-meson approximation is 

Ix;n,bj) = Yn(i·A t(x»lx;n,bj), 

A t(x) = f b (k )at(k)e - ik·x dk, 

Ix;n,bj) = (n!) -1/2 [Ai, t(x) .. Ai" t(x)lx;() J n + 1/2, 

Ix;() = 5 e - iP.xif,t(p)j(p)dplfJ). 

(56) 

The factors e - ik·x and e - ip·x are useful for going from local
ized states to translated localized states.9 Again, the coher
ent states of (56) satisfy 

i.a(k )Ix;n,bj) = b (k)e - ik,xlx;n,bj); (57) 

generally, the algebra of the preceding sections applies with 
appropriate modifications. Thus 

Dn(X)-( ~ ;nbfl - ~ ;nbf ) = DnB(x)DF(x), 

DF(X) = 5 eip'Xjt(p)j(p) dp, 

DnB(X) = rn (B (x», 

B (x) = f eik'Xlb (k W dk, 

An (x)=(x/2;nbfIH 1- x/2;nbf) 

=rn(B){t(X)- f [b*(k)pik,x) 

+ p](k; - x)b (k)] dk } 

+ r ~ (B (x»DF(x) f w(k )Ib (k Weik.x dk, 

t (x) = f eip.xjt(p)t (p}/(p) dp, 

h(k,x) = f 8(p + k - q)jt(p)W(p,q)j(q)eiq.X dp dq. 

(58) 

As in Refs. 7 and 10, the weak-coupling approximation 
is obtained by takingf(p) to be constant in the translated-
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localized-state (TLS) energy functional 

F _ SA (x)dx . 
TLS - SD(x) dx' 

(59) 

the result is the same as second order peturbation theory, 
namely, for n > 0 the minimum occurs for b (k) = 0 and for 
n = 0 the weak-coupling energy is 

Ew _ =t(0)-35 IW(k,OW dk (60) 
C,n - 0 w(k) + k 212M ' 

where t (p) has been taken to be equal to t (0) + p2/2M, In 
strong coupling, the localized-state energy functional F LS ' 

F LS =A (O)ID(O) (61) 

becomes independent of n 

5 -t - 5 Ih(k,OW 
FLS;sc UJ = f (p)t (p)f(p) - w(k) dk, (62) 

and is identical with the strong-coupling energy functional 
for isoscalar field, It is evident that the static model is related 
to a corresponding nonstatic source only in the case of strong 
coupling. 
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APPENDIX 

Let 

Yn(x) = L (n + P! xl' 
I' even 21'(p/2)!(n + ! + /1-/2)! 

+ L (n +!)! x" 
I' odd 21'«(P - 1 )/2)!(n + 1 + (P/2»! 

= an (x) + f3n(x). 

Then 

~a~(x) = I I (n + P! Xl' 

x I' even 21' + (p/2)!(n + ~ + /1-/2)! 

1 
= 2n +3 a n + 1 (x), 

2n + 1 d 
an (x) =---d a n _ 1 (x) 

X X 

= (2n + I)!! -- ao(x), (
1 d)n 
x dx 

x 2 
X4 sinhx 

ao(x) = 1 +-+--+",= __ . 
2.3 2.3.4.5 x 
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Thus, 

( d) (I d)n sinhx Yn (x) = (2n + I)!! 1 + - - - --
dx xdx x 

---+ (2n + 1)!!(1 +~) (J.-~)n (~), 
= dx x dx 2x 

= (2n + I)!!I + ~ [eX (_1 __ n(n + 1) 
dx 2 xn + I 2xn + 2 

+ en -I)n(n + I)(n +2) _ ... )] , 
8xn +3 

2460 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.9, September 1980 

= (2n + 1)!!eX (_1 __ (n + 1)2 
Xn + I 2xn +2 

+ n(n + 1)2(n +2) _ ... ). 
8xn +3 

'See, e.g., E.M. Henley and W. Thirring, Elementary Quantum Field rr
ory (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1962). 
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Quantum field theory of particles of indefinite mass. I 
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A quantum field theory of particles of indefinite mass is derived using rigorous correspondence 
arguments starting with a classical theory of particles of indefinite mass. The classical theory can 
be recovered in a suitable limiting case as ~ by means of Ehrenfest's theorem. Our deviation 
leads to a quantum mechanical wave equation which turns out to be basically the same equation 
investigated earlier by Fock, Nambu, and others, but differs from this earlier equation in our use 
of a new evolution parameter-herein called "evolution-time" -defined as proper time divided 
by the classical mass. Owing to our use of evolution time as the development parameter of the 
system our Fock equation is without any reference to a mass parameter, in contrast to the older 
Fock equation. The indefiniteness of the particle mass frees the ordinary time, t-herein called 
"observer's time" -of any fixed relationship to the evolution time, and the two times becomes 
quite independent parameters. The Hamiltonian of our system turns out to be (minus half) the 
total mass squared of the system and is a constant of the motion. In order to guarantee negative 
definiteness of the Hamiltonian of the second quantized system, it is necessary to quantize our 
Fock equation using Fermi-Dirac statistics. A real scalar field is described by an equation which 
is second-order in the evolution time, obtained by iterating our first-order Fock equation. The 
second-order Fock equation must be second quantized using Bose-Einstein statistics, in order to 
preserve the interpretation of the Fourier amplitudes as creation and annihilation operators. The 
propagator for the second-order Fock equation has a Pauli-Villars type sum of terms, in which 
one term describe the propagation of timelike states, the other term describes space-like states. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Efforts to cast the laws of quantum field theory in dif
ferent forms have been spurred by the desire to overcome the 
divergence difficulties of canonical field theory and to over
come the limitations of perturbation theory. Also there is the 
possibility that a particular form of quantum field theory 
may provide a convenient language for treating particular 
problems. That a formalism like the one presented here may 
have some utility in elementary particle physics is suggested 
by a recent work of Feynman, Kislinger, and Ravndal. 1 Al
though Feynman et al. state that they are just "curve fit
ting", their use of mass Hamiltonians2 could be fit nicely into 
the first quantized form of the theory presented here. The 
theory presented here is a form of "proper time theory." 
Such theories have been investigated earlier by a number of 
authors including Fock,3 Nambu,4 Katayama et al.,5 and 
Fanchi.6 Also, the indefinite mass concept has been investi
gated earlier by Greenberger. 7 

In Sec. II we construct a classical theory of indefinite 
mass particles by use of an ensemble concept. Our ensemble 
is described in Hamiltonian langauge with the Hamiltonian 
being (minus half) the mass squared of the system. The evo
lution parameter, herein called "evolution time," of our Ha
miltonian system differs from the proper time by a factor 
equal to the reciprocal mass of the particle. The indefinite
ness of the mass of the particle described by the ensemble 
eliminates any possibility of a definite relation between evo
lution time and ordinary time t, herein called "observer's 
time," so that evolution time and observer's time become 
quite independent parameters. First quantization of this 
classical theory is carried out in Sec. III and is found to lead 

to essentially the same equation investigated earlier by 
Fock,3 Nambu,4 and others. The principal difference be
tween our Fock equation, (3.16), and the equation originally 
investigated by Fock is the total absence of a mass parameter 
in the equation.8 Our classical ensemble picture can be re
covered from our Fock equation in a suitable limiting case as 
11-0 by use of Ehrenfest's theorem. We interpret the wave
function of our Fock equation as a spacetime probability 
amplitude, so that at any particular evolution time the quan
tity I¢ (x,rW d 4X gives the probability to find the particle in 
d 3r during the observer's time dxo. When we proceed in Sec. 
IV. A to second quantize, we find that our Fock equation 
must be second quantized using Fermi-Dirac statistics, in 
order to guarantee the negative definiteness ofthe Hamilton
ian. The real scalar field is taken up in Sec. IV.B. We describe 
this field by a second-order (in evolution time) equation. The 
second quantization of this second-order Fock equation 
must be carried out using Bose-Einstein statistics, in order 
to preserve the interpretation of the Fourier amplitudes as 
creation and annihilation operators. The propagator (4.41) 
of the second-order Fock equation has the form of a Pauli
Villars9 type of sum, there being one term describing time
like states and one term describing spacelike states. Fully 
interacting fields will be investigated in a companion paper. 

11_ CLASSICAL THEORY 

We begin with the known covariant equations of 
motion 10 

(2.1) 
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of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field P!W. As is 
known, equations (2.1) admit the integral of the motion 

dX'1 dx __ fl_ = constant. 
ds ds 

(2.2) 

In order to assure the proper-time interpretation of the evo
lution parameter s only solutions for which the integral of 
the motion (2.2) is equal to unity are allowed. The constraint 
equation (2.2), which is a nonholonomic constraint, can be 
lifted by the following device: we introduce a new evolution 
parameter r related to the proper time s by a scale factor 
involving the mass of the particle 

(2.3) 

The parameter r will be referred to as the evolution-time of 
the system. To distinguish between this evolution-time rand 
the time XO the latter will be called the observer's time. In 
terms of evolution-time the equations (2.1) take the form 

d 2xll dx" =qFfl V 
__ , 

dr dr 
(2.4) 

from which the mass parameter has disappeared. The mass 
parameter reappears through the integral of the motion 
[analogous to (2.2)] 

dxfl dX'1 2 ( ) --- = constant = m . 2.5 
dr dr 

Equation (2.4) is quite suitable for describing a classical en
semble of particles, the various members of the ensemble 
being like particles aside from their mass. The same differen
tial equations (2.4) would correctly describe the motion of 
any member of the ensemble, the particular member that we 
are looking at being evidenced by the value of the integral of 
the motion (2.5). From this ensemble point of view there are 
now no "useless" solutions of the relativistic equations of 
motion. 

As is known, a description of a physical system from an 
ensemble point of view is best carried out within the frame
work of Hamiltonian dynamics. We therefore transform Eq. 
(2.4) into a Hamiltonian form: 

dX'1 
= aH = PB(Xfl;H) 

dr apl' 
(2.6a) 

dp," = _ aH =PB( ;H), 
dr axil p," 

(2.6b) 

H = - Hpll + qil'")(P'l + qil,"); (2.7) 

where il,l is the 4-potential of the electromagnetic field, de
fined through the conditionF,"v = a,"ilv - avilw The sym
bols PB (;) here signify the classical Poisson bracket II 

3 (aA aB aA aB) PB(A;B)- L ----;-- -----; . 
II ~ ° ax ap," ap," ax 

(2.8) 

Our classical statistical ensemble is now described by a 
phase space density p(x,p,r) obeying a Liouville's equation 

ap + PB(p;H) = o. 
ar 

(2.9) 

Our Hamiltonian (2.7) is readily shown to be a constant of 
the motion and to have the simple physical interpreation of 
minus half the mass-squared of the particle. 
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Note that to a particular evoluton-time r there will in 
general correspond a statistical distribution of xU-values in 
the ensemble; owing to the indefiniteness in the particle mass 
there is now no fixed relationship between evolution time 
and observer's time. Indeed, in a theory with indefinite mass 
the observer's time Xo and the evolution-time r become quite 
independent parametrs; because of the statistical distribu
tion of xU-values in a theory with indefinite mass, the ob
server's time XO will enter the following formalism entirely 
on a par with the coordinates x I, x 2

, x 3
• 

III. QUANTUM THEORY 

The Hamiltonian equations of motion (2.6) suggest a 
covariant quantization procedure which parallels the ca
nonical formalism except for the use of our new evolution 
parameter r. We thus promote the variables X'l,p," to the 
status of self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space. The basic 
commutators of our theory must be obtained from the classi
cal relations 

PB (x'";Pv) = &' v 

by setting up a suitable correspondence 

PB (A;B) 0:: i[A;B] 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

between the classical Poisson bracket and quantum mecha
nism commutator. In setting up this correspondence we ap
peal to the usual nonrelativistic commutation relations as a 
guide. These nonrelativistic commutation relations 

[ 
k. dxi rI i] - 'f:: k' - 1 2 3 x ,m dxo + qu- - Iu ki' ,J - , , , (3.3) 

can be written in the form 

[ 
k dx

i 
rI i] 'f:: 

X ; ° + qu, = IUki . 
d(x 1m) 

(3.4) 

Since in the nonrelativistic limit the evolution-time r is ap
proximately equal to XO 1m, we can adopt the commutation 
relation 

[ k. dx
i 

rI j] _ . kj k' - 1 2 3 x , dr + qu - - Ig, ,J - , , , (3.5) 

in our relativistic theory without altering the classical limit. 
Generalizing, Eqs. (3.5) to incorporate time components; we 
have [xfl;(dxV Idr) + qil V] = - ig'"v. Incorporating the re
lationpll = - [(dx'" Idr) + qil '"] (from the equation ofmo
tion (2.6a»), we have 

[ II. ] _ 'f::u X ,Pv -Iv v' (3.6) 

These are the basic commutators in our relativistic theory. 
Equations (3.6) together with Eq. (3.1) give the relation 
[XI1;pv] = iPB (x'";Pv) indicating that the proportionality 
constant in the general formula (3.2) is equal to minus one: 

PB (A;B) = (l/l)[A;B]. (3.7) 

Accordingly, the Heisenberg equations of motion (2.6a) and 
(2.6b) go over into 

and 

dXfl 1 
-:- [x'";H] 
I dr 

(3.8a) 
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dPJ1- _ 1 [ -H] (3.8b) 
dT - i PJ1-' 

in the quantum mechanical case. Equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) 
and Eq. (3.6) are the basic equations of our new relativistic 
quantum theory. It can be verified by direct calculation that 
Eq. (3.8a) reproduces the correct relationpll- = - [(dXll/dT) 
+ qf1 J1-] between the 4-velocity :i.J1-=dxJ1-/ dT and the 4-mo-
mentumpll-; and Eq. (3.8b) gives essentially the equation of 
motion (2.4) with which we started. For this calculation the 
commutator [which follows from Eq. (3.6)] 

[F(x)· ] = i aF(x) (3.9) 
,Pv axv 

is required. 
Let the evolution of operators in our theory be effected 

by means of a unitary operator U (T) such that 

XJ1-(T) = U-1xJ1-(0)U (3. lOa) 

and 

(3. lOb) 

Substituting in the Heisenberg equations of motion (3.8a) 
and (3.8b) leads to the following differential equation for 
U(T) 

1 dU 
H[x(O),p(O)]U+ --:-- =0. (3.11) 

I dT 

The key to the contact between experimental observations 
and our theoretical structure must lie in expectation values 
such as 

(F) = (X!F(X(T),p(T),T)lx), (3.12) 

in which Ix> is a Heisenberg state vector independent of 
evolution-time T. The expectation value (3.12) can be re
duced to an expression containing only the initial values 
x(O), p(O) of the canonical variables 

or 

(F) = (x!F(U-1x(0)U,U-1p(0)U,T)lx) 

= (xl U-1F(x(0),p(0),T)U Ix), 

(F) = (ifJ IF(x(O),p(O),T)lifJ), (3.13) 

in which the T-dependent state vector lifJ ) is defined as 

lifJ )=U(T)lx)· (3.14) 

This transformation in which the evolution-time depen
dence has been moved from the operators to the state vectors 
corresponds to the familiar transition from the Heisenberg • to the SchrOdinger picture. In fact, the physical conse-
quences of the theory can be considered as contained in Eq. 
(3.13), where the Schrodinger picture state vector is given by 
Eq. (3.14). A differential equation for the direct calculation 
of the Schrodinger wave function lifJ ) can be obtained by 
combining the defining Eq. (3.14) with the equation of mo
tion (3.11) of the evolution operator U 

H [x(O),p(O)] lifJ) + (1I1)(a/aT)lifJ) = o. (3.15) 

If we substitute the explicit expression (2.7) for the Hamil
tonian function and go over to a coordinate representation in 
the usual way, Eq. (3.15) becomes 
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{ - !(i ~ - qf1J1-) (i ~ - qf1 J1-) + 
ax aXil 

-- ifJ(X,T) 1 a} 
i aT 

=0, 

in which the coordinate space form 

1 a 
Pv i ax V 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

of the momentum operator, which can be derived from Eq. 
(3.6), appears. Equation (3.16) is the Schrodinger equation 
of our new relativistic quantum theory. It is basically the 
same equation investigated earlier by Fock,3 and Nambu,4 
and differs from their equation only in our elimination of any 
explicit reference to a mass parameter. 8 We have here ar
rived at Eq. (3.16), which we shall refer to as the first-order 
Fock equation, through rigorous correspondence arguments 
which bring out a particular physical interpretation. Taking 
our cue from the classical ensemble picture of the system 
under investigation, we postulate that our Fock equation 
must describe a particle whose mass has no sharp value. In
deed, if we take lifJ (X,TW d 4X to be the probability to observe 
the particle in d 3, during the time interval dxo of observer's 
time, then we shall have an Ehrenfest's theorem for Eq. 
(3.16) which will guarantee our recovering the classical en
semble picture of Sec. II in a suitable limiting case as 12->0. 
This interpretation of the wavefunction of Eq. (3.16) as a 
spacetime probability amplitude is corroborated by the exis
tence of a "5-current" convervation law 

(3.18) 

according to which the integral over all spacetime f d 4X lifJ 12 
is a constant of the motion. Accordingly, if the integral 
f d 4X lifJ 12 is normalized to unity at one evolution time, ifJ will 
remain so normalized for all evolution time, as befits a prop
er probability amplitude. Note that the object 
(!)ifJ t(djJ1- - 2qf1 J1-)ifJ that we are inclined to identify with the 
usual probability 4-current is here no longer a conserved 4-
current. On the other hand, if we integrate Eq. (3.18) over all 
evolution time, a conserved 4-current does emerge 

aJ1-/, = 0 
(3.19) 

/'= f: 00 dT!ifJ t(i;} - 2qf1 Il)ifJ· 

It is this/' which is to be identified with the conserved 4-
current that we are accustomed to. 

IV. SECOND QUANTIZATION, FREE FIELDS 

A. The first-order Fock equation: Particles obeying 
Fermi-Dirac statistics 

To second quantize the first-order Fock equation we 
can simply imitate the procedure of the usual canonical for
malism except for the use of our new evolution parameter T. 

A Lagrangian density for the free field form of Eq. (3.16) is 

.2" = (1121)(¢ tifJ - ifJ t¢) + !(all ifJ t)CI'ifJ. (4.1) 

To discover the operator structure of the quantized theory 
we appeal to a Schwinger action principle, 12 writing 
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8¢J (2) = (l/z)[¢J (2);8 W] 

and 

8¢J (2)t = (l/z)[¢J (2)t;8W], 

in which 

8W= J d 4
x {8¢J aa~ - ¢J8 (aa~) 

(4.2) 

+ 8A. t a.Y _ A. t8 (a.Y )} (4.3) 
If'a~t If' a~t' 

is the change in the action W =s d7" S d 4X .Y due to a vari
ation of the generalized coordinates and canonical momenta 
at evolution time 7" = 7"2' We would obtain either Bose-Ein
stein or Fermi-Dirac statistics according as we treat the 
8¢J (2) and 8¢J t(2) as commuting or anticommuting c-num
bers. Now in the following it will be seen that the use of 
Bose-Einstein statistics in connection with the first-order 
Fock equation leads to a non negative definite Hamiltonian. 
To avoid this problem we must quantize the first-order Fock 
equation using Fermi-Dirac statistics. The action principle 
then leads to the one (evolution) time anticommutation 
relations 

{¢J (2);¢J (l)t} = ~(21). (4.4) 

To proceed, we require the Fourier decomposition of the free 
field. This is 

¢J(x,7") = J d 4
k4 a(k)e- ik'X+(ik'/2)T. (4.5) 

(217") 

Note that completeness of the continuum states exp( - ik·x) 
requires that the integral (4.5) include spacelike states k 2 < ° 
as well as timelike states k 2 > 0. These spacelike states will 
eventually be given a special treatment, but for the moment 
it is convenient to proceed using (4.5) in which they appear 
on the same footing as the timelike states. By inverting the 
Fourier transform in Eq. (4.5) and using Eq. (4.4), we find 
the momentum space anticommutation relations 

(4.6) 

The Hamiltonian H of the system is identified through the 
change in the action functional due to a variation of the evo
lution time associated with the various points on the orbit of 
our dynamical system: 

8W= -87"H. (4.7) 

We find H = S d 4X JY' where the Hamiltonian density JY' 
has the form: 

'Y.<? _ J'y). a.Y). t _ U' 
cTl- 'If'+ . If' ..z. 

a¢J J¢J t 
(4.8) 

The expression (4.8) evaluates to 

JY' = - ~(aJ1¢J t)iJ"¢J. (4.9) 

Next we substitute our Fourier representation (4.5) into Eq. 
(4.9) and integrate over all spacetime, in order to express the 
total Hamiltonian in the occupation number representation. 
The result is 

(4.10) 
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It is at this point that we encounter the above mentioned 
difficulty with negative definiteness of the Hamiltonian: ti
melike states make a negative contribution in Eq. (4.10), spa
celike states make a positive contribution. If we had been 
quantizing using Bose-Einstein statistics, we would here 
have an impasse. With the use of Fermi-Dirac statistics, 
however, we can readily extricate ourselves from difficulty. 
We simply redefine creation and annihilation operators for 
the spacelike states, in effect interchanging a(k) and a(k) t. 
Thus, we define &:(k)=a(k) t for spacelike states, and inter
pret &:(k) and not a(k) as the annihilation operator of our 
theory. We note that the anticommutation relations (4.6) 
permit either interpretation. The following equations sum
marize our results in the new representation. The free field 
expansion (4.5) and anticommutation relations (4.6) go over 
into the forms 

¢J = f d
4
k4 a(k)e-ik.x+ik'TI2 

Jk'>O (217") 

and 

+ f d
4
k4 &:(k)te-ik'X+ik'TI2, 

Jk'<O (217") 

{a(kz ); a(k\)t}= (217"t84(k2 - k\), k 2>0, 

{&:(kz); &:(k\)t} = (217")484(k2 - k\), k 2 < 0, 

(4.11) 

(4. 12a) 

(4. 12b) 

respectively. Our new Hamiltonian is (we continue to use the 
same symbol H for the Hamiltonian, although in going over 
to the new representation we have dropped an infinite c
number term): 

(4.13) 

Next we look at the free particle propagator. This is 
defined in the present context as the vacuum expectation 
value of an ordered product of field operators, the ordering 
here being with respect to the evolution time 7" 

i.d F(21)=(01 T(¢J (2)¢J (1)~10), (4.14) 

T (¢J (2)¢J (1) t)=8 (7"2 - 7" \)¢J (2)¢J (1) t 

- 8(7"\ - 7"2)¢J (l)t¢J (2). 

The details of the calculation of a vacuum expectation value 
such as (4.14) are quite standard. \3 The end result of tl\e 
calculations is most simply expressed in momentum space. 
This result is 

i.d
F
(2,1)=J d

4
k4 -ik,(X,-x')i.d F (k,7"2 - 7"\), (4.15) 

(217") 

where 

i.d F(k,7"2 - 7"\) = 8 (7"2 - 7"\)eik 
'(T, - T,)

128 (k 2) 

_ 8 (7"\ - 7"2)eik '(T2 - T,) /28 ( _ k 2). 
(4.16) 

Another form ofEq. (4.16), which eliminates the explicit 
appearance of theta functions, is 
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1 foco dA.eik 'A I 2 
i.JF(k,Tz - 1"a = - . . 

21Ti - 00 A. (1 - if) - (1"z - 1"1) 
(4.17) 

In the following we shall refer to Eq. (4.16) or (4.17) as a 
"mixed" representation of the propagator, since it is a mo
mentum space representation in the coordinates xl', but can 
be considered a coordinate space representation in 1". A pure 
Fourier representation is obtained by transforming in the 
evolution time as well. Defining 

i.J F(k,1"2 - 1"1)= foo dN i.JF(k,N)eiN(rz - r,)/2, (4.18) 
- 00 21T 

we find 

(4.19) 

We note here an interesting correspondence between bound
ary conditions in evolution time and the usual Feynman 
boundary conditions. According to Eq. (4.16) all timelike 
states propagate strictly forward in evolution time. This 
strictly retarded propagation in evolution time for the time
like states implies exactly the forward and backward propa
gation in observer's time that we are accustomed to; because 
for N> 0 the iE prescription in Eq. (4.19) is precisely the 
Feynman prescription. 14 

B. The second-order Fock equation: Particles obeying 
Bose-Einstein statistics 

We arrive at an equation that can be quantized using 
Bose-Einstein statistics by considering a real field. The first
order Fock equation 

( - ya iiJ' + ~~) ¢> = 0 (4.20) 
I' I aT 

is not suitable for describing a real field, since it does not 
remain invariant under complex conjugation. To rememdy 
this we eliminate imaginaries in Eq. (4.20) by iteration, 
obtaining 

{ (!02)2 + :~} ¢> = 0, 

(4.21) 
- OZ=ial'iiJ'. 

We shall refer to Eq. (4.21) as the "second-order Fock equa
tion." In eliminating imaginaries by iteration we have paid a 
rather high price viz., our wave equation now involves the 
D' Alembertian operator (OZ) raised to the second power. 
The unpleasantness of this situation originates from our pre
vious experience in which the observer's time is the evolution 
parameter. As regards the evolution parameter in the pre
sent case, it enters our wave equation (4.21) only in second 
order. This appearance of the evolution parameter in second 
order is quite ordinary and ameliorates our situation some
what. On the other hand, the wave equation (4.21) still has 
the unusual feature that particle and antiparticle remain dis
tinct even though the field is real. For this reason the use of 
Eq. (4.21) to describe a real field may turn out to be provi
sional. Perhaps we should think of the second-order Fock 
equation as describing more or less phenomenologically the 
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overall dynamics of a particle which is really a composite 
system made up of two Fermions. 

With the above reservations, we proceed to take the 
second-order Fock equation seriously and to explore its con
sequences. Due to the high-order derivatives in the wave 
equation, we must now allow the Lagrangian density to in
clude a dependence on aaa{3¢>' The action principle then 
leads to the Lagrangian equations of motion 

~(a.Y) a a.Y _ a a a.Y _ a.Y =0. 
d1" a~ + a aaa¢> a {3 aaaa{3¢> a¢> 

(4.22) 

The change in the action due to a variation of the generalized 
coordinates and canonical momenta at the end points is 

(4.23) 

and the Hamiltonian is 

(4.24) 

For the particular case of the second-order Fock equation, 
the Lagrangian density is 

.Y = -!~ 2 + i(Oz¢>? (4.25) 

The Hamiltonian of our particular system is [from Eqs. 
(4.24) and (4.25)] 

H = - I d 4X I ~¢ 2 + !(OZ¢> )Z) . (4.26) 

To obtain the quantum conditions we require 

li¢> (2) = (1/I)[¢> (2);liW], 
(4.27) 

8¢ (2) = (1/I)[¢ (2);8 W], 

in which [from Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25)] 

liW= I d4xl{-8¢>(I)¢(1)+¢>(1)8~(I)}. (4.28) 

The one (evolution) time commutation relations 

[¢> (2);¢ (1)] = (1/1)84(21) (4.29) 

now follow, assuming the variations 8¢> (2) and 8¢ (2) to be
have like commuting c-numbers. The option of treating the 
8¢ (2)and8¢ (2) likeanticommutingc-numbers will be ruled 
out in anticipation of the fact that we cannot then have a 
consistent interpretation of the Fourier amplitudes as cre
ation and annihilation operators. 

To proceed, we go into momentum space, writing 

(4.30) 

As in our earlier treatment of the first-order Fock equation, 
spacelike states will eventually be given special treatment; 
but for the moment we continue using the representation 
(4.30) in which they appear on the same footing as the time
like states. In order to obtain the commutators of the Fourier 
amplitudes, we first project out a particular amplitude by 
forming 1 5 
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f d 4x (e-,k'X+ik'T12)*(1II)(JIJr)1/> 

= e(k 2)(lk 21) I/Za(k), 

e(k 2)==+I, kZ>O; e(k 2)=-I, k2<0. (4.31) 

To calculate the commutator [a(kz); a(k l ) t] we substitute 
the representation (4.31) and use the coordinate space com
mutation relations (4.29). The result of this calculation is 

[a(k2); a(kl)t] = e(k D(21T)404(k2 - k l). (4.32) 

Because of the appearance of the factor e(k D in Eq. (4.32) it 
is clear that it is a(k) and not a(k) t which creates spacelike 
states. Accordingly we change our notation to reflect this, 
defining o'(k)=a(k) t for k 2 < O. Then the above equations 
read 

I/> = (. d 4k {a(k)e - lk·x, ik'T12 
Jk>O (21T)4(lel)1/2 
+ a(k)te'K-X - ik 'T!2} 

+ ( d 4 k {o'(k)e'k.x _ ik'r/2 
Jk' <0 (21T)4(lk 2\)1/2 

+ o'(k)te - lk·x + ik 'TIZ} , (4.33) 

and 

[a(k2);a(kl)t] = (21Tto4(kz - k l), k ~ > 0, 
(4.34) 

[o'(k2);o'(kl)t] = (21T)404(k2 - k l), k~ <0. 

By using these representations we can transform the Hamil
tonian (4.26) into momentum space 

H= ( d
4

k a(k)ta(k)(-k 2/2) 
Jk '>0 (21T)4 

+ ( d
4

k o'(k)t o'(k)( _ Ik 21/2), (4.35) 
Jk'<O (21T)4 

Note the negative definiteness of the Hamiltonian. Ifwe had 
arrived at Eq. (4.32) with an anticommutator instead of a 
commutator on the left-hand side of the equation, there 
would be no way of maintaining the interpretation of the 
Fourier amplitudes of spacelike states as creation and anni
hilation operators; there is thus no consistent way of quan
tizing the second-order Fock equation with Fermi-Dirac 
statistics. This justifies the above decision to quantize using 
Bose-Einstein statistics. 

The propagation function for our second-order Fock 
equation is defined in analogy to Eq. (4.14). Since the calcu
lation is quite standard, we omit the details. The end result of 
the calculation is again most simply expressed in momentum 
space. Defining (01 T(I/> (2)1/> (l»10)-iD F (21), and 

iD (21)-f d
4

k e-1k'(X,-x')iD (kr -7), 
F (21T)4 F '2 1 

we find 

A representation free of absolute value signs is 

iDp(k,7z - 7 1) = (112m) f~ oc (i/2) dJ... eiAk'/Z 

Xln([J...(l-ie)]2- [72 -71]2), 
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(4.36) 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

and a pure Fourier representation is 

D (kN) _ 2i 
I r' - (k 2l- N 2 + ie' 

(4.39) 

where iDF(k,N) is defined through the relation 

iDF(k,72 - 7
1
)- fOC dN eiN(T, T,)/2 iDF(k,N). (4.40) 

- oc 21T 

In Equation (4.38) the branch of the multiple valued func
tion is specified by requiring arc(J... (1 - ie) ± (72 - 7 1»-0 
as J...- + 00, where the arc signifies the phase. 

Equation (4.39) can be rearranged as follows (ie terms 
have been dropped except as required to define the 
singularities) 

D (kN) _ i { 1 
IF' -!NT k 2 - IN l(l - ie) 

- k 2 + IN
1
1(l - ie)} . 

(4.41) 

The first and second terms here describe the propagation of 
timelike and spacelike states, respectively. The fact that the 
term in Eq. (4.41) for timelike states is proportional to the 
simple propagator (4.19) for the first-order Fock equation 
indicates that perhaps we have not strayed very far after all 
from customary conceptions in our decision to take the sec
ond-order Fock equation seriously. The second term in Eq. 
(4.41) has the form of a Pauli-Villars regulator. The propa
gator for the timelike states is thus regularized through the 
effect of the space-like states. 
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J = ltP t(ll + fi*)ll2 tP + ltP t(ii*)2(ll + fi*)tP, 
ll~/D - qO. (The form of the wave equation is now 

{(~2)' + ·~l 1,6=0.) 
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Because of this conservation law the integral f d'x P is independent of 
evolution time and provides a kind of inner product for complex solutions 
of the second-order Fock equation. The form of the integral in Eq. (4.31) 
was chosen with this fact in mind. 
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On computing eigenvalues in radiative transfer 
c. E. Siewert 
Nuclear Engineering Department, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27650 

(Received 18 July 1979; accepted for publication 15 November 1979) 

The Wiener-Hopffactorization of the dispersion function is used to deduce explicit expressions 
for the discrete eigenvalues in the theory of radiative transfer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the first tasks encountered in exactl'z or, in some 
cases,3,4 approximate analysis of the basic equation ofradia
tive transfer5 

a 
j.l - I (r,j.l) + I (T,j.l) aT 

= ~ ,to (21 + 1) J;PJp) f~ I P, Vt') I (T ,j.l') dj.l', (1) 

is that of computing the discrete eigenvalues. Thus, if we 
substitute 

(2) 

into Eq. (1), then the required eigenvalues ± Va -I , 

a = 1,2,3, ... ,K, can readily be seen to be the zeros of the dis
persion function 

fl d 
A (z) = 1 + z t/J(x) _x_ , 

-I x-z 
(3) 

where the characteristic function5 is 

(4) 

Here w is the albedo for single scattering, and theJ; (with 
fo = 1) are the coefficients in a Legendre expansion of the 
phase function. In addition, the polynomials g, Vt), of order 
I, are those introduced by Chandrasekhar,5 i.e., 

go(V) = 1, 

gl(v) = hoY, 

giv) = Hho hlv -1), 

and, in general, 

(l +1) g'+1 (v) = vhf g,(v) -lg'_1 (v), 

with 

h, = (21 +1)(1 - wJ;). 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(6) 

(7) 

It is apparent that A (z) is analytic in the complex plane 
cut from -1 to 1 along the real axis and that we can use the 
argument principle6 to compute the number K of ± pairs of 
zeros of A (z) in the cut plane. We note, however, that al
though the use of the argument principle is conceptually 
straightforward, the calculation can pose problems for spe
cific cases. 

Before proceeding to establish some explicit expres
sions for the zeros of A (z), we can integrate Eq. (3) to find 

(
z -1 ) A (z) = 1 + zt/J(z) log --
z +1 

L 

+ wz I (21 +1) J; g,(z) r,(z), (8) 
,~ I 

where the polynomials r, (z) can be generated from 

(21 +1) zr,(z) = - 0,.0 + (l +1) r'+1 (z) + Ir'_1 (z), (9) 

with 

ro(z) = 0, (lOa) 

r\(z) = 1, (lOb) 

and 

rz(z) = ¥. (lOc) 

II. ANALYSIS 

In order to establish some useful expressions concern
ing A (z) we first let z tend to infinity in Eq. (3) to find 

L 

A(oo)=I-w IJ;W" (11) 
,~o 

where 

(
21 +1 ) fl W, = -2- -I g,(j.l) P,(j.l) dj.l. (12) 

We can use the recursive relation 

(21 + 1) j.lP,Vt) = (I + 1) P, + I Vt) + IP'_I Vt), (13) 

and Eq. (6) to deduce from Eq. (12) that 

(21 +1) W'+I = h, W, , (14a) 

with 
Wo= 1, (14b) 

and therefore we can write 
L 

.11(00)= II (l-wJ;). (15) 
,~o 

We can also deduce from Eq. (3) that 

az a4 A(z~A(oo)+ -+ -+ ... , as Z-+oo, 
ZZ Z4 

(16) 

where 

L (21 + 1) fl a z = - w ,~oJ; -2- -I j.l2 gJ,J.l)P,Vt) d/-l 

L 

- w I J; B, , (17a) 
,~o 

and 

L (2/+1 )fl a4 = - w ,~o J; -2- -I j.l4 g,Vt) P,Vt) d/-l 

L 

- w I J;e, . (17b) 
,~o 

If we now use Eqs. (6) and (13), we find from Eq. (17a) a 
convenient way to compute the coefficients B" viz., 
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with 

and 

Bo=i, 

B, = ~ho, 

(18) 

(19a) 

(19b) 

(19c) 

In a similar manner we find we can express the coefficients 
C, as 

(I +2)2 h T 
(21 +1) C,+, = h,C, + (21 +5)(21 +3) " 

12 
- -- T,~" l'~O, (20a) 

2/-1 

where 

T B 1 [ (1 +3)2 + (1 +2)2 ] W (20b) 
,= ,+ 21 +5 21 +7 21 +3 ' , 

with 

and 

Co =!, 
c, = ~ho, 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

The work of MuskhelishvilC can now be used to estab
lish a Wiener-Hopf factorization of A (z), i.e., 

A (z) =A (00) X (z)X ( -z) fr (~~I _Z2), (22) 
a=l 

where 

X(z) = 1 exp[~ r' 8(t)~] . 
(l-zY 1T Jo t-z 

Here 

or 

with 

8 (t) = arg[A (t) + i1Ttt/J(t)] , 

8(t) = tan ~I [~~;~)], 

A (t) = 1 + tt/J(t ) In(~) 
1 + t 

L 

+wt L (2/+1)ltg,(t)F,(t), 
'=1 

TABLE I. Numerical results. 

0.1 
0.5 
0.95 

2469 

Explicit 

1.030046 
1.536814 
7.480699 

Refined 

1.030042 
1.536814 
7.480699 
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(23) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(25) 

Explicit 

1.054992 
1.666787 

is a continuous function oft, with 8 (0) = 0 and 8 (1) = K1T. 
Considering first thecaseK = 1, we can solve Eq. (22) to 

find 

Vo =z2+A(z)[A(00)X(z)X(-Z)]-I, K= 1, (26) 

which clearly is an explicit expression for Vo for any value of 
z. We can find two particularly concise expressions for Vo by 
setting z = 0 or by letting Z-+oo in Eq. (26): 

Vo = _1_ exp[ - ~ t 8(t) dt], K = 1, (27) 
A (00) 1T Jo t 

and 

2 il 
W L Vo = 1- - t8(t)dt+ -- LltB" K= 1. 

1T 0 A (00) '=0 
(28) 

For the case K = 2, two different values of z can be used in 

(Vo - r)(vi - Z2) = A (z)[A (oo)X(z) X( - Z)]-I, K = 2, 
(29) 

to yield two equations that can be solved simultaneously to 
yield Vo and vi. We usez = o and let z-+ 00 in Eq. (29) to find 

Vo =A +(A2_B)1/2, K=2, (30a) 

and 

vi = A - (A 2 - B )1/2, K = 2, 

where 

(30b) 

1 11 1 w L A = 1- - t8(t)dt+ --- Lit B, ,(31a) 
1T 0 2 A (00) '=0 

and 

1 [2 i l 

dt] B= --exp - - 8(t)-. 
A(oo) 1T 0 t 

(31b) 

Finally, for the caseK = 3, we deduce from Eq. (22) the three 
equations 

Vovi~ = _1_exp[_ ~ r' 8(t)dt] , K=3, (32a) 
A (00) 1T Jo t 

w L 
Vo + vi + ~ = 3 - 8 1 + -- Lit B" K = 3, (32b) 

A (00) '=0 
and 

Vovi + Vo~ + vi~ 
= 3(1 - 8,) + 8 3 + ~ 8, 2 + (3 _ 8 1) _w_ 

2 A (00) 
L W L 

X Lit B, - -- L ItC" K = 3, (32c) 
'=0 A (00) '=0 

Refined 

1.054987 
1.666787 

Explicit 

1.019564 

Refined 

1.019586 
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where 

(33) 

Equations (32) clearly can be solved simultaneously to yield 
Va,~, and~. 

It is apparent that the foregoing procedure can be used 
to reduce the task of finding the zeros of A (z) to one of solv
ing a polynomial equation of order K in the square of the 
desired eigenvalues. This procedure has the additional merit 
that it provides results for each of the desired solutions. Such 
results can, if necessary, be refined by using them as first 
approximations in an iterative solution. In order to demon
strate the accuracy of the explicit solutions given by Eqs. 
(27), (30), and (32) for the cases K = 1,2, and 3, we quote in 
Table I the results of Maiorin08 who used the 80 point qua
drature scheme of Gauss to compute the integrals required 
to evaluate the explicit solutions and a Newton-Raphson 
scheme to compute the refined results. The results in Table I 
are based on the L = 20 scattering law defined by9 
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(21 +1) 17 = (L 2:
1 

) [lf7-11 + (21 +1) 17-1 

+ (l +1) It 1 1 ] , 

with/t = 1 and/7 = 0, if I>L. 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: Spectral and scattering theory for the adiabatic oscillator and 
related potentials[J. Math. Phys. 20, 594 (1979)] 

Matania Ben-Artzi a) and Allen Devinatz 
Department of Mathematics. Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201 

(Received 4 March 1980; accepted for publication 14 March 1980) 

In Lemma 3.1, when 0 < a < 1 the asymptotic formulas 

(b) tP+(r,z)_e1v'-;'r, tP'+(r,z)_tV;e1v';r, r~oo, 
will hold only in the range a + {3 > 1 and {3 > 1/2. In the 
region a < 1, a + {3 <, 1 or {3 <, 1/2, 2{3 - a > 0, the asymptotic 
formulas (b) must be replaced by 

(b') tP+(r,z)_e'fv'z-v" 

A / if vz=v;-
tP '+ (r,z)-iV Z - VL(r)e ' " r..-oo. 

The reason is that if we write 

i r V z - VL = izr + R (r ,z), J. 
"'Present address: Institute of Mathematics. Hebrew University. Jerusa
lem. Israel. 

then R (r,z) converges to a finite number as r..-oo only if 
a + {3 > 1 and {3 > 1/2. 

All of the results in Sec. 4 of the paper, where Lemma 
3.1 is used, remain valid with the replacement (b'). The 
proofs require only minor adjustments. The existence of the 
wave operators of Theorem 5.1, cases (iii) and (iv), are no 
longer valid for a < 1, since the proof of existence requires 
the asymptotics given by (b). A corrected (and in some in
tances, improved) set of a,/3 values for which the wave opera
tors exist is given in Ref. 1. The wave operators are asymp
totically complete for the set of a, {3 values for which they 
exist. 

lA. Devinatz. J. Math. Phys. 21, 2406 (1980). 
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